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Foreword 

 

 I stepped foot on Congo terretory for the first time when my plane, Hewa Bora, a 

Congolese airline, from Brussels landed in Kinshasa on September 30, 2006. The 

first thing I saw at the airport were white United Nation's trucks, jeeps, helicopters 

and airplanes, parked close to the runway. The election process between Kabila and 

Bemba was taking place, and American and European forces were to protect and 

oversee it. After a two hour stop the flight continued to Luano airport in 

Lubumbashi, Katanga Province, where I was received by a Congolese priest. He was 

kind enough to take me to the convent of FMM (Franciscaines Missionaires de 

Marie) on Mama Yemo Avenue (named after Mobutu's late wife).  

 

 I was happy to have reached my destination, since I was very tired; it was 

already after midnight. The head sister welcomed me and took me to my room 

upstairs. A quick cat-wash and I fell onto my metal-bed. I did not dare let down the 

mosquito-net because I felt, if I did, I would possible suffocate, due to the heat; it 

was the rainy season and humidity was high. 
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                        Photocollage 1: At the convent of FMM 
1
 

 

                                                        
1 Photos, taken by author, in November, 2007. 
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During my different "outings" from Lubumbashi to places, such as Ruashi, 

Likasi, Bunkeya, Kasumbalesa, Kinsenda, Tshinsenda and Mokambo I had 

interesting encounters. While going to Bunkeya we drove through thick and thin, on 

unimaginable roads. 

 

 

Photo 2: Sign of Autoroute with Tarif de droit de péage 
2
 

 

 I have fond memories of villages on the roadside, adults and children waving at 

us. Some of the children ran alongside of our 4-wheel drive vehicle, calling the 

driver's name: "Erique, Erique, Erique!" Eric Munongo (brother of the present 

M’siri) travelled to Bunkeya on a regular basis, due to his business in mining, and  

was therefore known to all the villagers. When they noticed me they called 

"muzungu" and also waved at me. Piglets, chickens and goats ran off the road, when 

our vehicle approached them. Many small houses were built out of brick and covered 

with a metal roof, others were round huts with thatched roofs. Often the women were 

sweeping the red ground, or grinding a substance, perhaps manioc. On the roads we 

saw bicycles, loaded to the hilt, that the man pushing it could hardly be seen. Other 

men were just returning from the fields with their working tools. I noticed the lushest 

green of the thicket, I have ever seen of the rainforest, exotic plants, lianes and 

                                                        
2
 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2006. 
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rhododendron, growing wildly. There was a lot of humidity in the air and it started to 

drizzle. 

  

 Despite some problems with infrastructure I took my very first experience of 

subsaharan African culture, the Congo, very serious and absorbed every possible 

detail I could observe. When reflecting about the past experiences I am overcome 

with a feeling of nostalgia. The kindness and warmth of people, their hospitality, 

even though they were poor, was overwhelming.  
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Introduction 

 

"The World Encyclopedia defines music, which is one of the oldest arts as 

‘sound arranged into pleasing or interesting patterns’. The first written 

music dates from about 2500 BC. In its own definition, the Oxford 

Advancement Learner's Dictionary of Current English defines music as ‘art 

of making pleasing combinations of sounds in rhythm, harmony, and 

counterpoint’. While stressing the importance of music in sociocultural lives 

of the people, the World Book Encyclopedia, states uneqivocally that ‘it 

forms an important part of many cultural and social activities. People use 

music to express feelings and ideas. Music also serves to entertain and relax. 

Like drama and dance, music is a performing art’. From the foregoing it is 

axiomatic to conclude that good music forms an important feature of mass 

communication, and that music does not only entertain, it must as well be 

expressive to evoke an athmosphere and set the mood for action" (Ajayi, 

2009: 173).  

 

Mwenda Jean Bosco, also called Mwenda wa Bayeke, was one of the three 

wellknown Congolese composers, guitarists and singers of his epoch, who really 

made a name for himself during the 1950s and 60s in the industrial centers of 

Katanga. He was mainly active in Jadotville, now Likasi, and Elisabethville, now 

Lubumbashi, between 1950 and 1991, next to Losta Abelo and Edouard Masengo 

(aka Katiti). Bosco was partially responsible for the first wave of Zairean musical 

authenticité, while concentrating mainly on African listeners and promoting their 

own roots in music. The death of Mwenda Jean Bosco, in an automobile accident on 

Kasumbalesa Road, close to Lumata, on September 22, 1991, was an overwhelming 

shock to his relatives, friends and musiclovers worldwide. Bosco cannot be replaced 

and will leave a big void in the music field (Lwamba, 2001: 175; Kubik, 1997: 72). 

 

 After reading several music biographies about Fela, Franco, King Sunny Ade,  

Abeti Masikini, just to mention a few, the author’s deduction is such that each author 

describes "his" artist as the best African musician. Emphasizing on the attributes of 

best-known, excellent, greatest, the legendary, superb, unmatched ... ... godfather of 

Zairean rumba (Franco). Perhaps these presentations are gravely exaggerated and 
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therefore have a touch of sensational journalism. In the author’s estimate, each 

musician is special and "great" in his own right.  

  

 And so was Mwenda Jean Bosco a fabulous guitarist, composer and singer of the 

1950s and 60s, whose style was copied by many other musicians, not only in Africa 

but in Great Britain, the U.S. and Europe. In the following biography, the author will 

try to represent "her" artist in a very realistic way by taking an ethnohistorical 

approach: 

 

“Freilich sind die Konsequenzen der Offenheit für neue theoretische und 

methodische Ansätze auch in der ethnohistorischen und kultur-

geschichtlichen Forschungsrichtung von Ambivalenz gekennzeichnet. 

Methodenpluralismus oder Eklektizismus und die Folge der 

interdisziplinären Orientierung ethnohistorischer Forschung … “  

(Wernhart/Zips, 1998: 19). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

"Of course the consequences of openness to new theoretical and 

methodological approaches in ethnohistorical and culturehistorical research 

are characterized by ambivalence as well. Methodological pluralism or 

eclecticism and the consequence of interdisciplinary orientation in 

ethnohistorical research ... ." 

 

 Ethnohistorian, Jennifer Brown, feels that an ethnohistorical approach puts the 

researcher in a position of: 

 

"strange bedfellows, kindred spirits" or "intellectual free traders:" "We 

borrow other people's methods, concepts and tool kits from linguistics, 

archeology, geography, and literary criticism, and we thereby enrich our 

analysis, even if we risk making them more complicated and ourselves more 

confused. But once we cross these borders, how many of us want to go back 

to the fenced preserves maintained by so many of our departmental 

disciplinarians? To me, what ethnohistory is all about is the crossing of 
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boundaries, of time and space, of discipline and department, and of 

perspective, whether ethnic, cultural, social or gender based" 

(Wernhart/Zips, 1998: 19).  

 

 The following biography does not only speak of Bosco's life but also of the 

cultural, political, economical, as well as religious background during the time in 

which Bosco lived and worked. It should shed some light to the understanding of his 

music and contribute to the knowledge of his life; his path, which led him to his 

music. A closer look into the text of his songs reveals an important connection with 

his life experiences and deems to be an integral part of his biography. The author 

might add that due to the rather long names, and to simplify matters she shall refer to 

Mwenda Jean Bosco (aka Mwenda wa Bayeke) in this thesis simply as, Bosco. 

  

 The objective of this thesis results in the following chapters: Chapter 1 refers to 

the places and methods of research. In the beginning of each interview the author 

shall introduce her interviewee and her/his relationship to Bosco, as well as the place 

of interview and all special details connected to it. Chapter 1 also contains a short 

review on the history of biographical research. 

  

 In chapter 2 the geographical and historical situation of the Katanga Province is 

described as well as the different epochs: The effect of political changes in Zaire, 

now Congo, and Katanga had an important impact in the cultural development. The 

economic and social situation of Katanga Province are closely connected to the 

musical currents of Bosco’s music. Chapter 2 also explains the background and 

history of the "royals" (M'siris), their importance in Katangan society, then and now. 

It refers to Bosco, who is, as his name suggests, a descendent of the Bayeke (M'siris). 

  

 Chapter 3 and 4 will go into details about Bosco's childhood, adolescence, 

adulthood and death, based on the interviews and written materials the author has 

gathered during research. Furthermore Bosco’s children and other family members 

are introduced. The author may add that the information she acquired about Bosco’s 

life, especially his childhood, was not always clear, since it consisted of different 

versions. During her second research phase she had a chance to rectify certain details 

through new findings and documents. After Bosco's death there was a long-term 
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correspondence with a law-firm to clarify matters of inheritance, which has not come 

to a conclusion. Stéphane Mwenda, Bosco's younger brother, hopes that under the 

democratic government of president Kabila he will have a chance to bring this 

chapter to a close.  

  

 Chapter 5 speaks of the development and the peculiarities of L'Ecole Katangaise 

in the Katanga Province, its music and its guitarists in particular. Furthermore the 

author will point out how Congolese music affected other African countries and their 

musicians. 

  

 Chapter 6 speaks of Bosco's “discovery” by the South African 

ethnomusicologist, Hugh Tracey, the beginning of Bosco’s interest in music and his 

unique technique of composing, and playing the guitar. Through the topics and lyrics 

of his songs, which he sang in French, Kiswahili, Kikongo, Sanga and Yeke we get 

an insight perspective to the importance of his Bayeke heritage, which he depicts in 

many of his chansons. We also learn about Bosco's sense of entrepreneurship and the 

wealth he accumulated throughout his life. The chapter also looks at Bosco's 

personality, his sensitivity and yearnings. Through his moralistic and didactic songs 

Bosco gave advice to the people of Katanga; to children and adults alike, which 

emphasizes his popularity even more. The English linguist and ethnomusicologist, 

David Rycroft, has analyzed Bosco’s music and compared one of his songs to The 

Woods So Wild, by  English composer, William Byrd (1543-1623). 

  

 In chapter 7 we learn about Bosco-Band, which later changed to L’Orchestre 

Super Shaba. The interviews with three band-members gives us some background of 

the band’s beginning, the composition of its music and the role Bosco played. This 

chapter also treats Bosco's music career, his participation with JECOKE (Jeune 

comediens de la Kenya), and Spéctacle Populaire, a music and theater group, still 

active these days. We also learn about Bosco’s lyrics and themes in some of his 

songs, and a critical review about his music.  

 

 Chapter 8 speaks of the continuance of Bosco’s music and legacy, carried out by 

his son, Didier, and the Congolese-Zambian-Belgian musician, Dominic 

Kakolobango. 
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 At the end of this biography perhaps some things still remain unclear, some 

other findings may appear in a different light, and yet others may become more 

evident. 

  

 Before the author begins with Bosco’s biography she would like to speak about 

the history of biographical research. 

 

1.0 Methods of research 

1.1 The history of biographical research 

 

“Alles, was erzaehlt wird, hat sich wirklich ereignet nichts hat sich so 

ereignet, wie es erzaehlt wird“ (Edgar Reitz, 1994: 185). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“Everything that is being told really happened nothing really happened the 

way it is told.“ 

 

Many different philosophers, historians, sociologists and cultural 

anthropologists have written numerous books and essays on biographical research. 

The subject itself is manifold and if treated thoroughly would in fact require another 

thesis. Several authors have been chosen, and even though their contributions are of 

great importance they cannot be treated sufficiently or to the point they deserve to be 

discussed. However the author will explore the subject briefly. 

 

In reference to Edgar Reitz’s proverb the author must agree. During her first 

research phase she repeatedly asked many different people, who were knowledgeable 

on the subject of music, about Bosco’s band members. She was told that they had all 

died or disappeard. The author was therefore even more surprised, when Jacques 

Masengo wrote her that there were still four members alive. The same pertains to Mr. 

Nguza, the band leader and -member, from Tshinsenda. It took literally weeks to find 

out, wheather he was still alive or not. First the author was told that he too had died. 

Then she heard that there were two people by the same name, N’guza. Finally, when 
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the author came to his village, Tshinsenda, she found out that Mr. Nguza had indeed 

died.  

 

In an essay, “Beschriebenes und wirkliches Leben“ (The described- and the 

actual life), sociologist, Michael Corsten, defines the word, biography: The word, 

Bios, derived from Greek, means: life; graphein means: to write. Corsten expresses 

the difference of actual life and the description of life. However, the description of 

life cannot be looked upon as life itself: 

 

“In der Biographieforschung hat sich dies auf zwei Arten niedergeschlagen: 

Zum einen in der deutlichen Differenzierung zwischen Biographie und 

Lebenslaufperspektive (Hahn 1988) zum anderen in der Diskussion um die 

Frage nach der “I’illusion biographique“, eingeleitet durch Bourdieu“ 

(Corsten,1994: 185). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“In biographical research this is reflected in two ways. Moreover in the 

distinct differentiation between biography and the perspective of the 

curriculum vitae, on the other hand in the discussion about the question to 

“l’illusion biographique“, introduced by Bourdieu.“ 

 

French philosopher, historian and sociologist, Michel Foucault (1926-1984), 

believes that “the volition to knowledge“ (La volonté de savoir) can be based on 

Christian confessions during the Middle Ages.With confessions the totality of the 

individual was examined; his nature, his way of thinking, his wants and actions, 

down to reflections of his “deepest self“. This in turn lead to individual descriptions, 

biographical reports, the studies of humanities, and eventually to subjective 

submission (Foucault 1976). Although it seems rather normal nowadays to write 

about one’s own or other people’s life, Foucault does not believe it to be a natural 

human need to reveal one’s inner self (Foucault 1976). Foucault states:  

 

“Soit l’évolution de la pastorale catholique et du sacrement de pénitence 

après le Concile de Trente. On voile peu à peu la nudité des questions que 
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formulaient les manuels de confession du Moyen, et bon nombre de celles 

qui avaient cours au XVIIe siècle encore ont longtemps cru indesponsable 

pour que la confession soit complète. … Mais la langue peut bien se châtier. 

L’extension de l’aveu, et de l’aveu de la chair, ne cesse de croître 

…Pensées, désirs, imaginations voluptueuses, délectations, mouvements 

conjoints de l’âme et du corps, tout cela désormais doit entrer, et en détail, 

dans le jeu de la confession et de la direction. … Naît vers le XVIIIe siècle 

une incitation politique, économique, technique, à parler du ... “ (Foucault, 

1976: 27-33). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“One needs to look at the development of catholic pastoral and the 

sacrament of penance according to the Council of Trent. Little by little one 

conceals the nudity of questions, which the manuals of confession in the 

Middle Ages and partially until the 17th century had formulated. One avoids 

to go into detail which before had been thought of as indispensable in a 

complete confession. … But the tongue did not restrain itself. The extension 

of confession, and the confession of the flesh continued to grow … 

thoughts, desires, voluptous imaginations, delectations, connected emotions 

of soul and body, all that had to enter in detail into the game of confession 

and the conduction of the soul. … Around the 18th century a political, 

economical and technical incentive began to speak about ... .“ 

 

With intimate confessions, which found their way into all walks of life and 

professions, man in the Occident has become an “animal of confessions:“ 

 

“En tout cas, à côté des rituels de l’épreuve, à côté des cautions données par 

l’autorité de la tradition, à côté des témoignages, mais aussi des procédés 

savants d’observation et de démonstration, l’aveau est devenu, en Occident, 

une des techniques les plus hautement valorisées pour produire le vrai. Nous 

sommes devenues, depuis lors, une societé singulièrements avouante. 

L’aveau a diffusé loin ses effets: dans la justice, dans la médicine, dans la 

pédagogie, dans les rapports familiaux, dans les relations amoureuses, dans 
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l’ordre le plus quotidien, et dans les rites les plus solennels: on avoue ses 

crimes, on avoue ses péchés, on avoue ses pensées et ses désirs … 

L’homme, en Occident, est devu une bête d’aveu“ (Foucault, 1976: 79-80). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“In any case, next to the rituals of exams, aside from surety through the 

authority of tradition, next to testemonies but also next to the learned 

procedures of observation and argumentation, confession has become, in 

Occident, one of the most highly valued techniques in producing the truth. 

Since then we have become a singular confessing society.The effects of 

confession are largely disseminated: in justice, in medicine, in pedagogics, 

in family- as well as in love relations, in every day life, and in ceremonious 

rites: one confesses his crimes, one confesses one’s thoughts and one’s 

desires …Man, in Occident, has become an “animal of confessions.“ 

 

Thomas Schaefer and Betttina Voelter feel that: 

 

“These methods are applied at school, at work or in religious life. People are 

asked to understand their actions, their thoughts, their feelings, their 

“deepest self“ in order to find the truth about themselves“ (Schaefer/Voelter, 

2005: 166). 

 

The reflections on one’s “deepest self“ eventually lead to writing auto- and/or 

biographies. 

 

During the process of research the researcher always finds him/herself in a 

position of aquiring information about his/her interest at hand. And so did the author; 

only she feels that a biography is an even more sensitive subject. Since Bosco had 

passed away, she had to get information about his life from family members and 

others. Perhaps Bosco may not have been as open about his personal life. After all, 

John Low, Gerhard Kubik and others repeatedly commented that Bosco was rather 

evasive, when asked about his childhood, for instance. Bosco’s son, the late Didier 

and Bosco’s oldest daughter, Cathy, were the only ones, speaking in detail about 
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Bosco’s childhood. With Bosco’s younger brother, Stéphane, the author did most 

interviews with. She had to pry and pry into Bosco’s personal life, his music and 

work. The author made him “compliant“, and as a result Stéphane became, one could 

say, “une bête d’aveau.“ 

 

French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002), speaks of “l’histoire de vie“ as 

a “l’illusion biographique“. He feels that the subject itself finally entered the 

disciplines of cultural anthropology and sociology. For Bourdieu “l’histoire de vie“ 

is nothing but a story, a wholeness of incidents throughout a person’s life; a road, a 

street, a career with its cross-roads. Furthermore he believes that life starts with “un 

debut dans la vie“, different passages, and finally a destination. Bourdieu claims 

when a biography is revealed to the researcher, strict chronology or coherence is 

often lost, even though the biographer chooses very important life-sequences to show 

coherence. As an example Bourdieu makes reference to Faulkner’s book, “The sound 

and the fury“, which symbolizes a double break, when the structure of the novel as a 

linear narration coincides with questioning the meaning of life itself: 

 

“s’exprime en toute clarité dans la définition de la vie comme antihistoire 

que propose Shakespeare à la fin de Macbeth: “C’est une histoire que conte 

un idiot, une histoire pleine de bruit et de fureur, mais vide de signification“ 

(Bourdieu, 1986: 70). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“expresses itself in all clarity in the definition of life as an anti-story, which 

Shakespeare suggests at the end of Macbeth: “This is a story, told by an 

idiot, a story full of noise and anger but without meaning.“ 

 

To produce a coherent “l’histoire de vie“ is close to impossible and can therefore 

be called a “l’illusion rhétorique“. Bourdieu believes  that “l’histoire de vie“ tends to 

be a self-presentation. It will always be guided by a certain market and its circle of 

readers. It is a production of one’s own personal perception of life.  
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“Les événements biographiques se définissent comme autant de placements 

et de déplacements dans l’espace social, c’est-à-dire, plus précisément, dans 

les différents états successifs de la structure de la distribution des différentes 

espèces de capital qui sont en jeu dans le champ considéré. Le sens des 

mouvements conduisant d’une position à une autre (d’un éditeur à un autre, 

d’un échévé à un autre, etc.) se définit, de toute évidence, dans la relation 

objective entre le sens et la valeur au moment considéré de ces positions au 

sein d’un espace orienté“ (Bourdieu, 1986: 71). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“The biographical events thus define themselves as placements and 

displacements in a social space, to say it more precisely, in different 

succeeding spaces of structural distribution of different sorts of capitol, 

which are at work in the concerning field. The sense of movement, leading 

from one position to another (from one publisher to another, from one 

bishopric to another, etc.) defines itself in all clarity in the objective relation 

in a certain moment between sense and value of this position in the middle 

of a certain space.“ 

 

The situation between researcher and interviewee also contributes to the validity, 

in thus the researcher often may have preconceived notions, which have an impact on 

the biographer’s presentation (Bourdieu, 1990: 80-81). 

 

When the author first arrived in Katanga, she was not aware of the country’s 

infrastructure. It was difficult to aquire documents at various libraries, due to the 

many different wars, the destruction and lootings by soldiers under Mobutu. She was 

also not aware how little the average worker was paid, if he was able to work at all; 

and if he was paid, when he worked. As a European the author was used to go to a 

public library and do her research there, very simple. If one needs to make copies, 

that too is a given. In Katanga, many libraries could not be sustained due to lack of 

money. To make one’s own copies is not allowed, there is always someone, 

providing that particular service. Very often there was a failure of electricity, or a 

lack or no water at all. As already mentioned, the roads and public transportation 
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were in dire straits. So, very often the author was unable to reach people or they had 

difficulties reaching her. Stéphane, for instance, often had to work overtime so the 

agreed appointment for interview purposes had to be cancelled. The author does not 

want to complain but just point out some of the problems that needed to be dealt 

with. Of course all this contributed to her research. 

 

Bourdieu states that the concept, "biography", is firstly perceived as if life were 

a coherent whole, and secondly a uniform expression of an intention, an outline. In 

contrast to this Bourdieu emphazises the shaping aspect of a biographical narration 

and its constructive character: 

 

"Le récit, qu’il soit biographique ou autobiographique, comme celui de 

l’enqêté qui “se livre“ à un enquêteur, propose des évenéments qui, sans être 

tous et toujours déroulés dans leur stricte succession chronologique 

(quiconque a recueilli des histoires de vie sait que les enquêtés perdent 

constamment le fil de la stricte succession calendaire), tendent ou prétendent 

à s’organiser en séquences ordonnées selon des relations intelligibles. Le 

sujet et l’objet de la biographie (l’enquêteur et l’enquêté) ont en quelque 

sorte le même intérêt à accepter le postulat du sens de l’existence racontée 

(et, implicitement, de toute existence). On est sans doute en droit de 

supposer que le récit autobiographique s’inspire toujours, au moins pour une 

part, du souci de donner sens, de rendre raison, de dégager une logique à la 

fois rétrospective et prospective, une consistance et une constance, en 

établissant des relations intelligibles, comme celle de l’effet à la cause 

efficiente ou finale, entre les états successifs, ainsi constitués en étapes d’un 

développement nécessaire. (Et il est probable que ce profit de cohérence et 

de nécessité est au principe de l’intérêt variable selon la position et la 

trajectoire, que les enquêtés portent à l’entreprise biographique)" (Bourdieu, 

1986: 69). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

The story, meaning biography or autobiography, one, like the respondent, 

who “opens” (himself) to a researcher, suggests events, which, though not at 
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all and always place them being presented totally or as a whole in their strict 

chronological order (anyone, who has colleced life-stories knows that 

respondents are constantly losing the thread of strict chronological 

sequence) or pretend to be organized in orderly sequences according to 

intelligible relations. The subject and the object of biography (the 

interviewer and the respondent) have somewhat the same interest to accept 

the premise of the meaning of life told (and implicitely, the whole 

existence). It is probably reasonable to assume that biographical narration is 

always, at least partially, inspired by the aim to make sense, to justify, at the 

same time to develop a retrospective logic; to display consistency and 

constancy, in thus it produces the obvious relations as the effect on the 

efficient cause or finale between succeeding conditions and establish stages 

of necessary development. (And it is probable that this benefits coherence 

and necessity, principally lead by interest, which varies by position and 

trajectory, that the examined carry into the biographical untertaking).” 

 

During her first research phase the author was given a lot of verbal and written 

information, in form of photos and documents. However, during her second research 

phase some data could be refuted and was corrected, as mentioned already above. 

The author seriously feels, if she had continued and stayed in Katanga, for an even 

longer period of time, more information would have come to the surface. In all 

sincerity, one can say that a biography is never completed or finished. 

 

And yet biographical research has become an important branch in social sciences 

even though there is a “distinct difference of social reality in and of biographies.“ 

Corsten refers to Heinz Bude (1982, 1984, 1987), who speaks of the 

“Lebenskonstruktion“ (construction of life) as “implications of biographical self-

presentations“. Bude feels that biographical texts refer, without doubt, to the 

“individual life“. And yet he is amazed how he can arrive at his deductions after a 

longer conversation. He concludes: 

 

“Ein biographisches Gespraech bietet eine ungeheure Menge von Daten 

ueber die Lebensweise einer Person“ (Corsten, 1994: 187). 
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Translation by author: 

 

“A biographical conversation offers a tremendous amount of data about a 

person’s way of living.“ 

 

The above is indeed true but the author needed people to interview. Ulrike 

Langbein, the author of “Geerbte Dinge“ (Inherited Objects) remarks the following: 

 

“Zuerst brauchte ich Interviewpartners, die bereit waren, mit mir zu 

sprechen und die Türen zu ihrer privaten Welt zu öffnen. Und schon hier 

ergaben sich mehrere Probleme. Als (…) (Nicht-Kongolesin, R.J.) und 

jemand, deren soziales Umfeld sich hauptsächlich aus ähnlichen, nämlich, 

“irgendwie“ geisteswissenschaftlichen interessierten und altersmäßig nicht 

so stark differenzierten Zeitgenossen zusammensetzte, musste ich 

versuchen, mir Zutritt zu anderen Milieus und Generationen zu verschaffen. 

Das Schneeballsystem war wenig hilfreich, weil ich auch hier oft im 

Eigenen landete. Der nächste Versuch war das so viel empfohlene Gespräch 

in der Nachbarschaft … “ (Langbein, 2002: 42). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“At first I needed interviewees, who were prepared to speak with me and 

open the doors to their private world. And even here there were several 

problems. As (…), (a non-Congolese, R.J.) and someone, whose social 

environment consisted of similar, namely, “somehow” people, who were 

interested in Human Science, and as far as age is concerned, not as strongly 

differentiated contemporaries, I had to try to gain access to other milieus 

and generations. The snowball system was less helpful, since I often landed 

in my own (world). The next attempt was the so often recommended 

conversation in the neighbourhood … .” 

 

While reflecting on Ute Langbein’s foregoing text, the author can definately 

relate to it. As a non-Congolese she had to not only dive into a different milieu but a 

totally different culture as well. And there were some distinct differences. One was 
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the time factor, which did not seem to be a great concern to the interviewees as it was 

to the researcher. The author is not referring to the interviewees’ occasional delays or 

even absence but the perception of time itself. As the Congolese/Zambian/Belgian 

musician, Dominic Kakolobango, mentioned in an interview: “Time is not in my 

culture“. Most probable he was referring to his age, possibly as not to reveal his real 

age. However, the author, Adelin Kashoba Mwenda M’siri, Bosco’s cousin, was also 

pertaining to the same subject, “time“, when he said: “Madame, au Congo, le temps 

et le mariage sont elastique!“ So the author did not only learn about Bosco’s life but 

also about the perception of time in the country of research. Another fact, referring to 

the time factor, which made research very difficult, was the prevalent poverty among 

many Congolese. Many could not even afford to charge their cellular phones, and if 

they did, it was with a small amount of money only. Public transportation is difficult 

in a vast country such as Congo, so is telecommunication as well. People in such a 

desolate economic situation are often occupied with their own work, and could not 

be concerned with a researcher’s “need“. Very often the author was asked to 

reimburse people for information rendered.  

 

And yet the author was able to accumulate a lot of information through Bosco’s 

brother, Bosco’s children and other close relatives and friends. The data, given to 

her, was manifold but it was presented to her as a “second source“ information, since 

it was not presented by the musician (Bosco) himself.  

 

Michael Corsten refers to Bude, who bases his findings on “utterances“ and 

“articulations“, which are intertwined, leading to a “net of relations“. Bude interprets 

self-expression, like “mimicking“ and “gesture“, although the individual is not aware 

of this and does it unintentionally. Other important aspects seem to be: “the time of 

interview, the reported  time in someone’s life, a certain sphere of life, the presence 

or absence of other people during the interview“ (Bude 1987) (Corsten, 1994: 187-

188). 

 

As a researcher the author tried to avoid prying into the interviewees’ private 

lives. And yet, very often and perhaps unintentionally, the interviewees would 

disclose their own personal lives. During a conversation with Bosco’s oldest 

daughter, Cathy, the author noticed the disappointment, when she asked Cathy if she 
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had received the proceeds of one of Bosco’s houses, after they were sold. Cathy was 

very upset that she did indeed not receive any money, and openly showed her 

emotions, paired with anger. Later on the author noticed that she was not among the 

signatures on the Procés Verbal De Conseil De Famille, which assigned Didier as 

Héritier culturel et artistique de la musique traditionelle et moderne of Bosco’s 

artistic legacy. 

 

The same pertains to Bosco’s youngest brother, Stéphane Mwenda, whose 

emotions became very visible, while praising his brother’s generosity. After the 

praise a few points of critique followed, which were immediately justified, by stating 

that Bosco probably wanted to teach him (Stéphane) how to become a man. In 

reference to Foucault, Stéphane indeed revealed very personal feelings as a result of 

the interview. At the same time he may have become aware of the hidden thoughts 

his “deepest-self“ was harbouring. Nevertheless, the author could sense a feeling of 

conflict between admiration and unjust treatment. 

 

Corsten continues with findings by Fritz Schuetze, who sees a definate harmony 

between “the actual narration and former life-experiences“. Schuetze believes that “ 

the situation of narration forces the narrator“: 

 

“sich an grundlegenden kognitiven Figuren der Erfahrungsrekapitulation zu 

orientieren“ (Schuetze 1984) (Corsten, 1994: 189).  

 

Translation by author: 

 

“to orientate oneself on fundamental cognitive figures of recapitulated 

experiences.“ 

 

“The narration of one’s own experience leads partially to a recollection of 

the reported “Lebensgeschichte“ (the story of life)“ (Corsten, 1994: 189). 

 

“Biographical self-articulation tends to present a biographical production, rather 

than a reproduction“. Sometimes the interviewee believes to have discovered 

“hidden“ memories, buried in his subconscience“ (Schaefer/Voelter, 2005: 167-170). 
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Sociologists Thomas Schaefer and Bettina Voelter are trying to analyze 

Foucault’s thoughts on biographical research. The fact that individuals speak about 

themselves is perceived as “truth“ but in reality can be considered a self-presentation 

in which “the subject’s presentation is dramatized, intensified and animated.“ 

 

During another interview, Bosco’s daughter, Cathy, confided in the author about 

her liaison, out of which her son, Dieu Donné, resulted, who was raised by Bosco to 

avoid jealousy on the part of Cathy`s later husband. Bosco and his grand-son were 

both killed in the tragic accident. The author not only sensed a feeling of shock but a 

feeling of guilt on Cathy’s part. 

 

Despite Foucault’s criticism, Schaefer and Voelter conclude that reconstructive 

biographical research should not totally be discredited, rather it should serve and 

contribute to reflection and self-criticism (Schaefer/Voelter, 2005: 162-165). 

 

Referring to Schaefer and Voelter, the author believes that a reconstructive 

biography still reveals a lot of data about the individual. Thus the author cannot 

discredit any findings, no matter how minute, since they all contribute to a “whole“. 

During her second research phase she was finally able to interview members of 

Bosco’s band, who could not be found before.  

 

During their many interviews Stéphane and the author were mostly alone. It 

appeared that Stéphane was very knowledgeable about all areas of Bosco’s life, the 

personal- as well as the business-life since he (Stéphane) had lived with Bosco and 

also worked for and with him. In reference to Schuetze, the author never had the 

feeling that Stéphane’s narration was not believable, on the contrary it was the same 

to what he repeated one year later during her second research phase. Thus the author 

sees a definate harmony between “the actual narration and former life-experiences.“ 

 

Corsten refers to Keijo Rahkonen, who questions “the phenomena of baptism 

and the assignment of a certain name to a child, in which he sees absolutely no 

natural necessity. It is merely a practical convention, turned into a tradition“. 

Rahkonen believes, by giving a name to an individual is simply to stay within certain 
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regulations of procedures. The same should be applied in narrating the 

“Lebensgeschichte“ (the story of life) (Corsten, 1994: 191). 

 

Philosopher, Robert P. Ziff (1920-2003), calls “le nom propre“ (a person’s 

proper name): “un point fixe dans un monde mouvant“ (a fix-point in a moving 

world) and sees “la manière nécessaire d’assigner une identité“ (a forced identity) in 

the “rites baptismaux“ (rites of baptism) (Bourdieu, 1986: 68). By giving a name to a 

person the individual receives “une identité sociale constante“ (a continuing social 

identity), which enables him to participate “dans tout les champs possibles“ (in all 

possible areas). “La signature (signum authenticum) qui authentifie cette identité“ 

(the signature (signum authenticum) that certifies this identity): 

 

“Le nom propre est l’attestation visible de l’identité de son porteur à travers 

les temps et les espaces sociaux, le fondement de l’unité de ses 

manifestations successives et de la possibilité socialement reconnue de 

totaliser ces manifestations dans des enregistrements officiels, curriculum 

vitae, cursus honorum … “ (Bourdieu, 1986: 68). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“The proper name is the visible confirmation of identity of its bearer 

through time and social spaces, the foundation of unity of his consecutive 

utterances and the socially accepted possibilities to summerize his 

utterances in the official registrations as curriculum vitae, cursus honorum 

… .“ 

 

Thus a person’s name is:  

 

“le support (on serait tenté de dire la substance) de ce que l’on appelle l’état 

civil, c’est-à-dire de cet ensemble des proprietés (nationalité, sexe, âge, etc) 

attachées à des personnes auxquelles la loi civile associe des effets 

juridiques …“ (Bourdieu, 1986: 69). 
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Translation by author: 

 

“the support (one is tempted to say the substance) of that what one calls 

civil standing, as to say that ensemble of characteristics (nationality, sex, 

age, etc.) assigned to persons, to whom the civil right assigns legal effects ... 

.“ 

 

The author feels that a name is not something arbitrary, given to a person 

through “practical convention“ but a must, a necessity. How could individuals 

possibly function in society without a proper name ? Even though Rahkonen 

questions the phenomenon of baptism in an individual’s life it played an important 

role in Bosco’s life. Bosco was baptized with a Christian name, Jean Bosco Mwenda. 

During Mobutu’s political program of “authenticité africaine“, Christian names were 

changed to African names. Jean Bosco Mwenda had to change his name to Mwenda 

wa Bayeke, defining Bosco`s heritage as a descendent of his ethnic group, the 

Bayeke. Besides the name was an important aspect in Bosco’s life as an international 

known musician as well. The name therefore became, as Robert P. Ziff states: “un 

point fixe dans un monde mouvant“, and as Bourdieu postulates: “l’attestation visible 

de l’identité de son porteur à travers les temps et les espaces sociaux … .“ 

 

Corsten continues by referring to Pierre Bourdieu and his theory of l’illusion 

biographique“ in his next contemplation. Bourdieu seems to be totally against 

biographical research and finds it to be a (l’interprétation, porté à accepter cette 

création artificielle de sens) “ (construction of a perfect social artifact). Biographical 

research fails if life of  “le sujet ou l’objet“ (a person or subject) is considered “un 

ensemble cohérent“ (a coherent unit). The biographical narrater himself can be 

looked upon as an “l’idéologue de sa propre vie“ (an ideologist of his life). In 

general a narration can be compared to a fiction or prose, in fact a mere  “l’illusion 

biographique“ (biographical illusion). 

 

In his recapitulation Corsten refers to the “social reality of biographies“. Often a 

biography is a narration; on the other hand it can be real life itself of an individual, a 

real person. Furthermore it can be a fictive figure in music, literature, and in other 
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areas of life, like public speeches, church - or legal confession, and the “curriculum 

vitae.“  

 

Corsten distinguishes between four types of biographies:     

 

1. “Biography as self-presentation“, in thus it depicts life for “instrumental    

purposes“: 

 

“Es geht der beobachtenden Instanz gerade darum, festzustellen, wie jemand 

in einer bestimmten Situation biographischen Eindruck macht. In dieser 

Weise versucht man in Verhoeren, in Anamnesen, in 

Bewerbungsgespraechen oder bei der Zeugenaussage vor Gericht innerhalb 

einer spezifischen Situation den Typus der Selbstpraesentation zu erfassen“ 

(Corsten, 1994: 197–202). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“The observing authority is concerned to find out, how someone in a certain 

situation makes a biographical impression. In this way one tries to establish 

the type of self-presentation in interrogations, in anamneses, in work-

applications or in court-testimonies.“ 

 

2. Biography as subject matter. This is where the narrator spontaneously refers to 

“his life as a whole.“  

 

3. The biography as a file with concrete data, to be used for offical purposes. 

 

4. Biography as a novel, where the author is not forced to stay within boundaries in 

the representation and description of life (Corsten, 1994: 203).  

 

Historian, Heide von Felden, believes that a biography is the result of three 

important aspects: personal experience, social- and historical background. When 

comparing the roles of biographer and researcher, von Felden believes that an author 

presents her/his ... biographical data and the perception of her/his life, whereas a 
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researcher  focusses on how life is presented and how reality is depicted by an author 

(von Felden, 2003: 131-133).  

 

Biographical research not only serves as an investigation to examine the 

subjective view of the actors themselves but biography should be understood as: 

“gesellschaftliches Konstrukt im Spannungsverhaeltnis von Struktur und Handeln“ 

(social construction in relation to tension of structure and action“ (Fischer/Kohli, 

1987) (von Felden, 2003: 131). 

 

Some scholars have concluded that not only subjective aspects in the 

presentation of life play a role but social backgound as well. Even though life itself is 

presented with all its personal intimate details the social background is always visible 

(Peter Alheit/Bettina Dausien). Biographies often consist of abstract and concrete 

models of society (von Felden, 2003: 131). 

 

Sociologist, Winfried Marotzki, believes that there is a profound connection 

between biography and education. His thoughts on biography are:  

 

“Biographisierung sei wesentlich die Konstruktion der eigenen 

Lebensgeschichte, wobei nicht allein die individuelle Geschichte gemeint 

sei, sondern auch die historisch- gesellschaftliche Geschichte, in die das 

eigene Leben eingebettet ist. Reflexion ueber sich selbst sei wesentlich die 

Geschichte, die jemand ueber sich selbst erzaehlt“ (von Felden, 2003: 137). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“Biographication is mainly the construction of one’s own life-story, where 

not only the individual story is referred to but also the historical- social 

history, in which one’s own life is embedded. Reflection about one’s self is 

essentially the story, someone tells about himself.“ 

 

Marotzki feels that biographical research opens the field to how an individual 

reflects about himself in regards to his surrounding, e.g., the world. Marotzki uses 
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Schuetze as an example in the examination of different texts and how the 

interviewees articulate themselves in different phases of their lives. 

 

In a 1990 case study of a woman’s biography, Marotzki noticed that the 

interviewee has to deal with the fact that her parents had a forceful influence 

throughout her life. This lead to a supressed spontaneity and eventually to a rather 

passive behaviour. The biographer herself suffered and was still in the process of 

interpreting or justifying her experience in regards to the world and her surroundings 

(von Felden, 2003: 139). 

 

When an individual speaks about his/her life he/she seems to put together his/her 

own memorial tablet, his own reflected “pictures“, his/her own theory into an 

articulated form, as he/she perceives it. Often the interviewee focusses on his/her 

own incidents, interpretations, characteristics and feelings. One must consider that 

the interviewee feels compelled to conform in the narration. It is expected of him/her 

to give a coherent wholeness; possible gaps can be closed or rectified when asked at 

the end of the interview. At the same time, during narration the biographer tends to 

adopt the truth about himself, in connection with his own reflections and the 

expected anticipation of the interviewer. 

 

The author tried to do the utmost to her ability in presenting the narrations, the 

way they were given to her by the many interviewees during her research phases. She 

is convinced that the interviewees themselves did the best to their capacity or 

memory but sometimes certain discrepancies, mainly in reference to time, appeared. 

These “gaps“ were closed later.  

 

Cultural anthropologist, Wolfram Fischer-Rosenthal, feels that “biographical 

structuring“ is an “interpretative open process of becoming.“ He concludes: 

 

“However, the subsequent analytical task, the sociologist’s reconstruction, 

cannot be another narrative. Rather, the goal is to discover the generative 

structure of certain selections. The generative structures of the lived and 

experienced life-story and of the self-presentations in the life-story 

interview, as well as their independence, are understood as principles that 
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organize emergent events in the individual’s life in order to enable him or 

her to achieve a consistent orientation. These generative structures can be 

discovered in a highly controlled hermeneutical process“ (Schaefer/Voelter, 

2005: 176-177). 

 

Alois Hahn points out the following: 

 

"Das individuelle Gedächtnis steht vor der Frage, was es speichern soll, was 

nicht. Aber diese Formulierung ist sicherlich zu anthropomorph. Wer oder 

was verfügt eigentlich über die Kriterien, nach denen ein Gedächtnis Inhalte 

festhält oder eliminiert? Wonach richtet sich, ob etwas für längere oder 

kürzere Zeit bewahrt wird? Ob es im Kontext von vorgängigen oder 

nachfolgenden Ereignissen und/oder im Verein mit begleitenden 

Umständen, Anlässen, Problemen sich einprägt? Jedenfalls sind die 

Individuen nicht Herr über ihre Gedächtnisinhalte, zumindest nicht 

vollständig, wenn auch natürlich durch bewußte Anstrengungen 

Gedächtnisleistungen gesteigert, bestimmte Inhalte durch wiederholtes 

Memorieren gegen das Vergessen abgeschirmt werden können. Aber wir 

können trotzdem nicht beliebig darüber entscheiden, was wir speichern und 

was wir tilgen wollen; denn auch das Vergessen folgt teilweise einer 

Eigenlogik, ist Resultat von Strukturen, die von der Gehirnphysiologie oder 

der Psychologie aufgedeckt werden mögen (...) “Die Erinnerung wäre also 

eine Auswahl aus einer Auswahl" (Hahn, 2000: 294). 

 

Translation by author: 

 

“The individual memory stands before the question, what it should store, 

what not. However this formulation is too anthropomorphic. Who or what 

indeed possesses the criteria, after which a memory keeps contents or 

eliminates them. Which criteria determins if something should be stored for 

a longer or a shorter time?  If it is internalized in the context of earlier or 

following events and/or in connection with attendant circumstances, 

occasions, problems? In any case the individuals are not masters of their 

memory content, at least not completely, even though of course 
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conscientious efforts can be made to increase memory capacity, and certain 

contents can be protected against forgetfulness by repeated memorization. 

But nevertheless we cannot arbitrarily decide what we want to store or 

delete; since forgetfulness partially follows its own logic, a result of 

structures that may be revealed by the physiology of the brain or the 

psychology (…) Memory therefore would be a selection of a selection.” 

 

This was exactly what the author was up against during her first research phase: 

memory, or the selection of the interviewees' memory. But it was nothing that lead to 

major consequences. She was elated about the fact that she could finally interview 

members of the band and rectify other minute details. Even though the author was 

told before that there were no discs available, she was able to acquire some original 

discs and two of Bosco’s old tapes as well. The author can conclude that her second 

research phase was even more successful than her first one. 

 

And as Johannes Fabian states: 

 

"Archival records ... are cool sources ... memories are hot ... .But historians, 

who by listening to a person's memory become involved in a performance. 

In a dramatic recreation of the past, have the option to cool down the oral ... 

.We turn the talk into a text that can be filed away, fed into a database, 

reduced to a synopsis, and quarried for one-liners. It becomes a source like 

any other. But we can hardly fail to notice that we had to put a lot of effort 

into transposing it into the realm of the written. And its origins may never 

be completely forgotten, and may remain an unsettling presence in our 

written text" (Fabian, 1996: 247). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the author cannot treat the 

subject of biographical research in extenso. Different authors have pointed out many 

deciding factors in the reconstruction of someone’s life, (l’histoire de vie) as is listed 

below: Beginning with Foucault’s critique of the humanities and its submission of 

human beings by exploring their “deepest self“. Schaefer and Voelter however find 
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biographies a perfect means of reflection and self-criticism. Michael Corsten 

distinguishes between four types of biographies, whereas Bude finds revealing 

character-traits in the unintentional remarks, mimicking and gestures of an individual 

during narration. Schuetze sees a strong connection between narration and former 

life-experiences. Rahkonen questions the phenomena of baptism and assigning a 

name to a child, whereas Ziff finds the name itself a “fixpoint in a world of motion“. 

Winfried Marotzki states that a person’s social background is always visible in 

biographies, as Bettina Dausien emphasizes on gender, social class, generation, 

natural- and cultural background. Bourdieu concludes that (l’histoire de vie) (the 

story of life), as he calls it, is always a self-presentation, a “l’illusion rhetorique“ 

(rhetorical illusion) and therefore can merely be a “l’illusion biographique“ 

(biographical illusion). 

 

1.2 Methods of the Author’s Biographical Research 

 

 A research on the African continent is certainly not an easy undertaking and can 

pose many difficulties. A multitude of questions came to mind. Where will the author 

stay? Where will she find her interviewees? How will she deal with possible 

illnesses? She had no stipend and had to pay for all incurred expenses herself, and 

her budget was limited. 

 

 Rolf Lindner in his essay: "Überlegungen zur teilnehmenden Beobachtung als 

Interaktionsprozeß" speaks about the researcher abroad, whose self-esteem and self-

assessment is often tried, or even dismantled by the "objects" of examination in the 

field:  

 

"Begibt sich also der Forscher an einen Ort, der für die dort Anwesenden 

einen spezifischen Stellenwert in ihrem Alltagsleben hat, mit dem bewußten 

Vorsatz, Kontakte zu wissenschaftlichen Zwecken aufzunehmen, dann läßt 

er sich gerade nicht auf den situationalen Kontext ein, den es doch zu 

verstehen gilt. Vielmehr nimmt er den situationalen Kontext wie ein 

Stratege wahr, der sich über den taktischen Einsatz seines Rollenrepertoires 

klarwerden will ... . Eines dieser Mittel ist das Rollenspiel. Seine 

Anwendung aber ist durchaus zweischneidig. Die selbstverständliche 
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Aufmerksamkeit, die ihm als Fremder entgegengebracht wird, kann sich im 

Kopfe des Wissenschaftlers, der um sein Rollenspiel weiß, womöglich in 

die Befürchtung verkehren, daß der instrumentelle Charakter seiner 

Anwesenheit von den designierten Forschungsobjekten durchschaut wird. 

Damit aber setzt er erst bestimmte Verhaltensreaktionen auf seiten der 

Interaktionspartner in Gang: aus dem Interesse der designierten 

Forschungsobjekte kann Mißtrauen werden und aus der Unsicherheit des 

Forschers der dringliche Wunsch, die Situation (das Feld), koste es was es 

wolle, zu verlassen. Die Angst des Forschers erscheint somit 

paradoxerweise als Produkt angstvermeidender Strategien" (Lindner, 1981: 

57).  

 

Translation by author: 

 

“If a researcher goes to a place, which for people living there holds a certain 

significance in their every day life; with the conscious intent to establish 

contacts for scientific purposes, he does not necessarily get involved in the 

situational context, which needs to be comprehended. Rather he perceives 

the situational context as a strategian, who wants to become clear about the 

tactical effort of his role-repertoire. One of these means is the role-playing. 

Its application however is quite doubleedged. The obvious attention, given 

to him as a stranger, can in the researcher’s mind, who knows about his 

role-playing, possibly be turned to misgivings that the instrumental nature of 

his presence is detected by the subjects of research. With this however he 

sets in motion certain behavioral actions on the part of the interacting 

partners: the interest of the designated subjects of research may shift to 

distrust, and out of the researcher’s insecurity the urgent desire (may arise), 

to leave the situation (the field), whatever the costs may be. The 

researcher`s fear therefore appears paradoxically as a product of fear-

avoidant strategies.” 

 

 Cultural anthropologist, Wolfgang Bender, introduced the author to a Congolese 

PHD student and priest, who established contact with a convent of the FMM, in 

Lubumbashi, where she stayed during her first research phase from September to 
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December 2006. Father Simplice, a Salesian priest took the author to the university 

to make contact with different professors, who referred her to other collegues.
3
 

People, who have been to the Congo know the difficulties in doing research there. 

Mobutu’s long-lasting regime, with all its adversaries, and the many different ethnic-

based wars certainly left its toll. Buildings were destroyed, important documents 

were burned or have simply disappeared. At some local libraries, newspapers of 

certain time-periods, collected in big registers, were missing. This was very 

frustrating and discouraging. Due to the lack of funding in the educational sector or 

at some company libraries, like Gécamines (La Générale des Carrières et des Mines) 

or SNCC (Societé Nationale des Chemins de Fer du Congo) at times literature was 

not or could not be well-kept. However, some excellent libraries do exist indeed; for 

instance, the Salesian Theologicum of Don Bosco, a Catholic organization, where 

books were abundant, kept in perfect order, with an outstanding atmosphere. The 

same applies to other libraries of different denominations, as well as the library at the 

cultural center, La Halle de L'Étoile, established by the French government and 

generously supported by the Forrest Group, the largest construction company of 

Katanga. And, last but not least, the small library at the center of Alliance Franco-

Congolais (Institute of the French-Congolese Alliance).  

 

 People, who work there are very motivated, kind and most helpful, and assisted 

the author to the best of their ability. The research at the libraries was helpful only to 

a degree but the author needed interviewees as well, Bosco's family members, his 

wife, children, siblings, people he had contact with throughout his business- and 

musical career, his whole life. The author even considered posting a small ad in a 

local paper. There are some wealthy people in Lubumbashi but a great part of the 

population has a very small or no income, and cannot afford to buy a newspaper. 

Consulting different radio stations came to mind, since Bosco had participated in 

many performances, which must have been recorded. One day a young man, 

repairing the computer at the convent of FMM, referred the author to La Halle de 

L'Étoile). 

                                                        
3 Professor Lwamba Bilonda, a historian from the University of Lubumbashi, did a lot for the author. 
Despite his limited financial means he contributed to her research by aquiring different documents. He 

and his wife had invited her to their home for several days and even accompanied her to different 

places to aquire further documents. Professor Lwamba even typed, on an old typewriter, 13 pages of 

Bosco's songs in Kiswahili with the French translation. 
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La Halle de L’Étoile in Lubumbashi 
4
 

 

 

Photos 3: The atrium of La Halle de l’Étoile 
5
 

 

 Since the Democratic Republic of Congo is the largest French speaking country, 

outside of France, France invests in different cultural centers. This was initiated in 

the 1960s in all French-speaking African countries with the CCF (Centres Culturel 

Francais). A center already existed in Lubumbashi until 1991, when it was destroyed 

                                                        
4 http://www.ambafrance-cd.org/france_rdc/spip.php?artice400  December 23, 2010. 
5 Source: NZENZE magazine of May/June, 2006, page 21. 
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during the pillages. Many valuable documentations and books were lost as well. La 

Halle de l’Étoile was rebuilt and inaugurated in 2003; its name resulting from the 

very first copper mine, L'Étoile du Congo in Ruashi, a few kilometers outside of 

Lubumbashi.  

 

 La Halle de L’Étoile consists of an open court, where cultural events, art 

exhibitions, dance- and music festivities take place. From the court different rooms 

lead to the right and the left. Some of these rooms are large enough for conferences, 

with a display of artwork and photography, covering the walls. A library, a computer 

center, a small restaurant and the French consulate are all located on the premises. At 

the end of the court is a theater (Panga, 2006: 21). 

  

 When the author arrived at the center and spoke of her intentions to write about 

Bosco everyone was full of enthusiasm. People were curious about where the 

muzungu came from and why she is writing about this particular musician. Two 

young men, Patrick Mudekereza and Ghislain Gulda el Magambo Bin Ali (aka 

Gulda), who had both been to Europe in connection with their work at La Halle de 

L'Étoile, amongst other young people from the library and some artists, practicing on 

the premises, were just as surprised. 

Photo 4: Patrick Mudekereza
 6

 

                                                        
6 Photo, taken by Gulda, in November, 2006. 
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Photo 5: Ghislain Gulda el Magambo Bin Ali (aka Gulda)
7
 

 

 The author was fortunate to meet Patrick and Gulda; who accompanied her to 

different places. Especially Gulda, a recognized photographer, was kind enough to 

take her to one of Bosco's daughter’s, Fé-Fé's house, to Radio Zenith, a local radio 

station, and to Spéctacle Populaire, where Gulda had performed himself; often 

taking photos, while the author interviewed people. At the end of her research he put 

all important photos and documents of Bosco, given to her by Bosco’s son, Didier, 

and the ones he had taken of her, on two CDs. Gulda introduced the author to many 

people and taught her a lot about Congolese culture, customs and music. Gulda got 

married in 2007, during her second research phase, and the author was invited to the 

prédoute, the introduction of the bride. 

 

 In Kiswahili muzungu means "one, who moves around." It was a description for 

European traders (Stéphane, November 23, 2006 at La Brioche).  

 

 At first the word muzungu had a nice ring but then several people and Kanuto 

Chenge, a sculptur and artist (son of a Belgian father and a Congolese mother), made 

the author aware that the word has a negative connotation. He also told her that he 

married a mulatto woman so there would be no discussion, who is more “white” or 

more “black”. Mr. Chenge, who had inherited his late brother’s (a painter and artist), 

                                                        
7 Photo, taken by author, in November, 2007. 
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disc collection generously gave the author two old original discs of Bosco (Chenge, 

December 12, 2007, at his home in Lubumbashi). 

 

 After meeting these people at La Halle de L'Étoile the author had the feeling that 

Bosco was and still is a national monument, and people were eager to talk about him. 

Patrick
8
 and Gulda made arrangements to speak with one of Bosco's daughters, Fé-

Fé and her brother Murphy, who finally referred the author to their uncle, Stéphane, 

Bosco's younger brother.  

 

 The author would like to add that as a cultural anthropologist she has no training 

in music. She did not have a lot of opportunity to listen to local guitarists, except for 

Bosco’s son, Didier and Jacques Masengo at the radio-station, Zenith. After the 

interview with two members of Bosco’s band, Léonard Kadiata, played something on 

his guitar but it was not Bosco’s music.  

 

 Equipped with a camera, a small recorder, mini-discs, and two thick notepads 

the author was ready to face her research. Some interviewees did not want to be 

recorded nor photographed; why, the author was told later. 

 

 Professor M'Bayo, who had completed his studies at the university of Trier, 

Germany, generously offered the author his jeep and a young driver, Keke. Through 

him the author learned that one of his relatives was interviewed and photographed by 

an organization. One day she found her photo in a journal with an article, containing 

some personal and negative information. She was very annoyed by the fact that she 

had never consented to the publication (Keke, November 25, 2006, in the jeep).  

 

 For a long time it was illegal to take photos but has now changed, only to a 

degree (Maheux, 2006: 18). During her research in 2007 the author needed a costly 

permit ($ 50.-, considering that this was a monthly salary for some employees)  

"allowing" her to take photos. In Mokambo, the bordertown, close to Zambia, she 

was forced to go to the authorities, who sent a "special agent" on a bicycle to 

                                                        
8 Patrick Mudekereza works at La Halle de L'Étoile and assisted in designing the very first magazine, 

NZENZE, published by La Halle de L'Étoile, in May/June of 2006.   
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accompany her, while she took photos of Bosco's different properties; hotel, bar, 

restaurant and housing. 

 

Document 1: Permission to take photos 

 

 After three months of research, under partially very adverse circumstances, the 

author had gathered personal photos, documents, and excerpts of Bosco from 

newspapers. Unfortunately no discs, no tapes. Inquiring about Bosco’s band 

members no one seemed to know about their whereabouts or she was told that they 

had already died. She returned to Germany the end of December, 2006.  
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 When Jacques Masengo, son of the late Edouard Masengo, contacted the author 

that there were four members of Bosco's band still alive, the author prepared for a 

second voyage to Lubumbashi from October to December, 2007. Two musicians 

lived in Lubumbashi, one in Tshinsenda, another one in Kasai. 

 

 During her second research phase the author had met a young journalist, Antoine 

Mukunga, from RTNC (Radio et télévision nationales du Congo), who offered to 

assist her. They made arrangements with two musicians, living in Lubumbashi, who 

gave them a lot of information about Bosco and his band. 

 

Photo 6: Antoine Mukunga, journalist at RTNC 
9
 

 

 Travelling to Tshinsenda (96 km from Lubumbashi) was difficult but the author 

and Mr. Mukunga finally got a chance to speak with the son of the late bandleader, 

Nguza, Nday Kasag Nguza.  

                                                        
9 Photo, taken by author in Tshinsenda, December, 2007. 
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1.3 Encounters with the interviewees 

 

 Since French is the official language of the Democratic Republic of Congo the 

interviews were mainly in French. There was hardly anyone, who spoke English. 

One interview was in Kiswahili, since that was the preferred language of the 

interviewee. Antoine Mukunga, a multilinguist, who speaks a flawless British 

English, was a reliable assistant. Like so many young people in Congo he is a 

multitalent; he writes poetry and essays. After posing the questions Antoine 

forwarded them in Kiswahili, while recording the whole conversation. In the 

beginning of the interview the author asked the interviewee about his age, where 

he/she came from, what kind of work he/she were involved with, and about their 

relationship with Bosco. The author was a good listeners and without prying into 

their private life learned a lot about the interviewee, about Congolese history, life 

during Belgian colonization, as well as her music-related subject. These 

conversations contained passages of the interviewee's very personal life, which often 

took on the nature of their own biography, often connected to their present 

depressing economic situation. The author finally reached the main subject, Bosco's 

life and music. With some people she developed a close relationship, which lead to 

invitations to their private homes. For her it was not only enlightening but a cultural 

exchange as well. The private photos and newspaper-clippings given to her often 

triggered nostalgic memories of forgotten places, people and events. Long 

genealogies were disclosed.   

 

 The author spent two nights at Bosco's son, Murphy’s house in Likasi. She also 

stayed several nights at Professor Lwamba, Bilonda's house in Likasi. Bosco’s 

youngest brother, Stéphane and she were invited for dinner to Bosco’s daughters’ 

houses, Cathy and Fé-Fé, in Lubumbashi.  

 

 With a few exceptions most encounters, depending on the interviewees’ 

availability, took place at the French cultural center, La Halle de L'Étoile, or at the 

restaurant and bakery, La Brioche, both located within close vicinity on Chaussée 

Kabila, in the center of Lubumbashi. One interview with Bosco’s daughter, Cathy, 

took place in the paillote (straw-thatched open hut), in the garden of the FMM 

convent. 
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1.4 The Analysis 

 

 As already mentioned above very few interviews were recorded, others were 

written interviews, on the basis of questions and answers, taken down while spoken. 

For some interviewees the author had a questionnaire, written in Kiswahili and 

translated into French by Erneste Wazenga, from Spéctacle Populaire, (ref. chapter 

7.5.4), which she followed step by step. Nighttime arrives quickly in the Congo, 

approximately at 6 p.m. Most people rush home before darkness sets in, since the 

streets are not very well illuminated and public transportation does not run very late. 

So the author had all evening to go over her day's work and filling in the "blanks".  

 

Document 2: Questionnaire, written by a young man from La Halle de L’Étoile. 

 

 Translation by Mr. Wazenga from Spéctacle Populaire:  

 1. Your name ? 

 2. Date of birth? 

 3. Place of birth? 

 4. When did the orchestra start? 

 5. Who was the leader of the band? 

 6. How were the songs written? 
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 7. Where were they written at? 

 8. What was the name of the first song? 

 9. What do you know about Bosco? 

      a. his life 

      b. his music 

 10. Where was the orchestra located at? 

 11. Were there other orchestras besides Bosco’s? 

 12. How many songs do you know, and which ones? 

 13. Where was the music produced? 

 14. Was Jean Bosco Mwenda the only composer, or were there others? 

 15. Where is the orchestra now? 

 

2.0 Province of Katanga, formerly Shaba, is now called Katanga again 

2.1 Political changes in the Congo; changes in the province of Katanga 

 

 Already in 1956 the so-called évolués had founded their first political party, 

ABAKO (Alliance of Bacongo) under Joseph Kasavubu. One évolué, Patrice 

Lumumba, a former member of that party, later founded the MNC (Mouvement 

National Congolais) with other liberal thinkers, like Joseph Ileo. MNC and ABAKO 

joined as coalition; Kasavubu became president, Lumumba, prime minister (Stewart 

2000: 62; Ewens, 1994: 81; Fabian: 1996: 73). 

 

 The Katanga Province had founded their own political party, CONAKAT, 

(Conféderation des associations tribales du Katanga) with Moise Tshombé as its 

political leader. In Northern Katanga, the BALUBAKAT, (Baluba en Katanga) 

started their own party, supported by Godfroid Munongo, who was opposing 

Lumumba’s efforts for a central government (Stewart, 2000: 90; Fabian, 1996: 130). 

 

 Lumumba’s aim was thwarted by Moise Tshombé, who declared secession of 

Katanga Province on July 11, 1960. The Belgians tried to protect their own mining 

interest and welfare of Belgian nationals by deploying 6000 soldiers. Lumumba had 

asked other African countries and Russia for help; the UN sent troups to the capital 

of Katanga. Lumumba, accused of communism, was taken prisoner by colonel, 

Joseph Mobutu, a former supporter of him. He was taken to Katanga, where he was 
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killed (Stewart, 2000: 90-94). The secession of Katanga folded in December 1962; 

Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi, surrendered on January 23, 1963 (Fabian, 1996: 

107). 

 

 Mobutu replaced Lumumba's position with students and graduates as an interim  

(Fabian, 1996: 120). On November, 24, 1965 Colonel Mobutu took control of the 

nation in a coup (Ewens, 1994: 102-103; Stewart, 2000: 118-120).  

 

 While Katanga was renamed Shaba, the Union Minière du Haut Katanga, 

established by the Belgians in 1906, was nationalized and changed to today’s 

Gécamines.  

 

Figure 1: Minister of Interior, Godefroid Munongo, on the right
10

 

 

 With its mining riches: copper, cobalt and uranium the mining company, 

Gécamines, was considered one of the most important on the world market, 

                                                        

 
10 Photo from the newspaper, L’Echo du Katanga, of  March 8, 1961, given to author by Professor 

Lwamba, Bilonda, in November, 2007. 
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providing 66 per cent of the national income. Compared to Léopoldville, now 

Kinshasa, Moise Tshombé, had no animosities towards the 35 000 Europeans and 

thus protected the province of Katanga from economic ruin (Scholl-Latour, 1986: 79, 

80). 

 

 During the secession, Tshombé developed his own flag; three copper crosses. 

The copper in a form of a cross had already been a mean of payment in precolonial 

times (Scholl-Latour, 1986: 79, 80). During the Katangan secession the copper 

crosses could be found “on coins, paper money, and the state seal” (Fabian, 1996: 

263).  

Figure 2: Katanga copper cross
11

 

 

Figure 3: Katanga stamp of 1961
12

 

                                                        
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga  July 27, 2008. 
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga   July 27, 2008. 
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 The German born, Louis Dressen, an architect, who designed city maps and 

amorial bearings of Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi, created the Katangan flag, 

whose colors represent the motto of Katanga: Force, espoire et paix dans la 

prosperité (power, hope and peace in prosperity). The color red stands for power, 

green for hope, white for peace, and the four Katangan crosses represent prosperity. 

Louis Dressen died in Lubumbashi in 1956.
13

 

Figure 4: Flag of Katanga from 1960-1963
14

 

 

 Shaba, now Katanga, has suffered many wars: the war of secession from 1960 to 

1963, the rebellion of the Balubakat and the Simba, from 1963 to 1965. The 80-day-

war in 1977, and the 6-day-war in 1978, when rebels occupied the city of Kolwezi 

(700 Africans and 170 Europeans died) (Tshenge, 2003: 210-211). 

  

 When great unrest between Tutsis and Hutus had started in the 1990s beyond 

Mobutu's control, the People's Revolutionary Party, under Laurent Kabila, took the 

country in 1996. Mobutu, suffering from cancer, went to Europe for treatment. 

Another trial for secession of Katanga was attempted in the 1990s. After Mobutu’s 

reign the province’s name changed again from Shaba to Katanga.
15

  

                                                        
13 http://flagspot.net/flags/cd-Ka.html  July 7, 2008. 
14 http://e.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga  July 27, 2008. 
15 http://e.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga  July 27, 2008. 
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2.2 Historical background of Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi  

 

 The Katangan genre painter, Tshibumba Kanda Matulu, speaks proudly of his 

country and its inhabitants: 

 

"The black man has existed since Adam and Eve. Without following the 

precepts of any religion, be it Catholic, Protestant or Kimbanguist ---- this is 

how our Zaire existed since the days of old. And there were our ancestors ... 

. Our ancestors knew how to dress. They had raffia clothes ... . They knew 

how to work ... to catch fish, and in Katanga they began to make copper 

ingots in those times. They produced copper ingots, made copper wire, and 

went to sell it. They knew how to eat, to dine. They had manioc and they 

cooked bukari. This was our food. They knew how to build ...  they built 

houses. When they built they used leaves on top and on the ground. Or they 

would take boughs, join them well, put on clay, and there you have it: they 

slept in there. And to lead themselves, they knew how to govern themselves. 

In other words, they had government ... …. " (Fabian, 1996: 17). 

  

 There are rockpaintings to verify that Katanga was already populated in the 

stone ages. The province of Katanga (the name derived from Garaganza, a ligneage 

of one of the chiefs), is situated in the most southeastern part of the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, formerly Zaire, with a size of 518.000 square kilometers and a 

population of approximately 4.5 Mill. Whereas in the region of the Katanga plateau 

there is farming and ranching, the eastern part is a rich mining area (Lwamba, 2000: 

56). 

 

 While searching for the Nile, the Congo was discovered; while looking for gold, 

copper was found. Katanga has been known for copper since the 16
th

 century. During 

the time of the Luba and Lunda empire, Angola was supplied with copper already. In 

the 18
th
 century, Portuguese explorer, José Maria de Lacerdas, the Mozambique 

governor, spoke of the great chief, Kazembe, who was in possession of gold- and 

coppermines. Cecil Rhodes tried to take charge of the terretory, right at the 

confluence of the Congo and the Zambese river, near Bunkeya. Then followed the 

German explorers, Reichard and Boehm, arriving in Katanga in 1884 to study and 
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explore the country, and to gather a large collection of ethnographic data and objects. 

In 1886 Frederick Stanley Arnot, a Scottish missioner, received the permission by 

the M'siri to establish a Protestant mission in Bunkeya. The precise methodological 

data of Katanga in 1891 by Belgian geologist, Jules Cornet (1865-1928), was the 

foundation for the future mining business. American explorer, Henry Morton 

Stanley, felt the need of a railroad for industrial mining in comparison to the former 

oxen-drawn wagons (Cornet, n.d.: 32-37). 

 

Figure 5: Oxen-drawn wagons in Katanga
16

 

 

Figure 6: The train finally arrived
17

 

 

 After the railroad system reached Elisabethville in September, 1909, the Comité 

Spécial du Katanga was established at the border in the south. Elisabethville, now 

Lubumbashi, became a government post in 1910 and the capital of Katanga.
18

  

 

                                                        
16(Cornet, n.d.: 36). 
17(Cornet, n.d.: 36). 
18 www.britannica.com/Ebchecked/topic/350446/Lubumbashi   February 23, 2008. 
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 The Union Minière du Haut Katanga was chartered in October, 1906; the 

Compagnie du Chemin de Fer du Bas-Congo in November, 1906 (Fabian, 1996: 52). 

  

 The Katangans proudly refer to their province as Katanga yetu (our Katanga, 

R.J.).   

 Lubumbashi wa ntanshi (aka Lubumbashi wantanshi, R.J.) is posted on a large 

arch, when entering the city. It is a fairly new expression, which started in 1998, 

when the country was politically reconstructed under Laurent Désiré Kabila, who 

was born in Katanga. Copper made the city popular and prosperous. The former 

Elisabethville was named after Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, wife of King Albert I. 

Now called Lubumbashi (named after a small river closeby), it is the second largest 

city after the capitol, Kinshasa. As a transportation center for all mining products 

(copper, cobalt zinc, cadmium, germanium, tin, manganese and coal) from the 

mining cities of Likasi, Kolwezi, Kipushi etc., the city gained great importance but 

also strategically, due to its geographical situation, located between the Atlantic- and 

the Indian Ocean, and because of its accessebility by land, train or air. Lubumbashi 

was the very first cosmopolitan city of Africa. It was a place for customs and 

distribution for the south-eastern part of Congo. Other industrial branches started, 

like brewing, textiles, confectionary, cigarettes, brick, soap and printing. Because of 

its ethnic and racial diversity it developed in many areas, technically and culturally. 

Since August 2000 Lubumbashi is the parlamentary capitol of the Democratic 

Republic of Congo (Dibwe dia Mwembu; Kalaba, 2005: 42). As an academic center 

the Université Officielle du Congo et du Ruanda-Urundi in 1956, now called, UniLu 

(Université de Lubumbashi) was built. An international airport, Luano, was 

established in 1958. With a population of 754 in 1910 the city has now grown to over 

1 Million, some say almost 2 million, inhabitants (Lwamba, 2000: 256).  

 

Annotation: Professor, Maurice M'Bayo and others told the author that the 

expression "wa ntanshi" was taken over from English-speaking South Africa, 

meaning, one township.  

  

 South African advisors and a Swiss engineer laid out the city east of the 

Lubumbashi river. There were two cities, separating Belgians, as well as other 

(considered white) whites, who lived in today's commune of Lubumbashi and Bel-
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Air. The slightly darker-skinned people, like Italians, Greeks, Sephardic Jews, Arabs 

and Indians lived on the outskirts of the city, in Bakoa and Ndjandja. The other part 

was for native Africans, and was called: 'cité indigène' (African quarters). 

Administrative buildings, hospitals, schools and churches were situated between the 

two cities, next to a prison for Africans, overseen by whites. Two segregated 

cemeteries also existed during colonial times. In 1912 native Africans were moved 

further away to Kamalondo, Kenya, Katuba, Ruashi and Karavia. The city was 

thereby divided into five communities, one for whites, the other four for Africans 

(Tshenge, 2003: 185). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photocollage 7: Beautiful architecture in Lubumbashi
19

 

                                                        
19Photos from NZENZE magazine of  May-June 2006, page 24-26. No specifications are given. This 

is merely a depiction of different architectural styles. 
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Photo 8: Greek church in Lubumbashi
20

 

Photo 9: L’Academie des Beaux Arts 
21

 

                                                        
20

The Greek church is known as the most beautiful in Africa. The Greek population established their 

own community, the Cercle Héllenic, with a Greek school, a restaurant, and a huge area for sports and 

entertainment. Photo, taken by author, in 2006. 
21L’Academie des Beaux Arts is now under construction. 
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 Marc Pabois, a French Conservateur Général du patrimoine, has worked for 

UNESCO and the French Ministry of Culture. He evaluates different buildings in 

regards to their epoch, their architectural style, their original and present function. 

Mr. Pabois is enthused about the diversity of architecture in Lubumbashi and calls it 

a museum under an open sky, a result of different nationalities, who had settled in the 

city:  

The orthodox Greek church, constructed in Byzantinian architecture.  

La synagogue de Lubumbashi,
22

 designed by Belgian architect, Raymond Cloquet, 

between 1925 and 1929, in a neoclassical style.  

The judicial building (Palais de Justice), in the European style of the 1930s.  

L’Eglise méthodiste Jerusalem of 1925, in an English Gothic style. 

L’Académie des Beaux Arts combines different styles of architecture, including an 

atrium and large columns.  

The same applies to the old Park-Hotel at the corner of Lumumba- and Kabila 

avenues, combining a conglomorate of different architectural styles.  

The Saints Pierre et Paul Cathédrale is constructed from red brick.  

Many private homes display different architecture, some modern, others in a colonial 

style, reminiscent of the Boers and the Flemish. A great effort of renovation is taking 

place in Lubumbashi (Interview: Pabois/ Mudekereza in NZENZE, 2006: 24-26). 

 

 Mary's Basilica, the Governor's residence, the courthouse, the post-office, the 

railway headquarters, Gécamines tower, the Karavia Hotel, the Makutano Club, the 

Mobutu- and Mazembe stadiums, the schools of Imara- and Twendelee are of 

remarking architecture as well (Lwamba, 2000: 856-858). 

 

 Kamalondo is one of the seven Lubumbashi communities, where mainly 

indigenous Africans lived and where the first évolués, Le Cercle Saint-Benoît, 

encouraged by Europeans, emerged (Kizobo: 2005: 91-92). In Kamalondo bars and 

entertainment with femmes libres (prostitutes) started. There, the catholic church, 

Paroisse Saint Jean, a mosque, le temple Kimbanguiste, schools, cultural centers and 

                                                        

22People of Jewish denomination left in the 1970s, due to an economic crisis. Since there are only five 

people of Jewish denomination left, the synagogue has become a refuge for L’Eglise Pêntecotiste, 

"Viens et Vois" (Mutombo, 2005:  227). 
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a football stadium for Africans were founded during colonial times (Dibwe dia 

Mwembu; Kalaba, 2005: 41-42).  

  

 La Commune Kenya has the largest market area, where one can find just any 

product. It is also known as the most agitated city. Kenya got its name from the 

African country, from where Congolese soldiers left for Somalia, Madagascar and 

India (Dibwe dia Mwembu; Kalaba, 2005: 54-55; Tshenge, 2003: 185). 

 

 La Commune Annexe is situated on the green belt of Lubumbashi and consists of 

eight quartiers: Kasungami, Kalebuka, Naviundu, Kasapa, Kimbeimbe, Manua, 

Luwowoshi and Kisanga. Houses and roads were constructed with the few means 

available to the people, who live there; infrastructure is also lacking. Most people are 

farmers from the surrounding villages and speak Bemba, rather than Kiswahili or 

French (Dibwe dia Mwembu; Kalaba, 2005: 58 - 59). 

 

2.3 The mining workers (salaried employment) (aka kazi)  

 

 The work force (salaried employment, aka kazi) from the two major companies, 

today's Gécamines, and railroad company (SNCC) were provided with housing, 

social centers, educational and medical facilities within the vicinity of the company. 

The workers themselves looked at Gécamines as: Gécamines ndjo baba, ndjo mama 

(Gécamines, that's my father, that's my mother). The houses were constructed of 

brick, toilets were outside, a well was closeby for the whole community. After an 

increase of the work force in the 1950s additional housing was built on the premises 

of Gécamines; little row-homes with indoor toilets, running water and electricity.  

The workers lived together like a large family, helping each other in needs. After  

Gécamines had difficulties with the sale of copper in 2002, the work force was 

reduced, people lost their jobs and their housing (Dibwe dia Mwembu; Kalaba, 2005: 

61-64). 

 

2.4 Christianity, other cults and sects  

 

 When the mining business in Shaba, now Katanga, started in the early 20
th

 

century, thousands of people from the rural area of Congo, and migrant workers from 
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Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia), Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), Nyassaland, 

Burundi, Ruanda, and as far as Tanganyika came to Lubumbashi, Kolwezi, and 

Likasi to handle the heavy workload. They came from different ethnic backgrounds 

in the hope to participate in the forthcoming riches. Afterwards their families 

followed and moved to the area. Thus industrial towns were established next to the 

necessary industries, accomodating the needs of the growing population (Monsengo, 

2002: 11; Veal, 2000: 115). 

 

 These ethnic groups left their paganism and eventually became Christians, after 

they lived in Lubumbashi. Many missionaries, churches and seminaries came to the 

city and its surroundings. The Salesians were and still are the most active to this day. 

The Catholic Benedictians, the Ursuline sisters and their confrères, the Franciscaines 

Missionaires de Marie (FMM) and others followed. Then the Protestant missions 

came: the Methodists and la Congo Evangelic Mission (CEM). People from South 

Africa, India and Pakistan brought their Islamic beliefs. Unacceptable during 

colonization these people could finally practice their religion after independence. 

Kimbanguism, founded by Simone Kimbangu
23

 could not openly be followed until 

1960 (Kizobo, 2005: 88). 

 

 Since the 1970s more independent churches and cults emerged, which can be 

attributed to the critical economic situation, due to the drop of copper prices, a 

tremendous inflation, non-payment of salaries, and the doubling of population since 

the 1960s. This also led to the pillages of September and October 1991. The public 

transportation system is in dire straits, the hospitals lack facilities and medications, 

school-fees cannot be paid by many parents (Kizobo, 2005: 88; Mutombo, 2005: 

218-219). 

 

 Jamaa mafundisho (Jamaa instructions) was a religious movement, established 

in 1953, "by a Belgian misssionary, Placide Tempels", whose philosphy was based 

on dreaming and its interpretation. Tempels, who had studied the Luba people, tried 

to adopt their philosophy to this new movement (Fabian, 1998: 6, 44-45, 72, 111). 

                                                        

23Simone Kimbangu (1897-1951), was a prophet, who opposed colonialism and founded his own 

church (Bner, 2007: 374) He practiced his religion in lower Zaire, now Democratic Republic of 

Congo, until his arrest in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi, between 1921-1951 (Fabian, 1998: 77).  
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2.5 Tourist sites in Katanga 

 

 Katanga is a region with many tourist sites: two national parks with unsual flora 

and fauna (the National Parks of Kundelungu and Upemba). It also has quite a few 

waterfalls, one of them, the Lofoi of 374 m. Katanga has many grottos, situated in 

the Lubudi terretory. The source of the Congo river is located in Musofi, the region 

of Kambove. Lukafu was the very first settlement, long before Lubumbashi or Likasi 

were established; it is also the first place, visited by Prince Albert I of Belgium. 

 

 One of the many ethnic groups, the Sanga, are popular for their sculptures and 

pottery, dating back to many generations. The Lamba women from Makwasha, 45 

km from Lubumbashi, are known for their special hut paintings (kushiripa), which 

start at the beginning of the dry season, when the village becomes an artgallery. 

Watching the production of copper casting, an important part of Katangan workers 

(aka mangeurs de cuivre), is another interesting tourist attraction. So are the 

traditonal dancers of Mbudje, Atudiang, Kuliva and Sempya. The list of attractions
24

 

is long. Great efforts are taken to promote tourism (Panga in NZENZE, May-June, 

2006: 31, 32, 39). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
24In 2007, Professor Lwamba Bilonda, of UniLu was in the process of revising an old 1950 tourist-

catalogue of Katanga/Congo.  
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2.6 The M'siris (aka Mushedi), forefathers of Mwenda Jean Bosco (aka 

 Mwenda wa Bayeke) 

2.6.1The background and history of the M’siris 

Map 2: Carte de distribution des principales tribus du Shaba
25

 

 

 Before the Bayeke reached the country chiefs of the Lunda people had ruled 

since the end of the 18
th
 century. Muata-Yamvo was one of the great chiefs, ruling 

Central Africa. He crossed the country, going east, robbing everything by submitting 

its people. During an excursion some Lunda warriors came upon chief Kipoko of the 

Basanga people, when a large massacre broke out. More Lunda warriors arrived to 

take revenge, killing chief Kipoko and nihilating the village and its surrounding. The 

Lunda people reigned until 1894, then faded away, except for a small settlement at 

Lualaba, still an important chieftom nowadays, and a few other small settlements in 

Western Congo (Le Katanga avant M’siri, n.d.: 41, author unknown). 

                                                        
25Map, sent to author by Professor Lwamba Bilonda, in June, 2009. 
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Figure 7: Mwami M’siri Ngelengwa
26

 Shitambi 

Premier Roi du Garaganza 1850-1891
27

 

 

 Mwami Antoine Munongo Luhinda Shalo, former minister of the interior (ref. 

page 45), a proud successor of the Bayeke, did a lot of research and wrote down the 

history of his predecessors. The Bayeke, actually called Basumbwa of Unyamwezi, 

came from the Bugaraganza, east of Lake Tanganika, today’s Tanzania. 

 

 During the middle of the 19
th

 century some hunters of this ethnic group were 

chasing elephants for their ivory. One of the elephants was wounded and fled, 

leaving a bloodtrail behind. While chasing the elephant, the hunters accidently 

crossed the border into Katanga. When asked by the inhabitants who they were, they 

answered: "Bayeke", which means: "hunters, who stabbed an elephant." After that 

incident all descendents were called the "Bayeke". The Bayeke are known for their 

military strength.
28

 

 

 Katanga was a wealthy country, and soon the Basumbwa back home found out 

about the abundance of resources, animal skins and ivory. M'siri's father, Kalasa, 

travelled with his caravans overland to Kadata (land of copper) to purchase these 

riches. When he reached Katanga he got in contact with copper for the first time, 

which was unknown in his country. Kalasa became a blood brother with chief 

                                                        
26 Mwenda Msiri was born as Mugula Ngelengwa in Busabaga in today’s Tanzania. His name was due 

to the appearance of an eclipse on his birthday.  
27 Source: La Mort tragique du Roi M’Siri (Mwenda, 1998: 153). 
28 www.kingmisiri.com/eng/history/part1.htm, August 10, 2008. 

http://www.kingmisiri.com/eng/history/part1.htm
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Katanga. He bought a large amount of copper and went back home, where he was 

celebrated. A short time afterwards he went back to Katanga with his young son, 

Ngelengwa, who was 15. When Kalasa’s dearest friend died suddenly, Kalasa 

remained in Busabaga. Ngelengwa always wanted to go back to Katanga and finally 

took some of his father’s wealth to return and purchase fabrics, gun-powder, 

weapons and other things. He returned home and eventually assembled some men to 

return to Katanga again, where he was well received by the big chief. 

 

 The trade with copper flourished and M'siri settled down by the Kaseshi river, 

where he founded the Lubipuka village in 1860. Shortly after chief Katanga asked 

M'siri to assist him against a rebellous chief, Kapema, M'siri killed Kapema and 

destroyed his village. Another chief, Pande, also asked M'siri for assistance against 

another rebellous chief. M'siri followed suit and in the end divided the loot and  

slaves with Pande and Katanga. He was appreciated by all, due to his assistance and 

success, and was accepted as a citizen. This changed, when chief Katanga passed 

away after a visit with M'siri and the latter was accused of his death. Only with the 

intervention of Katanga's sons his death could be prevented by putting his hand into 

boiling water. When he pulled out his hand, still intact, he was allowed to stay in the 

country. M'siri however moved to the location of Shisungu (aka Kisungu), situated 

by the Mwafi river, where he surrounded his village with a fortification. Chief Pande 

heard of all the problems M'siri had encountered and gave him some terretory close 

to his area. During different skirmishes between other ethnic groups and the Baluba, 

the son of chief Katanga, Kikishangala, was killed, leaving 300 prisoners to M'siri. 

The Baluba terrorized the country, committing massacres and destroying villages, 

until everything was leveled. Pangatari, M'siri's brother, and his men were in one of 

those villages with their caravan of ivory and copper; his life was spared by a sudden 

flight, while his men were all killed. M'siri gathered other ethnic groups and defeated 

the Baluba at Kafira, close to the salt-mines of Mulenga, thanks to the first 

introduced rifles (fusils à pierre). The German explorers, Reichard and Boehm, who 

arrived in 1886, aided M'siri in the battle against the Baluba. Chief Panda and the 

Basanga people gained even greater respect of M'siri throughout these many battles. 

When an arabic chief, Mutwana, wanted to mettle with the political affairs of the 

Basanga, M'siri chased him out of the country. Among the Arabs there was a certain 

Saidi, he became friends and ally with. M'siri married Panda's daughter and became 
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chief of the Basanga after Panda's death. M'siri's friend, Saidi, was attacked, his 

young brother murdered, his wives and relatives taken away. He requested M'siri's 

soldiers to revenge his brother, so M'siri killed the agressor and gained many women 

and slaves. M’siri continued his business by selling copper, ivory and salt to 

merchants at the Indian Ocean and later on traded with people from the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

 

2.6.2 M’siri’s wives 

 

 M’siri had many wives. As a young man he married Busega, who became 

Kapapa, after he followed to the throne. His second wife, Kamfwa, became his 

favorite. Kanama became his third wife. Kapapa bore only one child, which died at a 

young age. Kamfwa bore a young boy. M’siri fathered many children with different 

women of Katanga, of whom there were 28 boys. Often young women were sent to 

the court through alliances; they remained to learn about the customs and to ask for 

favors for their own people.
29

  

 

2.6.3 Bayeke Culture 

  

 Like many other oral cultures the Bayeke expressed their feelings through songs, 

speaking of historical events and their country of origin, the Unyamwezi. Very often 

people would assemble to praise their king, to point out problems at hand or ask for 

his advice. These songs were addressed to the youth as well, to teach them respect 

towards their leaders and their elders.
30

 

 

2.6.4 Different Social Classes of the Bayeke 

 

 The Mwami’s court consists of men, who accompany certain positions. 

 

Bagabe are considered the M’siri’s mothers, since he is forbidden to see his 

biological mother once he becomes king. Any important decisions cannot be made 

without the Bagabe. This also pertains during offerings to the ancestors as well. 

                                                        
29 www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart4.htm  July 12,  2014. 
30 www.kingmsiri.com/eng/cultural.htm  July 12, 2014. 
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Batoni act in the name of the Mwami, travelling the country and giving sentences to 

the subjects, acting as judges. 

Bandeba carried a scepter and were the heads of caravans. 

Bakalama ba Mwami are the king’s servants. 

Bana Bwami is guarding the Mwami.  

Bamolega holds a flaming light during enthronement, and wears antilope horns. 

Bazabula assist the Mwami during enthronement. 

Batwale are considered generals, carrying the flag (Lukunza).When the flag was 

taken by the enemies, it meant absolute defeat.  

Bami Batemiwa were the vassals of the king, adorned with lion skins, had great 

political power, and were governors of different regions. 

Lower status people: Slavery in general was unacceptable, however some slaves 

worked in households and were treated with respect, participating in all ceremonies. 

There was punishment but never the death penalty.
31

  

 

2.6.5 Religion 

 

 The Bayeke do not believe in many Gods nor spirits but only one God, for 

whom they use different names in certain situations. During war or great danger 

people address God and ask for his protection. When someone has died people 

console the family members by saying: Hazya Ku Likube, meaning the deceased has 

gone to the Creator. 

 

  The Bayeke believe in life after death. Since no one really knows what God 

looks like there are no statues or photos of God, no churches, nor other places of 

worship. Since deceased ancestors are seen as a link to God they are honored, 

worshipped and pleased through offerings of animals, as not to send disasters, famine 

or illnesses. 
32

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
31 www.kingmsiri/com/eng/historypart7htm   July 12, 2014. 
32 www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart11.htm    July 12,  2014. 
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2.6.6 ANATC (Alliance of the Traditional Authorities of Congo) 

 

 The M'siri is an important figure in Katanga. He is greatly respected and attends 

many political functions in Lubumbashi, Kinshasa and in Europe. His late brother, 

Mwami M’siri Mwemera Munongo Christian, had founded a non-profit organization, 

ANATC (Alliance of the Traditional Authorities of the Congo) in 1994, of which the 

present M'siri is the president. The organization fights against underdevelopment and 

illiteracy.  

 

Their objectives are:  

 

To protect fauna and flora.   

To further environmental protection. 

To improve agricultural yields, by developing the agro-pastoral sector.  

To further research and development of traditonal medicine.  

To encourage traditional and cultural oriented musical talents.  

  

 The organization treats infrastructural issues by building bridges and roads. To 

enhance intellectuality they have given tuitions to young students of Bunkeya. They 

help scholars in achieving their doctorates, and have provided scholarships to 

students at UniLu during the past few years of their existence. There are six cultural 

choirs in Lubumbashi, supported by the organization. Their future aim is the 

reforestation of certain areas, and a library.
33

  

 

2.6.7 Bunkeya 

 

 M’siri’s people increased and settled in many different areas: Lutipuka, 

Kisungu, Kikuni, Kisanga, Mulungwishi, Kyama, Kalabi, Kishimunda and Lwambo 

until a certain scout discovered Bunkeya, situated next to a stream with the same 

name. The area was large enough to settle, however the land itself belonged to the 

successors of the late king, Kapungwe. Negotiations took place until the property 

was signed to M’siri. A short time after the construction was finished the king 

                                                        
33 www.kingmisiri/eng/king/king   August 10, 2008. 
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noticed great friction amongst his queens. He had different villages built closeby, 

where they had individual control over. They were: Nkuru, Kimpata, Kaleba, 

Munema. At Nkuru the High Court of Justice was situated. There were warehouses, 

containing salt, elephant’s tusks and copper. Others had cloths, jewelry and gun-

powder. In Kimpata one of M’siri’s wives resided, also a group of young warriors, 

called Ruga-Ruga. In the village of Kaleba one can find a hospital today, next to the 

monastery. This is where Bodson was treated after M’siri’s son, Masuka, had shot 

him; he died the same evening and is buried there. Munema was the residence of one 

of the queens. This is where M’siri often came to discuss problems of his kingdom. It 

is the place, where he was shot by Bodson.
34

 Today it harbors the royal cemetery. All 

villages were encircled with palisades, next to fields of sorgho, rice, corn, manioc, 

sweet potatoes and different kinds of nuts. Bunkeya was 15 kilometers long, where 

caravans passed through, starting a commerce to the advantage of its people.
35

  

Photo 10: Bunkeya (around 1930/40s)
36

 

 

 Over the years Bunkeya grew larger. With the help of Europeans, waterpipes 

were installed, and tin-roofs for the houses were constructed. The M’siri permitted 

the settlement of the first mission in 1886, providing important services for the 

                                                        
34Omer P.G.J. Bodson (1856-1891) was part of the Captain W. Stair (a Canadian), expedition, coming 

to Katanga. M’siri opposed to raise the flag and was shot by Bodson. M’siri’s son, Masuka, shot 
Bodson. Stairs had M’siri beheaded and his head displayed on a stake. His body was removed, so that 

his sons cannot claim that M’siri is still alive (Fabian, 1996: 23-39). 
35 www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart5.htm   July 12, 2014. 
36 Postcard, given to author by Bosco’s son, Didier, in December, 2006. 
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people, such as healthcare, education for children and adults, as well as a wellknown 

boarding-school.
37

 

 

 Upon M'siri’s death in 1891 his son, Mukanda-Bantu, fought several feuds with 

the local people over landownership. Houses were burned down while the skirmishes 

continued. Mwenda Mukanda-Bantu was forced by Europeans to leave Bunkeya and 

move to Lukafu, where a village, Litupishya-Balenzi was built. The Mwami (king) 

tried to keep further uprisings in check.  

  

 After 18 years the "Bayeke" were asked to relocate to Lubembe-Noko, Bunkeya, 

where the Mwami died in 1910.
38

 Some people moved to the industrial areas of 

Lubumbashi, Kalukuluku and Kambove.
39

 

Photo 11: Bunkeya in 2006 
40

 

 

 His successor, Mwenda Kitanika, M’siris’s brother, had roads and new housing 

built and incorporated the villages closeby to enlarge Bunkeya. 

 

                                                        
37 www.kingmisiri.part 3   August 10, 2008. 
38 Since the founding of the Katanga province in 1910 different caravans crossed. Bunkeya was called 

Londres négre, a cosmopolitan city, where one could find different peoples of Central Africa: the 
Sanga, Lamba, Aushi, Lunda, Bemba, Luba, Nyamwezi, Arabs, Swahili, Ovimbundu, Bihéins, Lobale 

and others. Under the Belgian colonization this hardly changed (Lwamba, 2002: 183-184).  
39 www.kingmisiri.part 3, August 10, 2008. 
40 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2006. 
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  After Mwami Shyombeka We Shalo followed to the throne in 1976 Bunkeya 

grew even bigger; more amenities were added.
41

 

 

 The Yeke language and customs survived and those, who still know Kiyeke can 

converse with the Basumbwa of Tanzania. However, the descendants of the Bayeke 

adopted Kisanga (aka Sanga) and other languages (Low, 1982: 89-90). 

  

 The author had the impression that the "royal family" is well known and 

respected because M’siri Ngelengwa Shitambi was the only "royal", who opposed 

colonialism and was shot for his conviction. Many Katangans, the author spoke with, 

still harbor intense pride in their ancestry, are traditionminded and proud of the 

M’siri, their language and culture. Despite the terrible roads, due to the rainy season, 

each year on December 20, members of the "royal" family and a great number of 

other Katangans travel to the Bunkeya cemetery, in commemoration of the M’siri. 

For the “Bayeke” Bunkeya is their Jerusalem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photocollage 12: Graveside of M’siri (aka Mushedi) at Bunkeya cemetary
42

 

                                                        
41 www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart3.htm   July 12, 2014. 
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Mwenda, Stéphane    M 

 

Kawama, Kanini       M 

 
Mukanda, Sabine      F 

 

Mwenda, Polycarpe  M 

 

Mwenda, Stéphane: 

 
Mwenda, Jean BoscoM 

 

Kabobo, Régine        F 

 

Mwenda, Stéphane   M 

 

 

   Kawama, Kanini:  

  
Seli, Likuku              F 

 

Kanini, Marie           F 

 

Tulumeta, Victorine F 

 

Mukanda, Emanuel  M 

   Mukanda, Sabine: 

 
Kakupa, Adeleide      F 

Kabobo Régine: 

 
Mwenda, Marie- 
Francoise 
 

Mwenda, Stéphane 
 
Muyaka .............. 
 
Mwenda, Crispin 
 

Mwenda, Odette 

Mwenda Jean Bosco: 

 

Mwenda, Stéphane 

Kantimba, Jeanne 

Mwenda, Kitage-  

Josephine 

 

Kyembe, Pierrette 

Kalasa, Giséle 

Mwenda, Kanini 

Mwenda, Félicia 
Mwenda, Musuri Léon 

Kabobo, Didier 

Mwenda, Marcel 

 

 

Mwenda, Polycarpe: 

 
Mwitemba, Dieu- 

Donné                        M 

 

Mwenda, Polycarpe  M 

 

Kanini ....................  M 

  

Kanini, Anne Marie  F 

 

Mwenda, Musuri       M 

 

Kanini, Despina        F 

Mwenda Stéphane: 

 

Mwenda, Kabeya- 

Stéphanie 

Mwenda, Kitanika 

Mwenda, Ma Belle 

Mwenda, Mumba 

Mwenda, Dieu Donné 

Mwenda, Kantiga- 

Sylvie 

Mwenda, Jean Bosco 
Mwenda, Kithindya- 

Seth  

3.0 Mwenda Jean Bosco (aka Mwenda wa Bayeke), a Bayeke descendant Musiri 

Mukanda Bantu - Kyumbi (Katimba) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Bosco’s family tree
43

 

                                                                                                                                                             
42 Photos, taken by author in December, 2006. On the third photo (bottom left) there is something 

"mysterious", a metal object (like a lance), which grew into the tree. There is no visible sign that 

someone stuck it through the trunk of the tree. 

 

43Data for family tree, given to author by Bosco's brother, Stéphane, November, 2006. To clarify 

matters: There are three different people by the name of Stéphane (depicted in the family-tree): 

Bosco's father, Bosco's brother, and Bosco's first born son. 
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 Jean Bosco Mwenda (aka Mwenda wa Bayeke) was a descendant of the "royal" 

family, the Bayeke, the great-grandchild of M’siri; his father was next in line of 

succession, which makes Bosco, a prince. Stéphane, Bosco's brother, believes that 

this is the reason Bosco never wanted to be managed in his music; he was too proud 

(Stéphane, October 25, 2006 at La Brioche).   

 

 Bosco seemed to have a close connection to his relatives in Bunkeya since he 

had photos of Mwenda Musiri and his successors in his house. Bosco’s relatives 

from Bunkeya stay with him in Lubumbashi, whereas his children spend time in 

Bunkeya (Low, 1982: 89).  

 

3.1 Bosco's grandparents and how they met, as told by Bosco's younger 

 brother, Stéphane Mwenda 

 

 Bosco's grandfather, Mwami Kalasa Mukanda-Bantu, the second "royal" of 

Garaganza, 1891-1910, sat on his bike, when suddenly it broke down, so the slaves 

pushed it. 

 

Figure 9: Mwami Kalasa Mukanda-Bantu 1891-1910
44

 

 

 While he was walking his way, he saw a beautiful young woman, who was 

pregnant. He went to see her husband. After a short conversation he said to him: "If 

                                                        
44 Source: La Mort tragique du Roi M’siri (Mwenda, 1998: 153). 
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your wife has a little girl, I would definately like to marry her. If it should be a little 

boy I want to be his friend. Since it was a girl he waited 15 years to marry her, - 

Bosco’s grandmother - (Stéphane, December 16, 2007 at La Brioche). 

 

 This is a very romantic story, however Stéphane did not know the grandmother's 

name. The grandfather is known for his many wives, as was customary in those days. 

So, even though the grandfather married her, she was one among many wives. 

 

3.2 Bosco's childhood and youth 

3.2.1 Bosco's mother, Giséle Kulanga 

 

 According to Gerhard Kubik, the Austrian ethnomusicologist, not much was 

known about Bosco's early life. Even John Low felt that Bosco was evasive when 

asked about his past (Kubik, 1997: 56). 

 

 There are different versions, surrounding Bosco’s childhood, as told by his son, 

Didier; his daughter, Cathy; Bosco's brother, Stéphane; Bosco's cousins, Kalasa 

Manyka Polycarpe, Edouard Masengo (aka Katiti); and Kananga Bipo from 

L’orchestre du Park Hotel in Lubumbashi: 

 

 Didier, Bosco’s son, claims that Bosco’s mother had been involved with a 

European before she met Bosco’s father, Stéphane, and married him. Bosco's 

daughter, Cathy, confirmed this in an interview as well. Shortly after Bosco's birth 

the European came back to court the mother. She became interested in him again and 

wanted to leave her husband and son; Bosco was her only child from this marriage. 

The mother tried to kill the baby by pushing a hard broom-bristle into his belly-

button. When the father came home he found the baby bleeding and chased the 

mother out of the house; the mother left with the European. 

 

 According to Didier, grandfather Stéphane loved his wife very much, he missed 

her and began to drink the local beer, munkoya, heavily. As time went by he married 

another woman, who was extremely jealous of the love Stéphane gave his son, 

Bosco. The marriage did not last very long. According to Didier the new wife really 
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made the young boy suffer (Didier Mwenda, November 8, 2006 at La Halle de 

L'Étoile; Cathy Mwenda, November 25, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 And yet another version, told by Bosco's brother, Stéphane. In 1939, after  

M’siri Mwami Kitanika Mabumba Mushalila, who reigned from 1910-1940, heard of 

the marriage problems, he asked Bosco's father, Stéphane, to return to Bunkeya to 

find a wife. The father finally married Stéphane's mother, Yvette Kabeya. They had 

three more children, Regine, Ildesbar (who died at the age of six months), and 

Stéphane, who was born in 1946, after his father had already died.  

Figure 10: Mwami Kitanika Mabumba Mushalila 

Deuxième Successeur de M’siri 1910-1940
45

 

 

 According to Stéphane the young Bosco seemed to get along well with his step-

mother, who encouraged him to practice on his banjo. It seems that the father was a 

rather strict man, not very close to his family compared to Bosco, who was very 

family oriented (Stéphane Mwenda, October 17, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 Bosco's cousin, Kalasa Manyka Polycarpe, claims that Bosco was raised by 

Kalasa's mother, Sabine Mukonto, Bosco's aunt, in Jadotville, now Likasi, while his 

father worked in Bunkeya, 80 km from Likasi, for the Salesians. After Bosco's birth 

he wanted to marry an additional wife. When Giséle found out she ran away to her 
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village and never returned. Stéphane took another wife and had 2 children with her, 

Mwenda and Mujenga, who look like Bosco (Kalasa, November 24, 2006 at 

Murphy's house in Likasi). 

 

 According to Bosco’s interview with Elijah Wald, the father worked in 

Jadotville (Likasi) and not in Bunkeya (ref. on page 82).  

 

 In an interview, Edouard Masengo speaks of the relationship with Bosco, who 

apparently lost his father at the age of one. Masengo claims that his mother raised his 

cousin, Bosco; that is the reason why they developed together musically. He had 

written a song to that effect: 

 

 

Document 3: Edouard Masengo and his son, Syzia Gabril 
46

  

                                                                                                                                                             
45 Source: La Mort tragique du Roi M’siri (Mwenda, 1998 : 154).  
46 Muya wa Bitanko Kamwanga, Conservateur en Chef du Musée National de Lubumbashi In: Zoom 

magazine, 2002, n.d. Edouard Masengo, dit Katiti. 
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"Mes frères, consolez-moi 

Mes frères, consolez-moi 

Ecoute les six cordes je joue avec mon jeune frère 

Edouard Masengo de Bayeke 

Idesbal, prend la boteille, tape dessus 

Edouard Masengo, quant à toi prend et joue la guitare 

Et toi notre aîné, va-t-en chez les Bayeke 

Papa Edouard Masengo, papa Jean Bosco"  

(Mwende, 2003: 126). 

 

 Bosco’s loss of his father at the age of one is questionable, since he died in 1946. 

Bosco, born in 1930 was 16, when his father died. 

 

 Kananga Bipo, a musician from L’Orchestre du Park Hotel told the author that 

Bosco was three years old when his mother met the guitarist, Alick Nkhata, from 

Lusaka, Zambia, who was called the father of Zambian music in the 1950s. She took 

off with him (Kananga, November 2007, at the Park Hotel). Nkhata had 

accompanied Hugh Tracey on different field trips throughout Central- and Southern 

Africa (Ewens, 1991: 184). 

 

 To deal with different information can be confusing. Who is to say what the 

truth is, what the facts are. Nevertheless, reading the different versions about Bosco's 

childhood must have been embarrassing or traumatizing for him, and explains his 

elusiveness, when the subject was mentioned. 

 

 Bosco's mother heard about Bosco’s popularity and in 1965 came from Zambia 

to Lubumbashi to apologize to her son. Bosco refused to have contact with her at 

first. The 4
th
 successor, Mwami Antoine Munongo Luhinda Shalo (1956-1976) 

interfered and asked Bosco to forgive his mother and accept her. They overcame 

their differences. She passed away in 1967, at the age of 55 (Stéphane, October 17, 

2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile). 

 

 According to Bosco’s brother, Stéphane, the father died under suspicious 

circumstances. Many believe that he was murdered to circumvent his "royal" 
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succession as M’siri. The father had a little "raised spot" on his right toe. He 

scratched it and it became inflamed. The Catholic sisters of the Carmelite convent of 

Bunkeya had given him medication but it got worse. After a few days Stéphane 

developed a high fever and died shortly after. Stéphane seriously believes that it was 

a case of witchcraft. During her research the author often heard about this 

phenomenon. She had her doubts and asked several professors at UniLu (University 

of Lubumbashi), who confirmed this. There are areas outside of the city of 

Lubumbashi she was adviced not to go to (Prof. Lwamba, November 17, 2006; Mr. 

Wibyala, journalist at Radio Zenith, December 4, 2006; Stéphane, October 17, 2006 

at La Brioche). 

 

 

Photo 13: Bosco, Elijah Wald and family members in 1990 

 

 In an interview
47

 with Elijah Wald,
48

 in February, 1990, at his home in 

Lubumbashi, Bosco says the following: 

 

Wald: To begin, where exactly were you born? 

 

                                                        
47 http://www.elijahwald.com/boscint.html   October 20, 2008. 
48Elijah Wald, an American musician and author, published many articles for newspapers and 

magazines; among them, the Boston Globe. He has also written several books on music 

http://www.elijahwald.com/bio.html   February 9, 2009. 
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Bosco: I was born here, in Lubumbashi. That is, before, it was Elisabethville, before 

independence. My parents lived here in Lubumbashi. My father, he studied with the 

Catholic missionaries of the mission Don Bosco, that is why I am named Jean-Bosco. 

And my father, he played piano, as a musician. Me, I do not play piano: me; I play 

(the) guitar. That happened like this: at the age of six, my father asked to go to work 

in Jadotville. Therefore we went to Jadotville. That is where I began to play the 

guitar. The guitar I began to play at the age of 20, more or less. I was still small, still 

young. 

 

Wald: Were there other guitarists there? 

 

Bosco: There were other guitarists, who played in the cafes. The cafe that was not the 

European cafe; the drinks were made in the authentic way, the village way. 

 

Wald: How did they play? 

 

Bosco: Almost the same style that I play but this was not exactly the same thing. I 

changed the style. 

 

Wald: How? 

 

Bosco: It came to me like that. I also, I don't know. 

 

Wald: They played the same music? 

 

Bosco: Yes, there were three or four guitarists who I knew. They are already dead. 

They were older than me at that time. 

 

Wald: You also listened to foreign music; at that time? 

 

Bosco: Yes, I listened to it. There was the phonograph (mimes turning the handle of 

a wind-up phonograph). There was Spanish music, records like that, European 

records, on the phonograph. 
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Wald: Did you play that music as well? 

 

Bosco: No, it was a bit too difficult to play. 

 

Wald: Did that influence the music here? 

 

Bosco: It was their style, the Spaniards played differently, it is not the same thing as 

here. 

 

Wald: Were there orchestras as well in those days? 

 

Bosco: At that time, no. The orchestras here began around 1958-60. 

 

Wald: Were there also people who played African instruments? 

 

Bosco: Yes, there were singers who sang for the chefs de-------, with village 

instruments. They played b(v)ery well. Sometimes there are pieces which I try to 

play as well. 

 

Wald: Did you originally speak Swahili, or a village language? 

 

Bosco: I grew up here, not in the village; I always spoke Swahili. 

 

Wald: Your village language, what is it? 

 

Bosco: It was Kiyeke and Lisanga, the two languages.  

 

Wald: Did you also play in the cafes? 

 

Bosco: I started in the cafes. When I started the records, I was truly a good guitarist. 

 

Wald: The first record was in which year? 

 

Bosco: In 1951, for Gallotone. 
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Wald: In the cafes, how were you paid? 

Bosco: Before, it was not paid. Before, it was to play like that, to please the people. 

If there was someone who wanted to give something, he gave but it was not 

obligatory.  

 

Wald: You did not earn your living like that? 

 

Bosco: No, I began to earn a little when I began to make records 

 

Wald: You began in Jadotville? 

 

Bosco: I studied in Jadotville. When I left Jadotville, I came here to Elisabethville, 

Lubumbashi. I began to work in the bank. I worked at the bank, and also I played the 

guitar. After making the records, I stayed here, in Lubumbashi. After the records, 

because people bought many records everywhere, I was invited in '59 to Nairobi, 

Kenya, to make commercials for the medicaments Aspro, the headache medication. I 

did those commercials for six months; then I came back here. In '69 I was invited to 

the United States, to Newport. From Newport, I traveled by road to Washington. In 

Washington, I visited the White House, in the time of President Nixon. Miss Nixon 

had us come into the house. And then, I went to the tomb of Kennedy, and afterwards 

I visited the airplane which had crossed the Atlantic ocean, the DC3. 

 

Wald: At that time, did you continue to work at the bank? 

 

Bosco: I worked at the bank, and played music as well. Me, I play music and I work.  

When I left the United States, I began to have my business as well. Then in '82 I was 

invited to West Germany. I was in Frankfurt, in Berlin, in Munich, on a musical tour. 

When I was in Germany, I was invited to Austria. I spent two weeks in Vienna. And 

then I went back to Brussels and I played at the university. Then I came back here. 

At that time, I worked at the Gécamines (mining company), as an entrepreneur. 

 

Wald: Are all the songs you sing your own? 
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Bosco: Me, I have never sung other people's songs. There are many musicians who 

play my songs, and me, I play my own songs. 

Wald: When you began, the players in the cafes, they played their own songs or 

folklore? 

 

Bosco: There was a lot of folklore, which the musicians of the time played. But me, 

my own songs, I made them myself. 

 

Wald: How did you begin to write songs? 

 

Bosco: For me, this was not from the school. It came to me like that. I compose the 

music first, then I begin to think about the words. And I write, if I sing (a song) one 

time, two times, it sticks in my head. 

 

Wald: You continue to write new songs? 

 

Bosco: Yes, yes. But I do not want to make recordings. I made a recording in South- 

Africa, at Capetown. I recorded 10 songs. I am waiting for that to come out. 

 

Wald: About how many records have you made? 

 

Bosco: Oh, with Gallotone, I made a hundred records, so two hundred songs. 78 rps 

records at that time, from '51 to '57, '58. Even in the '60s, they still sold those 

records.
49

  

 

 Here again the dates cannot be correct. Since Hugh Tracey had his first contact 

with Bosco only in 1952 he could not have made discs in 1951, since he was not 

even known to Gallotone before that date. 

 

 In his book, Shaba Diary, John Low writes that Bosco was brought up in 

Bunkeya (Low, 1982: 28). 

 

                                                        
49 http://www.elijahwald.com/boscint.html   October 20, 2008. 
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 In the interview with Elijah Wald, Bosco said that he was born in Elisabethville, 

now Lubumbashi. This statement seems at least to agree with his birth certificate. 

  

 A rather short biographic chapter in Dictionnaire Black defines Bosco's birthdate 

as 1925 (Passevant/Portis, 1993: 78). 

 

 According to the Livret de Bâpteme (certificate of baptism) of July 1, 1930, 

Mwenda Jean Bosco, also called Mwenda wa Bayeke, was born on June 17, 1930 in 

Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi. He was the first born child of Stéphane Mwenda, 

born in 1908, and Giséle Kulanga, born in 1912; both parents, born in Bunkeya. 

 

 

Document 4: "Livret de Bâpteme" Nr. 4699 from the register of birth 1337 

Certificate of Baptism; July 1, 1930 
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Document 5: Register of birth, Nr. 1337 / 5034 from 4.1.25 to 12.12.30  
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Mwenda Jean Bosco, was baptized on July 1, 1930 at the catholic church, Saint 

Bonifaz, Paroisse Saint Jean, in Kamalondo, a suburb of Lubumbashi. 

 

 

Photo 14: Saint Bonifaz, Kamalondo 

 

 Bosco claims that he was named after Don Giovanni Bosco, an Italian priest 

(1815-1888), who founded the Salesians, an order to help and educate neglected 

children.
50

 

 

 Young students often took on the names of historical personalities. This changed 

during Mobutu’s authenticité process, when people reverted to their ethnic identity; 

Jean Bosco became Mwenda wa Bayeke (Kubik, 1997: 56). 

 

 Bosco's father worked for the Salesians as a chef d'atelier (carpenter), making 

windows, doors, photo-frames and furniture. He also built the tabernacle of the 

church in Bunkeya. 

                                                        
50 Meyers Standard-Lexikon des Gesamten Wissens, 1975. Bibliographisches Institut AG, Mannheim, 

Germany, Vienna, Zurich, page 123. 
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Photos 15: Bosco’s father, Stéphane, built the doors of La Cathédrale de Saints Paul 

et Pierre in Lubumbashi, and the doors of the church in Bunkeya (on left)
51

 

 

 Stéphane Mwenda was musically inclined as well and worked as an organist at 

the church of Jadotville, writing church songs and leading the choir. Perhaps that is 

how Bosco inherited his talent for music and composing (Stéphane Mwenda, 

October 17, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile).     

 

3.2.2 Bosco’s education 

 

 After l’école première 
52

 Bosco continued with l’école secondaire, which he left 

due to his father's death in 1946 and the associated financial difficulties of paying 

tuition (Stéphane, October 17, 2006 at La Brioche). 

 

3.2.3 Anecdotes 

 

 Stéphane revealed some anecdotes his mother had told him about Bosco. When 

he was a child, little Bosco was very strongwilled and seemed to know what he 

wanted. One day the father sent him to the store to get bread and sugar. The boy left 

the house at 10 a.m. On the way to the store, however, he had met other children and 

played with them, totally forgetting what he was sent out to do. After about two 

hours he finally returned to the house. His father greeted him, kind of sarcastically: 

                                                        
51 Photos, taken by author, in 2006.  
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"Bon retour"! He was really angry, and as a punishment made him eat the whole loaf 

of bread and sugar with 1/2 liter of water. The little boy sat there patiently, trying to 

finish his task but was unable to eat and drink everything. The father finally sent him 

to his room, where Bosco spent the rest of the day (Stéphane, October 17, 2006 at La 

Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 The author observed how strictness is inforced upon children at times. When she 

entered the garden of La Cathédrale Saints Pierre et Paul, in Lubumbashi, she saw 

four seven-year old girls, in their blue and white school-uniforms, on their knees, 

with a heavy church bench on top of their heads. They knelt stoically in silence. 

When she inquired the curate about this "Middle Age" punishment, he smiled and 

nodded that they have to learn a lesson.  

 

3.2.4 Adolescence 

 

 As an adolescent, Bosco had visited his father's friend, who lived quite a 

distance outside of Lubumbashi. The man had three daughters. The youngest was 

only 13 years old. Bosco took a liking to her, it was le coup de foudre (love at first 

sight). When Bosco told the man about the interest in his daughter he was startled 

because she was too young. So Bosco told him that he would wait for her to grow a 

little older (Stéphane, October 17, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 The author does not know the exact date, when Bosco got his driving license
53

 

but on the copy below there is an entry of 730/57. This may be a renewal. 

                                                                                                                                                             
52 The Democratic Republic of Congo is the only African country, where school tuition is still paid for 

elementary school. Due to the rampant poverty a high percentage of families cannot afford to send 

their children to school. Ref. in an article of  "Welt am Sonntag" (Kultur), August 29, 2010, page 61. 
53 Driving license, given to author by Bosco’s brother, Stéphane, in December, 2007. 
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Document 6: Bosco’s Driving License 

       On the front page of the Driving License it states the following: 

 

Congo Belge 

Belgisch Congo 

WA  BAYEKE 

C.B. 

Permis de conduire 

Rijbeivijs 

 

On the second page it states: 

 

Prenom: Jean Bosco 

Date et lieu de naissance: Elisabethville  

Residence: E-ville 
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Delivre par le territoire a E-ville 31-5-57 (this information is visible inside an official 

stamp – Police Ville d’Elisabethville - ). 

 

 On the photo Bosco looks rather melancholic. 

 

3.2.5 Adulthood 

 

 Bosco had a certain charisma, especially when he sang of love and passion, and 

was therefore liked by many women and young girls. At the age of 20, Bosco had a 

relationship with Marguerite, a rather big woman, several years older than he. They 

lived together in Lubumbashi, and, according to Stéphane, Marguerite was very 

possessive and jealous. When Bosco was invited for a drink after a performance and 

came home late, Marguerite was raving mad, asking him, where he had been. On 

other occasions she looked all over town for him, finally tracking him down, making 

a scene by losing her temper, grabbing him, and actually hitting him in front of 

everyone. These things repeatedly happened and they were, to say the least, 

embarrassing moments for Bosco. After about five years they finally separated 

(Stéphane, October 19, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 Even men were enthused about Bosco’s charm. John Low claims that Bosco was 

convinced of his musical cababilities and had many friends … . (Low, 14). Bosco 

was described as a jovial individual, a special musician with a great voice. His music 

was exceptional, when playing the guitar it was like three people playing (Kananga 

Bipo, bandleader at the Park Hotel, November 11, 2007; Norbert Wibyala, journalist 

at Radio Zenith, November 17, 2007; Ernest Wazenga, head of Spéctacle Populaire, 

October 23, 2006, at Cercle Makutano in Lubumbashi; Professor Kalaba Matabusha, 

December 17, 2007, at his home in Lubumbashi). 

 

3.2.6 Bosco’s Wedding 

 

 Bosco married his great love, Stéphanie Kyembe, at the age of 25, Stéphanie 

was only 16. The marriage took place on April 8, 1956 at the church of Sacre Coeur 

at Kikulu, a suburb of Jadotville, now Likasi, 114 km from Lubumbashi. 
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Document 7: Bosco’s Marriage certificate 

 

Source: Registre du mariage No.4. Mariages du 1er mai 1949 au 7 juillet 1962. 

Fils de Mwenda, Stéphane et de Kulanga, Giséle 

Né à Elisabethville, le 17 juin 1930 

Baptisé à Elisabethville, le 1er juillet 1930 

Marié à la Paroisse du Sacré-Coeur de Kikulu à Jadotville le 8 avril 1956, à 

Kyembe, Stéphanie, née Pande le 31 décembre 1939 

Baptisée à Bunkeya, le 2 janvier 1940, livret No. 2462 

Fille de Pierre Kyembe et de Felicia Kanymu 

Parrains: Pius Mutaba et Clementine Tabita 
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Document 8: Registre du mariage : M/ IV/ 1189, 

dated from May 1, 1949 to July 7, 1962. 
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Photocollage 16: Sacre Coeur in Likasi 
54

 

 

 After the wedding ceremony there was a big celebration at the house of the 

bride’s parents, Pierre Kyembe and Félicia Kanymu, at commune Kikulu, Jadotville, 

now Likasi (Clément Kyembe, Bosco's brother in law, November 20, 2007). 

 

 According to Mr. Wazenga, Bosco got married the "modern way", which is in 

contrast to “traditional” Yeke custom. The “modern way” is to display an 

individual's financial status. 

 

 Within Katangan tradition the future bride and groom are important but their 

families as well. Each would like for their daughter or son to marry someone in their 

close geographical vicinity, within the same social, ethnic and religious circles. The 

relationship between the young woman and her future parents in law may deepen 

through frequent visits, an opportunity to get to know her. Meanwhile the young man 

states his serious intentions towards the girl's parents. There are certain ethnic 

groups, who vehemently oppose to marry interethnically. This is the case between 

the Luba from Kasai and the Luba from Katanga, due to ethnic confrontations over 

the years. The other ethnic group are the Kongo, who are considered foreigners in 

Lubumbashi. They do not want to intermarry with others. As a rule Christian men 

and women believe that marriage is an institution, sanctioned by God and pray to 

find the right partner (Kahola Tabu, 2005: 153-154).  

 

 

                                                        
54 Photos, taken by author, in 2007. 
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3.2.7 Le Pré-dot 

 

 Before the actual marriage a pré-dot, takes place, which officially defines the 

engagement. The future son-in-law gives a certain amount of money to the future 

parents-in-law to show his intentions of marrying their daughter. This also prevents 

other men from proposing (kifunga mulango). To welcome the fiancé into the family-

in-law a large fiest with friends and family members takes place. The fiancée sits 

inmidst her parents and other family members. A particular person is chosen for the 

announcement. Finally the husband-to-be arrives with his friends, all dressed up, 

possibly in an automobile, to signifiy his financial stability. The future parents-in-law 

invite him and his friends into their home. The fiancé's parents arrive as well. In the 

salon the women sit to the left, the men to the right; observing each other, to make 

sure, that this is the right choice. The bride-to-be's father welcomes everyone to his 

home and declares that he does not know the fiancé. At that moment the young man's 

father gives his son a certain amount of money, which he puts on the table. The 

young woman takes that money and hands it to her father, hoping that he accepts it, 

otherwise he signals that he does not approve of the marriage. Once he has taken the 

money he agrees to his daughter's choice. Everyone applauds and the father of the 

bride-to-be addresses the guests. Beer and le sucré (Fanta, Coke and other soft 

drinks, R.J.) are served (Kahola Tabu, 2005: 156-158).  

 

 After the drinks the young woman's family retreats to discuss matters. Having 

reached a decision they return to the salon. The bride’s mother receives a pagne 

(skirt), a pair of shoes, a kerchief for her head, a blanket and a wash-bowl. The father 

receives a vest, a sheep and money. Other things of symbolic value, depending on the 

customs of different ethnic groups are given as well; i.e. salt, palm oil, a machete, a 

pickaxe etc.. Always there is money involved, preferrably US Dollars, since the 

Franc Congolais is not a valued currency (Kahola Tabu, 2005: 158-161). 

 

 Shortly after everyone steps outside into the court. More people arrive, bringing 

little gifts. A group of women, dressed in their indigenous prints (a long skirt, a 

blouse, and a kerchief, elegantly draped around their head) sing and clap their hands, 

ululating as it is customary with Arab women. The bride-to-be disappears. Some 

time lapses and a young woman, with her head covered, steps forth, followed by a 
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crowd of women, singing and swaying their hips. The husband-to-be is suppose to 

identify the future bride. After several girls appear, with their head covered, the right 

one is identified by the young man. She sits next to her fiancé. Now everyone 

becomes very excited, the women dance, cheer and ululate. Local indigenous 

instruments or modern music are played. Some of the guests take photos of the event. 

But in general there is an assigned camera man for the occasion. Several people 

address the young couple and wish them well. Then the guests approach the buffet 

and serve themselves, or are assisted by the women behind the buffet. 

 

 The author was invited to the pré-dot of Ghislain Gulda el Magambo Bin Ali 

(aka Gulda) and his wife to be, Patrice, and these are her own observations. 

 

 After the pré-dot most young couples in Lubumbashi, depending on their 

financial means, have a civil and/or a church wedding. There are some however, who 

decide to only have a civil marriage, due to the high cost. Even the marriage 

certificate for a civil marriage costs fifty dollars, which for some is an enormous 

amount of money, when the monthly income is only seventy or one hundred dollars. 

In any case the civil wedding is more important than a church wedding. To make 

women aware of this the national television, RTNC, conveys this in form of a sketch. 

There have been recorded cases when widowed or divorced women had no rights or 

claim to inheritance (Kahola Tabu, 2005: 178-179). 

 

 Since Bosco had gained great fame, due to his musical success, it was a large 

wedding. The late Ernest Wazenga, head of Spéctacle Populaire had attended the 

wedding. Mr.Wazenga estimated 400-500 people.  

 

 A delegation of local chiefs from different ethnic groups, like the M'siri and the 

Panda; the musicians, Losta Abelo and Edouard Masengo, Bosco's cousin, were 

there. According to Mr. Wazenga, Yeke traditional music was played, Bosco's own 

creations, as well as modern Western music. He remembered, Bosco took the guitar 

and sang Masanga and other songs he had composed. The guests danced to the 

traditional Bayeke Tam-Tam, as well as to Rumba and Cha-cha-cha. 

 

 Mr. Wazenga could not tell the author the other titles of the songs. 
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 The wedding dinner consisted of typical Congolese legumes dishes, like Sombé 

(made from manioc leaves), Sampu (made from bean leaves), Lenga-Lenga, a special 

Congolese vegetable, tasting like spinach but slightly tarder. Bukari, also known as 

Fou-Fou (a mash from corn or manioc), potatoes, rice and green beans were also 

served. Antilope meat (boucanée), chicken, fish, and; as it is customary at feasts, a 

sheep, just slaughtered for the occasion, were served as well. Munkoya and kibuku, 

the homemade beers; Simba and Tembo, the commercally brewed beers, wine and 

whiskey were served. For dessert there was a large wedding-cake (Wazenga, October 

28, 2007 at Cercle Makutano, Lubumbashi). 

 

  

          Photo 17: Bosco in 1958      Photo 18: Bosco in the 1960s 
55

 

 

3.2.8 Bosco as an entrepreneur 

 

 According to John Low, Bosco was a good business man and spent his money 

carefully. He was called a “grand patron” and a “commercant”, since he worked at 

Gécamines (Low; 1982: 13; 93). 

 

                                                        
55 Both photos, given to author by Bosco’s brother, Stéphane, in November, 2007. 
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 Due to his charm he always found suitable work and contact to well-to-do 

Belgian people. He was invited by the Belgian ambassador to Lusaka,
56

 Zambia, in 

1979 and also developed a special relationship with President Mobutu. During his 

musical tour throughout Germany and Austria in 1982 he spoke very positively of 

the Belgian administration (Low, 1982: 33; Kubik, 1997: 15).  

 

Photo 19: Family photo (approximate date, 1981)
57

 

 

Photo: Top, from left to right: 

Pierrette (she died of leukemia) 

Djo-Djo 

Bosco 

Fé-Fé 

Bosco’s wife, Stéphanie and baby 

 

Photo: Bottom, from left to right: 

Dieu Donné, Bosco’s grand-son, who died in the car accident with Bosco 

Djo-Djo’s son 

Murphy 

                                                        

 
57 Photo, given to author by Didier, in December, 2006. Date of photo is questionable. 
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Odilon (Bosco’s cousin), who later became ambassador in Zambia 

 

 After his schooling in Jadotville, now Likasi, Bosco worked at L'office pour 

identité, a passport office. When he came to Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi, he 

worked for La Banque Commerciale, from 1963-1969  (Low, 1982: 57; Kubik, 1997: 

57).  

 

 He owned several private homes in the city of Lubumbashi and in different 

suburbs of Lubumbashi. 

 

 According to Bosco's brother, Stéphane and Bosco's son, Didier, president 

Mobutu had given Bosco $ 3000.- worth in Congolese Zaire (in 1967, the Congolese 

Franc was replaced by the Zaire, - one Zaire equaled $ 0.50 -) to buy a house. Bosco 

added a certain amount of his own money to buy a bigger house on Burundi Avenue, 

Lubumbashi. 

 

Photo 20: Bosco’s first house, located on Burundi Avenue in Lubumbashi. 

Bosco’s son, Murphy, was born there 
58

 

                                                        
58Photo, taken by author, in November, 2007. The house is now occupied by a Chinese clinic. 
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Photo 21: Bosco and two men at his house on Burundi Avenue 
59

 

 

 Besides, Mobutu also gave Bosco $ 5.000.- (in Zaire) to buy a Peugeot. Bosco 

added some of his own money and bought a Mercedes 200 (Stéphane, November 10, 

2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 There were more houses in Kenya and Katuba, both suburbs of Lubumbashi: 

 

 

Photo 22: Sign, depicting different cities 
60

 

 

                                                        
59 Photo, given to author by Stéphane, in November, 2007. No date available. 
60 Photo, taken by author, in November, 2007. 
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Photo 23: Party at the Katuba house 

 

 

Photo 24: Wedding guests in front of Katuba house 
61

 

 

 Bosco had houses in Likasi, and two homes in Mokambo, the bordertown 

between Congo and Zambia. In 1970 he established a restaurant, a bar, and a hotel 

with 46 rooms in Mokambo. According to Stéphane it took ten years to build this 

project. After Bosco's death the hotel and bar are no longer in use. Due to lacking 

financial means of maintaining the buildings and the property, it all looks very 

dilapidated. 

 

                                                        
61 Both photos, given to author by Stéphane, in November, 2007. No dates available. 
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Photo 25: The "Hotel Bar Super Shaba" in Mokambo, right at the border 
62

 

 

 

Photo 26: Bosco's restaurant in Mokambo 

 

 

 

                                                        
62 Photos, taken by author, in November, 2007. 
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Photos 27: The above two photos are of Bosco’s hotel complex in Mokambo,  

with Father Pamphile 
63

 

 

 After his invitation to the Newport Folk Festival, in Rhode Island, U.S.A. in 

1969, Bosco started his own maintenance business at Gécamines, employing thirty 

people. They were involved in construction, painting, repairing and maintaining. 

There were other fields Bosco was involved in. At Kilwa, a village located on the 

                                                        
63 Photos, taken by author, in December, 2007. 
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westside of Lake Moero, he bought fish and sold it in Lubumbashi (Stéphane,  

November 10, 2006, at La Halle de l'Étoile; December 14, 2007 at La Brioche).  

 

 In the city of Lubumbashi and its suburbs Bosco owned several bars and 

nightclubs: 

 

Maxim's and Black and White, on Sendwe Avenue, in the center of Lubumbashi.  

La Paradis, in Bel-Air, a quartier of Lubumbashi.  

Chez Ridan in Kamalondo, a suburb of Lubumbashi.  

Parlé d'Ambiance and Au Tire Bouchon in Katuba, a suburb of Lubumbashi. 

Passe Temps was another bar Bosco opened in Katuba, in 1963. After about five to 

six years he closed the bar, shortly before he went to the U.S. in 1969.  

Chez Monsieur André in Ruashi, 15 km outside of Lubumbashi.  

Onya Bar in Likasi, 114 km outside of Lubumbashi, was a famous place to meet at. 

Kalindula Bar, in the village of Lubudi.  

 

 According to Stéphane, there was a terrible accident at the Kalindula Bar in 

Lubudi. A military man, who wanted to enter the bar in his uniform, was refused by 

the guard. The short-tempered soldier took his revolver and fired at the guard, 

accidentally hitting a client, who was killed. There was a lot of upheaval with the 

military, the police and the court. Bosco closed the establishment after only five 

months of existence.  

 

 At all the bars there was life entertainment, starting at 8.00 pm, and lasting until 

the early morning hours. As the night progressed, Bosco sometimes made a short 

appearance, accompanied by someone hitting the bottle with a spoon, played a few 

songs, and disappeared shortly after (Stéphane, November 17, 2006; December 14, 

2007, at La Brioche). 
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Photo 28: Bosco, performing in 1974 in Kolwezi 

 

 

Photo 29: Bosco, performing in 1987 at Au Relais in Lubumbashi
64

 

 

 According to John Low, who stayed with Bosco in 1979 to learn his guitar style, 

Bosco "sponsored" a dance band, Super Shaba, which played at Le Sheridan (Low, 

1982: 13). To the author’s knowledge Bosco did not sponsor a band but was the 

owner of the band, L’Orchestre Super Shaba, as told by Bosco’s brother, Stéphane, 

Bosco’s son, Didier, Kananga Bipo, bandmembers and others (Stéphane and Didier, 

November 17, 2006, at La Brioche). 

                                                        
64 Photos 28 and 29, given to author by Stéphane, in November, 2007.  
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3.2.9 Bosco's wife, Stéphanie 

 

 Unfortunately the author could not interview Bosco's wife, Stéphanie. She had 

passed away in April, 2006, at the Martin-Luther-King Hospital in Lubumbashi, six 

months after several surgeries (Fé-Fé Mwenda, October 17, 2006 at her house in 

Quartier Golf in Lubumbashi). 

 

 

Photo 30: Bosco’s wife, Stéphanie (on the right) 
65

 

 

 Bosco's brother, Stéphane, claims that Stéphanie was strongly involved with the 

Catholic church. Most of these women are widowed and are called: Mamans des 

régionnaires. They visit the elderly and also maintain the church. Married to Jesus 

Christ they depict this by wearing robes with church symbols (Stéphane, December 

17, 2007, at La Brioche).  

 

                                                        
65

 Photo, given to author by Bosco’s son, Didier, in November, 2007. No date available. 
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3.3 Bosco's children 

 

 The descendants of the Bayeke are very proud of their ancestry. Perhaps that is 

the reason Bosco's children, who have a great resemblance with their father, bear the 

names of their predecessors; Bantu, Kabobo, Kalasa, Kamini, Kantimba, Katanika, 

Kitamije, Kitanika, Kyembe, Mattaly, Mukanda, Musiri, (aka M'siri) (Low, 1982: 

89). 

Photo 31: Family photo of Holy Communion in Katuba
66

 

 

Top row: 

Third from left: Bosco among other relatives and friends 

In middle row, Bosco’s daughter, Cathy, in white dress, and an aunt 

 

Bottom row: 

On very left: Bosco’s brother, Stéphane, chef  d’orchestre, Stéphanie’s small brother 

Fourth from left, Bosco’s first born son, Stéphane, in white suit 

On very right: Bosco’s wife, Stéphanie, and baby-daughter, Mamie

                                                        
66Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. No date available. 
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Photo 32: Bosco, Stéphane, Cathy and Stéphanie at Holy Communion 
67

 

 

Stéphane Mattaly Mwenda, born in 1957, was Bosco's first son. According to 

Bosco's brother, Stéphane, he was a very sensitive boy, and it seems that he had a lot 

of problems to adjust to life itself. He was confused and did not receive any 

directives, wheather he should study or just go to work. His relationship with his 

maternal grandmother, Felicia Kanymu, was very special; he sometimes spent two to 

three months with her in Jadotville, now Likasi. 

 

 The author met Mrs. Felicia Kanymu during her first research phase, on October 

24, 2006 in Likasi. She was in her nineties already but in good spirits, mentally and 

physically, sitting on a chair, outside her home. She spoke of Bosco's generosity amd 

that he gave her a brand new sewing machine (Felicia Kanymu, October 24, 2006 in 

front of her house in Likasi).  

                                                        
67 Photo, given to author by Bosco’s son, Didier, in November, 2006.  
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Photo 33: Felicia Kanymu (middle) and others; Bosco’s wife, Stéphanie, on very 

left
68

 

 

Photo 34: Mrs. Kanymu, in front of her house in Likasi, 2006
69

 

 

 During her second research phase in 2007 the author went to Mrs. Kanymu’s 

house, only to find her in a very bad condition, lying on her bed, hardly reacting. The 

                                                        
68 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
69 Photo, taken by author, in November, 2006. 
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author received the sad news that she died on May 24, 2008 (Prof. Lwamba, in an e-

mail, May, 2008). 

 

 After not being sure wheather he should continue school or not Stéphane finally 

enrolled in a military school, and then started military service, where he quit after 

two years. According to Bosco's brother, Stéphane, the army was hell for him. 

Stéphane had been traumatized by not receiving enough food, watching young 

soldiers starve or being killed. He had nightmares and could not endure this any 

longer. When he returned home it was a disgrace for the family. Bosco did not 

believe all the atrocities his son had referred to, and accused him of being a coward. 

The sensitive young man suffered from depression afterwards, he began to drink and 

hardly ate anything. Stéphane believes, that Bosco's death was yet another big shock 

for the son, which left him devastated. He passed away in 1992, at the age of 34, one 

year after Bosco had died. He was never married, nor had he children. Stéphane was 

very moved when he told the author this. He really liked the young man (Stéphane 

Mwenda, November 25, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 In his book, Shaba Diary, John Low speaks of Bosco’s oldest son, who wanted 

to be taught singing and playing the banjo. The song, played in an untradional sound 

in the Kisanga language was supposedly a true story: a young boy was told, if he 

threw a snake and snail down on a crossroad of Bunkeya he would clear the village 

of malevolence. However, during this process both his parents were killed (Low, 

1982: 90). 

  

 Mr. Low did not state the boy’s name but the author assumes that it was the first- 

born, Stéphane, since Didier, who later became a musician, was only five years old at 

the time. 

 

Cathy Kantimba Mwenda, born in 1958, is Bosco's oldest daughter. Cathy is a very 

pretty woman, the spitting image of her father, very kind and giving. She and her 

husband have eight children; the family lives in Lubumbashi. Her first-born son, 

Dieu-Donné, was killed at the age of 14 in the tragic automobile accident with 

Bosco. Sam, 26, the second son is a very talented young artist, who studied at 

L’Académie des Beaux Arts in Lubumbashi.  
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 Sam paints and draws beautiful designs on fabrics. Unfortunately the family 

lacks financial means for Sam to continue his studies. Cathy's husband, Francois, 

works for Cathy's sister, Fé-Fé. During her research in 2006, Cathy invited the author 

and her uncle Stéphane to her house. She made about seven different delicious 

dishes. Cathy spoke about the terrible loss of her father and her son in the automobile 

accident. To lose both dear people, close to her heart, was beyond her comprehension 

(Stéphane Mwenda; Cathy Mwenda, November 25, 2006 at her house in 

Lubumbashi; Cathy Mwenda, December 2, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile; December 

25, 2007 at the convent of the FMM-sisters on Mama Yemo Avenue in 

Lubumbashi).  

 

 Cathy spoke very highly of her father. She said that he was a strict but generous 

man, and he was like a friend.  

 

 When asked about Bosco's guitar, Cathy claims that there were three. One is still 

at Didier's house, two other guitars have disappeared during the pillage (looting) of 

1991 in Kinshasa, where Didier and Jacques Masengo performed.  There was a great 

tumult at that event and somehow the famous guitar disappeared to the dismay of 

everyone (Cathy Mwenda, December 2, 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile). 

 

Djo Djo Kitamije Mwenda, born in 1960, lives in Kinshasa. She is married to a 

physician; they have eight children. Unfortunately she could not be contacted, due to 

problems of communication. 

 

Pierrette Kyembe Mwenda, born 1962, was a rather sickly little girl, Bosco's 

brother, Stéphane, told the author. Quite often Stéphane took her to the doctor or to 

the hospital, while Bosco was out of town on business. At first she was diagnosed as 

anemic but later on she fell ill with leukemia. She passed away in 1983, leaving 

behind a husband and a little boy, named Champion, only two weeks old (Stéphane 

Mwenda, November 25, 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile). 
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Photo 35: Bosco’s beautiful wife, Stéphanie; Pierette’s son, 

Champion, and Murphy 
70

 

 

Giséle Kalasa Mwenda, born 1965, lives in Likasi with her husband and seven 

children. The author met her at Murphy's house. She is a real beauty, very composed 

and elegantly dressed. A rather serious and quiet woman she listened to the interview 

between Kalasa (Bosco’s cousin, R.J.) and the author. Gisèle spoke of her father as 

being very loving but strict with his daughters. He sent Gisèle and Felycia (Fé-Fé) to 

a boarding school in Bunkeya, where Giséle stayed for 4 years, and Felycia for 6 

years. Both girls received their baccalauréat (high-school diploma). At the age of 17 

Giséle got married. Bosco's brother, Stéphane, told the author that Bosco was more 

concerned  about Giséle, since she carried her grandmother's name. He did not want 

her to have the same fate as her grandmother, by running away from her husband, 

like she did. Gisèle's husband is working in the mining business (Giséle Kalasa 

Mwenda, October 24, 2006, at Murphy's house in Likasi). 

 

                                                        
70 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006.  
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Felycia Katanika Mwenda, also called Fé-Fé, born 1967, lives in Lubumbashi with 

her husband and 4 children. Since Bosco and his first son, Stéphane, have died she 

and her husband took over Bosco's business, working for the well-known mining 

company, Gécamines, in Lubumbashi. They do constructions, painting, repairs and 

maintenance. While Bosco was on tour, his secretary, Ilunga, took care of the 

company. Fé-Fé, a very friendly and pretty woman, well dressed and coiffured, had 

invited the author to her home at Quartier Golf in Lubumbashi several times, a part 

of the city, where the Bourgoisie lives. She had sent a chauffeur to pick up the 

author. They sat on the terrace while she served croissants and beverages. According 

to Fé-Fé her parents were very close and loving with each other. There was a lot of 

music in their home. Sometimes the father would take the guitar and sing to the 

family, the children would join in, singing. For Bosco, it was very important that his 

children receive a good education; he enrolled them in top schools. He was very 

strict, but did not hit them; only one look from him, and the children were silent. 

Whenever the parents wanted to communicate things of importance they spoke to 

each other in Kiyeke, rather than in French, so that the children could not understand. 

Sometimes the children would listen at the door, but as soon as he showed up they 

scattered and resumed their original positions. Fé-Fé mentioned that Bosco’s first car 

was an Opel Kapitaen, then an Opel Taunus. Bosco had an accident in the Opel 

Taunus, while Felycia and Giséle were in the car.  

 

Mamie Kanini Mwenda, born 1969, single. She was married to a Lebanese but 

never had children. Due to her work as a stewardess she lives partially in Kinshasa or 

in Brussels. She is a pretty woman and also looks a lot like her father. During her 

research in 2006 the author tried to have an interview with Mamie, which was 

impossible. Whenever she was in Lubumbashi, she could never be reached. Repeated 

calling (about twenty times) were to no avail. Finally, on her return flight back to 

Brussels, the author surprisingly met her on the plane. During their interview she was 

very pleased to speak openly about her father. Bosco taught Mamie to sing in the 

Yeke language. At the age of 10 Mamie started to perform at the Pentecostal Church 

of Lubumbashi, she also sang with the girl scouts. After her father's death she sang at 

RTNC (national radio) and at Radio Zenith. Well-known like her father, she also 

performed at the residences of Katanga Governor and President Mobutu. After her 

studies Mamie was working as a private hostess and secretary for George Arthur 
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Forrest, founder and CEO of the Forrest Group, based in Lubumbashi, an 

internationally known company in road construction and mining. She accompanied 

Mr. Forrest on many flights. Thereafter she became a stewardess for the Congolese 

airline, Hewa Bora, where she is still employed. Mamie sang some of her father's 

songs at the funeral (Mamie Kanina Mwenda, December 30, 2006 on Hewa Bora 

flight to Brussels).  

  

 According to Madeleine Yumma, a singer the author had met at La Halle de 

l'Étoile, she and Mamie went to L'école première together. Ms. Yumma claims that 

Mamie was a good student, especially in French and History. Ms. Yumma lived in 

the same neighbourhood, was very close to the family and feels that the father was an 

extraordinary hospitable and generous man. The house was always full of people 

(Yumma, November 18, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile).  

 

Murphy Musiri Mwenda, born in 1971, in the house on Burundi Avenue in 

Lubumbashi, is a tall, handsome man, always dressed in the latest fashion. Next to 

his business acumen he has a great sense of humour and a generous personality. 

Murphy is fluent in English, due to his international business connections in mining. 

After the first interview on October 23, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile he invited the 

author to his house, to meet his wife and five children. On October 24, 2006 Murphy 

and his business collegue picked the author up to go to Likasi, which is 2,5 hours 

from Lubumbashi. During conversation he addressed the author with, mama 

Rosemarie. 
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Photo 36: Murphy, at La Halle de L’Étoile 
71

 

 

 In the Congo it is customary to adress women of child-bearing age, mama; and 

young men with papa for reasons of respect (The sisters at the convent on Mama 

Yemo, October 2006; Murphy, October 24, 2006 on the way to Likasi). 

 

 Murphy loves music; beside the CDs he had in the car he suddenly stopped to 

purchase additional CDs on the streets of Lubumbashi. He sang along in Lingala, 

spoken mainly in Kinshasa. Murphy told the author that under Mobutu's regime 

Lingala became the national language. Mobutu promoted artists, who sang in that 

language. He actually ignored Kingwana, a form of Kiswahili, spoken in the Congo. 

The musicians, who sang in that language were not promoted; their discs did not sell. 

On the road Murphy made several stops to buy large mushrooms and boucanée 

(antilope meat) from two different young local men, who stood on the side of the 

road, offering their goods. While Murphy deposited the products into the back of the 

car he casually mentioned, that his father was always fond of boucanée, and he, 

Murphy, likes it as well (Murphy Mwenda, October 24, 2006, in his car, on the way 

to Likasi).  

 

                                                        
71 Photo, taken by Gulda, in November, 2006. 
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 After reaching Likasi,  the author met Murphy's wife, Sifa, (glory in Kiswahili) a 

beauty, and their 5 children: Gentry, 13,  Brian, 10, Larry, 9, Felicia 7, and little 

Romeo, just 3 weeks old at the time. Dieu-Donné Mwenda Katimba (aka Gentry) is 

Murphy's first-born son, named after Cathy's son (Murphy’s sister), who was killed 

during the terrible accident with Bosco. 

 

 Murphy's house is large, situated on a big lot and protected by an arm-carrying 

guard. Since Murphy works very hard in the field of mining, outside of Likasi, 

Kipushi, Kolwezi and Lubumbashi he is separated a lot from his family. While 

sitting in the living room Murphy talked very fondly about his father. On a small 

table, next to a couch, there was Bosco's photo from the 1980s, smiling, dressed in a 

red jacket. Murphy told the author that Didier reminds him very much of his father, 

the way he looks and the way he plays the guitar and sings. Every time he hears 

Didier, he gets so emotional, he wants to cry. Murphy has many fond memories of 

his father; he remembered one particular incident. In 1987, Murphy had climbed up a 

mango tree and had fallen down, breaking his leg and clavicle. His father was on his 

way to a performance in South Africa, but because of the accident he postponed his 

trip and visited his son at the hospital. Bosco gave Murphy $ 400.- and told him, he 

could buy with it whatever he wanted. It took Murphy 6 months to get well again. 

After the Baccalauréat Murphy started to study Business Administration at the 

university of Lubumbashi. After his father's death he left the university because of 

financial difficulties, and started to work in the mining business.  

  

 When asked about his wife, Sifa, Murphy told the author that he first saw her at 

the Lubumbashi airport. She was only fourteen. It was a coup de foudre (love at first 

sight), and he decided there and then that she was the one (Murphy Mwenda, 

October 24, 2006 at his house in Likasi). 

 

 The day of departure, Murphy, his two collegues and the author went to see his 

maternal grandmother, Felicia Kanymu. Murphy, a generous man, gave her a bundle 

of money. On the way back to Lubumbashi the three men were speaking in Lingala, 

when suddenly they bursted out in laughter. When the author asked Murphy, he told 

her the following story: His grandmother, Mrs. Kanymu, is a mulatto; her father was 

Italian, her mother Congolese. During World War I (1914-1918), the father was 
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called to Italy to serve in the war. He wanted his wife and daughter to accompany 

him. The mother, frightenend about going to a foreign country, took the little girl, 

Felicia, and hid with her in the bush. The father left for Italy and was killed in the 

war only a few months later. Murphy told the two men in the car, if his great-

grandmother had not been so stupid, he might have been born in Italy (Murphy 

Mwenda, October 23, 2006 at La Halle de l'Étoile; October 26, 2006 on the way to 

Lubumbashi; November 12, 2006 at Fé-Fé's house).  

 

 During her research phase in 2006, Murphy bought his brother, Didier, a new 

guitar, since Didier had financial difficulties. It seems the family members help each 

other. 

 

 In 2007, the author met Murphy and his wife Sifa again. Two of their sons were 

going to a boarding school in South Africa (the schools are quite expensive). Murphy 

works as hard as ever, trying to give his beautiful wife and their children a 

comfortable living (Murphy, November 23, 2007 at the restaurant, Reka, in 

Lubumbashi). 

 

Didier Kabobo Mwenda, born in 1974, married, with three children, Marvin 

Mwenda, Renédit Mwenda Msiri, Lumière Mwenda Kita Migé, was the very first 

family member the author had contact with during her research in 2006.  
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Photo 37: Didier with his guitar 
72

 

Photo 38: Didier, performing in Lubumbashi on Journée de la Francophonie 
73

 

 

Photo 39: Didier and other musicians at an event in Kinshasa 
74

 

                                                        
72 Photo, given to author by Didier, in December, 2006 
73 Photo, given to author by Didier, in December, 2006. 
74 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. No dates available. 
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Photo 40: Didier at La Halle de L’Étoile in December, 2006 
75

 

 

Document 9: Didier was assigned estate administrator
76
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Proces Verbal de Conceil de Famille: 

 

On the document, dated September 23, 1994, Didier Mwenda Kabobo, was assigned  

as Héritier culturel et artistique de la musique traditionelle et moderne du feu 

Mwenda Jean Bosco wa Bayeke. 

 

Here is a list of all individuals, who signed:  

 

Ferdinand Kitanika Mwenda……...(Oncle paternel)..(Paternal oncle) 

Maman Kyembe Stéphanie            (Veuve)               (Bosco’s wife) 

Mwenda M’siri Murphy                (enfant)               (son) 

Mwenda Kabobo Didier                (enfant)               (son) 

Mwenda Mukanda Bantu-Marcel    (enfant)               (son) 

Mwenda Kantimba Jeanne             (enfant)               (daughter) 

Mwenda Kitanika Féfé                  (enfant)               (daughter) 

Mwenda Kanini Mamy                  (enfant)               (daughter) 

Mwenda Kalasa Gisele                   (enfant)              (daughter) 

Maman Kalassa                             (Tante)               (aunt) 

Papa Edouard Masengo Katiti                                  (Bosco’s cousin) 

 

The contract was issued: September 23, 1994 

The date of notary and signatures: November 1, 1995  

 

 Didier, the administrator of the estate, and in charge of all his father's family 

photos and documents, generously allowed the author and Gulda (from La Halle de 

L'Étoile) to put everything on a CD. Unfortunately Bosco's passport, with different 

entries to foreign countries he had visited, was not found. Didier was very emotional, 

when he spoke about his father's childhood, his life and death. He seems to be the 

most sensitive of all children, and every time he spoke of Bosco he started to cry, 

especially right after he had played and sung his father's songs. Bosco taught him 

how to play the guitar, when he was about seven years old. After Didier had not 

adjusted very well to school in Lubumbashi, he went to school in Mokambo, the 

                                                                                                                                                             
75 Photo, taken by Gulda, in November, 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile. 
76 Document, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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bordertown of Congo and Zambia, and stayed with his aunt. Whenever Bosco 

attended to his business affairs in Mokambo he spent time with Didier, teaching him 

more about music. 

  

 While writing her thesis the author heard of the terrible news. Didier died 

suddenly and unexpectedly on June 2, 2009, at the age of 34. It is not only a shock 

about the loss of this young man, who was a good musician and guitarist but also the 

loss of Bosco’s legacy, which Didier upheld all those years. He will be missed very 

much by many people, who loved him. 

 

Marcel Mukanda Bantu Mwenda, born in 1977, is the cadet, Bosco's youngest 

son. The other children claim that Marcel was closest to his father, perhaps since he 

was the youngest. Marcel lives in South Africa, he is married and has one son. 

Unfortunately, the author could not contact him (Stéphane, November 25, 2006 at La 

Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 

Photo 41: Bosco with Marcel, le cadet, and a visitor 
77 

 

 

                                                        
77 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006.  
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3.3.1 Other family members 

3.3.2 Bosco's youngest brother, Stéphane Mwenda 

 

Photo 42: Stéphane, Bosco’s brother 
78

  

Photo 43: Stéphane and his wife 
79

 

 

 Stéphane Mwenda, born in 1946 in Likasi, is the third child of the second 

marriage, and Bosco’s only young stepbrother. Stéphane had four children with his 

late wife; and four more with his present wife. He works as a driver and coordinator 

for a large Textile Manufacturing Company in Lubumbashi. A slender greyhaired 

man, very punctual, polite and a knowledgeable interviewee as well, since he had 

worked a considerable time in Bosco's business. During the many interviews the 

author and he had developed a certain trust. Stéphane always speaks favourably 

about Bosco, who treated him like a brother, rather than a father, because of the age 

difference. He speaks of Bosco's generosity; how he gave him nice suits and shirts, 

and how he provided for him in many ways. Stéphane and his wife, at one time, lived 

with Bosco in a large house. Stéphane managed one of Bosco’s bars in Mokambo. 

                                                        
78 Photo, taken by Gulda, in November, 2007 at La Halle de L’Étoile. 
79 Photo, given to author by Stéphane, in November, 2007. 
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He was in charge of the daily proceeds, which he distributed to the employees after 

working hours. 

  

 Full of gratitude for his brother Stéphane told the author that he is very thankful 

to him, and if it had not been for Bosco he would probably be working in the fields, 

like a farmer, constantly in a bending position. He even suggested that he might not 

be alive any more, due to the hard work.  

 

 Stéphane often referred to his early childhood: "Chez nous!" (at our place), 

which sounded like a very tightly-knit family connection. After all the niceties, 

statements of generosity and admiration, Stéphane finally told the author in one of 

the interviews that Bosco was at times rather strict with him. Stéphane had a long 

way to walk to and from school. Bosco would not drive him, even though he was 

going in the same direction. On the way back from school, Bosco sometimes passed 

by him in the car and did not pick him up. Amazed and uncomprehending, the author 

asked Stéphane about his brother's behaviour, when he told her that perhaps Bosco 

wanted to teach him how to be a man. From her own observation, the author felt that 

Stéphane was hurt as a child. And yet he is still full of admiration for his brother and 

for what he had accomplished in life. Stéphane never seemed begrudging or even 

envious (Stéphane, December 17, 2007 at La Brioche). 

 

3.3.3 Kalasa, Manyka Polycarpe, Bosco's cousin 

 

 Mr. Kalasa was born in 1950, he is a Lieutenant Colonel in the Congolese Army. 

At the age of 18 he spent one year at an infantry school in Belgium. After being 

stationed in different areas of Congo he became an officer and later on instructed 

young soldiers. According to Kalasa, Bosco inherited everything after his father 

passed away in 1946. However Bosco did not continue his schooling. He lived in his 

father’s house, but he came to his aunt, Sabine Makunte, Kalasa's mother, for dinner. 

Kalasa claims that Bosco started to play the banjo, when he was six. Bosco’s father 

was very strict; he was opposed to this, because of the noise, and he wanted Bosco to 

study for school only. Bosco snug away and started to play the banjo in different bars 

as he became older. The Belgians had music contests with different bands at the large 

stadiums, since King Baudouin wanted to promote Congolese music. Bosco won one 
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of the contests and became popular. His first single album came out in 1952. 

According to Kalasa, Bosco was suppose to play with Louis Armstrong. Cousin 

Kalasa claims, since Bosco was a prince, it was beneath himself to have a manager. 

 

 Kalasa said that Stéphane Mwenda, Bosco's father, was not very close to his 

family in contrast to Bosco, who was very family-oriented. Many of his songs speak 

of family value. It seems that Bosco was very fond of Kalasa and paid for his 

schooling. He wanted him to become a physician, but instead Kalasa decided to join 

the Congolese Army. After returning from military training in Belgium, Bosco 

bought him clothing and furniture. He owes a lot to Bosco, he said. Now Kalasa 

regrets having chosen the military, but he felt that the military was his destiny. 

However, the way things turned out financially (he only makes $ 40.- per month) and 

with all the problems in his country he cannot help Bosco's children financially. But 

he is proud to give his life to his country. At the dinner table Kalasa told the author 

that Bosco liked antilope meat (bush meat – boucanée viande). Bosco’s father used 

to hunt for it but Bosco never accompanied him (Kalasa, October 24, 2006 at 

Murphy's house in Likasi). 

 

3.3.4 Bosco's second cousin, Adelin Kashoba Mwenda M’siri  

 

 Born in Lubumbashi in 1939 he is Bosco’s second cousin. Mr. Mwenda is a 

professor of law, economics and social sciences at the University of Lubumbashi and 

at the University of Kinshasa. A very hospitable and witty man, well educated and 

quite a charmer, he and his wife invited Jean-Luc Kahamba Mukenge, a professor 

from UniLu (university of Lubumbashi) and the author to his house, served drinks 

and was very interested in the author’s life, willing to help her in any way possible to 

his capacity. He told her about Bosco's personality, that he had great charisma and 

that he was a fabulous musician; many people liked him and his music. 

 

 Mr. Mwenda, an author of many books gave the author a copy of: La mort 

tragique du Roi M’siri (the tragic death of King M’siri) with a personal dedication. 

When the author asked him about the differences of dates in Bosco's vita he casually 

remarked: "Madame, au Congo le temps et le mariage sont elastiques" (Madam, in 

Congo time and marriage are elastic). Professor Mwenda made arrangements with 
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one of his sons to meet with the present M'siri (Kashoba Mwenda, November 18, 

2006, at his house in Lubumbashi). 

 

3.3.5 Bosco's nephew, the present M'siri, Mwami Godefroid Munongo Jr. 

   Masuka 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The present M’siri 
80

 

 

 Mr. Mwenda's son took the author to the house of the present M'siri in 

Lubumbashi. Not aware of the high standing and respectability of his "honor", the 

M'siri, the young man and she were taken to a building. As soon as they walked 

through the door, the young man accompanying her, fell to his knees and bowed to 

the ground, while the other men present did the same thing. M'siri, Mwami Mwenda 

Bantu Kaneranera Godefroid Munongo Jr. Masuka, Bosco's nephew, who was 

educated in the U.S., very jovially approached the author and shook her hand, while 

they were conversing in English. She spoke of her research and the fact that she 
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wanted to go to Bunkeya to take photos of Bosco's gravesite. After a short time the 

M'siri’s brother, Eric Kazembe Munongo, appeared (M'siri, November 18, 2006 at 

his house in Lubumbashi). 

 

3.3.6 Eric Kazembe Munongo, brother of M'siri and Bosco's nephew       

 

 

Photos 44 and 45: Eric Kazembe Munongo at La Halle de L’Étoile and at the 

cemetery in Bunkeya 
81

 

 

 After meeting the M'siri he agreed that Eric, his brother, will take the author to 

Bunkeya. Eric is a hard working man with his own construction company, who is 

also involved in mining. He spends three days in the Bunkeya area, and three days in 

Lubumbashi. Eric Kazembe Munongo, Norbert Mulundu Wibyala, a journalist from 

Radio Zenith, and the author planned for a trip to Bunkeya on December 8, 2006. 

Before they left Lubumbashi Eric stopped his 4-wheel drive at several bakeries to 

find madeleines, the French pastry. At every stop the employees ran out, bowing 

their head in total subservance and respect for him. 

                                                                                                                                                             
80 Photo from La Mort tragique du Roi M’siri (Mwenda, 1998: 156). 
81 Photo on left, taken by Gulda, November, 2006. Photo on right, taken by author, in December, 

2006.  
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 On the way to Bunkeya, 192 km from Lubumbashi, they encountered 

unimaginable roads. What was formerly a national road, leading through the Congo, 

consists of deep ditches and large holes, almost impossible to drive on. Due to lack 

of interest or finances none of the roads have been maintained or repaired for many 

years. It was the rainy season, so the holes and ditches were filled with water and 

mud. Two large trucks, one stuck in the mud, the other one tipped over, were 

obstructing the pathway. Eric's 4-wheel drive was rocking back and forth as if they 

were on a boat. No other automobiles could be seen. However, there were people, 

pushing bicycles, loaded up so high that it was impossible to see the person 

underneath. Thanks to the solidly built vehicle, Eric's driving experience, and 

holding on for life, they finally made it. They went to the M'siris cemetery, to take 

photos of Eric's parents' graves, his brother Christian, and Bosco. Eric told the author 

that his brother, Christian, the former M'siri, who reigned from 1992-1997 (Mwenda, 

1998: 156) was poisoned in Bunkeya. After drinking the local beer, he suffered 

terrible pain and was rushed to the hospital, only for the doctors to diagnose that he 

had been poisoned. He died at the age of thirty-four (Eric Munongo, December 8, 

2006, on the way to Bunkeya).  

 

 Christian Munongo's death seems just as spectacular and as mysterious as the 

death of Bosco's father. 

 

 

    

Figure 12: Christian Munongo 
82

 

                                                        
82 Source: La Mort tragique du Roi M’siri (Mwenda, 1998: 156). 
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Whenever Eric visits Bunkeya he neither eats nor drinks anything there. Eric and 

other members of his family believe that Christian lost his life because people of 

Bunkeya wanted him out of the M'siris' succession: "I always bring my own 

beverages and food. At home in Lubumbashi I eat chicken only, with French fries 

and salad, every day, never any other meats, nor fish" (Eric Munongo, December 8, 

2006, on the road to Bunkeya). 

 

 When the author commented Eric on his flawless French, he proudly replied: "I 

should, I have been to the best schools in Europe!" (Eric Munongo, December 8, 

2006).  

 

 During her visit with Bosco's son, Murphy, and his family in Likasi, the author 

had suggested to go to Bunkeya, which is not too far from Likasi (about 80 km). 

However Murphy declined half-heartedly, which surprised her, since he was a very 

accomodating man. When the author mentioned this to Eric he admitted that it was 

out of fear (Eric Munongo, December 8, 2006). 

  

 

 

Figure 13: Godefroid Munongo 
83

 

                                                        
83 Source: La Mort tragique du Roi M’siri (Mwenda, 1998: 155). 
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 The present M'siri's and Eric's father, the late Mwami Godefroid Munongo 

Shyombeka We Shalo, was an important political figure in the Congo, and in the 

province of Katanga. He was the 5
th
 successor, reigning from 1976 until 1992, and 

was Chief of Operations for native's issues. From April 26 to June 22, 1961 

Munongo was president of Katanga. He became Minister of the Interior until 1963. 

He also held the position of governor from July 1965 until April 1966. After his 

death in 1992 Munongo was succeeded by his son, Christian 
84

 (Mwenda, 1998: 

155).  

 

3.3.7  Arthur Jano Bakasonda - his wife is Bosco's distant cousin  

 

 

Document 10: Brochure of La Pléiade Congolaise 
85

 

Mouvement des Libres Penseurs 

 

 The author was referred by a young man from La Halle de L’Étoile to Jano 

Bakasonda, who is a member of La Pléiade Congolaise, Mouvement des Libres 

Penseurs (a movement of free thinkers), founded in Kinshasa, in 2002, by Congolese 

intellectuals and patriots. 

 

                                                        
84 http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/king/king August 10, 2008. 
85 Document, given to author by Mr. Bakasonda, in November, 2006. 
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 During their interview Mr. Bakasonda told the author that Bosco performed at 

his wedding. He pointed out that the M'siris do not eat fish, since a family member 

had a terrrible accident, when he died of a fishbone, caught in his throat: "Les M'siris 

mangent seulement du boucanée, jamais du poissons" (The M'siri eat only game, 

never fish)! 

 

 Mr. Bakasonda believes that Bosco's music is exceptional because with his 

music he gives important advice to children and adults. His messages were directed 

to people from all different paths of life. Jano believes that Bosco’s performance was 

so convincing, as if three guitarists are performing (Bakasonda, November 30, 2006 

at his office at Gécamines). 

 

3.3.8 Different people, Bosco worked with or who knew him: Marc-Jonathan   

         Kiabuta Katonte 

 

 Mr. Katonte worked with Bosco at the bank. He claims that Bosco was a very 

gentle and lovable man, everyone liked him. Whenever Bosco performed he went to 

listen to him. Since there was no TV, music events were more popular than today. 

Mr. Katonte even went to Likasi to listen to his music as a young man. Bosco had a 

car (Vauxhall) and Mr. Katonte went with him and accompanied his singing by 

hitting the bottle with a spoon. Bosco's songs always spoke of family- and other 

social problems. The two families were very close to each other. He said that Bosco 

played the guitar as if three people were playing (the solo, the accompaniment, and 

the bass). Mr. Katonte pointed out that Edouard Masengo (aka Katiti) on the contrary 

played like a muzungu (European). Bosco played differently than all the others, even 

than the players nowadays. Mr. Katonte regrets that the guitar was somehow lost. 

There are different stories surrounding the loss of the guitar: 1. There was a fetich. 2. 

The guitar was given to the church. 3. There was a European, who got the guitar 

(Kiabuta Katonte, November 22, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 Different people from La Halle de L’Étoile; Mickley, Ghislain Gulda el 

Magambo Bin Ali (aka Gulda) and Patrick Mudekereza told the author, that they 

suggested to give Bosco’s guitar to the African Museum of Tervuren or to the 
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Museum of Music in Brussels. However the family rejected that thought, wanting to 

keep Bosco's famous guitar in Katanga.  

 

3.3.9 Mumba Mufumpo Bonfanie, Benjamin, Chef de Bureau de Culture et Arts  

 

 Mr. Mufumpo was still in primary school in Bunkeya, when Bosco was so 

famous. Later he worked with him in the same Office de la Culture, while Bosco was 

the president of the Commitée de Musiciens du Katanga. He said that he was very 

impressed with the chansons d’educatives (educational songs). In his life these were 

great moments, when he listened to Bosco play. He claims that Bosco was rather an 

introvert (très sage), a quiet type of individuel (Mumba Mufompo, December 8, 

2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

3.4 Chevalier Paty Kantenga Kitoko 

 

 Mr. Kitoko was Président du Katanga du Comitée Professionelle des 

Entrepreneurs, formerly called FECXANEZA (Féderation des Entreprises du Congo 

et Association Nationale des Entreprises du Zaire) at the time he knew Bosco. Mr. 

Kitoko described Bosco as a very friendly individual, always with a smile on his face 

but rather withdrawn, more of an introvert. Bosco was very discrete, never spoke 

about his personal life. Mr. Kitoko worked in the maintenance business for SNCC, 

Bosco for Gécamines. Since they both worked as entrepeneurs in the same line of 

work they were actually competetors. Mr. Kitoko finds Bosco’s music poetic and at 

the same time moralistic as well, but not in a negative way (Kitoko, November 25, 

2006 at Cercle Makutano in Lubumbashi). 

 

3.5 Felicien Majambo, journalist at RTNC 

 

 Mr. Majambo was in primary school, when he knew Bosco. He claims that 

everyone knew Mwenda Jean Bosco. People loved him, since he sang about daily 

occurrences and life problems. Adressing these issues he expressed the sentiments of 

the people; he spoke about love, marriage, relationships, morals. With that he spoke 

out of people's hearts. He was a man of the people and the best guitarist of his epoch. 

Bosco’s 78 r.p.m discs were the most popular in Katanga/Congo. Mr. Majambo’s 
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father had bought those discs and he and the family listened to them. Bosco 

represented the rhythm of Katanga, as well as the life of the people there. Mr. 

Majambo knew Bosco personally, since he lived in Katuba, where Bosco lived after 

Lubumbashi (Majambo, November 13, 2006 at RTNC (Radio et Télévision 

Nationale Congolaise) on Sandowa Avenue, Lubumbashi). 

 

3.6 Zephirin Kamba, technician at RTNC 

 

 Mr. Kamba lived in the same quartier of Katuba and knew Bosco's family. 

Everyone loved Bosco's music. Bosco gave advice to women, men and children, and 

people in general. Mr. Kamba had 20 discs of Bosco's music. 

 

 Since RTNC is located in the building of the Bâtiment de 30 Juin (named after 

independence day) it was a very important building, politically speaking. Whenever 

there was an important occasion or political event Bosco played there; usually he 

sang in Kiswahili, or Yeke. The building seats only 365 people. However, when 

Bosco appeared people were so enthused that they sat on the floor or even stood 

during the whole time of performance (Kamba, November 13, 2006, at RTNC). 

 

 3.7 Norbert Mulundu Wibyala, journalist at Radio Panos in Lubumbashi 

Photo 46: Mr.Wibyala, taking a photo of Bosco’s grave 
86
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 Mr. Norbert Wibyala told the author that he always heard Bosco's music as a 

child, since his mother and father both sang along, when Bosco appeared on the 

radio. When listening to Bosco's music one thinks, there are three different persons 

playing the guitar; therefore it is an unusual sound. Bosco was well liked since he 

sang about daily problems of the working class, who respected him for that 

(Wibyala, November 14, 2006 at Radio Zenith, Lubumbashi).  

 

4.0 Bosco's Accident and Death  

 

 While Mobutu's soldiers started looting on September 22, 1991 in Kinshasa the 

news of Jean Bosco Mwenda's death, who had died in an accident at 9 a.m. the same 

day, was announced on radio.  

  

 It seems that Stéphane speaks very vividly and with exact precision, of the tragic 

events, surrounding Bosco's death, as if the accident just happened yesterday. At that 

time, Stéphane was employed with the city of Lubumbashi. The accident happened 

on the autoroute (expressway) at Lumata, about 50 km before reaching the city of 

Kasumbalesa. Bosco often spent time overlooking his business affairs in Mokambo, 

200 km south of Lubumbashi. He tended to his restaurants, bar and hotel. Bosco was 

in a Toyota Hilux pick-up with his 14 year old grandson, Dieu-Donné (God given) 

and other men, three in the front, five in the back. One of the men was an electrician. 

 

 Dieu-Donné was Cathy’s (Bosco’s oldest daughter) first born son from a former 

liaison. Cathy revealed that her father, empathatic as he was, took her son to live 

with him to avoid jealousy on the part of the new husband. She confirmed that this is 

often practiced within African families (Cathy Mwenda, November 12, 2007 at the 

convent of FMM on Mama Yemo Ave., Lubumbashi). 

 

 As the truck was on its way to Mokambo Bosco was driving, right side traffic, as 

is customary in the Congo. A couple from a South African company, Merzario, was 

travelling in a land-cruiser, by mistake on the left side of the road, as is customary in 

English-speaking African countries. The two vehicles hit head-on. The South 

Africans’ vehicle had a very strong metal bumper, which went right through the door 

                                                                                                                                                             
86 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2006, at Bunkeya cemetery. 
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and pierced Bosco`s body on the left side. Bosco's grandson, Dieu-Donné, was also 

killed, but there were no visible signs of injury to his body. The South African driver 

was not injured, his wife had a broken arm.  

 

 According to Stéphane, the couple from South Africa left shortly after the 

accident. Their action cannot be considered a hit-and run situation but an act of self-

protection. The driver did however report the accident in Lubumbashi. From 

different sources the author learned that it is highly dangerous for people, who have 

caused an accident, involving the loss of a life. There was one case, when a priest 

had killed a child in an automobile accident. Some neighbours had adviced him to 

leave the scene of the accident but he tried to take care of the child. Other people 

arrived and actually beat him to death. The next day the child's father came and cut 

the priest's body to pieces. There have been other cases of self-justice (Stéphane, 

October 21, 2007 at La Halle de L’Étoile; Sister Maria, October 25, 2007, at the 

convent of FMM; Kanuto Chenge, December 19, 2007, at his home; Prof. Lwamba, 

December 14, 2007, at UniLu). 

 

 Stéphane had worked on that particular Sunday, when he heard the news about 

Bosco's accident. Little did he know that his brother was already dead. Quite often 

Bosco's Mercedes 200 (1975 model) did not start in the morning, so he used other 

vehicles. However, when Stéphane started the Mercedes on that particular day it 

surprisingly worked well, but since he was in a hurry he forgot to check the gasoline 

supply. He left Lubumbashi but shortly before he arrived at the scene of the accident 

he ran out of gas. Luckily there was a man, whose car had broken down closeby; he 

gave Stéphane five liters of Diesel, so he could continue. At the site of the accident 

there was no ambulance, no doctor to verify Bosco's and his grand-son’s death, no 

hearse. With the help of village people from Lumata, closeby, Stéphane took Bosco’s 

and Dieu-Donné’s lifeless bodies and put them in the backseat of the car. While they 

picked up Bosco’s corpse a strange noise escaped from the body. Stéphane thinks 

that it was the air; it startled and scared him. He was under shock; it was difficult to 

comprehend that his brother and his grand-nephew were dead. It was the strangest 

sensation he had ever experienced in his life. After the two corpses were in the car, 

Stéphane headed back to Lubumbashi. When he saw the hearse in the oncoming 

traffic he signaled that he had the bodies in the car. After arriving at the morgue of 
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Gécamines, he assisted the doctor in washing the two corpses before they were put 

into the cold storage chamber. Stéphane told me that it is customary in the Congo for 

family members to wash and cleanse the body of a deceased (Stéphane, October 21, 

2006; October 29, 2007, at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

  

 There are different morgues in Lubumbashi; the Sendwe Hospital, the hospitals 

of SNCC (Societé nationale des chemins de fer du Congo), GCM/sud (Générale des 

carrières et des mines) and the Catholic mission of Don Bosco. Impoverished 

families keep the corpse of the deceased at their home, due to financial reasons. 

  

 Acording to certain taboos of the forefathers the corpse is cleansed before 

enterrement, either by churchmembers, a group of priests, or a combination of priests 

and family members. This entails strict tabus. Great precaution is taken so that there 

is no damage done to the deceased during cleansing. There have been cases, where 

people took pieces of the deceased's clothing, his glasses, bathing liquid or even 

excrements to use in a grisgris, a fetish, to hurt the family. The washed and dressed 

body is placed into the casket, the clothes worn before death are placed around the 

head. The deceased is usually buried one day after his death (Mwilambwe and 

Osako, 2005: 198-203). 

 

 The next day Stéphane had to handle the necessary papers at the Hôtel de Ville 

(city hall) and at the Bureau de la Commune (registry office) (Stéphane, October 29, 

2006; December 5, 2006; October 21, 2007, at La Halle de L’Étoile). 
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Document 11: Certificat De Décès Homme
87

 

 

While looking for documents at the Bureau de la Commune of Lubumbashi, a 

very helpful man, Mr. Shimba Ngangole, really tried his best. He wrote a letter of 

recommendation to a collegue in Likasi to assist the author there but he also asked 

another collegue to accompany her to different newspapers, Le Couloir, Le Pellerin, 

Quiproquo and Salongo, to look for newspaper-clippings of Bosco. 

 

Document 12: Envelope of reference to Bureau de la Commune in Likasi 
88

 

                                                        
87 Death certificate, given to author by Stéphane, in November, 2007. 
88 Envelope of reference, given to author by Mr. Shimba Ngangole, in November, 2007. 
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Document 13: Newspapers, given to author by Prof. M’Bayo in Trier, in August, 2008 

 

 One of the newspapers was Mjumbe, a government journal during the Second 

Republic (1965-1990). Mjumbe dissolved in 1990, when the government ceased to 

finance it. Afterwards many other journals appeared, out of which the weekly 

Mukuba survived. Mukuba was founded by an old journalist, R. Godefroid Kyangwe 

Buliya from Mjumbe and exists since October 26, 1990 (This information was given 

to the author by a journalist; whose name is unknown). 

 

4.1 Church service and burial 

 

 Due to political upheavals and lootings, starting in Lubumbashi on September 

22, 1991, it became very difficult for Stéphane to organize Bosco’s funeral. The 

bodies of Bosco and Dieu-Donné rested at the morgue of Gécamines for one week 

before church services at la Cathédrale Saint Pierre et Paul in Lubumbashi could be 

arranged.  
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Photo 47: La Cathédrale Saint Pierre et Paul at Lubumbashi 
89

 

 

 According to Stéphane, the church service should have taken place in Bunkeya 

but was held in Lubumbashi. All the musicians from Lubumbashi were there; 

Edouard Masengo, Losta Abelo, the orchestra of SNCC and the fanfare of 

Gécamines. Beside this there was regular organ music played.  

  

 In an interview with Abbé Charles Kiwila, who was curate at the time and who 

presided over Bosco's funeral, he confirmed that the cathedral was never as crowded 

as it was at Bosco's funeral services. 

 

 In the eulogie Abbé Kiwila spoke about Bosco's childhood, adolescence and life 

in general, his popularity in music. He remembers the following words: "Mwenda wa 

Bayeke was not only a national monument for the province of Katanga, and all of 

Congo, but through his kindness and generosity he helped many people, who were in 

need" (Abbé Charles Kiwila, December 14, 2007, at the parrish of Saint Pierre et 

Paul in Lubumbashi). 

 

 Stéphane had asked Gécamines for a hearse and a large bus to accomodate the 

mourners, who wanted to go to Bunkeya for the burial. Because of the uproar and the 

rebels’ looting in the city of Lubumbashi a large bus with too many people, singing 

and screaming, as it is customary at a funeral in the Congo, would have been too 

                                                        
89 Photo, taken by author, in November, 2007. 
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obvious and, under the circumstances, too dangerous. Gécamines consented to a 

smaller bus, which caused great disappointment among the mourners. After the 

funeral service at the cathedral, the convoy, accompanied by a military guard, left for 

Bunkeya's “royal” cemetery, where the M'siris are buried. The Mwami, Godefroid 

Munongo Msiri, presided over the funeral on September 30, 1991 at 2 p.m.  

 

  

Photocollage 48: Bosco’s gravesite at Bunkeya cemetery 
90

 

 

4.1.1 The lusanzo  

 

 At the graveside, the lusanzo takes place. Family and friends say their fairwells, 

while some of them sing or cry. A special person is chosen for the eulogy. 

 

 After the priest performed the funeral ceremony the casket was lowered into the 

grave, sand or flours are thrown onto the casket. When the grave was filled with 

sand, Bosco's wife, Stéphanie, stepped over the little hill of the graveside, 

barefooted, speaking about the good and the bad times they had together during their 

marriage, and the children they had brought into this world to educate. The wife is 

now left alone to take care of everything. She asks her husband not to be idle, but to 

pray about the family’s wellbeing, and to rest in peace where he is now (Stéphane, 

October 29, 2006; Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 208). 

 

                                                        
90 Photos, taken by author, in December, 2006. 
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 Then the mourners, about forty or fifty of them, stayed overnight at a relative's 

house in Bunkeya, drinking munkoyo, the local beer, and chai, (tea), eating sombé, 

bukari, and the meat of a sheep, especially slaughtered for the funeral, as well as 

sweets. For breakfast, tea and bread was served. After breakfast the mourners left for 

Katuba, a suburb of Lubumbashi, where they stayed at one of Bosco's houses for 

another week to continue mourning. People, who have to go to work only stay during 

the night but return the next evening (Stéphane, October 29, 2006, October 21, 2007 

at La Brioche). 

 

 In their research, Claude Mwilambwe and Angèle Osako state that a funeral 

obsequies and how it is demonstrated always depends on the bereft family's financial 

means. Depending on the income some of them are very opulent and others are very 

meager.When a family is poor they actually wait with the announcement of the 

deceased, in order to collect the necessary funds for a funeral obsequies. There are 

many different ways to relay the news of death. The children are sent by foot or bike, 

to inform relatives and friends. 

 

 If the deceased comes from a well to do family, death is annonced through radio, 

television or cellular phone. Women arrive at the house of a deceased to lament and 

cry over the loss. The men retreat in silence. At the same time the neighbours arrive, 

inquiring about the cause of death: "What did he die of? Where did he die?" and so 

on (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 194). 

  

 "En Afrique noire, la mort a toujours une cause surnaturelle" (Mwilambwe; 

Osako, 2005: 194). An enemy of the deceased may be the reason for his death. An 

accident, resulting in death, must have a plausible cause as well (Ewens, 1994: 125). 

 

 There is a great distinction between the so-called "good" and "bad death”. If the 

deceased died of natural causes it is more acceptable but if he died of a decease like 

AIDS, considered as an illness of a vagabond or a sexual obsessed individual, the 

illness is considered a punishment. Thanks to Christian beliefs, the deceased is given 

the last rites so that he will be accepted by God. When death is caused through 

suicide it is forbidden to have an obsequies because the family needs to be protected 

from the spirit of suicide (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 194-196). 
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 And again, the whole procedure of handling death and funeral always depends 

on the family's finances. After identifying the deceased the corpse can be put into a 

cold chamber; people less fortunate keep the deceased at their home. At the morgue 

family and friends gather to decide on the purchase of the right casket. The body is 

buried one day after death, if sooner, people speculate that the deceased did not have 

a chance to reawaken. 

 

 The well to do have special clothes made to wear at the funeral. Less fortunate 

people try to get the financial means together for the casket and the accessories. 

Sometimes there are employers, who take care of all funeral expenses. However, 

with all the economical problems in the Congo things have changed tremendously. 

Considering that only 40% of the Lushois have a salary, funeral expenses are a huge 

burden for many families, considering that a casket costs between 25-100 U.S. 

Dollars; not to mention the necessary documents at the court house. Often, 

neighbours and friends help financially (Petit; Mwilambwe; Osaka, 2005: 198 - 201). 

 

 Kanuto Chenge, a sculptor and wood-carver, not only creates extensive artwork 

(detailed, ornamented woodcarving for churches and hotels) but he also builts 

wooden caskets, which he ornates on the in- and outside, almost like an Egyptian 

sarcophagus. These caskets are quite expensive and are made to order (Chenge, 

December 12, 2007 at his home in Lubumbashi). 

 

 In Lubumbashi there are city hall, Gécamines and SNCC, providing hearses, 

which are in great demand, since there are many deaths daily, due to malnutrition, 

lack of medical care and financial means. The wealthy use their own or a rented car, 

the poor use bicycles and push-carts. In some cases companies take care of 

transportation. Nowadays there are groups of young people, who offer their services 

to the deceased's family, who are financially sound. They offer protection for the 

widow or widower, they help in digging the grave, lift the casket onto the hearse, and 

lower the casket into the grave. It is up to the generosity of the deceased's family 

how much they want to pay the group for services rendered (Mwilambwe; Osako, 

2005: 203). 
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 In the 1970s the deceased were taken by Gécamine's hearse to the morgue and 

the buriel was conducted with great honors. Nowadays, there are young people, often 

under the influence of drugs, accompanying the vehicle, dancing and singing 

indignant songs, making reference to the family, who killed one of their members, 

sacrificing him for money, for commercial reasons (Mwilambwe; Osaka, 2005: 205) 

 

 Lubumbashi has several cemeteries: Sapins II, Gécamines, Kasungami, Luano,  

and Tabacongo. The wealthy bury their loved ones at Sapins II. All other cemeteries 

are for the poor (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 207). 

 

4.1.2 Funeral rites 

 

 Different ethnic groups have certain funeral rites. In the northern part of Katanga 

the grand-sons play an importent role. The Luba steal the casket lid only to return it 

after financial negotiations have taken place between the grand-sons and the 

deceased`s sons.  

 

 The male grand-children of the Hemba expose the corpse to the sun and demand 

a certain amount of money to release the grave where the deceased should be placed. 

This all might appear as a selfish motive but the money is used for the following 

obsequies at the home (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 207). 

 

 Upon arrival at the deceased's home everyone is asked to wash their hands in a 

provided water-container, as a purifying rite, and to deterr the spirit of death from 

harming anyone. After the announcement of a deceased some women go from home 

to home, collecting beverages and food, which they prepare after the funeral. Women 

stay in the living room, men stay outdoors, either in a tent or plain air. Drinks are 

served, munkoyo, beer made of corn, and sodas. After that bukari (fou-fou), made 

from manioc or corn, vegetables and dry salted fish are given to the guests. Within 

the poor families entertainment is provided by choirs, folkloristic music and religious 

groups. This is not the case with the well to do. During the obsequies relatives 

discuss the loss of the deceased and the future of the family (Mwilambwe; Osako, 

2005: 209).  
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 In the spirit of the ancestors the time of obsequies is the time for the deceased to 

enter the village of his ancestors. After the time of decomposing the corpse becomes 

a spirit, who can protect his family (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 215). 

 

 In Katanga it was customary to mourn for 40 days, which meant, relatives, 

friends and aquaintances tried to console the closest family members by spending 

day and night with them. During this time all the mourners have to be fed. It was 

easy for financially sound people to follow this custom. For the less fortunate it was 

always difficult, unless some mourners contributed money, food and drinks. 

Nowadays the government has reduced the mourning time, first to 10 days, and 

finally to at least 3 days (Stéphane, November 13, 2006; December 15, 2007 at La 

Brioche; Mr. Wibyala, November 25, 2007 at Radio Panos) 

 

 During research the author spoke to some men, who had become ill, while 

sleeping on the outdoor ground or on a chair. With the immense poverty in some 

areas, "mourners", who have absolutely no connection with the deceased, join the 

bereft, just to eat and drink. Stéphane spoke of one case, where a man talked of the 

deceased woman and how sad he was about her loss. However in this case it was a 

man, who had died, not a woman (Stéphane, November 13, 2006, December 15, 

2007; Mr.Wibyala, November 25, 2007 at Radio Panos). 

 

 After the obsequies are over, the rite of purification takes place. This rite frees 

the widow/widower from the deceased's spirit. There are two different types of 

purification, the Christian way, and the cult, different ethnic customs call for. Within 

different ethnic groups chickens or sheep are given; this is called mishinga. The 

Bemba ask the husband or wife of the deceased to sit down on the ground. A small 

child is put on his/her legs, then caolin (claylike aluminum silicate) is poured over 

his/her head. Meanwhile people place two bowls in front of him/her, where people 

place money.  

 

 The Luba and the Lunda, the largest population in Lubumbashi, have similar 

purification rites. The Lunda do the following: the deceased's partner has to sit in the 

corner of a hut, where he/she is given a knife to defend him-/herself against bad 

spirits. The widow receives a thin rope, which she wears around her hips, another 
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widow becomes her chaporone. She always takes her meals in the court. After this 

first stage, things progress to the second one. Two containers are filled, one with 

cold, the second with hot water, in which plants are placed. Afterwards a chicken is 

hit against the widow's body, while she is wetted with the cold water and the one 

with the plants. In the third stage, the widow is washed in a running stream and her 

clothes are taken away. The chicken, the clothes and the thin rope are all thrown into 

the running stream. The widow then goes to the village without looking back. She 

soon will join her family members, who give her new garments. Her late husband's 

family give her a new thin rope to wear around her hips. She will only remove it 

once she has sexual contact with her new assigned partner. With that act her 

husband's spirit leaves her and she is now free to remarry (Mwilambwe; Osako, 

2005: 212-214). 

 

 Among the Luba, the widow eats her meals from a certain dish. She is clad only 

in a robe. During the time of purification she is taken to the well of a river, where a 

cleansing process takes place; the robe and the dish are both thrown into the water. 

Before returning back to the village she receives new clothing. 

 

 In the city, most Christians do not use water during the purification process. The 

ceremony simply takes place in an intimate circle. However, there are Christians, 

who secretely resort to the rites of the ancestors (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 214). 

 

 After forty days a family council closes the time of obsequies temporarily. On 

that day the mourning relatives visit the cemetery to place flowers on the grave and 

consider the possibilities of constructing a gravestone. After the visit to the gravesite, 

the financially sound people have a celebration of conquest; life over death. The poor 

cannot afford a celebration but close the obsequies within the family's advicer, in the 

hope that the deceased will enter the land of the ancestors and protect the still living. 

 

 Even though there is a lot of poverty amoung many people in Lubumbashi, in 

time of need, friends and neighbours always find time to show their empathy, and to 

join in the grief of the deceased family (Mwilambwe; Osako, 2005: 215).  
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4.2 Inheritance and Insurance Problems 

  

 As an executor, Stéphane, was in charge of handling the inheritance affairs. 

According to Stéphane all of Bosco's houses were sold, and the proceeds were 

distributed among the children.  

 

 The exact amount of inheritance is not known but houses in Katanga are rather 

inexpensive (by European standards). When the author visited Murphy in Likasi he 

showed her his house, situated on a large piece of property. When asked about the 

costs, Murphy told her, about $ 30.000.00. Katanga is vast and from other sources 

the author heard that there are areas, not too far from Lubumbashi, where property is 

available, free of cost still (M'Bayo, December 18, 2006 at his home; Murphy, 

October 24, 2006 at his house in Likasi).  

 

  Sociologist, Utz Jeggle, refers to the noticeable distrust amongst siblings, when 

it comes to sharing. Very often a child tried to please the parents, by becoming their 

favoured child, and to shake off the other brothers and sisters; a conflict, starting in 

early life (Jeggle, 1977: 158-159). 

 

 Stéphane stated that each one of Bosco's children was given the monetary value 

of one house. Murphy used his money wisely. Fé-Fé was already in the maintenance 

business she had taken over after her father’s death, and invested her inheritance 

there. Didier somehow invested his money to advance in the music business but 

failed and lost all of his inheritance. Stéphane did not know about the other children 

and what they did with their money (Stéphane, October 24, 2006 at La Halle de 

L'Étoile). 

  

 Stéphane was also in charge of the insurance affairs after Bosco's death. A long 

corresponding process with the lawfirm and the insurance company, back and forth, 

followed until the insurance agreed to pay a sum of $ 50.000.00. When Stephane 

asked about this sum, the insurance claimed that they had already sent a check of $ 

35.000.00 to Stéphane's lawfirm. The lawfirm in turn told Stéphane that they never 

received a check. Under Mobutu's regime there was a lot of corruption and the author 

feels that the situation has not changed much. Stéphane hopes, that under the 
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democratic government of Kabila, he will pursue this case further (Stéphane, October 

30, 2006 and November 15, 2007, at La Halle de L'Étoile).  

 

 The following documents confirm the ongoing legal process between Stéphane 

Mwenda, representing his family’s interests, and the lawfirm, representing the 

interest of the opponent company, which caused the fatal accident. 
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                      Documents 14: Insurance and law-office correspondence 
91

 

                                                        
91 The preceeding documents, given to author by Stéphane Mwenda, in December, 2006. 
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The author hopes for Stéphane and the other family members that this will be 

regulated to their advantage. After all these years, since Bosco's death in 1991, a lot 

of time has gone by and only a few things have changed in the Democratic Republic 

of Congo. 

 

5.0 The musical currents of Katanga, due to cultural exchange  

5.1 L'Ecole Katangaise  

  

 The music, the chanson and the dance have always been an important part of 

oral Congolese culture (Kizobo, 2005: 95). Such was the case in the province of 

Katanga. Guitars had been brought to West Africa by Portuguese travellers in the 

16
th
 century but they were not known in Western Congo or even Katanga but were 

self-constructed by some musicians. The lindando or accordion was introduced in the 

19
th
 century. With their indigenous instruments, like the likembe, the patenge and 

imported instruments, soloists accompanied singing- and dancing parties (Ewens, 

1991: 128). The flute, clarinet, trumpet and saxophone, brought to Katanga by 

traders, missionaries and the military, changed the music scene tremendously 

(Lwamba, 2001: 185). 

 

 Churches, missionaries, seminaries and schools were established, young students 

were educated in classical music (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi, 2005: 12). 

Some African priests wrote hymns and masses. School orchestras, based on brass 

instruments, were created. For Africans, marching music fulfils the inherent "senso-

motoric" need. And even nowadays many missionaries and priests try to achieve a 

certain Africanization in churches, by (incorporating indigenous and European 

instruments, RJ) (Kubik, 1965: 6).   

  

 The mining riches of the Katanga Province attracted Congolese from the rural 

areas and migrant workers from Tanganyika, Malawi, Ruanda, Burundi, 

Mozambique and Angola. To keep the workers, who had left their families behind, in 

good spirits, the government provided different forms of entertainment. This is how 

L’Ecole Katangaise really started (Kubik, 1965: 16; 1997: 50-51; Monsengo, 2003: 

11). 
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 Due to this mixture of different ethnic groups and countries the workers at 

L'Union Minière (now Gécamines) were called tshanga-tshanga, derived from the 

word, kutshanga, meaning mixed (Kizobo, 2005: 82-83). A certain harmony existed 

within the different ethnic groups and yet there were problems. For instance the 

ethnic group, Songye 
92

 was feared, due to their fetiches, mazende, or their magic. 

They were known to consume human flesh (Kizobo, 2005: 95).  

 

 Within time the workers of Gécamines decided to bring their families; a melting 

pot of different languages developed; different cultural barriers had to be overcome. 

A lingua franca (Swahili de Lushois) developed, so people could communicate. This 

cohabitation of different languages and customs was a mutual inspiration, which 

brought forth a new style of music. Production of the Katanga mines was increased 

during the two World Wars. After World War II there was an economic boom in 

Katanga, which led to a new technique of telecommunication; discs, radio and film 

became popular, new methods of recording were invented. The mining business 

contributed to a better salary, increasing the consumption of goods and music 

instruments, like the guitar, imported from South Africa and Europe, gaining 

popularity and becoming status symbols (Kubik, 1965: 16; 1997: 51).  

 

 As the population grew larger, the need for manufactured products grew as well. 

Europeans, Indians, Pakistanis and Arabs settled in Katanga, mainly in Lubumbashi 

and surroundings, and contributed not only with their habits, customs and clothing 

but with their music and dances as well. A fusion of music of the three main ethnic 

groups, the Lamba, the Bemba and the Sanga and the new immigrants took place. 

When modern music arrived at the bars it may have been through British influence 

(Kizobo, 2005: 95). Gécamines organized music tours, promoting choirs, theater 

groups, marching "bands and majorettes" (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi, 2005: 

12). 

 At the radio stations the new style of music was dominantly played (Kubik, 

1997: 9). Before 1957 there was no radio in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi. One 

could only hear the music broadcasted by large loud speakers, which were there to 

                                                        
92 http://www.Kametrenaisssance.com/Basokinlusombe.html September 15, 2009.  

The Songye are an ethnic group of approx 150.000 people in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Fourthousand years ago they had emigrated from Kush (Nubian Egypt) and settled in the Lomani 

River Basin. They are known for their famous Kifwebe masks. 
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instruct workers at the large mining company, L'UHMK, now Gécamines. From 6 to 

9 p.m. men, women and children gathered around the speakers, dancing and 

humming the songs. Later on the music was heard in the villages, where someone 

had a phonograph and a collection of discs (Funkwa, 2002: 27). 

 

5.2 Swahili de Lushois 

 

  Kiswahili, meaning coastal bantu, was introduced to Katanga in the 19
th

 century 

by Arabs and Swahili traders from the Indian Ocean. With different languages 

spoken by migrant workers a common nominator was found. Swahili de Lubumbashi 

consists of a medley of Kiswahili with words and prefixes, borrowed from different 

local ethnic groups, and the languages from the newly arrived migrant workers; 

Europeans, Greeks, Asians, Arabs, and English from closeby Zambia. It is a 

pidginization, compared to the proper Kiswahili, spoken by missions and 

administrations. Even though the lingua franca is French the Lushois resort to their 

own hybrid language, when they are at work, in the market area and in the bars. Not 

only is it a medley of languages but within that language many idiolects exist, and 

there are many different expressions for one item (Kizobo, 2005: 93, 94).  

  

 During his sojourn in Lubumbashi, John Low, noticed the difference between 

East African Kiswahili, which he spoke, and the different words and pronunciations 

in Katanga Kiswahili. For example, the East African word for person: mtu, singular - 

watu, plural. In Lubumbashi however it is muntu, singular – bantu, plural (Low, 

1982: 51).  

 

  Here are some examples of Swahili de Lushois: 

 

 "When a man is pleased with a young girl he says: "Unaniacha poudre" (tu me 

laisse poudre), meaning, that the young girl breaks his heart. When a cellular phone 

needs to be charged, a Lushois says: It is "low bat" (low on battery). A 100 Franc 

Congolais bill is called a bara, or two fif (after the English word, fifty). Children, 

living on the street are called "shégués". To silence someone when he is telling 

nonsense, the Lushois say: "Coupiez les lévres" (cut the lips!) (NZENZE, May-June, 

2006: 36, no author). 
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5.3 Historical sequence of Katangan music  

 

1940s and 50s 

  

 In the 1940s there were soloists, singing mostly in Kiswahili in the industrial 

cities of Elisabethville, Jadotville and Kolwezi with a caisse d’ambour and an empty 

bottle; a guitare sèche or an accordion, playing in bars and other establishments of 

entertaining, where miners looked for distraction after a hard day of work. In the 

1950s these young Katangan musicians were effected by other ethnic groups, who 

were a musical inspiration (Lwamba, 2002: 185). Edouard Masengo, Losta Abelo, 

Kabongo Pierre, Léon Bukasa and Jean Bosco Mwenda started to play their guitars 

and popularized the so-called ‘Katangan sound’ (Ewens, 1991: 159). Bosco reached 

a great popularity in Katanga, Kinshasa, other African countries, Europe and the U.S. 

Bosco not only composed his own texts but in his music he always gave advice to 

people and their daily problems. Other musicians from Rhodesia (now Zambia) and 

Nyassaland came to Katanga, singing in English and contributed to the local music 

(Lwamba, 2001: 187; Tshenge, 1996: 4). Europeans established recording studios 

and through them Afro-Cuban/Latin elements became known, which were added to 

the music in the late 1940s, popularized mainly through E.T.Mensah (Bender; 1991: 

121; Kubik, 1965: 2; Stewart, 2000: 14; Veal, 2000: 36).  

  

 In 1948, Les Sous Marins du Katanga, from Jadotville, now Likasi, composed 

Malaika. Around the same time JECOKE (Jeunes Comique de la Kenya) came forth 

(Tshenge, 1996: 5; Monsengo, 2003: 12; Lwamba, 2002: 185). 

 

1950s and 60s 

 

 Groups of three or four musicians added saxophone, trumpet, clarinet and drum, 

next to the guitar. Inspired by radio and discs on gramophones they began to 

experiment with different techniques on the guitar. Mostly the so-called thumb and 

index finger picking guitar-style started in Central Africa (Tshenge, 1996: 4; 2001: 

127; Lwamba; 2001: 185; Collins, 1992: 34-35; 183-185). The main topic in the 

songs were about marriage, relationships, economics and politics (Fabian, 1998: 49).  
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1960s and 70s 

 

 Through South Africa the rhythms and blues from Afro-Americans, and 

European music arrived, played in the local bars and hotels. From Léopoldville, now 

Kinshasa, the music of O.K. Jazz, Negro Success, Africa Fiesta, Los Angéle, and 

others also came to Katanga (Tshenge, 1996: 6). In 1967 an Angolian, Mario 

Matadidi, came to Lubumbashi and established his orchestra, Konga Fiesta, which 

played at the Gilot Club in Kamalondo, a suburb of Lubumbashi, where he became a 

great success. Matadidi had composed a song for the Congolese soccer team, which 

won the first African cup. Then there was Baba Gaston with his two hits in Lingala, 

Kolwezi ya lisano and Englebert ya Congo Kinshasa. Baba Gaston, who established 

the Baba National Orchestra, sang at the Black and White Club and at the Palais de 

la Révolution of Katuba, a suburb of Lubumbashi. He and his band finally settled in 

Kenya. He was the first Congolese musician, who received a golden disc in the early 

1980s (Ewens, 1994: 170; Lwamba, 2002: 186, 187; Monsengo, 2002: 13).  

 

 The Kinshasa music was always domineering. Even during the short time of the 

Katangan secession, from 1960-1963 (Lwamba, 2002: 186). After the secession the 

Katangan music took a turn, when L’Armee Nationale Congolaise (l’A.N.C.) 

appeared and Lingala,
93

 considered "modern" and a sign of "urbanity", was mainly 

spoken at public administrations, the army and at the university (Fabian, 1998: 77).  

 

 In June of 1968 a bloody battle, based on ethnic rivalries, broke out at the 

Lubumbashi university campus between Swahili- and Lingala-speaking students. 

After that incident Katangans decided on Lingala as the language of music. This in 

turn prompted quite a few musicians to go to Lèopoldville, now Kinshasa. As a result 

Mario Matadidi left in July (Lwamba, 2002: 187).  

 

 Tabu Ley, the popular Congolese musician, claims that Zairean/Congolese 

music started thanks to Lingala. When the Belgians built a railroad, people from all 

over Africa came to the Congo for work. For communication Lingala, a lingua 

franca was created. The wives of the railroad workers would gather and sing, while 
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clapping their hands. The kebo was completed by adding various instruments, like 

drums, accordions and guitars upon the return of the husbands (Ewens, 1994: 54, 

223).  

 

 The famous orchestras, les Téméraires, Vox-Kasapa, les Kasapards and 

K.O.Jazz, founded by students from L'Université Officielle du Congo, (now UniLu) 

were established, where the musicians, Soki Vangu, Emeneya Joe Kester and 

J.P.Buse started their music career. More local orchestras, like les Panthères Noires, 

Zamusica M’Bonge, Zaitan Molende, and Collége Mozaique came forth. Most of 

theses orchestras were influenced by the Kinois stars, Papa Wemba, Bozi Boziana 

and Koffi Olimide (Tshenge, 1996: 6, 7; Monsengo, 2003: 13-17). 

 

 More bars started in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi; Léo II d'Augustin Ilingio, 

Chez Papa Léonard, Congo bar de Portance Sangwa, Chez Omer Masumbuku, Chez 

Léon Tshikweli, Chez Clément Bukasa and others. Bars also opened in Kamalondo, a 

suburb of Lubumbashi (Monsengo, 2003: 11-13). 

 

1970s and 80s  

  

 The orchestras, Orchestre Makosso (Low 1982), Omela Jazz from Jadotville, 

now Likasi, started in 1970, from which Fota (aka Fotas), emerged, who joined the 

Kinshasa based orchestra, African Fiesta. Then there were the orchestras, Bakinaki 

du Petit Prince, Stone Musica and Tempête du désert. Bana Shaba was a group, 

founded in 1971 (Monsengo, 2003: 13-16). Some orchestras still sang in French, 

English and Kiswahili, like Laurent Galance, who produced the music, Ye Ye, an idol 

of the youth (Tshenge, 1996: 7). 

  

 Despite the "eighty day war in 1977", the Katangan music brought forth new 

orchestras, which appeared between 1977-1987: Safari Nkoy and Kule-Kule from 

Kolwezi, L’Orchestre Sukysa (aka Sukyssa) from Likasi, Riza (aka Tout Grand Ryza) 

from Gécamines in Lubumbashi and L’Orchestre Baki-Naky (Lwamba, 2002: 188; 

                                                                                                                                                             
93Lingala, consisting of different languages, such as English, French, Portuguese, Kikongo and 

Kiswahili was used for trading purposes. It is a melodious language that is easy to sing to (Ewens, 

1994:  54, 223). 
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Monsengo, 2003: 13; Tshenge, 1996: 7; Low, 1982: 79-80). Most of these orchestras 

sang in Lingala (Tshenge, 1996: 7). 

 

 More Katangan musicians, Kazembe, Kasongo Rondot, les Black Devils, Stanzo 

ya Esta and Brazzos had left for the capitol. Baba Gaston Band, Konga Fiesta and 

others never could re-establish their popularity, compared to the music of Kinshasa 

(Lwamba, 2002: 187-189).  

 

 According to John Low, L’Orchestre Sukysa, (aka Sukyssa) of Likasi can be 

compared to the American band, The Jackson Five. The choreography was the same 

as the beforementioned group (Low, 1982: 85). The word, sukisa, means ‘to stop’, or 

rather ‘we cannot be challenged’ (Stewart, 2000: 127). 

  

 The great success of Kinshasa music may be attributed to the 1970 festival, 

which took place at the Stade du 20 Mai (Stadium of Mai 20). A festival to 

encourage young talents, Emile Soki Dianzenza suddenly became very famous but 

his career declined quickly. In the 1972 festival Misempo Lenge from Lubumbashi 

won third price with a chanson in Lingala: Mawa ya mwana mobali soki azangi 

mosala (The problem of a young man, when he is unemployed) (Lwamba, 2002: 

187, 188). 

 

 Next to modern music there were always the classics, represented by two 

groups, called Chorale des Chanteurs à la Croix de Cuivre and Les Troubadours du 

Roi Baudouin 
94

, from Kamina. Joseph Kiwele, a music teacher at L'Ecole St. 

Boniface lead the Chorale des chanteurs à la Croix de Cuivre, which had been 

founded by Father Anchaire Lamoral in 1944. During his visit in 1955, King 

Baudouin and a large crowd of spectators were so impressed with Joseph Kiwele that 

the king congratulated him personally at the Lèopold II stadium, now Mwanke 

                                                        
94http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missa_Luba. Les Troubadours du Roi Baudouin was founded by a 

Belgian priest, Guido Haazen, who had arrived in the Congo in 1953. To honour King Baudouin he 

founded a choir, Les Troubadours du Roi Baudouin in 1958. The choir consisted of a group of 

Congolese boys between 9-14, and 15 teachers from the Central School of Kamina. The choir came to 

Europe for the World Fair in 1958 and was heard in Belgium, Holland and Germany. Their most 
famous work was Missa Luba (a version of a Latin Mass). Missa Luba incorporates traditional 

Congolese music; “Sanctus” is based on a farewell song of the ethnic people, Kiluba. Missa Luba 

gained great popularity in the 1960s and has also been sung and recorded by other choirs, i.e. the 

Muungano National Choir of Nairobi. Missa Luba was often played as background music in films. 
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stadium, in Kamalondo, a suburb of Lubumbashi. Antoine Wendo Kolosoy from 

Kinshasa, who lead a group of singers, became also popular in Katanga (Kizobo, 

2005: 95; Lwamba, 2001: 184-186; 2002: 185; Maquet-Tombu, 1957: 7; Monsengo, 

2003: 12).  

 

 Classical music, presented by choirs and other singing groups, is still active 

today in different churches and at different festivals. 

 

 

                       Photo 49: Choir at the Catholic church of Collége Imara 
95

  

                                     on Mama Yemo Avenue, Lubumbashi 

 

 Lubumbashi became a cultural capitol, after President Mobutu had been honored 

during a visit by the Luba people, who had written a royal hymn, “Djalelo”, and a 

dance, “Saka yonso”. Mobutu decided to make “Djalelo”, in which he was compared 

to a “mulopwe”, a powerful and feared man, his personal hymn (Kizobo, 2005: 85, 

86). 

 

 When the economic crisis started in Lubumbashi, another music form struck; the 

music of the "underdog", emerging from the working force, the Kalindula. Kalindula 
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may have originated in Zambia in the 1970s and is named after an instrument, similar 

to a banjo. In the 1980s these musical groups performed mostly at funerals to destract 

the mourners from their grief, often with satirical remarks, or even "vulgar songs". 

Le Collège Nzembela, founded and named after Magirus Nzembela, is such a 

Kalindula group, which emerged from Katuba, a suburb of Lubumbashi. They 

combine modern and indigenous instruments, singing witty songs or treating serious 

matters (Cagnolari, 2005: 17, 18; Jewsiewicki, 2003: 1-10; Kizobo, 2005: 95, 96). 

 

 Cultural Anthropologist, Wolfgang Bender, states that the Kalindula is not 

“traditional” but “neo-traditional”, coming from the Bemba people. The music is 

played at casual get togethers. Spokes Chola was a well-known “performer” of this 

genre, and in 1981, he and his Mansa Kalindula Band (aka Mansa Radio Band) were 

nominated the best “rural” band of Zambia (Bender, 1991: 146, 147).  

 

1990s 

 

The winners of the NZENZE Festival in 2006 at La Halle de  L’Étoile 

                                                                                                                                                             
95 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2007. 
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Photos 50: Musicians and rappers at La Halle de L’Étoile 
96

 

 

 In the 1990s Kalindula was overpowered by Hip-Hop groups, who voiced their 

critique on the present dilemmas in Congo. The rapper, MC Kalleh joined Le Collège 

Nzembela in a multi-ethnic task; Kalleh raps in Kiswahili, the lead singer and the 

back-up group sing in Bemba, the choir finishes in Lingala. Most of these rappers 

were educated at the University of Lubumbashi with an environment of open 

criticism. Kamikaz is another rapper, who speaks about the disastrous situation the 

Congo is in right now. Students, who have completed their studies are left without 

employment. He makes reference to the political situation and how the Congo is 

exploited by foreign excavation rights. Other rappers, such as Luboom Connexion, 

Livingston and MC Kalleh fuse traditional music and “Hip-Hop". Even though there 

                                                        

Previous page: Excerpt from Festival NZENZE 1ére édition Les Laureats, page 12. 
96 These are excerpts from the magazine, NZENZE, May/June 2006, page 7.  Upper part: Rapper MC 

Kalleh; lower part: Kamikaz. 
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are no facilities of recording or distribution these musicians continue (Cagnolari in 

booklet, Lubumbashi, 2005: 12-19). 

 

5.4 Recording in Katanga 

 

Figure 14: Copy of disc from the British Library, London 

 

 The musicians of Katanga had a lack or no recording studios, which was the 

reason why they did not have a chance to popularize their music, and some of their 

songs are not even known to a wide public. Since Kinshasa was the capitol of music, 

many musicians from the interior of the country left or went to other African 

countries, in the hope of a more financially sound future. And yet many artists were 

not discouraged to continue (Tshenge, 2001: 127; Lwamba, 2002: 186; Ewens, 1994: 

118; Kalaba, 2002: 178; Stéphane, November 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile). While 

John Low stayed with Bosco in 1979, Bosco told him that he stopped composing 

because of the above dilemma (Low, 1982: 35). 

 

  Recording companies, like Gallotone from South Africa came to Katanga in the  

1950s to find new music and singers. This is how Hugh Tracey came to Katanga to 
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record with his own recording equipment. In 1954 the Ngoma studios from 

Lèopoldville, now Kinshasa, toured the country, also Elisabethville, now 

Lubumbashi (Tshenge, 1996: 4; 2001: 127; Lwamba, 2002: 184; Collins, 1992: 34, 

35; 183-185).  

 

 Didier, Bosco’s son, claims that his father made some recordings in Lubumbashi 

before Gallotone arrived in 1952. Unfortunately Didier had no further details about 

where the recording took place (Didier, November 5, 2006 at La Halle de l’Étoile).  

  

 The author contacted John Low, who stayed with Bosco and knew/knows about 

the local recording situation in Katanga/Lubumbashi. He claims that musicians 

always had to travel abroad, since South Africa, Nairobi or Kinshasa were the 

recording centers. Lubumbashi, for some reason never invested in that particular 

field to cater to the needs of Bosco, Abelo and Masengo. Kinshasa had taken over the  

recording for all of Congo but at present there is nothing even there. Recording 

seems to take place in Europe only (Low in an e-mail of February 23, 2012). 

 

 Record plants in Kinshasa, formerly run by Jews and Greeks, stopped existing; 

people left for foreign countries, due to all the political and economical crisis 

(Jewsiewicki, 2003: 1-10; Kizobo, 2005: 95, 96; Monsengo, 2003: 13). 

 

 And yet there are so-called local “recording shops”, using inexpensive recording 

methods to produce “master-cassettes” of local bands or musicians. Anyone has 

access to copy from that particular source. Eventually the tape may be ruined, the 

music erased, and thus “local creativity” lost. In other cases the worn down tape may 

even be reused for further recording purposes (Bender, 2004: 101, 102). 

 

 Historian, Monsengo Mantibah, from the University of Lubumbashi believes 

that there are no more famous orchestras to speak of in Katanga/Lubumbashi, since 

there are no sponsors, nor the money to purchase musical instruments. On the other 

hand he feels that the Katangans are not creative and that their music reflects, or are 

copies of other orchestras. Mr. Monsengo suspects that the Lushois have a very 

different mentality in comparison to the Kinois, who are curious, more open-minded 

and prepared to accept changes. Kinshasa is a city with many intellectual circles in 
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comparison to Katanga, where people are inhibited and narrow-minded, due to their 

lives in association with mining, and their heritage of paternalism during the time of 

colonization. Intellectual debates usually take place in private circles of local firms. 

There are talented students, who are interested in creating music but they lack 

financial means. Katangan business people in general do not show enough interest to 

produce discs or CDs. Mr. Monsengo feels, and even if they did, today’s musicians 

will never reach the impact of yesteryears musicians. The music has changed, due to 

the social crises, hovering over the country, which also led to moral decline and 

largely contributed to a state of anti-values. Kinshasa is the place, where new 

impulses come from and where financial means are available. From there the music 

finds its way back to Lubumbashi (Tshenge, 1996: 12; Monsengo, 2003: 13-25). 

 

 The author met Mr. Monsengo, who is from Kinshasa. Could it be that he might 

be slightly prejudice? As we know Katanga has brought forth many musicans and a 

special style of guitar music.  

  

 In contrast to Mr. Monsengo, historian, Lwamba Bilonda, feels that the modern 

Katangan music is definitely a great part of Congolese music and can be competitive 

with the music of Kinshasa. It took the same path, beginning with a single musician, 

which lead to orchestras later on. The music was created through different cultural 

influences, expressed by Abelo, Bukasa, Paris, Masengo, and most of all by Bosco 

(Lwamba, 2002: 188, 189). 

 

 Despite the above statements the first Lushois rappers, who started in 1993 

"produced" their first pieces with the help of a computer, a mixer, and a microphone. 

A revolutionary change followed, when TSK and DL Multimedia were established, 

with new technology. La Halle de L'Étoile, RFI and Vladimir Cagnolari produced a 

CD in 2005: Lubumbashi 2005. Musiques du Katanga, including Luboom 

Konnexion, MC Kalleh, Kamikaz, Kaela and Livingstone among other muscians. The 

CD was for promotional purposes only but if sponsoring continues these young 

rappers will have a chance to record (Mulongo Fink in NZENZE, May-June, 2006, 

page 7). 
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5.5 Creativity of music and art in Katanga today 

 

 Contrary to Mr. Monsengo’s and all economic problems the creativity in music 

and art is alive. Musicians and artists still perform as they did in former times to 

continue in the 21
st
 century in Katanga. There are many young individual music-

artists, choirs and other new groups, who will not be discouraged and continue with 

great pride and unshaken self-confidence; their spirit cannot be broken. 

 

 Maison de Jeunes is supported by Gécamines, where children and young adults 

are trained in music and acrobatics. During her first research phase in December, 

2006 Ghislain Gulda el Magambo Bin Ali, Patrick Mudekereza, the very dynamic 

coordinator, Hubert Maheux, and others from La Halle de L'Étoile accompanied the 

author to Gécamines. They watched a group of young children, called, Bani 

Manapala, aka "enfants du terril de scories" (some of them were only 3 or 4 years 

old), performing human pyramids (sometimes several meters high), and other daring 

acrobatics on the outside grounds of Gécamines. This acrobatic group was founded 

in 1982 by workers of the mining industry (Muriel Devay, 2006)
97

. Children and 

young adolescents, with skill and perfection, pursued their acrobatics barefootedly on 

rough terrain without any lifesaving means, while spectators watched them, 

overwhelmed with admiration and in complete awe. 

 

 Unfortunately the author has no documentation of all this. Gulda had promised 

her photos but an unexpected job opportunity took him outside of Katanga, while the 

author left for Germany.  

 

 Cité des Jeunes, initiated by the Catholic organization, the Salesians, is one of 

many social facilities for the youth of Lubumbashi, providing training in carpentry, 

masonry, welding and automotive works; husbandry and raising domestic animals. 

This is where young unemployed youths, and those who could not finish school have 

the opportunity to find work and insure their future. Cité des Jeunes is situated on a 

large terrain with agricultural fields, a huge lake, and well-kept sporting grounds, 

where young people, who had problems with alcohol and drugs, can participate in 

                                                        
97 http://www.afriquechos.ch  August 23, 2010. 
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many different types of sports, which hopefully helps them with integration into real 

life again. 

 

The Magazine: NZENZE 

 

 Dhédhé Mupasa, a business man, produced NZENZE, a magazine, which speaks 

of all culturel aspects; architecture, plastic art, photography, dance and music. The 

magazine will be distributed in Katanga, throughout the Congo, African countries, 

south of the Sahara, and Europe. George Forrest, CEO of the largest construction 

companies in Katanga, and the airline, Hewa Bora are generous sponsors of the 

programs (NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 5). 

 

The Music festival, Nzenze: Ngoma ya kwetu 

 

 A music festival, sponsored by Dhédhé Mupasa, from GECOTRANS; Dhin's 

Production and La Halle de L'Étoile, took place on the stage of the latter in January, 

2006. It was a tribute to honor Katangan music. In Kiswahili “Nzenze” describes an 

acoustical guitar, an important instrument in traditional local music. “Ngoma ya 

kweto” refers to a Katangan musical festivity in all its forms (Kabamba, 2006: 11). 

 

 More than sixty groups participated; everything was played from Rap, Reggae, 

R & B, the Brakka,
98

 the Rumba and the Kalindula. Eighteen groups were chosen for 

their original texts and choreography by a jury. The winners will find popularity 

through radio and television, and may have the chance to play at other functions 

(Kabamba in NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 10). 

 

 Thanks to the rappers with their sociocritical texts, pointing at the economy and 

politics, this movement became very popular. MC Kalleh, Luboom Konnexion, Mcs, 

Rj Kanierra, ADKS, ARM Ganjastyle, Kamikaz, Djiloken and Mesji, have influenced 

the national scene. MC Kalleh was invited to perform in Kinshasa, Luboom 

Konnexion participated at an international festival, CAURI MIMI SUD. The Lushois 

rap addressed simple, complex or poetic subjects. The Mcs speak about their life in 

the rap underground, their living areas, their friends' adventures, the situation of the 

                                                        
98 The dance, Brakka, is desribed in chapter, 7.5 JECOKE.   
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country, being young, love, etc.. They realize that clothing and a certain attitude is 

not important but their message. Other groups engage in Grafitti, Djing and Break-

dance.  

 

 Kamikaz was brought up in the mining cities, Likasi, Lubumbashi and Kipushi. 

In December 2004 he had his debut with a group, Fantôme de l'hipopera at a 

bordertown, close to Zambia and produced his first album, Les Impolitiques. 

Kamikaz vents his anger about injustices at the governmental level, genocide, the 

division of ethnic groups, poverty and all other social ills in his country (Cagnolari in 

booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 20; Kamikaz in NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 14-20). 

 

 John Livingstone is an ovni (an UFO - unidentified flying object) a rastafari, 

whose music is close to that of the South African, Lucky Dube. He has travelled to 

South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya and Zambia. Livingstone produces different 

sounds on spoons, metal, paper, cups, etc.. Since he does not have the financial 

means to purchase his own instruments he borrows them for his performance 

(Cagnolari in NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 15).  

 

 The author met John Livingstone in 2007 and also watched him, while he made 

these phantastic sounds on different materials. He told her that there is no 

opportunity for him in Lubumbashi; he wanted a chance and go to Europe 

(Livingston, November 23, 2007 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 The voices of Lubumbashi are composed of people, who originally started to 

sing in choirs. Joe Binene Batabata is from Likasi, where his father had taught him 

how to play the guitar. Joe (aka Kizzy) sang with different choirs and eventually got 

involved with Hip-hop through a group, called Machette. Many women enjoy Kizzy’s 

romantic songs (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 21). 

 

 Si-fa, a Christian group of three sing spiritual songs; one, Beyi-Yam'tu, is 

presented in Lingala and speaks of a person's riches, which can only be determined 

by his relationship to God (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 21).                
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 Madeleine Yumma (ref. chapter 3.3) is a singer, who wants to perform in a choir 

or an opera some day, perhaps even in 'negro-spirituals'. Ms.Yumma sings an aria, 

Mon coeur soupire (my heart sighs) from Mozart's, The Marriage of Figaro on the 

CD: Lubumbashi 2005. Musiques du Katanga (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 

2005: 22). 

  

 The brass band, Radi, founded in 1937 at Gécamines by a Belgian and his co-

workers from the carpentry department continued the spirit in 1969 with children of 

former employees. With added majorettes in their uniforms they are famous for their 

Gécamines waltz (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 22).  

  

 Rubil Africa is a theater group, which participates at different festivities: 

FESTILU (Festival international de Lubumbashi) and TEMPS DU THÉATRE, which 

takes place annually and is organized by CATHEL (le centre théâtrale de 

Lubumbash). Rubil Africa collected many trophys for the best performances. Yvon 

Mwamba Kibawa (aka Kin-Kof), the president of the group, writes his own pieces 

and is asked by ONG’s and other groups to write about problems on hand (Panga in 

NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 17). 

 

 Ferdinand Kakompe from Kolwezi, is a sculptor, who is famous for his art in the 

Congo, other African countries, in Belgium and Japan. There are several works of 

him in Katanga; a statue of revolution in Kamina, different statues of the MPR 

(Mouvement Populaire de la Révolution) and a statue of miners in Likasi. In his last  

work he depicts three heads of Kabila, intitled "les trois regards de Mzee Laurent 

Désiré Kabila", which will be displayed in western museums (Mudekereza in 

NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 23). 

 

 Despite the economic crisis, there are people, who never lose their humour, 

trying to make the best of the situation. Such is the case with a young man from 

Lubumbashi, Vital Nzunzu, aka L'Autorité, who uses his humour as a weapon. He 

can be heard on university radio station and on a program, Blaques et Musiques, by a 

private television station. Nzunzu entertains guests on marriage festivities, holy 

communions or at theater productions. In his sociocritic humour, often with 

underlying sarcasm, he speaks about disorders in the country, the moral decline, the 
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negligent behaviour of institutions, always conveying a message to his audience 

(Panga; Mulungo Fink in NZENZE, May-June, 2006, page 33). 

 

 The author saw Mr. Nzunzu on his television show. Unfortunately he was 

speaking in Swahili de Lushois and she could not perceive his puns. The sisters of 

FMM were laughing histerically but could not translate his jokes to French, mainly 

since many of his jokes were play on words.  

 

 

Photo 51: Musée National de Lubumbashi 
99 

 

Photo 52: Galerie d’art contemporain 

 

                                                        
99 Photos 51, 52, 53, 54, taken by author, in December, 2006. 
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Photo 53: Display of malachite and copper, with skulls in foreground 

 

Photo 54: The museum is sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. George Arthur Forrest 
100

 

 

 When the author went to the Musée National de Lubumbashi in 2006, she was 

fascinated by some paintings, on canvas only. Some of them were children's portraits 

combined with writing materials, single notebook-pages and other paraphernalia. 

Other paintings were collages, and yet others were portraits of an individual woman 

or women. It was the color that intrigued her; mostly brown and beige earthen tones. 

 

 At the culturel center, La Halle de L'Étoile, different walls were displaying 

paintings of the same genre. One day the author met a friendly, outgoing young man. 

When she casually mentioned the paintings, she found out that Thonton Kabamba 

Kabeya, born in 1980 in Lubumbashi, was the painter. He studied the Humanities 
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(humanité artistique) at L'Academie des Beaux Arts. Supported by Mr. Forrest, Mr. 

Kabeya has a permanent exhibition at the national museum of Lubumbashi, the 

Belgian Consulate, the golf club, Le Circle Hippique, at L'Academie des Beaux Arts, 

and at his father's Cyper Café, DLA. Furthermore there were exhibitions at the Hotel 

Memling, at L'Academie des Beaux Arts, which was sponsored by Le Centre 

Wallonie Bruxelles, all located in Kinshasa. Exhibitions also took place in Europe; in 

Liège (at the MAMAC Galery), Brussels and Paris. Mr. Kabeya has achieved the 

following awards: in 2000, 5
th
 place at L'Academie des Beaux Arts in Kinshasa; in 

2005, 2
nd

 place at the Belgian Consulate in Lubumbashi; in 2006 he was awarded 2
nd

 

price at La Halle de L'Étoile by L'ONU SIDA (L'Organisation non gouvernementale 

- in the awareness of AIDS-). 

 

 Mr. Kabeya paints mostly on easel; he is a wall painter, a sculptor, a painter of 

portraits, a photographer, an installationist and performer. His biggest concerns, 

depicted in his paintings and other forms of art, are sociopolitical problems in the 

Congo, and the effect it has on the life of children, especially those, living on the 

streets of Lubumbashi. With his paintings he wants to draw attention to the 

Congolese government and its politicians, provoking a future change.  

 

 Photo 55: Mr. Thonton Kabamba Kabeya 
101

 

                                                                                                                                                             
100 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2006. 
101 Photo, sent to author by Mr.Thonton Kabeya, in an e-mail on  March 3, 2007.  
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 While painting on canvas he applies brou de noix, a darkbrown substance 

(liquid) from green walnut shells, which, after application, provokes a delugenal 

running effect. Brou de noix is Mr. Kabeya's main color, next to beige, terre d'ombre 

brulée and black. The only color out of the warm spectrum is red.  

 

Photo 56: Painting of two children 
102

 

 

Photo 57: Painting of child with written school-page 
103

 

 

                                                        
102 Photo, sent to author by Mr. Kabeya, per e-mail on March 3, 2007. 
103 ditto 
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 In one of his latest exhibitions Mr. Kabeya displayed human figures, made of 

egg shells, pointing to the fragility of a human being. Another exhibition consisted of 

torn clothing and rags from the shégués (street children), mounted on figurines. After 

the display Mr. Kabeya replaced the rags with brand new clothing for the street 

children of Lubumbashi. 

 

Photo 58: Depiction of a man, made from egg shells 
104

 

 

 Mr. Kabeya is not a genre painter like other painters in Lubumbashi or Katanga 

but rather a social critic, who points at poverty and other socioeconomic problems, 

effecting the people of his environment, and especially the children's sufferings. 

Many of them are not able to go to school, since their parents do not have the 

necessary finances to pay for tuition or school uniform. 

 

 Mickly (last name unknown) is another young man the author met at La Halle de 

L'Étoile in 2006, who is a gifted fashion-designer. He showed her a catalogue of 

unusual fashions, materials, color-combinations and design. Mickley even had an 

invitation to Duesseldorf/Germany. His designs are a combination of African 

                                                        
104 Photo, sent to author by Mr. Kabeya, in an e-mail of March 3, 2007. 
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inspiration, as far as materials are concerned, but with the possibility of Western 

wearability. Unfortunately, he left for South Africa and the author never saw him 

again in 2007. Mickley, with his rasta-locks was very proud of his Congolese 

heritage.  

  

 Fiston Mwanza Mujila, (aka Nasser) is a young writer of Lubumbashi. After 

studying Literature and the Humanities at UniLu, he is a novelist and poet. Nasser is 

a member of Cercle Renové de Lubumbashi and Cercles des Lecteures de Littérature 

Francophone de Belgique. Like many other young Congolese he is very talented and 

was awarded many prices. In 2001, he received the Prix de Poésie for Regard 

Katangais sur la Francophonie; in 2002, the Prix de la nouvelle for his oeuvre: Entre 

les bras du fleuve Congo; and in 2005, the Prix Mwangaza for his poem, Femme 

Calebasse. Nasser also had invitations to literature events in Kenya, Kinshasa and 

Belgium. Since 2007 Nasser tries to combine poetry and painting a montage 

d’écriture plastique; he had exhibitions at La Halle de L’Étoile and the Museum of 

Lubumbashi (Ranaivoson, 2007: 149). In his literature Nasser can express his 

emotions and at the same time point to the present economic dilemma, hovering over 

his country (Nasser, July 2008 at the Heinrich Boell Foundation in Langenbroich, 

Germany).   

 

 Under the patronage of Madame La Ministre De La Culture Et Des Arts De La 

Republique Democratique Du Congo and Africa for Culture a music event took place  

at the Salon Congo of the Grand Hotel in Kinshasa on Friday, January 9, 2004, under 

the heading: Les Pionniers et Virtuoses de la Musique Congolaise de deux Rives. 

This not only demonstrates the music connection between the two cities, Brazzaville 

and Kinshasa but also the "historical consciousness of the importance of 20
th

 century 

guitar music composers in the Congo" (Kubik, 2009: 14).  

 

 Famous music virtuoses, like Wendo Kolosoy, Roitelet, Rossignol, Enganga Edo 

and as the youngest performer, Didier Mwenda, are depicted on poster. This shows, 

perhaps, an increasing interest of 20
th
 century guitarists and other musicians.  
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Photo 59: Les Pionniers et Virtuoses de la Musique Congolaise de deux Rives 
105

 

 

 As already stated before, the Congolese are never deterred from continuing their 

music, as is depicted in the article, Die Kirche des heiligen Ludwig van Beethhoven 

in the German newspaper, Welt am Sonntag. The German TV station, ARD, 

produced a film for the "Berlinale" in Kinshasa, describing The Orchestre 

Symphonique Kimbanguiste from Kinshasa, consisting of 200, mostly autodidactic- 

and amateur musicians, who have founded this orchestra with used or self-

constructed instruments, to play Orff, Händel and Verdi. Despite the economic 

conditions, the lack of instruments and finances these people practice after work, and 
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even in the dark, when electricity fails. When a bow breaks, an angler string is 

substituted; when strings are missing bicycle brake strings replace them. The city of 

Kinshasa, originally planned for about 200 000 people, now has close to 10 Million. 

Despite the chaotic conditions the orchestra was established in 1994 with an 

evervescent creativity, Congolese people are known for.  

 

5.6 The Congolese guitar-style 

 

 The Congo guitar-style was concentrated in the industrial area of Léopoldville, 

now Kinshasa, in Brazzaville, the mining area of Katanga and around the Zambian 

border. One can assume that the Congolese guitar-style was a continuation of 

different ethnic music. According to South African ethnomusicologist, Hugh Tracey, 

the guitar-music spread from Léopoldville, now Kinshasa, all the way to Stanleyville 

and other big cities. Descendants of Arabic slave traders enjoy the guitar as much as 

the Luba in the South of Congo. Tracey feels that that type of music started to filter 

into other countries after WW II. The Congo guitar-style seems to be more harmonic 

but simpler than high-life. For a European this style often appears like a sound, 

played on the zither of the European alpine region. This is the result of changing the 

sound by employing a pencil (capodaster) (Andrew Tracey in pamphlet Origins of 

Guitar, no date). A Congolese guitarist feels that the sound without the capodaster is 

too thick (Kubik, 1965: 9). 

 

 And yet the rural guitar-style of the southern mining area was different, more 

versatile, innovative and creative than in other African countries and became known 

as the "Katanga guitar-style", a terminology, created by Gerhard Kubik in 1965. 

These styles developed amongst the Bemba, Lunda, Songe, Sanga and Luba of the 

Katangan copper belt, where its roots can be found in their traditional music, played 

on lamellophone, bows, zither and xylophone. The music incorporates a certain time 

period and reached its peak between 1946 and 1962. Whereas Lingala is the 

language for music in Kinshasa, the music of Katanga was performed in a 

conglomorate of languages, i.e. Kingwana (Kiswahili of Katanga), Ciluba (aka 

Tshiluba), Lunda, Icibemba (aka Bemba) and other local tongues, and was heard in 

the rural area, often changed compared to the songs heard on the radio (Kubik, 1965: 

                                                                                                                                                             
105 Poster, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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12-14; 1997: 47, 48). Zambia had a similar music culture within the ethnic group, 

Icibemba. From Katanga to Angola the "nine stroke 16 pulse pattern", like kachacha 

was known, which was taken to Brazil by slaves, who had come from these African 

countries. Just before guitars became known the "kachacha time-line pattern" can be 

described by hitting one or two sticks on a resonating object, like the likembe or 

drum. This style was absorbed by Katangan musicians. Certain rhythms and metrical 

arrangements are like traditional music and may be the basis for guitar finger styles 

(Kubik, 1997:  61). 

 

 John Low assumes that guitarists from different ethnic groups met and 

exchanged their techniques. The Lunda people were influenced by “Katangan-

Cuban” music, which was noticeable in several Hugh Tracey’s recordings, perhaps 

resulting from mining workers, coming from Tanzania, Malawi and Zimbabwe. 

Certain techniques were perfected, further music inspirations were added, leading to 

the typical Katanga sound (Low, 1982: 107, 108).  

 

  The "Katangan guitar style" developed to overcome the different ethnic 

background of migrant workers. The guitar was an "independent" instrument, not 

bound to any ethnic instruments and affordable by mine workers. Whereas the 

Katangan style consisted mostly of one guitarist with someone accompanying him by 

hitting the bottle, the Kinshasa-style had many guitarists among other 

instrumentalists, playing in an orchestra (Kubik, 1997: 8-9; WOMAD Talking Book, 

1986).
106

 

 

 Hugh Tracey’s son, Andrew, describes the special Katangan style, deriving from 

traditional music, and U.S. music of the 1950s. He distinguishes between Copperbelt 

and Katanga, due to the following factors: 

  

 During WWII Belgium was occupied in comparison to England, which was not. 

In Northern Rhodesia (under English colonial rule), a certain Harry Franklin initiated 

a broadcasting system in Lusaka so that Africans would receive the news about the 

war. Franklin established a company, manufacturing "a dry-battery, receiving set", 

called "Saucepan Special", which were not expensive and affordable. Miners were 

                                                        
106 http://www.britannica.com/bps/browse/alpha/I/66tab=active"home"%2Citems  May 11, 2008. 
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able to listen to six different languages, broadcasted at the welfare centers (Tracey in 

pamphlet, Origins of Guitar music, no date).  

 

 

Figure 15: A Saucepan Special 
107

 

 

 Compared to Zambia the situation was quite different in Belgian Congo. Andrew 

Tracey feels that guitars were already there but that the guitar music really started 

after 1945. By 1950, Radio Brazzaville and Ngoma recording studio from 

Léopoldville, now Kinshasa, had recordings, consisting of indigenous instruments 

(mbira and drum), incorporated with jazz (Tracey in pamphlet, Origins of guitar 

music, no date). 

 

 Even though one European claimed that the Katangan guitar-style is a 

constant repetition of three chords, Gerhard Kubik, admits that there are indeed three 

chords; tonic, subdominant and dominant but merely for a European. A Katangan 

guitarist may close on the “dominant“ and the “subdominant“ as on the “tonic“ 

(Kubik; 1965: 4). 
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 Gerhard Kubik in the booklet of his 2009 CD:  

 

"A guitar song, as understood in the context of our present CD, is a body of 

structured sound and movement relationships between a  v o i c e  l i n e  

carrying a meaningful text and an  i n s t r u m e n t a l   b a s i s  provided 

by a guitar. Singer and guitarist are one and the same person. In the Central 

African context a guitar song may have a cyclic guitar part, but it can also 

consist of several sections, an embrace modulation to another key. The 

voice line is sung solo and its complete text is fixed, with a small margin for 

variation and additions. In some cases the voice line may be articulated 

jointly with other singers in harmony, or have a leader/chorus structure. The 

instrumental basis can be widened by including some form of percussion, 

e.g., a time-line pattern struck on a bottle and/or a rattle" (Kubik, 2009: 6). 

 

 John Low defines the different features of the "Katanga guitar style:" 

 

a) "Use of “tribal” modalities, no doubt somewhat modified, in the guitar part and 

vocal part. 

b) Use of one or two guitars, played with thumb-and-index finger styles. The 

repetition, with some ornamentation, of short rhythmic phrases, is a strong feature of 

“semi-tribal” guitar styles. The use of rhythm bass and fill-in and 'regular bass and 

fill-in' finger styles is very common. 

c) Use of a variety of singing techniques: solo; duet; solo (call) and group 

(response). 

d) Use of Katangan- and other African bell or gong rhythms, played on bottle or 

other percussion instruments. 

e) Song content similar to that usual amongst traditional musicians (praise singing, 

stories; satire, etc.) Mostly “tribal” languages are used, rather than the lingua franca 

f) Use of common tunings, for example GADGBE, FADGBE, FADGCE" 

(Low, 1982: 106-107). 

  

                                                                                                                                                             
107 Source: Sweet Mother. Modern African Music (Bender, 1991: 145). 
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 When John Low wrote his book, “Shaba Diary” in 1982 the foregoing 

expressions (tribal/semi-tribal) were still an acceptable terminology in comparison to 

today, when they are considered racial.  

 

 Mr. Low thinks that Edouard Masengo’s style indicates that he may have had 

contact to Afro-Americans, or by listening to radio or discs. He was the only one 

singing in French, he also seemed to have had more European contact (Low, 1982: 

97). Many American guitarists play DADF#AD#s; this tuning somehow landed in 

Africa and was adopted by African guitarists. In comparison, church guitarists in 

Africa use DADF#AC#, which creates "a hymnal sound". When Losta Abelo plays 

this "tuning" the sound is "quite African" (Low, 1982: 61).  

 

 A sister from the "Kapolowe Mission" had given John Low a book about Bayeke 

"history" including song texts but Mr. Low could not find any resemblance to 

Bosco’s music (Low, 1982: 90). 

 

5.7 Congolese guitarists of yesteryear and today  

 

 During a lecture tour in 1977 throughout Africa, Gerhard Kubik and his 

associates met two young men in Kinshasa, who were playing acoustic guitars. 

Kalaba Mupanua was one of them, who played a piece of polyphonic Baroque to the 

amazement of Mr. Kubik, who was immediately reminded of Hugh Tracey's 

encounter with Bosco, when he played Masanga-Njia. During the conversation the 

young man revealed that he came from the same language background as Bosco, the 

Kisanga speaking ethnic group from Shaba, now Katanga (Kubik, 2009: 18). 

 

 Another young man, Lokua Kanza, was recorded the same day as well, only he 

sang in Lingala, the language implemented for all of Congo by Mobutu in his 

africanisation process. Kanza's song was a modern song, fitting right into the "pop 

music" of the 1960s and 70s (Kubik, 2009: 19, 20). 

 

 In Angola, Kubik and associates met three young men, Alphonse Kambila, Luiji 

Kasweka and Jaime Nguvu who had formed a music group, playing a four-string 
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instrument, called gitala. The sound of their music was similar to the one played in 

Congo and Zambia (Kubik, 2009: 22, 23). 

 

Mose Yotamu: 

 

 After Gerhard Kubik met Mr.Yotamu during fieldwork in the 1970s he became a 

"research companion". At first not interested in music he later built a mbanjo, with 

four strings, which led to playing the guitar. With Donald Kachamba's Kwela Band 

from Malawi he performed in Tanzania and Kenya in 1975, and in Europe in 1978 

(Kubik, 2009: 25, 26). 

 

 Despite the electrified instruments used today, the Malawian, Christopher 

Gerald, alias Khilizibe, is one of the young "fingerstyle" guitarist, who was taught by 

the late Donald Kachamba. He inherited the latter’s guitar and not only plays his 

songs but even some of Bosco's songs, by adapting the lyrics to his language, 

Chichewa: 

 

"Khilizebe's guitar playing technique and tuning is identical with that of his 

predecessors, Bosco and Kachamba, etc., using either the standard tuning, or 

its modification with the sixth string raised by a semitone from E to F (when 

playing with the fingerings of the key of C, ... But he has a uniquely 

personal style, sometimes he likes to digress from Central African standard 

chord sequences by introducing all of a sudden minor chords ... " (Kubik, 

2009: 42-44). 

  

 The music of the beforementioned artists can be found on a CD, accompanying 

the booklet, Central African Guitar Song Composers. The Second and Third 

Generation (Kubik, 2009). 
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6.0 Bosco's music 

6.1 Bosco's guitar 

 

 

Photo 60: According to Didier, this is the very first known photo of Bosco, taken in 

Jadotville, now Likasi, in 1952 by Hugh Tracey 
108

 

  

 Most guitars of Central Africa were imports from Europe or by Gallotone of 

South Africa. In the 1950s these guitars had narrow fretboards so the guitarist could 

stop the 6
th

 string with his thumb. Hugh Tracey was not sure what guitars had been 

available in Katanga, before he met Bosco. However he states that Bosco's guitar on 

the photo of 1952 was the same as the one Tracey's father had given to him. Tracey 

assumes that there was an old Italian craftsman at Gallotone, who supervised the 

manufacturing process of the guitars (Kubik, 1997: 52). 

 

 In 1979 John Low
109

 visited Bosco in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi, and 

stayed at his house to learn his guitar-style. Like Hugh Tracey Mr. Low is not sure 

when guitars were introduced to the Katanga Province  (Low, 1982: 106). 

                                                        
108 http://www.musikfan.com/tracey.html     March 22, 2009. 
109 John Low, born in Kenya, lived there until age 14 before he went to England. Inspired by Kenyan music and 

Hugh Tracey’s discs, he began playing the guitar, studying and recording African music in general, and guitar- 
music in particular. He  travelled  throughout the Congo and other African countries between 1979 and 1982 
(Low, 1982, on cover: 8). 
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 The lamellophone (aka kalimba or likembe) was the instrument for the travelling 

musician in Central Africa. It consisted of a set of metal or bamboo tongues 

(lamellae) of different length, attached to a soundboard, with a box or calabash as a 

resonator. The guitar replaced that particular instrument and became an integral part 

in music (WOMAD Talking Book, 1986).
110

  

 

 As already mentioned above the guitarists employed different tunings by raising 

the sixth fret by half a tone, from E to F. The other tuning was called espagnolle 

(Spanish), another tuning in "an open triad chord". Bosco's guitar style was typical 

for Katanga. Like most African guitarists, who have been recorded in Central- and 

Eastern Africa, use a method of playing or picking with two fingers, or with a metal 

pick. The other method is called "manual vamping", what is known as strumming in 

Europe (Kubik, 1965:1; 1997: 53; Low, 1982: 95; WOMAD Talking Book, 1986). 

 

 John Low believes that open tuning is common with Afro-American players in 

the U.S. In Africa he did not come across a completely open tuning, only a quasi-

open tuning as shown by Bosco, Losta Abelo, Edouard Masengo, Zambian and 

Tansanian guitarists. When Low interviewed Edouard Masengo about "quasi-open 

tuning" he called it "Hawaiienne"-style, whereas "Zambian" and "Tanzanian" called 

"DADF#AC#"-style "Spanish". And yet none of these expressions are corresponding 

with “the same chords" in the U.S. Mr. Low assumes the following: 

 

1. This particular tuning might "have been borrowed through contact with American 

guitar-playing: "via radio or" discs, or through "direct contact with American 

musicians"; perhaps even "by transmission of American music through Europeans in 

Africa." (Low, 1982: 95)  

2. "... these quasi-open tunings may have developed independently in Africa, and 

later have borrowed names through similar types of contact to those described 

above" (Low, 1982: 96).  

 

 John Low had invented the expressions, “alternating bass, rhythm bass and fill-

in” without asking the guitarists’ agreement (Low, 1982: 118).   

 

                                                        
110 http://www.britannica.com/bps/browse/alpha/I/66tab=active"home"%2Citems   April 15, 2008. 
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 When the new electric guitars arrived, the local guitarists only played, rather 

seldom, at family festivities, were heard on radio, or had their appearances on 

national television. The traditional players, in contrast, were not affected. John Low 

was very concerned about Bosco, Abelo and Masengo and their continuation of 

“finger styles” (Low, 1982: 73). 

 

6.2 The beginning of Bosco’s interest in music 

 

 Noone really knows if Bosco had a formal music training but since his father 

composed religious music and played the harmonium at church Bosco was always 

exposed to music. According to Gerhard Kubik, Bosco started to play the guitar at 

the age of 16, which means in 1946, right after World War II. Due to the connection 

and work of Bosco's father at the catholic church, the boy had a certain self-

confidence in his musical abilities and business affairs. Aside from that he had a 

great sense of humor, which was another characteristic in his favour. As far as his 

music is concerned there is a lot of speculation about how he developed this different 

and very unique style (Kubik, 1997: 57, 58). 

 

 According to his cousin, Kalasa, Bosco's brother, Stéphane, and Bosco's 

children, Bosco's interest in music started at about six years old, when he gathered 

material in the bush and made his own banjo. Whenever Bosco practiced, his aunt, 

whom he stayed with temporarily, got irritated, so did his father, when he came home 

from work. He wanted his son to dedicate himself solely to school, and later on to a 

regular profession, certainly not the entertainement field. Also, Bosco’s "royal" 

background, forbade the profession of a musician. And yet despite all the foregoing 

Bosco started early in life with this "strange" interest in music and entertainment. 

This all changed after Bosco's father married his second wife, Yvette, who seemed to 

be the only person, who encouraged Bosco to play, and rather enjoyed it. There was 

one incident, when Yvette went to the river to do the wash, little Bosco took his 

banjo along to practice. One day the father came to the river. Before he could reach 

his family, Yvette told Bosco to hide the banjo in a tree so the father would not be 

upset. Yvette and Bosco developed a special bond, he seemed accepted and 

supported by her in his musical interests (Stéphane, October 29, 2006 at La Halle de 

L'Étoile). 
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 Bosco's oldest daughter, Cathy Kantimba Mwenda, told the author that Bosco's 

father actually hit him to make him stop practicing the banjo but the little boy kept 

continuing secretely. After he had improved a bit he tried his luck and made his first 

appearance at the local bars, where clients, amused about this talented young boy, 

gave him some money (Stéphane, October 26, 2006; Cathy Kantimba Mwenda, 

December 2, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 Of course Bosco was not the first nor the only one, who made this type of music 

popular. He was one among other ambulant singers in Katanga (Low, 81-82). John 

Low claims, that Bosco started to play the guitar at the age of around 20. There were 

several other guitarists he played with in the local cafes, where they also drank and 

enjoyed themselves, while people danced to their music. Bosco claims that Kiswahili 

was the preferred language amongst many others; without that particular language no 

one would gain any popularity in the music field (Low, 1982: 29). 

 

6.3 The “influence” in Bosco's music; who “influenced” whom? 

 

 There are a multitude of speculations but it really is not clear where Bosco 

exactly got his inspiration for music. Wheather Bosco inherited his musical talent 

from his father is questionable. When John Low asked Bosco he denied it, claiming 

that he started to play, just like that, with one or two other guitarists at small pubs for 

money. John Low suspects that most guitarists were connected to this type of 

environment, playing at weddings, funerals and other functions (Low, 1982: 29-42).

  

 While John Low and others question, wheather it was Losta Abelo or other 

musicians, Kananga Bipo, a personal friend of Bosco, and now bandleader at the 

Park Hotel in Lubumbashi, seems to be sure that it was Losta Abelo (Kananga Bipo, 

November 15, 2007 at the Park Hotel in Lubumbashi). 

 

 On the contrary, Stéphane, Bosco's brother, claims that Bosco had met the 

Congolese musician, Labin Mukembe, who taught him how to play the guitar, when 

he was around 16 (Stéphane, November 23, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile).           
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 Another source may have been the Kwela from Zambia, known in Katanga and 

to Bosco, and George Sibanda from South Rhodesia, whose music contained many 

“features” of the same. Even though Bosco claimed that he taught other guitarists he 

must have been referring to his particular style but it is difficult to believe that Losta 

Abelo and Edouard Masengo learned from Bosco. Bosco might have been inspired 

by other guitarists, such as Léon Bukasa and Wendo Kolosoy. Noone knows exactly, 

who was first and who inspired whom. Perhaps they developed together, inspiring 

each other (Low, 1982: 16-30).  

 

 Hymn music or church guitar playing may have had an impact in developing the 

Katanga 'alternating bass' guitar style. The style may also have come from South  

Africa or from discs of "North American guitarists". Mr. Low feels that some of 

Bosco's songs seem to have a distinct American 'country' sound as well; his voice 

could go very high when he was young but had changed with age. When asked, if he 

picked this up in the U.S., Bosco claimed he created it himself (Low, 1982: 39).  

 

 The Katangan guitarists may have been inspired by other ethnic groups, who had 

come from afar to work in Katanga, attracted by the riches of mining. No one knows 

who was first; perhaps they developed together, inspiring each other. 

 

 Bosco listened to foreign music, Spanish, as well as other European discs, 

played on the phonograph. He claims that orchestras started to play in Lubumbashi 

only in 1958. There were singers, who sang for the local chiefs with indigenous 

instruments. Sometimes there were pieces of music he tried to play as well. When 

Bosco was asked in the interview with Elijah Wald if all the songs he sings were his 

own, Bosco claims that he never sings other people's songs, only his own but that 

others often play his songs. As far as composing goes, he claims that he did not 

receive his ideas from any schooling; the impulses just came to him like that. He 

composes the music first and then he thinks about the lyrics. Afterwards, he 

repeatedly sings the song until the sound and lyrics “stick” in his head (Bosco in an 

interview with Elijah Wald, in February 1990 at his house in Lubumbashi). 

 

 Perhaps there were similar social and cultural impacts, which produced this 

sound in Katanga. Losta Abelo still had "a very high voice", even though it also 
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changed "with age"; he may have been a "wonderful country blues guitarist". With 

his high "wail" he also fit the epitome of an Afro-American singer, who often 

produce "intensely emotional, often self-pitying songs." Perhaps he had "contact" 

with that type of "music". However Bosco seems to be the more creative and 

energetic one of the two (Low, 1982: 54-57). 

 

 It seems that Bosco and Abelo have been "more open to outside influences, they 

have departed from traditional practices." "When this happens, even though they may 

be using a basically repetitive rhythm bass and fill-in style, they tend to be freed 

from the tightest strictures of repetition and are freer than their (rural, RJ) 

counterparts to produce quite long melodic lines and variations, both vocally and on 

the guitar" (Low, 1982: 71).  

 

 Urban guitarists seem to be more susceptible to outside inspirations, being more 

creative and more imaginative in their technique and style, while singing about urban 

problems in comparison to rural players, who were more conservative, concentrating 

on their local area (Low, 1982: 111-113). 

 

 In Katangan guitar music "vocal parallel thirds" are a common denominator, 

possibly originating from Cuban music (Low, 18). Baluba or Basanga guitarists may 

use “un-Western modalities”, ethnic “in origin” but using “chords”, imitating 

“Cuban-influenced styles” that can be heard “all over Congo”. At times there is a 

combination of the two (Low, 1982: 67). 

 

 One can say that the Katangan guitar-style of the 1950s and early 60s was a style 

of different sources; some with Cuban- or “semi-tribal” elements, others with a 

combination of both. But most famous was the style of the town-based, hybrid, “non-

tribal”, guitar playing, sung in Kiswahili, of which Bosco, Masengo and Abelo were 

the best representatives during the 1950s/60s. However Bosco became more popular 

on the African continent and internationally (Low, 1982: 26).  

  

 Many musicians would not speak of their "sources" or "inspiration", or if they 

had adopted techniques from others, rather, they claimed that they created it 

themselves, which made research more difficult (Low, 1982: 120). 
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 Wolfgang Bender believes that the terminology, “influence”, plays an integral 

part while analysing African music. He feels that “comparison” and “description” are 

further academic criteria and suggests that one should simply look at a musical piece 

from a historical point of view, its “content” and “quality”, rather than dissecting it 

(Bender, 2004: 103).  

 

6.4 The influence of Katangan guitar music in other African countries 

 

 In the 1950s Jean Mwenda Bosco began to play rumbas and local Luba music on 

Spanish guitar. That particular style was quite different from the Congo Jazz of 

electric guitar-playing that grew out of it in the 1960s. Kenyan guitarists, like Fundi 

Konte, Fadhilli Williams, David Amunga, Daudi Kabaka, Jim Lasco, John Mwale 

and Paul Muchupa were inspired by Bosco's and Masengo's guitar-style (Collins, 

1992: 34, 35). The beforementioned Kenyan guitarists also had contact through the 

army with European- and American music. Fundi Konte, stationed in Burma, was 

given a guitar manual by an American and upon his return to Kenya played Swahili 

songs, with thumb and index vamping, and thus became the first electric guitar 

player. Since music was taken to the rural area a combination of rural and town 

music started, very often accompanied by bottle rhythm, indigenous to Eastern 

Africa. The Kwela from South Africa, also called twist, was available in Nairobi, so 

was English and American pop of the 1960s. Bosco, Abelo and Masengo also 

influenced guitarists in the West-, South- and Central Africa. Migrant workers, who 

returned to their countries, had bought guitars and played the Katanga style at home. 

One important factor was the common language, Kiswahili. Even though Kenyan 

players are not as versatile as Katangans they all seem to contain Katangan traces. 

Since Cuban and Latin American music had become popular in Kenya on the GV 

label, the guitar players combined Katangan-, Cuban- and Latin American style 

(Low, 1982: 9-30). 

  

 Another reason, why Katangan music in Kenya became so popular was that 

Bosco, Edouard Masengo und Losta Abelo settled there to promote products for 

Coca Cola, Aspro and other companies in the late 1950s. Many copied the Katangan 

guitar style and called it their own. Congolese music reached such a popularity that 
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the Kenyan government wanted to protect their own music and did not renew the 

visas of some musicians (Ewens, 1991: 159, 160).  

 

6.5 Bosco's “discovery”; a version told by Bosco's brother, Stéphane Mwenda 

 

 Stéphane told the author the following: A Gallotone representative from South 

Africa came to the province of Katanga. He was not only looking for new talent but 

also wanted to record music, to produce and resell it in Congo, next to new recording 

machines. The Belgian commissioner of police told him about Losta Abelo, who in 

turn contacted Edouard Masengo and Bosco. The Gallotone man wanted to hear 

them play but the musicians were afraid to perform publically, since they had never 

paid their taxes before. Bosco was the youngest, so they sent him first to perform. In 

the beginning the Gallotone man was not very enthused about Bosco's music. Only 

after the commissioner asked him, how he liked it, he half-heartedly said: okay. So 

finally Bosco was asked to play indoors. The man from Gallotone was enthused and 

made a disc of Bosco’s music. According to Stephane 30 discs were made in South 

Africa. After that Bosco became famous in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi. Because 

of his popularity Bosco got a job at the Banque Commerciale in Elisabethville. At the 

same time he started to sing with Spéctacle Populaire. They played together as a 

group in different provinces. Stéphane also mentioned that the Belgian King, 

Baudouin, wanted to promote Congolese music and advocated musical contests in 

different stadiums. Bosco won one of those contests, which contributed to his 

popularity (Stéphane, October 29, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 The author can only assume, the "Gallotone man" Stéphane spoke of was no one 

other than Hugh Tracey.  

 

 In 1952, Hugh Tracey, an ethnomusicologist, from Southern Rhodesia, now 

Zimbabwe, and his wife, Peggy, had come to Jadotville, today's Likasi, to look for 

new Congolese musical talents.  
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Figure 16: Hugh Tracey and his music 
111

 

 

 Hugh Tracey (1903-1977) was born in Devonshire, England, before he came to 

Southern Rhodesia in 1920 to join his brother in tobacco farming. Working with the 

farmhands he learned the Karanga dialect of the Shona language and their music. He 

knew, the colonial government was not interested in indigenous culture and music. 

Tracey’s music collection consists of his experience of the 1920s and the songs he 

had heard in the tobacco fields. 

  

 When the Columbia company of London came to visit in 1929, Hugh Tracey 

took young Karanga men to Johannesburg to record and publish the very first 

Rhodesian music, partially used by John Hammond of CBS, at Carnegie Hall, in 

New York City to introduce Afro-American bands. Mr. Tracey received a small 

grant to study the background of Southern Rhodesian music, despite the public`s 

desinterest, due to language difficulties. With the Royal College of Music in London 

and the financial support by Eric Gallo of Johannnesburg, Tracey continued his 

research, which lead to establishing the "African Music Research" in 1947 and the 

recording of several hundred shellac discs. The "African Music Society" was 

founded in 1948. Lecture tours followed, supported by a grant of the Nuffield 

Foundation of England. Tracey received further financial help from mining 

companies and founded "The International Library of African Music" in 1954. With 

an invitation by the U.S. State Department to lecture at universities with African 

                                                        
111 http://ilam.ru.ac.za/page.php?pID=4  page 1     March 22, 2008. 
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Studies Department, Tracey was supported by the Ford Foundation to produce 

another 100 discs from field material.
112

 

 

6.6 Bosco's “discovery”, as told by musicologist, Hugh Tracey 

 

 Here is the content of the CD, recorded by the Broadcast Series from ILAM 

(International Library of African Music) of Grahamstown, South Africa by Hugh 

Tracey: How I discovered Mwenda Jean Bosco, recorded by the BBC in 1970:  

 

How I discovered Mwenda Jean Bosco by Hugh Tracey? Oh, let me see.... 

 

1952 was the year, and Saturday, the 2
nd

 of February the date, to be exact 

I'd arrived at the small coppermining town of Jadotville in the Katanga Province of 

the Southern Congo 

 

And it was on one of my annual recording tours which was destined to help change 

the whole attitude of the general public towards central African music 

 

As the recordings we made around these years were to be published and sent to 

universities all over the world 

 

Well, I was walking through the town, I remember, trying to make arrangements for 

a recording session that evening, when I caught sight of a young Congolese, sqatting 

with a friend on the edge of the pavement, with a guitar beside him. Nothing unusual 

in that, in Africa. But as I'm always on the lookout for musicians I would talk to him, 

as he sat there, and asked him if he were the one playing the guitar he was holding 

 

His answer in French was just like this: "Monsieur, I am the best guitarist in 

Jadotville." 

 

Alright, I said, come tonight to the square outside the police-station, as we will be 

recording there 

 

                                                        
112 www.ilam.ru.ac.za/Ph/php  page 1, 2  March 22, 2008. 
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His name, he told me, was Mwenda Jean Bosco 

 

Now there in the Congo they always put their African name first, Mwenda Jean 

Bosco 

 

He came but over a thousand people came too and the noise and the gaiety made it 

quite impossible to do any serious recordings. The local authorities then kindly 

allowed me to use their offices, where I could at least hear something of the quality 

of the few musicians, waiting to record in spite of the crowd's noises outside. So we 

did our best 

 

I couln't find Mwenda at first among the invited musicians, who'd been able to 

struggle through the searching mass of bodies to get into the office, so I went outside 

in search of him and eventually found him sitting with a few friends on a bench 

against the wall, some yards away 

 

In spite of the din (noise, R.J.) going on, chatter, shouting, laughter and general 

chaos, which you find in any happy mass of African men and women on such an 

occasion, I asked him to sing something 

 

With his two friends sitting as close to him as possible and with my head almost 

touching the body of his guitar I could hear that he had a new style of music to offer 

and tried to test-record him 

 

But the crowd and the pressure of the bodies all around us made it very difficult, so I 

said: "Come to my camp, at a certain place, called La Maisonette, outside the town 

tomorrow morning and I'll record you there!" 

 

Well, Mwenda Jean Bosco, was so excited as he had never recorded before so that he 

sang all night. Noone outside the local circle of his immediate friends had especially 

appreciated any of his songs, so this was something new for him 

 

Next morning, the Sunday, he arrived by himself at my camp, about three miles away 

from the mine, with absolutely no voice at all. He could hardly speak, he was so 
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hoarse from his all night session. So we got out a bottle of that black treacly 

peppermint stuff you take for sore throats, you know the stuff! Gave him a double 

dose, the tears came rolling out of his eyes and after a few minutes he said, he was 

feeling much better 

 

I usually record out in the open air but that day there was quite a breeze blowing, 

which would disturb the microphone, so I had to find shelter out of the wind nearby, 

there was an old abandoned brick-hut, the door and window frames had been pulled 

out, and the floor was covered with a loose pile of bricks and rubble. So I cleared a 

space, made one heap of bricks for Mwenda to sit on, and another for myself. And 

sitting opposite each other he recorded his first eight songs. The first was Masanga, 

the tune that's gone around the world 

 

So here it is, my original recording, made in that dusty, broken down, old brick hut 

on a hot Congo Sunday morning, February the 3
rd

, 1952 

 

Masanga,        solo guitar with song  

 

Similarities to a sound, played on a harpsichord (author’s observation) 

 

Mwenda Jean Bosco recorded all eight songs that morning. I think, that was the 

whole of his repertoire at the time 

 

David Rycroft remarks the following about Masanga: "The underlying metrical 

scheme of Masanga, ... appears to have its roots in Luba tribal dance music, is to be 

found in many of Bosco's other pieces" (Rycroft, Part I, 1961: 89). 

 

Tracey: And the next one was Namilia-e 

 

He had two songs, he said, which he composed shortly after his father died:  

 

Namilia-e, and the other was, Mama Kilio-e 

 

In Namilia-e, he sings: I weep for my father, who is dead 
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He is obviously much affected by his death, and as so many African musicians 

before him, he sang about his private bereavement and personal sorrow in a public 

lament, in which all the people around put then to some degree share with his family 

and in so doing ease the burden of distress 

 

The second song, Mama Kilio-e is really a variation of the other but in this one he 

brings in his mother, saying: I grieve with my mother for my father, who is dead 

I am not sure about this but I rather fancy, Mama Kilio, might have been the name of 

his mother. I never thought of asking him at the time 

 

Mama-Kilio-E     solo guitar ... he sings, and interrupts with different interjections 

 

Now a song with a rather different theme. It's called Sukochomale-jikita, in a form of 

Swahili, I say, a form of Swahili, because there are no less than seven varieties of 

Swahili, that is, Swahili dialects. The main dialect is the one spoken in Zanzibar, and 

it's called Umguja. But there are others, generally called after their place of origin, 

such as Amu from Lamu. Kimvita from the old name of Mombasa. Just as we might 

say, a certain man has a Manchester accent, for example. And then there is one 

called, the Hadima dialect, the fisherman's Swahili. And I'm told that it is this one 

that has gone up the interior of Africa from the East coast, along the old Arab trade 

routes 

 

I am not an expert in these things, so I can't say for certain which Swahili it is that 

Bosco Mwenda speaks but it's certain, that it is still spoken in the Southern Congo 

Arab trade route 

 

And his song refers to the married woman's belt, called jikita, which is considered no 

other than a kind of chastity belt for noone other than the husband may dare to touch 

the jikita of a wife 

 

If my wife is unfaithful to me, he sings, I shall throw her out and take another 

 

A very common sentiment in an African industrial town as Jadotville 
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Sukochomale-jikita    Guitar solo and song 

 

In so many ways I've recorded in the Congo the subject of women is undoubtedly the 

most prevelent. Dublin's fair city, where the girls are so pretty, has no monopoly of 

local beauties. You heard, no doubt, that the Congo's print dresses, which are so gay, 

so gay in fact, that if you see a crowd of Luba or Southern Congo girls en masse, 

they look like a collection of gay-colored moths or butterflies 

 

Fashion and dress is a constant topic in conversation, so it's not surprising to find 

Bosco Mwenda mentioning this in song too 

 

Tambala moja 

 

There are women, he sings, there are women, who tie their kerchiefs around their 

heads in many different ways 

 

And he might have added, in very becoming, very fetching ways too, they very rarely 

adapt at it 

 

Tambala moja     guitar and song     

 

The next song he sang me that Sunday morning is, I still think, a very attractive song, 

and it's quite easy to pick up, Mama na mwana, mother and child 

 

And incidentally, as a general rule, African composers don't bother to give their 

songs, names. So when I record, I generally have to put names to them myself, 

usually by taken the first few words of the song, which I did in this case  

 

In one of the verses he sings in the Lingala language, this time incidentally 

 

Give me five Francs, my wife, so that I may go 

 

Go where exactly is not revealed, perhaps to the local dancing place, for there are 

always many of those around in Jadotville. I saw one, where they'd hung full length 
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mirrors along the many walls and you'd see single dancers, young men or women, 

happily dancing alone by themselves and fascinated by watching themselves in the 

mirror, quite oblivious of what's going on around them 

 

Mama na mwana  Mother and child guitar and song, Bosco speaks in between, 

Bayeke is mentioned 

 

Hugh Tracey continues by saying: I hope you liked that one, because I think it's one 

of his best melodies  

 

 Hugh Tracey's son, Andrew, says the following about the above song, Mama na 

mwana: "His (Bosco's, R.J.) songs are very lyrical, his voice warm and his guitar 

playing excellent. In this tune (Mama na mwana, R.J.) he interestingly almost plays a 

dominant seventh chord change" (Andrew Tracey, no date). 

  

Hugh Tracey continues: 

 

Now the next song, Mwenda Jean Bosco, sang me on that bright Sunday morning in 

that broken down old brick-hut, was about a bachelor 

 

Bumbalaka, the word means bachelor 

 

He sings this one in Swahili too, so he told me he was a Sanga himself, that means 

one of the Luba people 

 

I rather think, from their music I've heard, that they are one of the more musical of 

the Congo peoples 

 

The guitar, I fancy, has added something to their natural musical talent, whereas in 

many places it's tended to extent the musical sense 

 

Now Bosco said, this song is meant to be an example of the tone dance, called 

pikinja 
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Now wheather this was a free translation of the word begin or not, I must leave to 

you 

 

Bumbalaka, (aka Bombalaka, R.J.)  guitar solo with song (Marie José ... Bosco Baba 

...) 

 

The cough drop medicine was beginning to wear off  by that time, when we wanted 

to record the next song, so another dose as before did the trick and we launched into 

one about girls of Jadotville 

 

Paulina mubaya    the bad Paulina 

 

It was a heroine this time, or should I say, the sirene of the song 

Paulina, Katharina and the rest, he sings, are all bad girls 

After eight or nine, or possibly ten o'clock, he sings, I shall go home. I wonder if he 

did 

 

Paulina mubaya    guitar and song, Bosco speaks in between and laughs (Bosco wa 

Bayeke)  

 

Now lastly, I didn't want Mwenda to go without doing just one more recording for 

me 

 

I felt that his song, Masanga, was so unusual that I really ought to have a special 

version of it, as an instrumental version of it, without the voice  

 

Although he never thought of playing, Masanga, just like that before, he said, he'd 

try for me 

 

As he did without the words, Masanga, as a guitar solo 

 

And I don't think it's been heard in this form before, at least not on one of my music 

African series 
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For many people, this version without the words, may seem the better one of the two 

I must ask Mwenda Jean Bosco what he thinks, one of these days, although I haven't 

seen him again since that day at my camp, that day, outside Jadotville 

 

Masanga      solo guitar, instrumental version only 

 

It is extraordinary, how such casual events lead on to fortune in the musical world. 

My noticing that young Sanga African, squatting on the edge of the pavement, 

opened up for him an entirely new life. At that time he was one of the messengers, 

working at the passport office in Jadotville. But as soon as I published one of his 

songs everything began to happen to him. He was taken up by a local gramophone 

company, sent up to East Africa for a while, and altogether recorded over 100 more 

songs. I've seen the figures of the sale of his records and as it was pointed out to me, 

none of the subsequent recordings ever sold so many discs as those first nine items of 

his of what we recorded that day at La Maisonette, in that tumbled down old brick 

hut. His songs have even taken him to America and the Newport Folk Festival  

Masanga, in particular, has been heard, analyzed and published in notation in several 

song books in Africa and elsewhere. But for me, I think, I shall always think of him 

as that young man with a wire-stringed guitar, sitting there on the edge of the 

pavement, and unknowingly waiting for me and my recording machine, to turn up. 

Good luck to you Mwenda Jean Bosco, wherever you may be. 

 

(Transcription by author)  

 

Annotation: Hugh Tracey refers to Namilia-e and Mama-Kilio-e as two songs of 

lamentation, after Bosco's father died. In his 1982 Berlin concert however, Bosco 

says the following about the song, Namilia-e: "I cry over my wife, who had departed. 

I demanded from her to come back. I myself will run and fetch her" (Kubik, 1997: 

108). 

 

 The second song, Mama Kilio-e is indeed a song of lamentation, only Bosco 

does not lament with his mother about the loss of his father but he laments alone. He 

specifically says that he regrets not being able to ransom his father from death 

(Kubik, 1997: 116). 
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 Mama Kilio is definately not the name of Bosco's mother but her name was 

Giséle (according to his birth-certificate) (Stéphane, October 19, 2006 at La 

Brioche). 

 

 Gerhard Kubik's translation of Sukochomale jikita differs compared to that of 

Hugh Tracey's. Bosco sings: If you play coy I will take one who even surpasses you 

(Kubik,1997:  99, 100). 

 

 Such a behavior is certainly very different compared to being unfaithful. 

 

 It is rather sad that Bosco and Tracey never spoke again. After all Hugh Tracey 

“discovered” Bosco, and certainly contributed to his popularity. 

 

 All recordings Hugh Tracey made of Bosco are songs without accompaniment, 

no bottles or other resonating objects. The author assumes that Bosco was recorded 

all alone. 

 

 Unfortunately Hugh Tracey's original tapes of the Copperbelt and Katanga of 

1952 were destroyed in a fire (Andrew Tracey, no date). 

 

 There were many other guitarists in Katanga but it was Bosco, who was 

“discovered”, when Hugh Tracey and his wife came to the region (Kubik, 1997: 60). 

 

6.7 Hugh Tracey’s recordings 

 

 Hugh Tracey was a real pioneer, who actually introduced African music to the 

public by recording peoples from Sudan to the Cape of Good Hope. He felt that 

musicians worldwide are a certain breed of people, despite their social and economic 

background; he discovered many outstanding talents on his tours. Andrew Tracey is 

overwhelmed with his father’s accomplishments, considering the circumstances the 

recordings were made under, and the access of electronic devices during that time. 

The music is so clear and definately reflects Hugh Tracey’s skills to work under all 

difficulties in Africa; travelling in different weather conditions on unpassable roads, 
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health hazards, speaking with authorities, etc. (Tracey in pamphlet, Origins of Guitar 

Music, no date). 

 

6.8 Bosco's special style of composing and playing the guitar 

 

"Dextrous fingering techniques, innovative melodic phrasing, sophisticated 

rhythmic patterns, and somewhat gruff vocals come together in Mwenda's 

performance. While his songs often float on undercurrents of melancholy, 

there exists buoyancy in his playing that always propels the songs. All in all, 

Mwenda Jean Bosco captures an exceptional performance by a stellar 

musician whose recordings continue to attract ethnomusicologists and 

enrupture fans from around the globe." 
113

  

 

 During his sojourn in Germany, in 1982, Bosco received quite a few comments 

on his music ability: 

 

"Er gilt heute als einer der entscheidenden Mitbegründer des Kongo 

Gitarrenstils" (Nordbayrischer Kurier, June 1, 1982).  

 

 Translation by author: 

 

“He is considered today as one of the most decisive co-founder of the 

Congo guitar-style.“ 

 

 Gerhard Kubik states the following about Bosco: 

 

"Bosco was a composer who had not only developed a lifelong style of his 

own, but had preserved his compositions "verbatim" in his mind" (Kubik, 

2009: 7). 

 

 In an article for the "Zentrum fuer moderne Kunst Afrikas und der dritten Welt", 

at the IWALEWA Haus at the Bayreuth University, Wolfgang Bender comments on 

Bosco's music: 

                                                        
113 www.africanmusicforum.com/community/empty3479   April 16, 2009. 
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"... Als Autodidakt blieb er aber kein phantasieloser Klimperer sondern 

entwickelte einen eigenen einfachen melodischen Fingerstil, durch den er 

imstande ist, afrikanische musikalische Vorstellungen auszudrücken. Die 

Finger der linken Hand schaffen einen im Groben konstanten 

"Operationszyklus". Dabei können Bassfiguren antiphonisch gegen die 

Höhenmelodien der Gitarre abgesetzt werden. Das ähnelt den "Breaks" im 

Jazz. Bosco's Rhythmus kann als eine Form der Synkopierung angesehen 

werden - oder als "off-beat phrasing". Die einfachen harmonischen 

Progressionen werden oft als Imitation westlicher Musik bezeichnet, aber in 

vielen afrikanischen musikalischen Traditionen sind ähnliche Formen zu 

beobachten" (Bender, 1982: n.d.). 

 

 Translation by author: 

 

 “… As an autodidact however he did not remain an unimaginative 

strummer but developed his own simple melodic fingerstyle, through which 

he is capable to express African musical conceptions. The fingers of the left 

hand create, in coarse, a constant “operational cycle“. There the bass-figures 

can antiphonically be sat off against the high melodies of the guitar. This 

resembles the “breaks“ in jazz. Bosco’s rhythm can also be regarded as a 

form of syncopation – or as an “off-beat phrasing“. The simple harmonic 

progressions are often described as imitations of Western music but in many 

African musical traditions similar forms can be observed.“ 
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  Photo 61 (left): Bosco, performing at the “Museum fuer Voelkerkunde” in Berlin     

                                                      (June 1982) 

Photo 62 (right): Bosco at the IWALEWA Haus in Bayreuth in 1982
114

 

 

 And in a newspaper clipping, Musik aus Afrika, about Bosco's performance at 

the "Hofeck" in the city of Hof we read: 

 

"... Bosco, der in den fünfzigern Jahren durch seine Improvisationen 

bekannt geworden ist, gilt heute als einer der entscheidenden Mitbegründer 

des "Kongo-Gitarrenstils", der in ganz Afrika beliebt ist ... " (Musik aus 

Afrika, April 6, 1982).  

 

Translation by author: 

  

“… Bosco, who became famous in the 50s through his improvisations is 

considered today as one of the decisive co-founder of the “Congo guitar 

style”, which is popular in all of Africa ... .” 

                                                        
114 Photos 61, 62,  given to author by Didier, in December, 2006. 
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Photo 63: Bosco and his guitar during a performance in 1982 
115

 

 

 Hugh Tracey's son, Andrew, former director of ILAM (International Library of 

African Music) at Rhodes University, South Africa, wrote the author that he 

accompanied Bosco, by hitting the bottle, during a performance at the “Oude 

Libertas” in Stellenbosch, South Africa, in the mid-80s, where he played his famous 

songs. With an extremely polite mannerism but with an avid business mind he was 

looking for a truck in Capetown, to send home (Andrew Tracey, in an e-mail of 

March 21, 2008). 

  

 As David Rycroft and others had already observed, and as John Low describes 

in Shaba Diary, Bosco seems to compose his songs in the following manner: 

 

“Bosco sits down with his guitar, changes chord positions, and while just 

picking away with his fingers he is inspired by a melody, which he 

somehow changes or refines to his liking. He might add certain 

ornamentations or variations. Only after he feels comfortable he starts to 

hum and finally composes a melody. After that process he practices to find 

the right text for the melody. Most singers accompany the guitar to their 

text, like Losta Abelo, who composes the song before the guitar part” (Low, 

1982: 34).  

 

                                                        
115 Photo, given to author by Didier, in December, 2006. 
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Photos 64: Bosco in his typical pose 
116

 

 

6.9 David Rycroft’s "improvisations" and assessments of Bosco’s music 

 

 South African born linguist and musicologist, David Kenneth Rycroft (1924-

1997), an English lecturer of Bantu languages and African music at the School of 

Oriental and African Studies at the London University, heard about Bosco in a Hugh 

Tracey lecture in Johannesburg (Rycroft, Part I; 1961: 1). Rycroft wrote several 

articles on African music and the first scientific study on African guitar (Kubik, 

1997: 47). During the 1960s and 80s Rycroft studied the relationship between oral 

tradition and musical structure.
117

  

 

 When Rycroft studied Bosco's music, he called it "improvisations". He was 

especially impressed with Masanga, describing it a "European air-and-variations 

form" of the 16
th

 to the 19
th
 century, containing even Indian sitar sounds. He sees 

similarities with The Woods So Wild, and the song, The Bells, by William Byrd 

(1543-1623)
118

. He wonders if Bosco had a formal training in music. His knowledge 

of different languages suggests that he grew up in the city and not in the country, 

since his music contains no traditonal African background. However, the short lines 

Bosco uses, leading to the return of another start, can be compared to an old English 

                                                        
116 Photo, given to author by Didier, in December, 2006. 
117 wapedia.mobi/en/Archival-Sound-Recordings   July 31, 2008. 
118 William Byrd, 1540 ? - 1623 was an English composer and organist of the renaissance (Webster 

Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, 1989 edition, Portland House, New 

York, N.Y., page 204). 
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dance, Dargosan. None of Bosco's songs compare to Masanga, except Namlia-e, 

which is another song of lamentation. So are Sokuchomale jikita, Tambala moja, 

Mama kilio-e and Susanah. Two songs, Mwami and Mukabe are duets. Rycroft 

believes that Bosco's second voice was added later. Mama na Mwana, according to 

Rycroft, has the "raciest rhythm of all songs" (Rycroft, Part I, 1961: 84, 85).  

 

 Gerhard Kubik gives his assessment about "Guitar song composers" in general:  

 

 In the beginning the word, composition, was rarely used in regards to musicians, 

playing different instruments like the lamellophone, zithers, musical bows, lutes and 

guitars. Western musicians called it improvisations, since African musicians did not 

make notations of their music. The terminology, "head arrangement" or "musical 

cultures of oral transmissions" was created. Claude Lévi-Strauss had already divided 

Western- and African societies into ("chaudes et froides"), creative and traditional. 

However Losta Abelo, Mwenda Jean Bosco, and others were considered talented 

composers in the sense of European composing by William Umbima, a well-known 

Kenyan guitarist (Kubik, 2009: 7). 

 

 Rycroft never met Bosco but studied his music thoroughly. He feels that Bosco 

used a Spanish tuning: EBGDAE (descending):  

 

"To raise guitar pitch to a key which suits his vocal range without having to 

depart from his chosen fingering sequence, Bosco has resorted to the time-

honoured device of tying a pencil, in lieu of a ready-made capotasta, across 

the fingerboard at the fifth fret, thus raising the actual pitch by a fourth to C 

major for Masanga, F major for Bombalaka ... " (Rycroft, Part I, 1961: 2).  

 

7.0 The topics and lyrics in his songs 

7.1 The language  

 

 Bosco spoke several languages fluently: French, Lingala, two village languages, 

Kiyeke and Lisanga (aka Kisanga) and also Kiswahili; the regular Kiswahili and the 

Swahili de Lushois (Lwamba in an e-mail of March 26, 2010); Didier, November 16, 

2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile; Murphy, November 24, 2006, on the way to Likasi).     
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 Bosco was an ace, a genius. The diversity of his topics is rich and refers to many 

subjects in the daily life of the common people: laziness, unemployment, politeness, 

the happiness of living in Katanga, voyages, the frivolity of the young. Bosco sang 

with much compassion about what troubled people. Sometimes his lyrics are bristled 

with humour, other times he repremands people with a moralistic tone. He often 

speaks of love and fidelity, of unfulfilled expectations and emotions, of people 

misbehaving. He sings of mothers with children, born out of wedlock, prostitution, 

unfaithful men, troubles with the neighbours. On one hand he warns of richness, on 

the other hand he advices, how to save and slowly accumulate money. He reminds 

children to be respecful towards their parents, analyses the reason, which lead to 

fights and discontent. In other songs he advices people how to deal and behave with 

colonial authorities. While observing the society of Katanga like a sociologist and 

ethnologist, his music often expresses empathy for the working class, taking a stand 

while speaking straight forward from the heart. He touched the inner fears and needs 

of these people, their uprootedness, the separation from their families, their hopes 

and desires. Some of his songs appear like a painting of the Katanga landscape. 

Bosco was characteristic for Katanga and its “little” people of Lubumbashi (Wibyala, 

November 14 and 17, 2006, at Radio Zenith in Lubumbashi). 

 

  That is the reason, why people admired and loved him. They listened to his 

music, which was emitted daily, humming or singing along. Even today Bosco is still 

appreciated. Whenever the author mentioned his name during her research, people 

automatically started humming or singing his tunes with a certain ease. He was not 

just a Katangan- but a national monument. 

 

 The article, Afrikanische Fabeln, in the newspaper, Nordbayrischer Kurier, 

speaks about Bosco’s concert at the IWALEWA Haus in Bayreuth on June 2, 1982, 

where attendents were greatly rewarded:  

 

"Seinen Gesang, der immer den melodischen Bewegungen der Gitarre folgt, 

begleitet er in einem den Klängen des afrikanischen Fingerklaviers 

nachempfundenen Stil. Dabei erfolgt die Haupt- Klangerzeugung mit den 

Fingern der linken Griffhand mit Abziehern und Aufschlägen, während die 

rechte in einer Zweifingertechnik die Saiten synkopierend anschlägt, auf 
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eine unnachahmliche Art und Weise, die sich nur schwer, wie es 

beabsichtigt ist, transkribieren lassen wird. Manchmal erinnerte Boscos 

Spiel an amerikanische Fingerpicker mit dem alternierenden Daumenbaß. 

Die Harmonien seiner Lieder beschränkten sich durchweg auf die 

Hauptkadenz. Interessant und sympathisch war das Konzert Mwenda 

Boscos, ein erster Schritt, die populäre Musik Afrikas neben auch hier 

bekannten Stars wie Fela Kuti und Miriam Makeba kennenzulernen"  

(Nordbayrischer Kurier, June 8, 1982). 

 

 Translaton by author: 

 

“His singing that always follows the melodic movements of the guitar, he 

accompanies, on one hand, a sound, modeled in style after the African 

“thumb-piano“. At the same time follows the main sound production with 

the fingering of the left hand pulling and hitting, while the right hits the 

strings in a syncopated two-finger technique in an inimitable way and 

manner that is too difficult, as intended, to be transcribed. At times Bosco’s 

play reminded one of American finger-picking thumb-bass. The harmonies 

of his songs limit themselves without exception to the main cadence. 

Interesting and nice was the concert of Mwenda Bosco, a first step, to get to 

know the popular music of Africa next to famous stars like Fela Kuti and 

Miriam Makeba.“ 

 

7.2 Bosco's songs 

 

 The author was very fortunate to aquire lists of songs, interpretations and hidden 

meanings by the historian, Tshenge Nyembo, from the University of Lubumbashi, 

whose work is unpublished.  

 

Watoto wapuzi: (frivolity of the young) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Wa vijana wengine wapuuzi                       

Wanafuata wa bibi wa wenzake                  

Nanawake wengine wa pumbafu                  
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Amaenda kwake mbio                                 

Kuisha bukwele  

 

French translation: 

 

Certains jeunes turbulents 

font de doux jeux au femmes de leurs amis  

certaines femmes moins vertueuses  

courent vite chez-elles 

casser le mariage 

 

(Tshenge, 1996: 9). 

 

 Bosco warns young men not to play games with their friends’ wives. He warns 

women not to be flattered by these young men, since this may lead to a divorce 

(Tshenge, 1996: 9). 

 

Mukwenu wadima: (your friend has cultivated a field) (Sung in Kisanga) 

 

 Bosco emphasizes the importance of work and how it leads to a personal 

satisfaction, which cannot be achieved while doing nothing (Tshenge, 1996: 9). 

 

Mukwenu wadima madimi                                

Obe waseka                                                        

Ukwate lukasu ukalime                                      

Mama nalila sabesa                                            

Lelo nalila sabesa                                               

Mukwenu wadima madimi                                

Obe  wamona kuseka  

Kwata lukasu obe ukalime  

Kenda kakimbe lukasu                                       

Ukalime malimi                                                 

Lelo waimwena                                                  

Lunwe lubanga                                                   
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Lanja mwana watalilwe                                      

Mama walila soleka                                            

                                                                            

French translation: 

 

Votre ami a cultivé un champ 

Vous, vous en moquez 

Prenez la houe, cultivez                                            

Mama, je pleure sabesa 

Aujourd'hui je pleure sabesa 

Votre ami a cultivé un champ 

Vous, vous trouvez que c’est 

Vous, vous trouvez que c'est le moment de vous en moquer 

Prenez la houe et allez cultiver 

Allez chercher la houe 

Pour cultiver le champ 

Aujourd'hui, vous avez vu vous-même 

Cette saison ou cette année 

Lanja mwana (l’enfant) watalilwe                                            

Maman a pleuré soleka 

 

(Prof. Lwamba Bilonda in an e-mail of December 4, 2009)                                               

  

 Lanja, watalilwe and soleka could not be translated. Professor Lwamba suspects 

that these words are not from the Kisanga language. The author could not find 

anyone, who could assist her with the translation (Lwamba, e-Mail of December 4, 

2009).  

 

 Mr. Munongo, a relative of the present M'siri, does not know what language 

these words pertain to. He is a Bayeke, who speaks the language fluently (Munongo, 

in an e-mail of December 23, 2009).  
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Furaha ya Katanga: (The pleasures of Katanga) (Sung in Kiswahili)    

 

Wa Bayeke anasema na kuimba                              

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa                                       

Furaa ya Katanga iko wapi babwana?               

                                                                            

Kuvaa, kulala kunywa                                        

Twafurahi mingi pa E'ville                                 

Furaa ya Katanga iko wapi babwana                 

                                                                           

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa                                                                           

Twafurahi mingi pale Jadotville                                             

Furaa ya katanga iko wapi babwana?                

                                                                           

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa (bis)                             

Tunaisha ivi leo na kusema                               

Kulala Vizuri mama (bis)                                  

Furaa ya Katanga iko wapi babwana?              

                                                                           

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa                                      

Wa Bayeke anasema ma kuimba                       

Kulala vizuri mama (bis)                                   

Furaa ya Katanga iko wapi babwana?               

                                                                           

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa                                      

Tunaimba leo na kusema                                   

Kuvaa, kulala, kunywa                                      

 

French translation:                      

 

Le bonheur au Katanga: 

 

Wa Bayeke le dit en chantant                                                                            

S'habiller, dormir, boire 
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Le bonheur au Katanga, comment 

s’identifie-t-il, compagnons?                                 

 

S'habiller, dormir, boire                                                           

Nous nous réjouissons beaucoup à E’ville 

Le bonheur au Katanga, comment 

s'idenfie-t-il, compagnons? 

 

S'habiller, dormir, boire  

Nous nous réjouissons beaucoup à Jadotville 

Le bonheur au Katanga, comment 

s'identifie-t-il, compagnons? 

 

S'habiller, dormir, boire 

Nous terminons aujoiurd’hui par dire                       

Bien dormir, maman (bis) 

Le bonheur au Katanga, comment 

S'idenfie-t-il, compagnons? 

S'habiller, dormir, boire 

Wa Bayeke le dit en chantant                                   

Bien dormir, maman (bis) 

Le bonheur au Katanga, comment 

S’identifie-t-il, compagnons ? 

S’habiller, dormir, boire 

Nous chantons aujourd'hui en disant 

S'habiller, dormir, boire. 

 

(Tshenge, 2003: 189). 

 

 Bosco describes the Katangans, living a rather materialistic life; kuvaa, kulala, 

kunywa (to dress, to drink and to sleep), as their only concern in life (Tshenge, 1996: 

10; 2003: 190, 191). 
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Unikute ku meza: (Laisse, il (l'homme) ne t'appartiens pas) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

(Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

 The word meza (table) is derived from Spanish, another indicator how Le 

Swahili de Lushois has been influenced by foreign languages. 

 

Unikute ku meza: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Bibi mpenzi  

Utaenda ku bar 

Utaenda ku bar ukakute mpenzi 

Mupenzi atakwita ku meza 

Akuite ku meza, usiwaze ni bwana 

Wanawake wengine, ukimupa pombe 

Mupa pombe 

Pale pale ni bwana 

O ni bwana 

Apana wako, mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Apana wako, acha 

Unateswa bure na chupa ya pombe 

Kumbe mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Bibi mupenzi, bakuite ku meza 

Bakuite ku meza 

Pale Pale ni wako 

Mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Utateswa bure na chupa ya pombe 

Wako mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Wanawake wengine 

Ukimupa pombe 

Pale pale ni bwana 

Apana wako 

Mwenyewe ku ntumba 

Acha, acha 
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Apana wako  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 144).  

 

French translation: 

 

Trouvez-moi à table: 

 

Dame chérie 

Vous allez au bar 

Vous allez au bar rencontrer un amoureux 

L'amoureux vous inviters à table 

Il vous invite à table, ne pensez pas qu'il est votre mari 

D'autre femmes, lorsqu'on leur offre la bière 

En leur offrant la bière 

Du coup on devient un mari 

O un mari! 

Il n'est pas le vôtre, la sienne est à la maison 

Il n'est pas le vôtre, cessez 

Vous souffrez pour rien pour une boteille de bière 

Alors que la sienne est à la maison 

Dame chérie, on vous invite à table 

On vous invite à table 

Du coup il devient le vôtre! 

La sienne (épouse) est à la maison 

Vous souffrez pour rien pour une boteille de bière 

La sienne, elle (épouse) est à la maison 

La sienne (épouse) est à la maison 

D'autres femmes, 

Lorsqu'on leur offre la bière 

Du coup on devient un mari 

Il n'est pas le vôtre 

La sienne est à la maison 

Cessez, cessez 
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Il n'est pas le vôtre  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 144, 145). 

 

 In the song, Unikute ku meza Bosco refers to the ndumba (prostitutes), who are 

there to please a man. He warns these women not to have hope that men in bars, 

inviting them for a drink, have a serious interest in them. The man only wants to be 

entertained since he is married, with a wife at home (Cagnolari, 2005: 14; Low, 

1982: 42; Tshenge, 2003: 212, 213). 

 

 The many wars in Congo and Katanga left its toll: the war of secession from 

1960 to 1963. Then the rebellions of the Balubakat and the Simba from 1963 to 

1965. The 80 day-war in 1977, the 6 day-war in 1978, and the different wars again in 

the 1990s. Widows and their children had to survive – many women turned to 

prostitution to feed themselves and their children. The bars were the place of contact 

for these women. Deep down they probably hoped to find a new husband and father 

for their children.  

 

Kula, kulewa, vizuri: (Manger, bien s'enivrer) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Nilikwenda Kamina                                       

O nilifurahi                                                     

Wa jeunesse wa Kamina                                

Wa linifuraisha sana                                       

Nilikwenda Luputa                                         

O nilifurahi                                                     

Wa vijana wa Luputa                                     

Walinifuraisha sana                                        

Nilikwenda Gandanjika                                  

O nilifurahi                                                     

Wavijana Gandanjika                                    

Walinifuraisha sana                                        

Nilikwenda Luena                                            

O nilifurahi                                                       
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Wavijana wa pa Luena                                     

Walinifurahisha sana                                       

Nilikwenda Lualabourg                                    

O nilifurahi                                                       

Wavijana wa Lualabourg                                 

Walinifurahisha sana                                        

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 148). 

 

French translation: 

 

Manger bien s’enivrer:  

 

Je me suis rendu à Kamina 

O je me suis réjoui 

La jeunesse de Kamina 

M'a fort réjoui 

Je me suis rendu à Luputa 

O je me suis réjoui 

Les jeunes de Luputa 

M'ont fort réjoui 

Je me suis rendu à Gandanjika 

O je me suis réjoui 

Les jeunes de Gandanjika 

M'ont fort réjoui 

Je me suis rendu à Luena 

O je me suis réjoui 

Les jeunes de Luena 

M'ont fort réjoui 

Je me suis rendu à Luluabourg 

O je me suis réjoui 

Les jeunes de Luluabourg 

M'ont fort réjoui  

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 148). 
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 Bosco speaks of different cities in Congo, where he performed as a musician and 

was well-received, which pleased him (Tshenge, 1996: 10, 11). 

 

Ku mulango: (At the door) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Kitu gani ku mulango? 

Ee Mama, ee Baba 

Unakamata ku mulango 

Pasipo kusema ni vibaya 

Unakamata ku mulango 

Pasipo kusema ni vibaya        

 

(Kubik, 1997: 102). 

 

English translation: 

 

Knock at the door: 

 

What’s going on there at the door? 

Dear Madam! Dear Sir! 

You just push the door open 

Without saying anything! That’s outrageous! 

You just push the door open 

Without saying anything! That’s outrageous! 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 103). 

 

 This is a song, reprimanding people, who open a door, before knocking (Kubik, 

1997: 102-104). 

 

Masanga-njia: (Croisement des chemins) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Nani mwenda njia ya Jadotville  

Upitie njia yetu ya Buluo 
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umwambie Jean Bosco wa Bayeke 

umwambie ende akalale kwabo 

Kanamuke kasipo na bwana, ntumba 

Ni sawa kinga yasipo na lampi, ntumba 

Si wende umwambie Jean Bosco wa Bayeke 

Umwambie ende akalale kwabo      

Mama takwenda naye, ntumba 

Mama takwenda naye hoo 

Si wende umwambie mwenye shingo kama Bosco 

Wende umwambie ende akalale hoo 

Nani  Mwenda njia yetu ya Bayeke 

Umwambie Baba Bosco wa Bayeke 

Wende Umwambie mwenye shingo ya upanga 

Umwambie ende akalale kwabo 

O Ilunga wetu  

Kasongo wetu  

O we Bondo wetu 

We Bosco wa Bayeke 

O nalimwela zibula  

O nalimwela mabaya (3 fois)  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 141). 

 

French translation: 

 

Croisement des chemins: 

 

Qui voyage sur la route de Jadotville? 

Passez par notre route de Buluo 

Dites à Jean-Bosco wa Bayeke 

Dites-lui qu'il aille dormir chez eux 

Une femme sans mari, Ntumba (prostituée) 

C'est comme un vélo sans phare, Ntumba (prostituée) 

Allez dire à Jean-Bosco wa Bayeke 
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Dites-lui qu'il aille dormir chez eux 

Maman, j'irai avec lui Ntumba (prostituée) 

Maman, j'irai avec lui Ooh!  

Allez dire à papa Bosco wa Bayeke 

Allez lui dire que celui au long cou comme une machette 

Allez lui dire qu'il aille dormir Ooh! 

Qui voyage sur notre route de Bayeke? 

Dites à papa Bosco wa Bayeke 

Allez lui dire que celui au long cou comme une machette 

Dites-lui quìl aille dormir chez eux 

Oh notre Ilunga 

Notre Kasongo  

O vous, notre Bondo 

Vous Bosco wa Bayeke 

O j'ai porté (la mode) zibula  

O j'ai porté (la mode) mabaya (trois fois)  

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 141, 142). 

 

Photo 65: Masanga – Njia, 45 rpm 7“ Single, 1982 
119
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 Masanga-njia was one of the songs Hugh Tracey recorded with Bosco. It left a 

great impression with Tracey, who made two different versions, the sung one with 

guitar and an instrumental one. The song became most popular and made Bosco 

famous on the African continent, in Europe and the U.S.. The instrumental version 

was the ouverture, played at the 1956 Johannesburg Festival (Kubik, 1997: 58). 

Masanga-njia was originally played by Sanga on lamellophone – “high notes against 

low notes” (Low, 1982: 103).  

 

 In the song Bosco praises himself and his beauty, comparing his long neck to a 

panga 
120

 (mwenye shingo ya upanga). He speaks of Buluo, a section outside of 

today’s Likasi, his connection to the Bayeke, and his guitar playing. Even though 

there are two different versions of Masanga-njia, the Congolese and other Africans 

preferred the sung version to the instrumental one. Masanga was never matched in 

the following songs. It seems that Bosco was more creative in the very beginning, 

although his technique and variety increased with age (Low, 1982: 26, 27). 

 

 In the line, O nalimuvala mabaya (Oh, I wore (the fashion) mabaya), Bosco 

refers to the libaya (mabaya; plural form of libaya) a wrap of white cotton, which 

men and women wore at the beginning of the 20
th

 century. The libaya was worn in 

different ways, usually with a matching kerchief and earrings. The neck was covered 

with a necklace (buchanga) of porcelain- or plastic pearls, with sandals, matching the 

libaya. A European-type blouse of cotton or silk was worn on the upper body. By 

wearing the right libaya, Katanga city women of the 1960s demonstrated their social 

progress (Tshenge, 2003: 191-193). 

 

 During colonial times men were recruited to work at Gècamines and other large 

companies in Katanga. Back home in the villages some parents sent their daughters 

to the city to find a husband. Some of these girls were involved with a man before 

getting married. In his song Masanga-Njia Bosco speaks of the importance of 

marriage: 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
119Disc, given to author by Kananga Bipo, chef d’orchestre at Park Hotel, November, 2007. 
120A panga is a machete, which can be used as a weapon, a tool for cutting sugar cane or clearing the 

bushes (Stéphane, October 23, 2007 at La Halle de L’Étoile). 
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Kanamuke kasipo na bwana, Ntumba 

Ni sawa kinga yasipo na lampi, Ntumba 

 

Une femme sans mari, Ntumba 

Ressemble à un vélo sans phare, Ntumba 

 

 Bosco compares an unmarried woman to a prostitute; a bicycle, without a light, 

needing the guidance of a husband. Even though Katangan musicians have pointed to 

the changed moral values, due to urbanization and migration, Losta Abelo, Baba 

Gaston and Bosco praise the institution of marriage, since it calms and stabilizes a 

man sexually. A woman should have intelligence, patience, tenacity and other virtues 

to make the home run smoothly. The husband often follows his mother's advice, by 

taking a wife with a long neck, a sign of beauty. To honor his wife's virtues and 

compatibility the husband wants to buy her clothes and expensive jewelry to make 

her elegant and coquettish (Tshenge, 2003: 197-213).  

 

 Since there were no oral expressions for love a man showed his feelings by 

buying clothes and material things for his wife (Leblanc, 1960: 85). 

 

 The song definitely depicts a woman without a husband as being uncapable; as if 

a woman cannot function on her own. Women as housewives, totally subservant, 

who need to please their husbands, so they may feel good. This is definitely a very 

prejudice macho behavior.The comparison to prostitution is not acceptable. 

 

Bosco continues by singing: 

 

Umwambie ende akalale kwabo                

Mama takwenda naye, Ntumba                 

I wende umwambie mwenye singo           

Kama Bosco                                               

 

Informez-la d'aller passer la nuit à domicile                            

Maman, j’irai avec elle, Ntumba 

Allez l'informer, celle qui a le cou 
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comme Bosco 

  

 Tell her to pass the night at her home. I will be with her. Go and tell her, that she 

has a neck like Bosco. 

 

O Ilunga wetu                                   

Kasongo wetu                                   

O we Bondo wetu                             

We Bosco wa Bayeke                       

Oh! nalimuvala zibula                       

Oh! nalimuvala mabaya                    

O mon (ami) Ilunga 

Mon (ami) Kasongo 

O vous, mon (ami) Bondo 

Vous, Bosco wa Bayeke 

Oh, j'ai porté (la mode) zibula 

Oh! j'ai porté (la mode) mabaya 

 

 Psychologist, Maria Leblanc (1926-1959), did research from 1955-56 on Baluba 

and Balunda women of Katanga, who not only had to adjust to acculturation, coming 

from different ethnic groups, outside of Katanga but to European culture; language, 

religion, social habits, dressing, food, etc. without knowing the cultural background 

(Leblanc, 1960: 20-38). 

 

 Little girls of the 1950s in Katanga wore a dress, compared to before, when they 

were totally nude. The women and young girls later on wore a skirt (jibula), which 

showed the thighs, while walking. It was also worn by prostitutes (ndumba) with a 

waist-belt of pearls (jikita)
121

, accentuating bust and hips, to attract men (Leblanc, 

1960:  49).  

 

 Leblanc learned that in the 1940s a young woman, coming to puberty, was taken 

back to her village to be initiated by an aunt or another woman of the family. The 

                                                        
121 The jikita replaced painful tattoos, which were applied to breasts, back, knees and thighs, as a sign 

of beauty (Leblanc, 1960: 79). 
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labia were elongated and the vaginal opening was enlarged by hand or with a manioc 

root. The initiated girl was then locked up in the kitchen, separated from the house 

for up to three months. She was able to go to school during the day but had to return 

and stay separated from the others. Sexual dances were practiced to prepare her for 

marriage (Leblanc, 1960: 47, 48).    

  

 While Leblanc studied the different ethnic groups, she learned that marriage was 

the most important topic, next to fertility, the female body, nourishment or equality 

to Katangan women (Leblanc in Tshenge, 2003: 202). 

 

 Edouard Masengo makes reference to a woman or wife, who has always played 

an important role at home and in society. It is because of her a husband and children 

can find happiness (Mwende, 2003: 126). However with his song: Trois qualités 

d'une femme he describes the ideal virtuous woman, one, who does not talk a lot, is 

dedicated to her husband, never goes out alone, and never displays jealousy (Low, 

1982: 97, 98). 

 

 The expectation Masengo has of a woman/wife is certainly a perfect one, an 

ideal a woman cannot fulfil. The wife has to be perfect and deal subservantly with 

everything a man presents her with. The word jealousy indicates that the man may 

even be with other women but his woman/wife is not suppose to object to it. It may 

also be that at the time Masengo wrote the song many women tried to reach 

emancipation, which was hard to bear for men. 

 

 Sons had been encouraged by their mothers, early in life, to prove their virility 

by being adventurous (Leblanc, 78). Later on, Katangan men of the city had taken on 

pioneer attitudes, while ignoring women’s needs. Visits to prostitutes, who were 

submissive and at a man’s sexual service became acceptable (Leblanc, 1960: 134). 

 

Bibi mupenzi: (aka Bibi mpenzi) (Beloved wife)(Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Bwivu nabo ni bubaya sana, ho                           

Kijana moja alifukuza muke wake                      

Yule bwana ni mutu mwenyi kuheshimiwa  
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Alianza kumufwata busiku sana  

 

Siache bibi na mapendo  

Kama bibi anakosa                                              

Umu ... umuhurumiye                                         

 

Bwivu nabo ni bubaya sana, ho                          

Kijana moja alifukuza muke wake 

Yule bwana ni mutu mwenyi kuheshimiwa 

Alianza kumufwata busiku sana 

 

Siache bibi na mapendo  

Kama bibi anakosa                                            

Umu ... umuhurumiye                                       

 

Bwivu nabo ni bubaya sana, ho                        

Kijana moja alifukuza muke wake                   

Yule bwana ni mutu mwenyi kuheshimiwa 

Alianza kumufwata busiku sana        

 

(Kubik, 1997: 83). 

 

English translation: 

 

Beloved wife:  

 

Jealousy is a great evil 

A young man repudiated his wife 

Otherwise, this man is a respectable person                  

He started following after her in the middle of the night 

 

Don't abandon a woman who loves you  

If your wife has slipped up,                                  

Then you should ... then you should forgive her! 
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Jealousy is a great evil, 

A young man reputiated his wife 

Otherwise, this man is a respectable person. 

He started following after her in the middle of the night. 

 

Don't abandon a woman who loves you!  

If your wife has slipped up,                                       

Then you should ... then you should forgive her! 

Repetition of the last two verses.... 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 84).                 

 

 

 

Photo 66: Bibi Mupenzi, 78 rpm, 10“ shellac disc from British Library, London. 
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Sema yote iko ku roho yako: (Dis tout ce que tu pense) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

(Lwamba, 2001: 176).  

 

Sema yote iko ku roho yako  is the third line of the following song.   

 

Usibaki na kishilani rohoni mwaka 

Ukiwa na sikitiko utasofu bure 

 

Sema yote iko ku roho yako, hee 

Utakonda bure, utasofa, hee 

 

Ukila hata chakula, haifike mzuri 

 

Sema yote iko ku roho yako, hee 

Utakonda bure, utasofa hee 

 

Repetition from the beginning.       

 

English translation: 

 

Say everything you think: 

 

Do not bury your wrath in your soul! 

If you always have worries, you only suffer unnecessarily. 

 

Speak out about what is in your soul, hey. 

Or else you will waste away and only suffer, hey! 

Even when you eat, the food doesn’t nourish you. 

You start more and more to suffer from worry. 

Speak out about what is in your soul, hey, 

Or else you will waste away and only suffer, hey! 

 

(Repeated from the beginning) 
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(Kubik, 1997: 105). 

 

 The song below Edouard Masengo originally composed while on a musical tour 

throughout the country. After his bicycle was stolen, he walked by foot like the 

Bayeke did from Unyamwezi to Katanga (Mwende, 2003: 118; Low, 1982: 96; 

Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Nilikuwa na kinga                                   

Sasa minaanza kwenda lwa kiyeke         

Lwa kiyeke, baba, lwa kiyeke                

 

French translation: 

 

Le vélo: 

 

J'avais un vélo, 

Maintenant je me promene à pied                

A pied à la manière des Bayeke, mon père 

A pied à la manière des Bayeke 

 

Mwàámi: (aka Bayeke) ("King" of the Bayeke) (Sung in Sanga and Kyeke) 

 

Kaansandi welelo 

Kaansandi welelo mayo mutemi walupango 

Kaansandi welelo 

Kakundandula magoona mayo siku ja gena gala 

Kaansandi welelo 

 

Bakalaka zaabe kuyoomba 

None magambo hata lilinza 

 

Mwaama uyo, Mwaami uyo 

Mwaami uyo, kavoyokaa 

Piikuku na Mutaampuka 
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(Kubik, 1997: 105). 

 

 Mwaami is a praise song, in the Yeke language, about the M'siri of the Bayeke. 

Unfortunately there is no translation (Kubik, 1997: 105  

 

"The guitar plays a lovely accompaniment in triple time, and in the original 

Gallo recording there’s a very African bottle rhythm too. But the chord 

sequence has echoes of South African jive or kwela styles, so the song is a 

good example of the hybrid music that Bosco often composed" (Low in 

booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994). 

  

 The following are songs in reference to Bosco’s predecessors, the Bayeke: 

Masanga-Njia; Namilia-ee; Lwa kiyeke njio Iwa mukulu; Mwaami; Furaha ya 

Katanga; Ni Furaha.  

 

Bibi Thereza: (Madame Thérèse) (Sung in Kiswahili) (Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Bibi thereza  

Bibi thereza 

Mambo gani tulyagana we mama 

Utaenda kweenu ku muguni we mama 

Utarudisha na barua 

Niko na barua yako we mama 

Na picha yako nikitazama 

Nakumbuku vitu mingi we mama 

Na picha yako haisme we mama 

Unikumbuke tena kweli we mama  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 143). 

 

English translation: 
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Miss Thereza:  

 

My beloved Thereza! My beloved Thereza! 

We had promised each other, Mama! 

If you went back home to the village, Mama! 

 

Then you would write (me) letters ... 

I haven’t seen any letters from you, Mama! 

You don’t really think about me any more, Mama! 

 

And when I contemplate your picture 

I remember lots of things, Mama! 

When your picture doesn’t say anything either ... 

 

(Kubik, 1997:  119). 

 

 

Photo 67: Bibi Thereza, 45 rpm, 7“ Single, 1982 
122

 

 

                                                        
122 Disc, given to author by Kananga Bipo, chef d’orchestre, at Park Hotel, in November, 2007. 
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Ile wakati ulipata pension: (aka Pension): (Quand tu as été retraité) (When you are 

retired) (Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Ile wakati ya pension: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Ile wakati balikupa pension 

Ulimwambia bibi (muke): twende kwetu 

 

Kufiki ku mungini 

Unapata mwengine 

Unamutupa tena 

 

Ile ndyo bubuuzi 

Ya sisi wanaume 

Tafuta franka mbio 

Umurudishe kwabo 

 

(Kubik, 1997:  95). 

 

English translation 

 

When you are retired:       

 

At the time you were awarded your pension 

You told your wife "Let’s go home, back to our village!" 

Arriving in the village 

You soon, however take another (woman). 

And the daughter of this other one 

You then reject. 

 

That is really an irresponsibility 

By all us men 

Just quickly find yourself the necessary francs, 

So that you can send her back (to her village) safely. 
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(Kubik, 1997: 96). 

 

 The foregoing song speaks of men, who, after receiveing their pension send their 

wives back to the village, while taking another one, a bupouzi. This is a critique on 

the changed moral attitude of men living in the city (Low, 1982: 47).  

 

 In Mr. Kubik's translation, the pensioner asks his wife to return home together. 

After their arrival the husband takes another woman. The man then rejects the 

woman's daughter from a former relationship. Bosco warns men of this irresponsible 

behaviour. He suggests that the man should find the necessary financial means, to 

send the woman back to her village safely (Kubik, 1997: 95, 96). 

 

 John Low calls it a typical Congo rumba of the 1950s. The fingerstyle contains 

similarities to Masanga-Njia, Sokuchomale, Tambala-moja and others. “The 4-cycle 

guitar variation provides a marked change in pitch and also offers an opportunity for 

the finger part to vary. The solo is fairly unusual; Bosco’s left hand goes up the 

keyboard (to an inverted G position) and produces a high wailing sound like 

American country players. Not very common for African guitarists. Sibanda played 

many tunes in A at the 5
th
 fret; many copied his style” (Low, 1982: 47). 

 

Namilia – ee: (je pleurs)(Sung in Kiswahili)   

 

Nani nakwenda njia yetu Jadotville 

 

Umwambie Baba Bosco wa Bayeke 

Umwambie mvenyi shingo ya upango 

 

Wende umwambie ende akalale kwabo 

Namlia ee Mama namilia ee 

 

O Mama namilia Baba Bosco 

Wakwende payeke klurudi Jadotville 

Namlia ee Mama namilia, Mama 

Namlia ee Baba Bosco wa Bayeke 
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Nani nakwenda njia yetu ya Kapanga 

Wende umwambie Baba Bosco alikwende 

Alikwende kwita njia ya Kapanga 

 

Umwambie ende arudie leo 

 

Namlia ee Mama namilia ee 

Namlia ee Mama namilia ee 

 

English translation: 

 

I am crying: 

 

Who is going on our street to Jadotville? 

Go and tell the Papa Bosco of the Bayeke people 

Tell him, who has a neck as thin as a machete 

Go and tell him that he should better sleep at home in his village 

Oh, I cry over her, Mama. I cry over her ee 

 

Oh, Mama, I cry over Papa Bosco 

There he goes alone back to Jadotville 

I cry over her, Mama, I cry over her Mama 

I cry over her, Papa Bosco of the Bayeke 

 

Who is going on our street to Kapanga? 

Go and tell her that Papa Bosco is going there 

He is going there in order to take you back from the street to Kapanga 

Oh, tell her that she might still go back today 

I cry over her Mama. I cry over her 

I cry over her Mama. I cry over her 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 107). 
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 This is a song about the loss of a wife. She has gone home to her parents; her 

husband grieves for her and wants her back (Lwamba, 2001: 176; Kubik, 1997: 107). 

 

 In both songs, Masanga-njia (Siwende umwambie mwenye singo (aka shingo) ya 

upanga) and Namilia-ee (Umwambie mvenyi (aka mwenye) shingo (aka singo) ya 

upanga) Bosco makes reference to his long neck, as thin as a panga (machete).  

 

Mutoto kidogo umutume ku masomo: (assure la scolarité de ton enfant) (Sung in 

Kiswahili) (Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Bumbalaka si kilema: (aka Bombalaka) (le célibat n'est pas une infirmité) (Lwamba, 

2001: 176). 

 

Bumbalaka si kilema: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Marie José nakuambiaka, ee bwana yangu. 

Seke - seke sekesha kwanza Jacques aone. 

Bumbalaka, bumbalaka, bumbalaka, 

Si kilema. 

Bumbalaka, Tumba, si kilema, Tumba, kizalikio, Tumba. 

We baba Jacques nakuambiaka ee bwana yangu 

Seke seke sekesha kwanza, Jacques acne. 

Bumbalaka, bumbalaka, bumbalaka, si kilema, Kizalikio. 

Bumbalaka, bumbalaka, bumbalaka, si kilema, 

Kizalikio kya bankambo. 

Marie José nakuambiaka ee bwana yangu 

Seke, seke sekesha kwanza, Jacques aone. 

Bumbalaka, bumbalaka, bumbalaka, si kilema. 

O Marie José, wa  kwenda naye, wa kufa naye 

Kwenda Bosco baba. 

We baba Jacques nakuambiaka ee bwana yangu. 

Seke-seke sekesha kwanza, Jacques aone. 

Bumbalaka, bumbalaka, bumbalaka, si kilema, 

Kizalikio kya ba nkambo, Tumba. 
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French translation: 

 

Le célibat: 

 

Marie José, je vous ai toujours parlé, ee mon mari. 

Blaquez un peu pour que Jacques ne détends (voit). 

Le célibat, le célibat, le célibat, n'est pas une infirmité. 

Tumba, le célibat n'est pas une infirmité, mais bien une coutume. 

Vous le papa de Jacques, je vous ai toujours parlé. 

Blaguez un peu pour amuser Jacques. 

Le célibat, le célibat, le célibat, n'est pas une infirmité, 

mais bien une coutume nous léguée par les ancêtres. 

O Marie José, Marie José, Marie José, Marie José, 

Blaguez un moment pour amuser Jacques. 

Le célibat, le célibat, le célibat, n'est pas une infirmité 

O Marie José, il est bon de partir avec vous, de mourir avec vous,  

Marie José, Marie José, Marie José, Mwenda, Bosco. 

Vous le papa de Jacques, je vous ai toujours parlé. 

Blaguez un moment pour amuser Jacques. 

Tumba, le célibat, le célibat, le célibat, n'est pas une infirmité, 

mais bien une coutume nous léguée par les ancêtres. 

 

(Tshenge, 2003:  211, 212).        

 

 Marie José points to her profession, the oldest in the world, to please a man and 

therefore should not be considered immoral. However, prostitution should never 

influence the morals of other women or wives (Tshenge, 2003: 210-214). 

 

 As Tshenge makes reference to prostitution, Gerhard Kubik has a totally 

different translation for the above song, Bombalaka (aka Bumbalaka). Mr. Kubik 

speaks of a dialogue between Bosco and Marie José. Bosco wants her to dance the 

seke-seke, a sensuous dance by moving the stomach and the pelvis, so Jaki can see. 

In the dialogue Marie José answers: "Yes my husband." Bosco adds that it is no 

crime to be alone and that it is the "fate of all stepchildren" (Kubik, 1997: 93). 
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 Was Bosco referring to himself? Since his father remarried he became a 

stepchild; and according to Didier, he suffered a lot. 

 

 John Low praises the song for its "good instrumental passages" and "an 

interesting off-beat bass line". The chanson is a medley of Kiswahili de Katanga and 

other different languages. It speaks of Marie José and love. "Sikilema" means, I’m 

paralysed", ... "tumba" means to make love" (Low, in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. 

American Guitar Legend, March, 21, 1994). Bosco plays Bombalaka as "Cross 

finger style", difficult but often used by local guitarists (Low, 1982: 59). 

 

 In his broadcasting series Hugh Tracey never mentioned that there are different 

languages involved. He simply translated the word Bumbalaka as bachelor.  

 

Mama kilio-e: (Mama, lamentation, oh) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Mama, kilio nani alia kilio ee 

Mama, kilio nasikitika kilio ee 

Mama, kilio nani abamba kilio ee 

Mama, kilio naimba leo kilio ee 

Mama, kilio nasikitika kilio ee 

Mama, kilio naimba leo kilio ee Mama kilio ee 

Kwa Mungu nako hakuna kombo kilio ee 

Ingekombola Baba yangu kilio ee 

Baba kilio ee 

 

English translation: 

 

Mama lamentation, oh: 

 

Mama! Lamentation. Who is weeping there? Lamentation, oh! 

Mama! Lamentation. My sad thoughts of death. Lamentation, oh! 

Mama! Lamentation. Who can make death un-happen? Lamentation, oh! 

Mama! Lamentation, ee 

Mama! Lamentation. I sing today. Lamentation, ee 
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Mama! Lamentation. My sad  thoughts of death. Lamentation, ee 

Mama! Lamentation. I sing today. Lamentation, ee 

Mama! Lamentation, ee 

 

Also with God there is no ransom from death. Lamentation, ee 

If only I had been able to ransom my father from death! Lamentation, oh 

 

Kalasa! 

Kalasa! 

Listen to your younger brother, how he sings today! 

 

Repetition of first vers..... 

 

A iyoh 

Repetition of lines 6, 7, 6, 8 (4times) 

 

Also with God there is no ransom from death. Lamentation, ee 

If we had only been able to ransom those who have gone from us from death! 

Lamentation, ee 

Mama! Lamentation, ee 

Ha iyoh! 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 117).  

 

 "Kilio" is a song of lamentation about the loss of a loved one, a song played at a 

funeral. It can "still be called a Congo rumba but has features of "Katangan musical 

tradition" (Low, 1982: 49, 50). 

 

 According to an informant, Kalasa, the death of Bosco's father, Stéphane 

Mwenda, left a big impact on Bosco (Kubik, 1997: 117). 
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Kijana muke: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Figure 17: Kijana Muke, Bosco’s handwritten text in Kiswahili 

 

Oh, I met a beautiful girl 

Then I said to her: Hallo woman!                        

Hallo, I feel very good                

Then I said to her: 

Let’s go to my place 

She said: Tomorrow 

Then I went to the cross (church) 

And I brought her … 

Very early in the morning I arrived at her place 

To ask that girl 

She said again: Oh, I will come tomorrow 

And I went to the cross (church) again 

And I went to sleep (afterwards).
123

 

 

Kitambala moya mifungiyo mbali: (aka Tambala moya) (un même foulard de tête  

mais plusieurs facons de le nouer) (Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Kitambala moja: (a single scarf)(Sung in Lingala) 

 

Namsumba zikita 
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Mama muvala mabaya hee 

 

O Mama namlia Bosco hee 

Kitambala moja, mivalio mbalimbali 

 

Kikwembe kimoja mifungio mbalimbali 

Kikwembe kimoja, mivalio mbalimbali        

 

Namlia ... Mama namlia 

Namlia ... Mama namlia ... Bukasa 

 

Namlia we, o Mama muvala mabaya, hoo 

 

O nansumba zikita 

... nansumba zikita 

Nansumba zikita, Mama muvala mabaya 

 

Nansumba zikita (4times) 

 

Nansumba zikita 

Mama muvala mabaya hee (2times) 

O Mama, namlia kweli hoo 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 108). 

 

English translation: 

 

A single scarf: 

 

The purchaser of the zikita (belt with pearls)        

Mama, the woman in the blouse, hey! 

Oh, Mama, I cry about her, Bosco. 

                                                                                                                                                             
123 http://www.elijahwald.com/boscint.html  October, 20 2008. Translation by Axel Heinemann: 

Institute for Ethnology and African Studies, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany. 
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The same scarf but many ways of wearing it. 

The same loincloth but many ways of closing it. 

The same loincloth but many ways of wearing it. 

I cry over you ... Mama, I cry over you ... 

I cry over you ... Mama, I cry over you ... Bukasa. 

I cry, Mama, the woman in the blouse, hoo. 

Oh, the purchaser of the zikita 

... the purchaser of the zikita 

The purchaser of the zikita, Mama, the woman in the blouse. 

The purchaser of the zikita. 

 

The purchaser of the zikita 

Mama, the woman in the blouse, hey 

Oh, Mama, I truly cry over you, hoo. 

 

(Kubik, 1997: 109). 

 

 

Photo 68: Tambala moja, 78 rpm  10“ shellac disc from British Library, London 
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 Kitambala is the wrap around cloth many Congolese women wear. Jikita is an 

extra wrap for the midriff, worn on top of the kitambala. The jikita accentuates the 

hips during dancing. However, many women prefer to wear western clothes, a 

pantaloni and a chemiseni (pants and blouse). It seems that the husband has to spend 

a lot of money to please a woman (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African 

Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994). 

 

 John Low gives a different meaning to the word, jikita. Hugh Tracey translates it 

as a chastity belt, where Low describes it as an extra wrap, worn over the skirt, which 

gives the song a totally different meaning. Leblanc calls the jikita a belt, made of 

pearls, replacing painful tattoos. 

 

"This beautiful tune is rooted firmly in Shaba: the chord progression is very 

reminiscent of the local guitar styles, drawing on tribal music, that 

developed here in the 50s. Bosco’s instrumental playing is full of 

inventiveness, and there’s a short but interesting run on the bass strings 

thrown in for good measure" (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African 

Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994).  

 

 During her research the author noticed that most women wore the traditional 

clothing, a long skirt, a blouse, and a wrap over the skirt, all made of different 

colorful printed cotton. Sometimes the top is replaced by a polo-shirt, T-Shirt or 

blouse, which often does not match the pattern nor the color of the kitambala or 

jikita. 
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   Photos 69: These are Mr. Kasongo Thilolo, Mrs. Ilunga Kayembe, and others 
124

 

 

Safari ya mupenzi: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

 Suzanna, the wife or girlfriend, has left her man to go on a voyage. He misses 

her terribly, wanting her to come back. It is a song of love and Bosco sings: "Who 

can I joke with now that you’re gone? ... in the middle of the night I long for you 

...without you I can’t sleep ... my whole life is yours ... come back to me Suzanna" 

(Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994).   

 

" ... a really attractive, flowing song, whose guitar part is characterised both 

by an 'alternating bass' style of picking and by descending lines of parallel 

6ths, which are, as ususal, pinched between thumb and index finger ... " 

(Low, 1982: 36). 

                                                        
124 Photos, taken by author. These are employees of the Gécamines library, who were most helpful in 

looking for newspaper-clippings in different registers. Mr. Kasongo accompanied the author to several 

locations and to the house of Edouard Masengo’s brother. 
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Tembea uone: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

 This is a song of nostalgia about Bosco, an ambulant Bayeke musician, visiting 

other towns in the Congo, Kasenga and Kolwezi, and the praise he received from the 

public about his performance on the guitar. 

 

 Safari ya mupenzi and Tembea uone are similar in their melodies and 

modalities, containing Latin American- and European rhythms, often relating to 

church hymns. "Their melodies both follow a descending line, and to that extent can 

be called typically African" (Low, 1982: 37-39). 

 

Mbele ya kuolewa: (aka Wasema sitaki kuolewa) (Sung in Kiswahili)  

 

 (Tu affirmes ne pas vouloir être épousée, mais chaque année tu accouches) (You 

insist that you don't want to be married but every year you bear a child) (Lwamba, 

2001: 176). 

 

 This topic is about women, who do not want to marry but every year they are 

pregnant. The young men do not pay child support, so the baby suffers (Low in 

booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994). 

 

"In the guitar part, Bosco shows two styles that he used a great deal, and 

which were extensively copied by other African guitarists. In the first, he 

plays parallel sixths, by pinching treble strings between thumb and 

forefinger; in the second, he plays an irregular bass pattern against a regular 

rhythm on the treble strings" (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke.African 

Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994). 

 

Kuimba ni mawazo: (To sing is to express one's thoughts) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Nikiimba, Nikiimba,                                              

Ni mawazo ninawaza, nakumbuku mupenzi O                 

                                                                               

Kinga nayo, ni muzuri bayama,                            
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Nilitaka kwenda mbio kufwata mupenzi O.                                                                              

                                                                               

Ntafanya nini, ntafanya nini, mupenzi,                 

Urudie mbio mama mi naanja kukonda O.                  

                                                                                          

Ningekuwa hata ndege,                                         

Nimetaka kuruka mbio kufwata mupenzi O.        

                                                                              

Ntafanya nini, ntafanya nini                                                                 

Urudie mbio, mama mi naanja kukonda O.         

                                                                              

(Lwamba, November 12, 2006). 

 

French translation: 

 

Si je chante, si je chante 

C'est à cause des soucis, car je pense à ma bien aimée. 

 

Le vélo c'est une bonne chose, chers amis,  

Il m'aurait permis d'aller vite pour suivre ma bien aimée                                                 

 

Que vais je faire, que vais je faire ma bien aimée 

Reviens vite maman, car je commence à maigrir            

 

Si j'étais même un oiseau 

je me serais envolé vite pour aller suivre ma bien aimée 

 

Que vais je faire, que vais je faire                                 

Reviens vite maman, car je commence à maigrir 

 

English translation: 

 

To sing is to express one’s thoughts: 
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If I sing, if I sing, friends, 

They are also thoughts that I daydream: 

I remember the beloved of my soul. 

 

A bike is also useful, oh friends. 

I wanted to ride really fast, 

To follow the one beloved of my soul. 

 

If I were even a bird, 

I would fly really fast, 

To follow the one beloved of my soul. 

 

(Kubik 1997:  96-98). 

 

 Another lovesong about a man, yearning for his lover. He wants to search for 

her, since he misses her desperately (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African 

Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994). 

 

Ntafanya nini mbele ya kuwina (aka Pole pole ya kuwina) (Que dois-je faire pour 

m'enrichir?) (Sung in Kiswahili) (Lwamba, 2001: 176).  

 

 This song is about saving money. Bosco advices young men to save and open a 

small business (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African Guitar Legend, March 

21, 1994). 

 

 Low describes the style untypical for Bosco but often used by Kenyan guitarists; 

as a "four-square, slightly ‘country’ feel of the guitar playing" (ibid). 

 

 Ile makuta tunapata: (L'argent que nous gagnons rend certain fous) (Sung in 

Kiswahili) (Lwamba, 2001: 176). 

 

Watoto wawili: (Sung in Kiswahili) 
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 Two boys are fighting in the street until one father arrives, trying to defend his 

son, by hitting the other boy. Suddenly the other father arrives on the scene; a big 

fight breaks out between the two men. Bosco warns to not let a minor argument turn 

into a feud (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke. African Guitar Legend, March, 21, 

1994).  

 

"Another slow rumba, with a nice interplay between the bass and treble 

strings. But the lazy, rippling accompaniment belies the rather stormy 

subject matter of the song" (Low in booklet, Mwenda wa Bayeke.African 

Guitar Legend, March 21, 1994).  

 

Wageni wanafika: (Two strangers arrive) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

        

 Wageni wanafika consists mainly of Latin American elements. "It seems 

Katangan guitarists use ‘regular bass’ patterns both for songs with traditional form 

and content, and for more hybrid forms". Mr. Low questions, who invented this first; 

he believes that Bosco was not the one but perfected this method (Low, 1982: 70). 

 

Bulofwa:  (being unemployed) (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Bulofwa nabo ni bubaya sana 

Hautakula Hautavala sana sana 

Watu wengine ni wasenji sana sana 

Wanaacha kazi 

Wanakaa paka bure 

Umutazama na bilata bapati zote 

Usifate ile mifanoya wasenji 

Uzima wetu mpaka kazi  

Ya wazungu (2 fois)  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 146). 

 

French translation: 
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Chômage: 

 

Le chômage aussi 

C'est une position très mauvaise  

Tu ne peux ni manger ni t'habiller 

Comme il faut 

D'autres personnes 

Sont vraiment des idiots 

Ils abondonnent leur emploi  

Ils vivent dans l'oisiveté pour rien 

Vous l'observez avec des chaussures qui leur manquent  

Regardez-les, ils sont couverts des lambeaux 

Ne suivez pas l'exemple de ces idiots 

Notre vie c'est le travail 

des Blancs (2 fois)  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 146, 147). 

 

 Edouard Masengo claims that some of the songs he had composed were sung by 

Abelo and Bosco. People often assumed that Bosco was the composer of the song. 

Another song Masengo wrote, kweli kweli encourages children to obey their parents 

and to listen to their advice; only that way they find happiness (Mwende, 2003: 134-

136). Bosco had composed a song, Tuwaheshimu Wazazi (respectez les parents) 

about the same topic (Tshenge, 2003: 142).  

 

Tuwaheshimu Wazazi: (Sung in Kiswahili) 

 

Tuheshima kwanza wazazi 

Wanakuta tunakomeya 

Tuwaheshimu 

Pasipo kuheshimu wazazi 

Utakuwa mutoto mpotevu (3 fois) 

Wasipo adabu 

Tuheshimu kwanza wazazi 
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Wanakuta tunakomeya 

Tuwaheshimu 

Tuheshimu kwanza kweli wazazi 

Wanakuta tunakomeya 

Tuwaheshimu 

Pasipo kuheshimu wazazi 

Utakuwa mutoto mpotevu 

Wasipo adabu (3 fois) 

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 142). 

 

French translation: 

 

Respectez les parents: 

 

Respectons d'abord les parents 

Qui nous ont trouvé que nous avons grandi 

Respectons-les 

Sans respecter les parents 

Vous deviendrez un enfant perdu (3 fois) 

Qui n'est pas poli 

Respectons d'abord les parents 

Qui nous ont trouvé que nous avons grandi 

Respectons-les 

Respectons d’abord les parents 

Qui nous ont trouvé que nous avons grandi 

Respectons les 

Sans respecter les parents 

Vous deviendrez un enfant perdu 

Qui n'est pas poli (3 fois)  

 

(Tshenge and N'Sanda, 2003: 142, 143). 
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Photo 70: Tuwaheshimu wazazi, 45 rpm, 7” disc, 1982 from British Library, London 

 

 The author wonders if Bosco copied or got the idea for that song from Edouard 

Masengo.  

 

7.3 Critique of Bosco's music 

 

 Hugh Tracey highly praises Bosco's first songs he recorded in Jadotville, now 

Likasi, in 1952, especially Masanga-Njia. Then he criticizes the music Bosco wrote 

afterwards, regretting that they do not even come close to the earlier quality (Rycroft, 

1962: 101). 

  

 Bosco's recordings of the late 1950s certainly did not show the same creativity 

of his earlier work, since they do not contain any spectacular music passages. He 

may have just wanted to produce anything, due to his fame (Low, 94). The song, 

Mama Mobutu, which Bosco wrote after the death of Mobutu's wife, does not reflect 

Bosco’s great music capability; on the contrary, it may have been to just please the 

president (Low, in an e-mail of January 6, 2010). 
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 In Bosco’s obituary of December 18, 1991 in Le Vaillant, the author, Bethuel 

Kasamwa Tuseko,
125

 compares Bosco’s tragic death with that of Albert Camus, who 

also died in an automobile accident. Then he makes reference to Katanga, which has 

suffered most under the effects of paternalism and anguish during Belgian 

colonization. And even though Bosco, (Edouard Masengo, R.J.), Losta Abelo and 

Kabongo Paris lived under colonial times they never once criticized that system in 

their music. Bosco never sang about the atrocity, committed to his grandfather, who 

was killed in Bunkeya; he never sang about the massacre of the miners in 

Elisabethville. Instead he sang about Marie José, Anne, and Furaha za Katanga ziko 

wapi mama. It seems that those musicians were mute to these problems, either out of 

disconcern or fear. Kasamwa Tuseko intended to have an interview in which Bosco 

wanted to answer all these questions. Unfortunately this could not be realized, due to 

Bosco's sudden death (Kasamwa Tuseko, 1991: 8). 

 

 The Congolese, Michael Chege, a professor at Florida University, seems to think 

the same about Edouard Masengo, who never made allusions in regards to politics 

(Jewsiewicki, 2003: 10).  

 

 In a song Masengo and JECOKE regret the absence of the Belgian King, 

Baudouin I, who is far from the Congo and that they can hardly wait to see him 

again. Independence to Masengo was simply an exchange between Africans and 

Europeans in the political field (Mwende, 2003: 120). 

 

 Such an attitude is indeed amazing after the long Belgian colonial rule in the 

Congo, with all its atrocities Masengo finds no words of criticism. Perhaps it was not 

fear or disconcern Bosco and his compatriot singers felt but the simple fact that they 

should not get involved.  

 

 During the colonial period there were musicians, who translated their emotions 

into music, pointing to socioeconomic and political problems, singing about racial 

segregation, personal injustice and maltreatment. Antoine Mundanda created a song, 

Njila ya Ndolo (the route to Ndolo), after an incidence, when he was unjustifiably 

                                                        
125 Bethuel Kasamwa Tuseko is a Francophone-African journalist for the press agency, SYFIA 

(Systemic Factors Inventory Analysis matrix) in the Democratic Republic of Congo, June 8, 2008. 
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beaten by colonial police, while going to his parents’ village. Pandy Saturnin sang 

about the terrible conditions and degradation during his incarseration (Tshenge, 

1996: 12-13; 14). In his song, Kongo Dipanda, Léon Bukasa addresses people to 

unite, since independence finally freed them of oppression (Tshenge, 2001: 113). 

Franklin Boukaka composed Les Immortels, which was presented at the Pan-African 

Cultural Festival in Algiers; a song about the martyrs like Lumumba, Ché Guevara, 

Malcolm X and others (Stewart, 2000: 162-165). 

 

7.4 The history of Bosco-Band, later called, L'Orchestre Super Shaba  

 

 As far as Bosco's band is concerned the author received different information. 

According to Bosco's brother, Stéphane, Bosco founded Bosco-Band in 1964 with 

12, sometimes 16 members, mostly men, only one female singer, all from 

Lubumbashi. Bosco went to Zambia to buy musical instruments. 

 

 Afterwards the band played at different places in Mokambo, 200 km from 

Lubumbashi, close to the Zambian border, at Hotel Katanga, located on Rue 

Mwenda, and at Hotel Mokambo and Bar Cha-Cha-Cha, on Avenue Kongo. Then the 

band toured through Zambia, performing mainly in Kitwe. Bosco only played with 

the band occasionally on weekends, while the band remained in Kitwe.  

  

 Stéphane told the author the following: One day a barkeeper from the 

Buntungwa Bar in Kitwe came to the bar in Mokambo. He enjoyed Bosco's music 

and asked him to play four days a week at his place. A few weeks afterwards another 

man from Kitwe also wanted Bosco to play at his bar, on Saturdays and Sundays.  

 

 At that time Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia, was a colony under British 

government, which gained independence in 1964. Unlike in Katanga they had music 

boxes in Zambia but no life bands. According to Stéphane and different musicians 

(son of Nguza, Joe Le Bass and Léonard Kadiata) Bosco-Band was the first one to 

play there (Stéphane, December 2, 2007 at La Brioche).  

 

                                                                                                                                                             

http://www.fao.org./news/PROFILE/PF9702e.htm.  
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 In an article of the Lubumbashi newspaper, Mjumbe: Coin des melomanes, one 

can find: "Les musiciens sans orchestre font de l'aventure en Zambie" speaking of 

Congolese bands from Lubumbashi, who go to Zambia without instruments, which  

turns into quite a disaster. The band has to be rescued by those, who have already 

established themselves (Mjumbe, July 24/25, 1979). 

 

 When Bosco consented to play for both men in Kitwe the first man was 

infuriated, since he had paid for the band's visas. He seemed to have good contacts 

and filed a complaint with the police. According to Stéphane, who was present, the 

police came to the apartment to arrest them. They confiscated all the instruments and 

personal belongings. The band was sent back to Mokambo, where they talked to the 

Congolese police and immigration, who in turn finally retrieved everything. With 

this incident all contacts with Zambia came to a sudden end. Bosco trusted his 

younger brother, Stéphane, to work at the restaurant and bar in Mokambo, overseeing 

the business during Bosco's absence. He was in charge of recording everything that 

was consumed by the clients. At the end of the night he paid the employees 

(Stéphane, November 20, 2006, at La Halle de L'Étoile; October 15, 2007 at La 

Brioche). 

 

7.5 Interview with Léonard Kadiata and Joe Le Bass, two musicians of  

 Bosco-Band, later called, L'Orchestre Super Shaba  

 

(The Interview took place on December 10, 2007 on the front lawn of Joe Le Bass's 

home on Avenue 30 de Juin in Lubumbashi). 

 

 The two musicians, Leonard Kadiata and Joe Le Bass, met Bosco in the 1950s, 

when he was a cook
126

 and sang the song: Pale pale nilichoma nyama ule madame 

alinitosha ku kazi (the moment I burned the meat, the lady fired me). Afterwards 

Bosco became a griot with a Garaton guitar, a European had given him, and joined 

Losta Abelo, Edouard Masengo, and JECOKE in Lubumbashi.  

 

                                                        
126Kananga Bipo already mentioned that Bosco had been a cook. Even Professor Lwamba, Bilonda 

from UniLu confirmed that he had heard this from others as well. He even congratulated the author on 

being a good researcher but the author cannot verify what Kadiata, Joe Le Bass, and Kananga Bipo 

from (L’orchestre du Park Hôtel) told her. 
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 Joe Le Bass and Leonard Kadiata were playing for an orchestra, Safari-Nkoy, 

before they joined Bosco-Band. Kadiata played the organ and the synthesizer at first, 

then the bass and drums, at times performing as a solo accompagniment. Joe sang, 

played the bass or was active as solo accompagniment.  

 

 According to the two musicians Bosco was the only composer of the songs. 

When a new song was created Bosco started the tune, then the other musicians added 

certain lines to it. After the matrix was finished a disc was made in Europe. The first 

song was Bibi Thérèse, then Mwana mukewa jibo na mwana. Bosco was invited to 

the U.S. to represent their music. After his return president Mobutu arranged for him 

to work at Gécamines. As a business man he accumulated enough money to purchase 

instruments and created Bosco-Band, which was founded in the 1980s. The band 

leader was N’guza. The orchestra met in Lubumbashi but also played in Likasi and 

Kolwezi before it went to Zambia, as far as Chengola, and back to Tshinsenda and 

Mokambo. Finally the instruments were destroyed in an accident, coming back from 

Zambia on the way to Kasumbalesa. Bosco-Band was unique. The members were 

Kadiata, Joe Le Bass, N’guza, Lenga-Lenga, Kitenge and Nkulu. However most of 

the musicians had already died. 

 

 When the band practiced their music it was mainly at Nkulu’s home, then at 

Jilo’s, Jeef’s or at Treno’s house. Bosco was the one, who gave the musical 

directives; he was the locomotive, the head of the orchestra. The orchestra does not 

exist anymore; some musicians remained in Zambia, things became more difficult, 

everyone scattered, the orchestra was finished. 

 

 When asked, if Bosco stayed in Zambia because of tax reasons Kadiata pointed 

out that the border was a very attractive area. At the time that was just the thing to 

do, to sing and stay there. Bosco easily gained his money. Besides he worked at his 

Mokambo business and then returned to Lubumbashi. 

 

 The two musicians claim that Bosco was an artist until the very end. His son, 

Didier, played the guitar after Bosco’s death, then he lost it. The two men do not 

know how it happened. Kadiata and Joe Le Bass did not know anything about the 
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contracts Bosco had signed and suggested that the author should ask the bandleader, 

N’guza, who lived in Tshinsenda, who also knew about the instruments.  

 

 Kadiata and Joe Le Bass had attended Bosco’s funeral service at the cathedral in 

Lubumbashi but not in Bunkeya, where Bosco was buried. Only the biological 

family and other relatives went there. However they both participated at the 

berievement at Bosco’s home in Katuba for one week. Everyone was there, because 

he was popular. Bosco's corps stayed at the morgue.  

 

 The two musicians described Bosco as a simple, humble, very friendly and 

hospitable man; who perfectly fit Bosco-Band. They claim that Bosco was an 

entrepreneur until his death. 

 

Annotation: This conversation took place before Antoine and the author went to 

Tshinsenda. Kadiata and Joe Le Bass did not know about N'guza's death yet. 

 

Photo 71: From left to right: Joe Le Bass (hidden under branch), the author, Jacques 

Masengo, Didier and Leonard Kadiata with guitar 
127 
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7.6 Interview with N’guza Ndaye Kazaji (son of the bandleader) 

      

 

Photo 72: Sign, attached to a house, depicting Tshinsenda
128

 

 

 N’guza’s son, Ndaye, told Antoine the following: His father had died in April, 

2007, in a terrible condition, due to lack of financial means. He admitted that his 

brother, who had died three years ago, knew more about the subject on hand but he 

wanted to tell Antoine all he knew. Bosco's orchestra, L’Orchestre Super Shaba was 

founded in the 1960s, his father, Jean N’guza Naweji, was the bandleader. The other 

members of the band were Papa Bizon, Papa Kitenge, Papa Nene, Papa Mado, Papa 

René and Papa Kabambi. Bosco was the composer of all songs; he initiated the first 

lines, the others contributed, and afterwards they sang together. The orchestra had 

started in Likasi, played in Kolwezi and other cities but stayed mainly in 

Lubumbashi. Bosco eventually left for Bukavu, Kalemie and Kinshasa, while Jean 

N’guza Naweji was left behind. In 1981 Bosco asked N’guza to find young 

musicians and start a new band, since some of the older musicians had left. N’guza 

sang with the new group and also translated the songs for the band, ZAIKO in 

Zambia.    

  

 The band was invited to sing in Kinshasa for the minister of culture. Their 

session must have been successful, since they were invited to Europe. Ndaye seemed 

                                                                                                                                                             
127 Author’s informant, Mr. Antoine Mukunga, took this photo, in December, 2007. 
128 Photo, taken by author, in December, 2007. 
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very upset that Bosco went alone and did not take the band to Europe. To him it was 

a breech of promise.  

  

 After performing in Tshinsenda at Papa Changwe’s bar, they obtained 

documents to play in Chingola and Kitwe in Zambia. It was there, where the band 

finally finished and went back to Lubumbashi. In 1985 N’guza began to teach the 

word of God. N’guza had been responsible for the orchestra and the instruments, 

which they had left with an electrotechnician in Zambia, in case of repair. Without 

awail the sons insisted that their father should get the instruments back, until finally 

they had all disappeared.  

 

 When asked if the band sang in Tshinsenda to escape taxes, Nday claims that the 

band sang there, since Lubumbashi was too expensive. On the photos, Nday had 

given the author, he pointed out the musicians: Jeef played as an accompaniment, 

Manoja and Loy were singers, sometimes dancers as well. Sambole played the 

accompanying guitar, N’guza was a soloist, Kalle played percussion, and Pop was a 

singer and dancer. Joe Le Bass played the bass. Bizon was responsible for the band’s 

organization until Kabambe became chef d'orchestre.  

  

 Nday could not tell the author if L’Orchestre Super Shaba had produced discs. 

He claims that there were his father's tapes, which were distributed among the sons 

but he does not know about their whereabouts. Nday referred to a music session that 

took place at a bar, Chez Ridan, in Kamalondo, a suburb of Lubumbashi, where discs 

might have been made. The orchestra does not exist anymore.  

 

 According to Ndaye, next to being a musician, Bosco was also in charge of 

L'equipe national de football des Léopard (National Socker Team). 
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Photo 73: Mrs. N'guza with baby, N’guza’s brother, Antoine Mukunga, and his 

cousin’s wife on very left 
129

 

   

 Mr. Kananga Bipo from L’orchestre du Park Hotel, gave the author the 

following names of Bosco’s band members..  

 

            Guitar accompaniment                       Mado       

            Solo 2
nd

 guitarist                               Mathieu 

            Bassist and chief of the orchestra       Bison Kabambi 

            Solo guitarist                                      N’guza 

            Singer                                                Ghislain 

            Singer                                                 Kitenge 

            Drummer                                            Lenga-Lenga, Jacob 

 

                                                        
129 Photo, taken by author. The interviewee, Mr. N’guza, arrived from work in late afternoon; no 

photo of him exists.  
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Photo 74: Band members from left to right: Mike Nawej, Jeff, Loy, Manoja, 

Sambole, N’guza (with guitar) and Kalle. 
130

 

 

Photo 75: Taken in Zambia, band members from left to right: Joe Le Bass, Manoja, 

Loy, Pob, Nady and an unknown Zambian 

 

                                                        
130 Photos 74 and 75, approx. 22-23 years old, were given to author by N’guza’s son, in December, 

2007.  
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Photos 76: From left to right: Inamishi Crispin, Mutaka Jean, Kabambi Bison 
131

  

     

 Mr. N’guza gave the auther two photos and added that his father was a rather 

"well to do man" but the children never profited from that wealth. He pointed to his 

own situation; he had lost his job and had a family of seven to provide for. 

 

 At first the band was called Bosco-Band, which later, under President Mobutu's 

authenticité program, changed to L'Orchestre Super Shaba (Kananga Bipo, 

L'Orchestre du Park Hotel, November 5, 7, 21, 2007, at the Park Hotel in 

Lubumbashi; Stéphane Mwenda, November 23, 2007, at La Brioche; N’guza Nday, 

December 15, 2007, at his house in Tshinsenda. 

  

 N’guza's father and other musicians had attended the funeral services in 

Lubumbashi. 

  

 During his visit John Low went with Bosco to Le Sheridan, where the electric 

band, Super Shaba (aka L'Orchestre Super Shaba), consisting of ten musicians; three 

guitarists, three singers, drummers and saxophonists played Bosco’s old songs and 

others of his era. It was difficult to detect, which instruments were playing in unison. 

The sound of different guitars, with drums and congas in “rhythmic layers”, and the 

saxophone in the background were condusive to dancing. Bosco started to play that 

evening but could barely be heard, due to the band. His performance and variety in 

music only stands out when he plays alone or with another guitarist, while competing 

with each other. And yet Mr. Low is surprised that the importance of “traditional 

                                                        
131 Photos (no dates available), given to author by Stéphane, in December, 2007. Repeated calls to 

Bison Kabambi (mayor of Kasai) were unsuccessful. Prof. Lwamba Bilonda and others spoke with 

him but Mr. Bison did not volunteer any information in regards to discs, made by the orchestra.   
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music” is not regarded as such, even though it is the basis of modern music (Low, 

1982: 31; footnote: 31).  

 

 The author often went to the Park Hotel in Lubumbashi to interview the band 

members and listen to their music. The musicians seem to be multitalented, playing 

each other's instruments, switching often. 

 

7.5 JECOKE (Jeune Comiques de la Kenya) 

7.5.1 Edouard Masengo  

 

 Born in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi in 1932, Edouard Masengo (aka Katiti), 

Bosco's cousin, was the son of a Congolese father and a European mother. At an 

early age he was aware of his voice and sang in the church choir, directed by Joseph 

Kiwele. Masengo became interested in the guitar at fourteen and played next to a 

group of women on the street, who sold the local beer, kibuku. When his parents 

found out, Masengo was only allowed to play on weekends. After primary school he 

studied the Humanities but later on quit the university. He did not want to perform 

any longer as a solo guitarist and looked for an already existing group. They were 

Kisimba Adolphe, Jean-Baptiste Kiwele (a lawyer), Bernard Mwale, Romain Nkulu, 

Antoine Kabeya and Joseph Mugombo (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 14-

16; Mwende, 2003: 113-115).  

 

 In other literature the author found JECOKE, compiled of different musicians: 

Alphonse Kisimba, Antoine Kabeya, Romain Nkulu and Edouard Masengo 

(Tshenge, 1996: 5; 2001: 106, 107). 

 

 The historian, Gabriel Kalaba Mutabusha, claims that JECOKE consisted of 

twelve people: Adolphe Kisimba, Adolphe Mwika, Joseph Kahamba, Bernard 

Mwale, Antoine Kabeya, Romain Nkulu, a dancer by the name of Kovitch, and 

others. According to Mr. Kalaba the group tried to imitate African-Americans, 

mainly the "Negro Brothers", by singing in English. At first they appeared at the bar, 

Mwimbila, and then at other places in Kamalondo. Their dance was considered 

"obscene" until they joined Miriam Makeba’s group at a hotel in Kenya, a suburb of 

Lubumbashi (Kalaba, 2001: 173, 174). 
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 The group, formed in 1947, consisted of workers from Gécamines, who 

established the name, JECOKE (Jeune Comique de la Kenya) resulting from Kenya. 

They had invented their own style of entertaining. Edouard Masengo was the 

guitarist, while the others danced in the background, miming the lyrics of the song. 

Dressed up in braided trousers and tail coats, they instructed the audience with their 

corporal gestures. Their unusual movement was called, the kantchilintchili (aka 

kalinchelinche, R.J.), meaning that the dancer's leg must always be kept lightly 

during performance (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 15). 

 

According to Edouard Masengo the word derived from the Zulu language of South 

Rhodesia (now South Africa), meaning light-legged, always ready to dance in an 

extraordinary way (Mwende, 2003: 115). 

 

 

Photo 77: JECOKE in practice 
132

 

 

                                                        
132 Photo, given to author by Mr. Eliot Mujinga Kamanga, in November, 2006. 
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Photo 78: JECOKE, dancing the "BRAKA" 
133

 

 

 So Kalmery, describes the Braka (aka Brakka) as a Congolese dance of the 

1920s, incorporating Jive, Flamenco, Step, Samba, Belly-dancing and Breakdance. 

Braka is not only a dance but a philosophy. 
134

  

                                                        
133 Photo, given to author by Mr. Eliot Mujinga Kamanga, le fondateur, in November, 2006. 
134 www.kitunga.de/index.php?idcatside=138page=38items=1  November 12, 2006. 
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Photo 79: JECOKE in December, 1998, at Mobutu Stadium 
135

 

 

 

Photo 80: Masengo in golden robe, with JECOKE dancers 
136

 

 

JECOKE sang and danced, and again there were moralistic songs, addressing 

the public about the importance of getting an education, etc. (Kalaba, 2001:  174). 

                                                        
135 Photo, given to author by Mr. Eliot Mujinga  Kamango, in November, 2006. 
136 Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in December, 2006. 
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 After Jean-Baptiste Kiwele left the group as president, Moise Kapende Tshombé 

filled that position. Tshombé became president during the secession of Katanga and 

later prime minister of Congo (Monsengo, 2001: 175). JECOKE played at different 

bars and hotels in Elisabethville, now Lubumbashi. After performing in other cities 

JECOKE went by ship to Léopoldville, now Kinshasa, where they could not 

communicate, due to Lingala (Lwamba, 2002: 185; Maquet-Tombu, 1957: 8; 

Mwende, 2003: 118). 

 

 At a musical competition, the Grand Concours d'Orchestres, held at a park in 

Léopoldville, where Franco, Wendo and Kabasele were present, JECOKE finally had 

an appearance. They won first price with their dance, kantchilintchili (Cagnolari in 

booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 15; Low, 1982: 92). After playing at the hotel Regina, 

where Europeans were absolutely stunned about their performance, the governor 

made arrangements for them to entertain the military and perform at other events 

(Kalaba, 2001: 177; Mwende, 2003: 119). 

 

 JECOKE also participated with Les Jecokat (Jeunes Comiques du Katanga) and 

the Jeune Sous-Marins du Katanga at the great performance of Shangwe Yetu at the 

1958 World Fair in Brussels (Tshenge, 1996: 5; Monsengo, 2003: 12; Lwamba, 

2002: 185).  
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Document 15: Newspaper-clipping of Sous-Marins in 1957, in Luena 
137

 

 

 After JECOKE performed in Uganda and Kenya, Masengo stayed in Nairobi to 

work for Coca-Cola, Ford, Shell, Bata, Philips, Parker, Sabena, Air Congo, Vicks 

and other companies, advertising their products. Masengo married a Massai woman, 

whom he had three children with. He became more popular in Kenya than in the 

Congo. Masengo performed for Kenyan president, Jomo Kenyatta, and Tanzanian 

president, Julius Nyerere. JECOKE was active until the 1960s. The orchestra sang 

about socioeconomic problems, work and every day occurrences (Kalaba, 2001: 187; 

Muja, 2002: 2; Masengo in Mwende: 2003: 113-133; Lwamba, 2002: 185; Maquet-

Tombu, 1957: 8; Jacques Masengo, November 18, 2006; Stéphane Mwenda, 

December 2, 2006; Didier Mwenda, November 23, 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile).  

                                                        
137Newspaper-clipping,  given to author by Mr. Eliot Mujinga Kamango, in December, 2007.  
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Photo 81: Masengo with Tanzanian President, Julius Nyerere, in the 1960s in Dar 

Salam
138 

  

Photo 82: Masengo with Kenyan President, Jomo Kenyatta, in the 1960s 
139

 

                                                        
138 Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in November, 2007.  
139 Photo, given to the author by Jacques Masengo, in November, 2007. 
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 Elijah Wald feels that Masengo’s style is “lighter” than Bosco’s but his 

performance on guitar does not quite match Bosco’s virtuosity. Masengo is known 

for the songs, Paper Doll and Jamaica Farewell.
140

  

 

 

Photo 83: Elijah Wald, taking lessons from Edouard Masengo 
141

 

 

 In Kenya Masengo performed with Miriam Makeba and introduced the famous 

song, Malaika. He also played with Louis Armstrong, Cliff Richard and the 

Shadows. In a concert with Harry Belafonte in Kingston, Jamaica, they sang some of 

Masengo's own composed songs in English and Kiswahili (Kalaba, 2001: 178; 

Mwende, 2003: 127, 128). Due to the American products Masengo advertised in 

Nairobi, he spent some time in the U.S. (Mwende, 2003: 129). 

 

 Bogumil Jewsiewicki states that the song Malaika was originally either written, 

or perhaps only translated by Edouard Masengo (Jewsiewicki, 2003: 7), whereas 

Lwamba, Bilonda and Maquet-Tombu claim that Malaika was actually composed by 

Les Sous Marins du Katanga (Lwamba, 2002: 185; Maquet-Tombu, 1957: 8). 

   

 Masengo often returned to Katanga to perform with Bosco and Abelo until he 

finally moved back to Katanga in 1972, where his wealth was confiscated by the 

                                                        
140 http://www.elijahwald.com/congocds.html   February 20, 2009. 
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former Zairean government (Mwende, 2003: 129). He kept composing his songs 

until his last two concerts in Lubumbashi (Cagnolari, 2005: 15-16) and Kinshasa, 

just a few months before his death on March 27, 2003 (Muya, 2002: 2-4). 

 

 According to Masengo's son, Jacques, his father had to leave Kenya within 24 

hours because of political reasons. He was allowed only 20 kg of luggage and left 

with his wife and children (Jacques Masengo, November 24, 2006 at La Halle de 

L'Étoile). 

 

 

Photo 84: Edouard Masengo (middle) after a performance 
142

 

 

 Eliot Mujinga Kamanga, who had started with JECOKE in 1957, became the 

president; Bosco joined later on. Mr. Kamanga states that Bosco was a very social 

person, who was well respected by everyone (Kamanga, November 30, 2006 at 

Gécamines). 

  

 It is difficult to determine exactly when Bosco worked with JECOKE. 

According to Mufwankolo and Kachelewa from Spéctacle Populaire (ref. chapter 

7.5.2) JECOKE started at the same time they did.  

                                                                                                                                                             
141Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in December, 2006.  
142Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in December, 2007.  
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 A new attempt is undertaken by Eliot Mujinga Kamanga and his partner, 

Bukassa Makama (aka "Debotsh"), who are dressed in braided trousers and tailcoats, 

to continue the famous kantchilintchili. They are accompanied by a young singer, 

Marie Clarisse Mumba (Cagnolari in booklet, Lubumbashi 2005: 14-16). 

 

7.5.2 Bosco and Spéctacle Populaire  

7.5.3 The actor, Mufwankolo  

 

 

Photo 85: Bosco and other members of Spéctacle Populaire 
143

 

 

 The performance of Mufwankolo cannot be compared to the classic theater but 

to popular art (Dibwe, 2005: 279). 

  

 Odilon Kyembe Kaswili Mwelabintu (aka Mufwankolo Wa Lesa), is an 

institution with Spéctacle Populaire. No matter how high the temperature he is 

always dressed, très chic, in a suit, shirt and tie with the motto: "Je ne mourrai pas 

sans cravate" (I shall not die without a tie). He moved to Lubumbashi to become a 

carpenter. His acting started at a young age when he and his friends sat around the 

fire, while he was telling funny stories, amusing everyone. During performances at 
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school he usually played the main part. Not applying himself academically he had to 

leave school. With his love for acting he founded a theater group, Jeune chanteurs du 

Katanga (JECKAT) in the early 1950s. After his apprenticeship he worked as a 

carpenter and also performed in bars to make extra money. Spéctacle Populaire 

consists of actors, singers and music artists. Originally imitating movie scenes, the 

ideas for plays started, when Mufwankolo watched people's behaviour and listened to 

their dialogues in bars. Other impulses resulted from proceedings at night-court and 

observing travellers at the railroad-station. The group addresses political, 

economical, social and cultural themes, always geared to point out daily problems. 

They performed in different cities during the 1950s, joining JECOKE for an 

appearance in Léopoldville, now Kinshasa. After the 1958 World Fair in Brussels 

Spéctacle Populaire was taken under a three year contract to perform at the Théâtre 

de Galère. In 1960 the group was asked to join the independence celebration of 

Léopoldville. Returning to Lubumbashi, the secession of Katanga was in process, 

UN soldiers landed - there was a big turmoil and they could not return to Brussels. 

Originally supported by government funds, the new political changes left its toll; the 

funds were cut off. The theater group dissolved, Mufwankolo started to work for the 

department of Culture et Arts. Then he transferred to the national radio, RTNC, in 

1965, where he worked as an announcer. He met other actors there and formed a new 

group. Together they produced 30 minute radio plays, based on his theater pieces, 

which were broadcasted twice a week. Beside the radio plays they also performed 

within the community. In 1965 they called themselves Spéctacle Populaire. When 

TV became popular in Lubumbashi in 1972 the group appeared on screen. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
143 Photo, given to author by Mr. Wazengo, from Spéctacle Populaire, in 2006. 
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Photo 86: The actor, Mr. Mufwankolo, from Spéctacle Populaire 
144

 

 

 The Dutch anthropologist, Johannes Fabian, believes that Spéctacle Populaire 

started after WWII, when imported French plays were translated into Kiswahili 

(Fabian, 1998:  68). 

 

 Since freedom of the Congolese was heavily curtailed or rather non-existent 

during colonial rule and Mobutu’s reign, artists had to find a way to voice their 

opinion, and critique the oppressive system. Hidden messages were the only solution 

to make other citizens aware of the atrocious situation. There was a multifacetness 

between Congolese artists and their audience, often expressing their political 

messages through songs and plays, exchanging one for the other. In paintings one 

could find hidden advice on historical facts, well camouflaged. This was part of 

Congolese popular culture (Fabian, 1998: 16). 

 

                                                        
144Source: NZENZE magazine, May/June 2006, page 16.  
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 On the artist it had a meaningful psychological effect as well, and at the same 

time was a carthasis to free himself of the emotional agony he suffered under. To 

make others aware was not only a mutual sharing process but: “To share was easier 

to bear.”  

 

 In the theme song, "Zaire ya kesho" (Zaire of tomorrow), from a play on 

national television, reference was made to relationships and marriages. The wives or 

girlfriends had French names. The lamentations and sorrows in the songs of the 

1940s and 1950s deemed as hidden political messages to depict the problems under 

colonial oppression. Music and theater were a way of rebellion (Fabian, 1998: 106, 

107). 

 

Minaimba nawaza 

Nawaza mugini 

Niko naimba 

Nakumbuka kwetu 

 

(I sing, I think, I think (of) the village. While I am singing I remember home). 

 

 According to Mufwankolo, Bosco toured with Spéctacle Populaire about one 

week per month, accompanying the group with his background music or 

participating on stage as a single performer. Mufwankolo worked with Bosco for six 

years. After an invitation by president Mobutu in 1977, the theater group, Losta 

Abelo and Bosco all went to Kinshasa to perform there. On another occasion they 

were invited by the chef du cabinet, Bisengi-Mana, to Nairobi, Kenya, where they 

stayed for 15 days (Mufwankolo Wa Lesa, November 15 and 18, 2006; December 

12, 18 and 20, 2007 at the office of Spéctacle Populaire at Cercle Makutano in 

Lubumbashi). 
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7.5.4 The late Ernest Wazenga Linga
145

 (aka Kachelewa), head of Spéctacle  

         Populaire 

 

 

Photo 87: Mr. Ernest Linga Wazengo from Spéctacle Populaire
146 

 

 Mr. Wazenga was born in Likasi in 1935 and belongs to the same ethnic group 

as Bosco, the Bayeke. After finishing school he worked as an animateur mass 

éducation as a speaker of the Sanga language for the Office de Ministère 

d´Information Katanga from 1962-1964. From 1964 to 1968 he was active for le 

Ministère de la Jeunesse et Sports as a director for Spéctacle Populaire. Between 

1968 and 1998 Mr.Wazenga was affiliated with Societé Cartocongo in the area of 

personnel and customs matters. Always interested in acting he had founded a theater 

group in the 1950s, MIKOMA, which played mostly in Likasi. In the late 1950s Mr. 

Wazenga came to Lubumbashi and joined Troupe Mufwankolo, (now Spéctacle 

Populaire). His theatrical activities led to a play in French, Le Docteur Zephir, and a 

play in Swahili, Bibi matata. After government funds were lacking, Spéctacle 

Populaire folded; Mufwankolo and Wazenga went to work elsewhere. In 1972 the 

group was revived again through funds from le Ministère de la Jeunesse, Sports et 

                                                        
145Mr.Wazenga suddenly fell terribly ill with his formerly operated hip and flew to South Africa for 

treatment. It was a shock to all, when they heard about his death. His body was flown back to 

Lubumbashi, where he was buried.  
146Photo, taken by author, in November, 2006.  
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Loisirs. The group exists to this day and performs at different locations in the city 

itself and outside of Lubumbashi. 

  

 Mr. Wazenga already knew Bosco in Likasi. After he came to Lubumbashi he 

was often in Bosco’s house, and in one of his bars, Passe Temps, in Katuba, a suburb 

of Lubumbashi. 

 

 Every Tuesday and Thursday Spéctacle Populaire practices on the public lawn 

of Cercle Makutano in Lubumbashi. They cherish their work and appear to be 

idealists. For many years they have hardly any funds to sustain themselves, yet they 

continue to produce on radio, on television, in theater halls and sur la scéne. Since 

their performances are based on every day moral issues Kachelewa and Mufwankolo 

both feel that it is necessary to continue for the sake of the people (Kachelewa, 

November 15 and 18, 2006; December 12, 18 and 20, 2007 at the office of Spéctacle 

Populaire at Cercle Makutano in Lubumbashi).  

 

7.6 Bosco's music career 

 

 After his schooling in Jadotville, Bosco worked as a junior clerk at a passport 

office in Jadotville, now Likasi. In 1953 Bosco left for Elisabethville, now 

Lubumbashi, to work for a bank as a messenger. Next to working he always played 

his music. The band members, Joe Le Bass, Léonard Kadiata and N’guza's son, 

N’guza Ndaye Kazaji, insist that Bosco was employed as a cook in the 1950s or 60s. 

Unfortunately there are no exact dates available (Low, 1982: 57; Kubik, 1997: 57).  

 

1952: Bosco's first recordings with Hugh Tracey in Jadotville, now Likasi. 

1952: Bosco was nominated the best guitarist of Southern- and Central Africa in a 

competition, organized by The African Music Society of Johannesburg, South 

Africa, lead by Hugh Tracey. Out of six hundred recordings Bosco received first 

prize (2.000 pounds) in the Osborne Award as best African music of the year for  

Masanga-Njia (Tshenge, 1996: 4; 2001: 127; Lwamba, 2002: 186; Collins, 1992: 34, 

35; 183-185). 
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1956: Sir William Turner Walton, English composer and conductor, incorporated the 

instrumental version of Masanga-Njia in the ouverture for the 70
th

 anniversary of 

Johannisburg, South Africa (Rycroft, 1961: 1). 

1956: Bosco performs at the 50
th
 anniversary celebration of UMHK, now 

Gécamines, taking place from July 26 to August 5, 1956, shown in a pamphlet, with 

the title in local Swahili de Lushois: Siku kuu ya Changwe.  
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Figures 18: Bosco performing at 

Union Minière du Haut Katanga, now Gécamines 
147

 

 

 A photo of young Bosco with his guitar, intitled: 

 

"Bwana Jean Bosco, mutungaji wa nyimbo za "guitare" pa Elisabethville 

anapiga "guitare" yake." 

 

 Translation by Antoine Mukunga:  

 

Mr. Jean Bosco, is playing his guitar 

Elisabethville is playing (her) its guitar 

                                                        
147Pamphlet, given to author by Gécamines, in November, 2007.  
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1959: Bosco spent six months in Kenya, advertising a product on radio for a 

pharmaceutical company, ASPRO, with a jingle "Aspro ni dawa ya kweli" - Aspro is 

a true medicine - .This increased his popularity with recording companies and 

promoted his discs (Jewsiewicki, 2003: 133; Low, 1982: 92). During that time Bosco 

went to Mombasa and Dar es Salaam to record with Gallotone. In November 1962 

the same company recorded him again (footnote of Hugh Tracey in Rycroft, Part II, 

1962: 101). 

1959: Bosco was appointed Président Culturel de la Musique Katangaise, which 

intitled him to take care of musicians in need (Stéphane Mwenda, November 23, 

2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile).  

 

Document 16: Bosco was elected president of L’UMUZA
148 

                                                        
148 Paper-clipping of October 10, 1975, generously provided by Mr. Norbert Wibyala, in Nov., 2006. 
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1963-1969: Bosco worked at La Banque Commerciale in Lubumbashi. 

1965: Bosco becomes Attaché de Cabinet de Radio Lubumbashi. 

1969: American musical artist, Pete Seeger, invited Bosco to the Newport Folk 

Festival in Rhode Island, U.S.A., where they practiced and learned from each other’s 

styles (Low, 1982: 33). During his visit Bosco went to the White House, where he 

and his accompaniment were welcomed by Mrs. Nixon. He also went to Arlington 

Cemetery, visiting the gravesites of John F. Kennedy and Civil Rights Fighter, 

Martin Luther King (Didier, October 29, 2006 at La Halle de L’Étoile). 

 

1974: Bosco and Losta Abelo were invited to Kinshasa to perform at the boxing 

event, Rumble in the Jungle 
149

 between Muhammed Ali (aka Cassius Clay)
150

 and 

George Foreman (Low, 1982: 33).      

1975: Bosco becomes president of l'UMUZA (l’Union des musiciens du Zaire) of the 

regional division of culture and arts of then Shaba, now Katanga. 

1979: John Low, the Kenyan-born English musician, lived with Bosco and studied 

his guitar-style at his home in Lubumbashi. The results of this encounter were taken 

down in Shaba Diary of 1982. 

 

1980s: After President Mobutu's wife died, Bosco wrote a song to show his empathy. 

1982: Through the efforts of Gerhard Kubik and Wolfgang Bender, Bosco was able 

to travel throughout Europa and perform in Berlin, (Hannover, RJ), Frankfurt, 

Hochstadt, Bayreuth, Brussels, Louvain, (Graz, RJ) and Vienna. A CD with 22 songs 

was made at the Museum for Voelkerkunde in Berlin. During Bosco's stay in Vienna, 

Gerhard Kubik took him to the famous Vienna woods, where he made a small film  

of Bosco and Sabine Heller, an anthropology student, “performing” a marriage 

ceremony (communicated by Wolfgang Bender, May, 2008). 

                                                        
149The famous boxing event, Rumble in the Jungle, between Muhammad Ali and George Foreman 

took place on September 20, 1974 in Kinshasa. Musicians from Congo, other African countries and 

the Americas performed at this event. James Brown, Etta James, Sister Sledge, B.B. King, Bill 

Withers, the Pointer Sisters and the Spinners represented the U.S., whereas Celia Ruz, Ray Barretto, 

Johnny Pacheco, and Fania All Stars came from Latin America. From the African continent: Abeti, 

Miriam Makeba, O.K. Jazz, Afrisa, Zaiko Langa Langa, the Stukas Boys, Verckys, Wendo Kolosoy, 

Manu Dibango and others attended (Ewens, 1991: 116; Stewart, 2000: 206,  207). Bosco had told 

everyone that he was in Kinshasa for the event. It sounded like he actually participated. Watching the 

DVD, When we were Kings (Leon Gast, 1996), the author could not find Bosco among the 
performers. She assumes that Bosco was there but not as a sole performer, which would have been 

difficult, playing in front of such a large audience in his type of genre. The author waited with great 

anticipation for the next DVD to be released in 2008, Soul Power, but could not find Bosco in it 

either. 
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Photo 88: Bosco with Wolfgang Bender (on right) and others in Berlin in 1982 
151

 

 

 The idea of Bosco's European tour originated with Gerhard Kubik in 1981, who 

felt that Bosco was of important historical value, since nothing major had been 

recorded of him since the 1960s. A lot of administrative work was necessary, the 

German embassay in Kinshasa had to be contacted, and different places, where 

Bosco was to perform. After all it was a matter of interest, availability of space and 

the question of financial means. John Low and David Rycroft in England were both 

informed, but since it was on a short notice Bosco's performance could never be 

realized (correspondence by Wolfgang Bender in May, 1982).  

 

 Glen Jones from Rounder Records in Cambridge, Massachusetts, was notified, 

since he was in the process of producing a disc of Bosco's songs. Mr. Bender saw a 

great opportunity for Mr. Jones to produce an album directly with Bosco, rather than   

"taking old copyright material". However this was not possible, due to Bosco's short 

stay in Europe (correspondence by Wolfgang Bender in May, 1982). 

  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
150  http://www.boxing-memorabilia.com/aliforman.2htm September 5,  2009. 
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After receiving the invitation of the Bayreuth University, Bosco gladly accepted. 

  

"Si tout ce passé normallement, je le souhaite et l’espère, je serai parmi vous 

en temps voulu accompagné de mon meilleur ami: MA GUITARE." 

 

                                                                        Mwenda wa Bayeke (Jean-Bosco) 

 

 People, who were familiar with African music could identify with Bosco’s 

genre; others barely knew or heard of him. Thus his concerts were not well attended, 

and were not to Bosco's financial benefit. There were a few successful appearances, 

connected to African events, taking place at that time; for instance in Bayreuth 

during a convention on "Health and Development in Africa", and at the "African 

Week" in Hannover. His performance at the Berlin Voelkerkundemuseum was a 

great success (correspondence by Wolfgang Bender, August 1982). 

 

 Another reason for lack of attendance was the World Soccer Competition, taking 

place at the same time. However, there were radio stations, like SFB (Sender Freies 

Berlin), Bayrischer Rundfunk, and the internationally known, Deutsche Welle, where 

Bosco was successfully recorded (correspondence by Wolfgang Bender and Mahi 

Ismail in May/June, 1982). 

 

 At the Centre International des Etudiants Etrangers of the Louvain University 

in Belgium Bosco was well received, due to the many African students present. 

People actually asked themselves, why a great artist such as Bosco was hidden in the 

shadow for such a long time. Everyone wanted a disc as a souvenir (correspondence 

Wolfgang Bender and w'Itunga in Mai/July 1982). 

 

 In a letter of appreciation Bosco expresses the treatment he had received in 

Europe: 

 

"... par vous remercier de tout coeur pour tout ce que vous avez fait moi lors 

de mon séjour chez vous. J'en garde un grand souvenir et vous en serais très 

reconnaissant toute ma vie. Je pris le Très haut, le Dieu Tout Puissant qu'il 

                                                                                                                                                             
151 Photo, provided by Didier, in November, 2006.  
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puisse nous faire rencontrer dans le proche avenir" (Bosco in a letter, 

August 22, 1982). 

 

 Shortly after Bosco’s arrival in Lubumbashi an article appeared on July 25, 

1982, in the newspaper, Mjumbe, under Le Coin des Mélomanes : Après sa longue 

tournée européenne, Mwenda wa Bayeke : "Je suis satisfait du succès que j'ai 

recolté."  

 

 Bosco was received by vice-governor, Mbalanga nane e Mombongolia, of 

Shaba, now Katanga, who acknowledged with great pride that Zairean music is 

indeed valued everywhere as true authentic African music (Kadje in newspaper, 

Mjumbe, July 25, 1982).  

 

 Gerhard Kubik and Wolfgang Bender had agreed upon, should there ever be 

another concert tour throughout Europe, Bosco should be introduced as a classical 

solo guitarist, under the genre (Musique classique du Zaire) (Communicated by 

Wolfgang Bender, Mai 2008). Unfortunately a second European tour never took 

place - Bosco died in September, 1991-. 

 

1988: Invitation by Hugh Tracey's son, Andrew, to South Africa, where Bosco 

performed in Stellenbosch, Cape Town (Tracey in an e-mail of March 21, 2008). 
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Photo 89: Bosco in Capetown, South Africa, June 1988 
152

 

 

 

Photo 90: Bosco in Capetown 
153

 

                                                        
152 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006.  
153 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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Document 17: Bosco’s contract with Mountain Records of South Africa 
154

 

 

 

                                                        
154 Contract, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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Translation by author:  

 

Mr. Thorp thanks Bosco for the letter of March 25, 1988, and the confirmation of 

working with the London company, Templit S.A.  

 

Mr. Thorp apologizes; he had to have Bosco’s letter in French translated; that is why 

he is late in answering. 

 

Mr.Thorp also wants to know certain words in different songs: 

 

Kuolewa, Biberon, Kwimba ni Mawazo, Safari ya Mufewzi (Mupenzi, R.J.), Bayeke, 

Divorce.    

 

The company’s name P.A.Lee Thorp (PTY) LTD 

 

 

Photo 91: Bafana Bamoyo, a group Bosco played with in South Africa in 1988 
155 

 

 

 

                                                        
155 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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1990: Bosco and others were awarded the Medaille Chevalier l'Ordres Nationale du 

Léopard 
156

 at le batîment de 30 Juin, next to RTNC (national radio station) in 

Lubumbashi. 

 

 

Photo 92: Bosco among a group of men and RTNC journalists 
157 

 

1990: American musician, Elijah Wald, spends time with Bosco at his home in 

Lubumbashi, learning about his guitar-style and made an interview with him.    

1991: Bosco’s automobile accident on Kasumbalesa Road, near Lumata.  

1991: Regard critique sur l’oeuvre musicale de Jean Bosco Mwenda. An article 

about Bosco’s death and critique of his music.      

1995: Bosco’s last CD, Sing Out. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
156"Chevalier L'Ordre nationale du Léopard " was one of the highest award, for outstanding military 

or civilian merits, initiated by President Mobutu, in 1964 (Prof. Lwamba Bilonda). 
157 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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Document 18: Part of Bosco’s contract with RETRO 
158 

                                                        
158 Document, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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After Stéphane told the author that Bosco had made some tapes with his band at 

his house, he generously let her have two old tapes in 2007. Without a date it is 

difficult to determine when they were made (Stéphane Mwenda, November 27, 2007, 

at La Brioche in Lubumbashi). 

 

 Stéphane claims that after independence Gallotone broke up their ties with 

Bosco because of different wars and the secession of Shaba, now Katanga. Bosco 

went back to Gallotone in 1984, just to sing, without making discs. He also went to 

Léopoldville, now Kinshasa, to make discs. Stephane believes that there were tapes 

made with Franco (L'Orchéstre O.K. Jazz) and Tabu Ley (aka Rochereau). Bosco 

had already paid a certain amount to a company, which wanted to record him. He 

waited and waited but never heard from them again. Stéphane feels, that there was a 

lot of jealousy and envy in the music business at that time, since Kinshasa was the 

capitol for music. Besides, the spoken language there was Lingala, no one seemed to 

care about Kiswahili (Stéphane Mwenda, December 2, 2007 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

7.7 Bosco's connection with President Mobutu       

 

 Africans and Europeans appreciated Bosco’s music. This popularity led him to 

Kinshasa, and eventually Bosco developed a special relationship with President 

Mobutu (Low, 1982: 33). After asking different people about Bosco’s connection 

with Mobutu no one really knew. Bosco's son, Didier, told the author that Mobutu 

saw his father (Bosco), when he was at the White House and was very impressed by 

him. Bosco was invited by Mobutu to perform at different festivities (Didier, 

December 23, 2006 at La Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 What motives did Mobutu have to prefer Bosco like that? Was it a matter of 

Bosco being so popular beyond the Congo; was it the fact that he was a national 

monument? Bosco's songs were mostly in Kiswahili. So where is the connection with 

Bosco and the music? And why did Mobutu give Bosco money for a car and a 

house? No one really had any answers to this, not even Didier (Didier, October 29, 

2006, at La Halle de L’Étoile).  
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 Perhaps Mobutu increased his popularity with the people through music 

(Kananga, November 30, 2006 at Gécamines, Cercle Mampala, Maison de Jeunes).        

 

 

Photo 93: Bosco (center) in Kinshasa with two other men in 1973 
159

 

                                                        
159 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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Photo 94: Bosco (front left) at President Mobutu's reception 
160

 

 

7.8 Clothing  

 

 Bosco, in many of his photos, wears a two piece suit, reminiscent of the abacost 

(à bas la costume), initiated by Mobutu in his authenticité process against Western 

culture, and in favour of the Mao Look. During his performances in 1982 in 

Germany and Austria Bosco wore this type of suit as well. The author wonders if it 

was his preferred style at that time or was it the relationship Bosco had with Mobutu; 

perhaps he wanted to prove to him that he is a law-abiding citizen and in agreement 

with Mobutu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
160Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006, (no date available). 
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Photo 95: Bosco at a Carribean restaurant, “Bononunus” in Vienna, 1982 
161

 

                                                        
161 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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Photo 96: Edouard Masengo in his long gold-colored robe 
162

 

 

 As a contrast to Bosco, Edouard Masengo, sometimes wore long colored robes. 

 

"We may feel a sense of sadness and regret because Mwenda might have 

achieved more as a musician if he had devoted more of his energies to his 

music. However, as Andrew Tracey's writings remind us, music in Africa 

never stands apart from the rest of life Mwenda was a "grand patron" and 

implicit the concept of patronage is the idea of communal responsibility: 

sharing wealth with one's family and the wider community, providing a 

measure of sustenance, security, and comfort in a poverty-stricken and 

sometimes unstable society... . Mwenda was mindful of these social 

responsibilities and fulfilled his role admirably. His virtues as a "grand 

patron" seem reflected in Mwenda's music: combining various influences, 

delighting in the complexities of multiple rhythms and melodic variations, 

yet bringing all these to wholeness and completion."
163

 

                                                        
162 Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in December, 2007. 
163 http://smithsonianglobalsound    June 14, 2008. 
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 Bosco's popularity finally ceased when electric guitars were introduced and 

electric bands started to overflow the market: 

 

"The truth is that Bosco was very famous in the acoustic pre-electric era. 

After that he was eclipsed by: - Electric bands - the cultural dominance of 

Kinshasa, and the recording labels operating out of that town. I guess too 

that it was the emergence of such local labels in a number of important 

centres - Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, Lusaka, Kinshasa - that made Gallo retreat 

from the markets and withdraw to S.A. (South Africa, R.J.). If so, where 

would Bosco record and who would sell his stuff? I'm not sure that 

Lubumbashi had a big record label with a wide reach. In any case, if he was 

in his 20s in the 50s, ... at some point he was "past it" a young star that 

people would dance to and idolise. After that he will have joined the ranks 

of the "elder states men" of music remembered for their "golden oldies" - as 

recorded in series like "Zilizopendwa" in Kenya" (Low in an e-mail, 

January 6, 2010). 

 

8.0 Bosco’s music lives on 

8.1 Bosco's son, Didier Kabobo Mwenda, continues his father's legacy 

 

 Didier, who seems to have inherited his father's talent, plays Bosco's songs, tries 

to play the guitar with the same fluency as his father. It is difficult for him to 

compete with his father's popularity and yet Didier is convinced in continuing his 

father's legacy. He has performed in Kinshasa, and appeared at many events in 

Lubumbashi. The author believes that Didier's dream is to be accepted as an artist 

and receive the recognition his father had, perhaps even become as wealthy as he was 

(Didier Mwenda, October 17, 18, 19 and 20, 2006; November 15, 2006; December 

13, 2007 at La Halle de L'Étoile; November 20, 2006, at Radio Zenith, Lubumbashi).  

 

 On November 20, 2006, Didier, his grand-cousin Jacques Masengo, the son of 

the late Edouard Masengo, and the author were invited to Zenith Radio by the 

journalist, Norbert Wibyala, who was kind enough to record an interview and some 

songs, performed by the two musicians. Jacques Masengo even played Malaika, 

while Didier accompanied him, hitting a bottle with a spoon. Mr. Wibyala, who had 
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heard Didier before, felt that Didier was at his best that particular night. Didier spoke 

highly of his father and called him a prophet, since he had the insight and fortitude to 

give people the right information and advice throughout his songs. There was a great 

admiration for his father, and the author could sense the emotional attachment.   

 

 Since the two cultural anthropologists, Gerhard Kubik and Wolfgang Bender, 

had invited Bosco to Europe in June, 1982 on a music tour, Didier was familiar with 

their names and sent a cassette with some of his own compositions and 

interpretations of Bosco's music in the mid-1990s to Mr. Kubik with a request of a 

music tour in Europe. Unfortunately this could not be realized.  

 

 In his booklet, Central African Guitar Song Composers. The Second and Third 

Generation, Mr. Kubik remarks:  

 

"I wish that performances of European classical music in concert halls were 

always as faithful to the intentions of the originators as are Didier Mwenda's 

interpreations  f r o m   m e m o r y  of his father's music. The two 

recordings from his cassette included on the present CD are the titles 

"Kijanamuke" (Young woman) ... , and "Bibi hapana wako" (This woman is 

not yours) ... ,both sung in Kingwana, the Kiswahili of Katanga. In the 

second song Didier gives an exemplary performance of a vocalized time-

line, weaving patterns of mnemonics and text fragments. Unfortunately he 

did not provide any recording data, such as place and date of the recordings, 

which were probably made in a studio. We have included these 

performances because of their artistic value, and the fact that they are 

testimony to an extraordinary achievement" (Kubik: 2009: 21). 

 

 Gerhard Kubik feels that there can be such a close connection between father 

and son or between other close relatives, which is greatly noticeable in their music 

performances. Such is the case with Didier Mwenda, whose voice is almost exactly 

like his father’s, and his music:  

 

"He aptly plays the latter's most complex work, and even his voice is almost 

indistinguishable from that of his parent. From childhood on he had 
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absorbed his father's music, and now, having lost him, he felt obliged to 

continue this beautiful art ... " (Kubik, 2009: 8). 

 

 The author may add that there is a very close resemblance in looks. When Didier 

played the guitar he often stood up and showed his back, implying that he looks 

exactly like his father. 

 

 

Photo 97: Jacques Masengo and his guitar 
164

 

                                                        
164 Photo, given to author by Jacques Masengo, in December, 2007. 
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Photo 98: Didier Mwenda, Mrs.Yumma and Jacques Masengo 
165

 

 

 Didier and his grand-cousin, Jacques Masengo, are often invited to different 

events but are paid very little for their performances, sometimes not at all. Beside 

working as a musician, Jacques is employed at the Social Security Office in 

Lubumbashi, whereas Didier wanted music to be his sole profession, always with the 

hope that he will strike it big some day, like his father had. But one should not forget 

that Bosco always worked very hard as a business man, next to being a musician. He 

certainly did not live of his music's proceeds. 

 

 One can admire Didier's unshaken trust and hope in his music ability. But times 

today are very different in comparison to those of Bosco's. The music business in 

Katanga and throughout the vast Congo is suffering in general, due to the difficult 

                                                        
165 Photo, given to author by Didier, in November, 2006. 
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economical situation, affecting most of the population. Many people cannot afford to 

buy music nor pay for a concert. Very often musicians and actors perform without 

any financial reward, as is the case with Spéctacle Populaire, who feel that they want 

to bring people close to music and theater (Wazenga, November 2007 at La Halle de 

L'Étoile in Lubumbashi). 

 

8.2 Dominic Kakolobango and "African Acoustic" 

 

"Dominic is the only artist recording in the classic Congolese acoustic style 

of Jean Bosco Mwenda and Losta Abelo, once the most popular guitar 

music of Africa. Born in Zambia and raised in Southeastern Zaire, he 

studied and played with the old masters, absorbed their work, and has 

expanded and developed it into a unique and personal style. To the basic 

line-up of lilting vocals, acoustic guitars and coke bottle, he adds touches of 

blues and soukous. The result is music that is deeply rooted but completely 

contemporary, a young voice revitalizing a golden age of African popular 

music" (Elijah Wald in boolet of CD: African Acoustic, 1999). 

 

 Ghislain el Magambo Bin Ali (aka Gulda), photographer and president of La 

Halle de L'Étoile, introduced the author to, Dominic Kakolobango, in October, 2007 

during her second research phase, in Lubumbashi.  

  

 Dominic has been living in Brussels since 1990. Born in Lubumbashi he and his 

family moved to Mokambo, the border town between the Democratic Republic of 

Congo and Zambia, at the age of seven, where he lived for six years. His father was a 

teacher, his mother a singer, who performed at funerals. Dominic started to study 

music at age eleven at boarding school. Always interested in different fields Dominic 

studied Pedagogics, Mechanics, Languages and Social Sciences. However the music 

always accompanied him. Seven years ago he finally decided to be solely a musician. 

He observed the traditional music in the villages, and as was the case with most 

young Congolese musicians, the banjo was his first instrument. In the beginning he 

played the Karindula (a popular music of Katanga). His interest of music was widely 

faceted, not only in the native sounds but also in a variety of foreign influences, from 

pop to chanson. At an early age he befriended the local singers and guitarists, Losta 
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Abelo, Edouard Masengo, and Bosco. His best friend was Edouard Masengo. When 

Losta Abelo was slowly losing his eyesight Dominic accompanied and assisted him 

on his performances. It was Losta's songs Dominic used with new arrangements on 

his third CD. He contacted SABAM (Societé Droits d'auteurs) to inquire about the 

original source of certain music pieces before recording his own music. Dominic was 

especially interested in finding out where the song, Masanga-Njia originated from. 

Was it perhaps Bosco? After his first CD, Habari za Kwetu (News from Home), in 

1995, Bosco's family took Dominic to court, claiming that he was making money 

with Bosco's music. Dominic came to Lubumbashi and talked to the family (Mamie, 

Didier and his wife): "I am here to go to jail!" SONEKA (Societé Nationale des 

Auteurs) at Kinshasa and the family's lawyer finally decided to refrain from sending 

him to jail; the family and he are now on friendly terms. Dominic performs at 

festivals and private parties in Belgium. On regular visits to his home country he also 

plays in Lubumbashi and surrounding cities (Kakolobango, October 23, 2007 at La 

Halle de L'Étoile). 

 

 After he met Elijah Wald, an American musician and writer, who noticed that 

Dominic had a certain talent, he spent several times in the U.S., where he had some 

music appearances and met several known musicians. Dominic played with Robert 

Falk, Elijah Wald, Lokua Kanza, Jean Goubald and others. The very first CD with 

Sonodisc (French edition for special music) was a disaster. The second one turned 

out a success. Due to the lack of recording studios, Dominic regrets that he cannot 

produce his music in Katanga (Lubumbashi) or in Zambia, since most of his 

inspirations come from there, his themes from life experiences. He feels as an 

"ambassador" for his country or countries (Congo and Zambia, R.J.). 
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Photo 99: Dominic Kakolobango 
166 

 

 During his sojourn in 2007 Dominic met young talents in Lubumbashi but feels 

that Katangan musicians often lack originality by trying to copy musicians from 

Kinshasa or others. He suggests that they should be more creative by reflecting on 

their roots. Of course this may be a question of taste and personal experience. To be 

successful in music requires endurance and hard work (Interview: 

Kakolobango/Mudekereza in NZENZE, 2006: 8, 9).  

 

 In Brussels, Dominic found many older Congolese admirers, who are attracted to 

the former Katanga guitar-style music. Aside from performing solo on guitar 

Dominic also put together a small group of performers. After the popularity of his 

first album, Habari za Kweto, in his hometown, Lubumbashi, his second album, 

African Acoustic, was mostly produced by himself. It includes Belgian blues-harpist, 

Ludo Beckers, and electric guitarist, Dizzy Mandjeku, who had performed with the 

famous Franco. Much of the lyrics, composed by Dominic or Dizzy speak of love 

and every day occurrences (Elijah Wald in booklet of CD, African Acoustic, 1999). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
166Photo by Gulda el Magombo, from NZENZE magazine, May/June 2006, page 8.  
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Conclusion 

 

 During the author’s research a lot of information about Bosco and his life was 

given to her by different people. Many times the dates were not congruent and the 

author had her doubts whom to believe. Stéphane, Bosco’s youngest brother seems to 

be the most knowledgeable of all, especially since he was a family member and later 

on in life, as an adult, lived with Bosco in the same house and also worked for and 

with him. Stéphane gave the author all the information he had during her first 

research phase. On her second research phase he repeated everything again, only 

with more minute details.     

 

 Masanga Njia - (Crossroads), is the name the author chose for her thesis, in 

which she tried to depict Bosco’s role as a guitarist and musician in the rich cultural 

and academic environment of Katanga, where he was brought up, leading to his 

music and fame.   

 

 Bosco can be considered as one of the best African solo guitarist and singer of 

his epoch (1950-1991). The author tried to elucidate the cultural, historical and 

political aspects of the times he lived and was musically active. The special 

development of Katangan music in general, and the remarkable pecularities of the 

‘Katangan guitar-style’, which gained popularity not only in Africa but in Europe 

and the U.S., is discussed. The author wonders about Bosco’s popularity. Was it 

Bosco’s appealing gregarious personality, his character traits that were often 

described as pleasant, shy but yet reserved? Was it his extraordinary business ability, 

which led to his musical popularity and the personal contacts to Mobutu and Belgian 

authorities? Or was it a combination of the two? 

 

 Bosco’s music made him known in political circles; he was invited by many 

Belgians to perform in Congo and Zambia. His fame led him to other African 

countries. In Kenya Bosco was taken under contract by several companies, one of 

them, ASPRO, where listeners could here his music on radio. Mobutu also took a 

liking to Bosco, awarded him with certain national medals and positions; and 

eventually gave Bosco money for an automobile and a house. Bosco was invited to 

many events at Mobutu’s "palace" in Léopoldville, now Kinshasa.  
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 The author tried to shed some light to the epoch, in which Bosco’s music was 

created and partially influenced. Under Mobutu’s authenticity program, European 

names were deleted and replaced by African names; Mwenda Jean Bosco had to 

change his name in reference to his ethnic heritage, Mwenda wa Bayeke. The author 

felt the necessity to go into Bosco’s music in a deeper sense and explain his texts and 

how they came about. 

 

 But first of all, the author would like to point out the most important 

"crossroads" in Bosco’s life. She believes, there were several major impacts, which 

formed Bosco, the way she sees it:  

 

 His tragic childhood; when his mother tried to kill him - when she finally left -. 

Then the women, his father were involved with, who did not treat him justly, out of 

jealousy, or whatever reasons. These crucial events must have been a traumatizing 

experience for the young boy, which led to the introverted behaviour – friendly, 

generous, smiling but always with a certain distance and reservation – as was so 

often described by different people he worked and associated with throughout his 

life. Bosco’s son, Didier, certainly commented on this in extenso, so did John Low, 

who lived with Bosco in 1979, when he spoke of Bosco’s ‘elusiveness’, concerning 

his personal life.        

  

 The second forming aspect was his "royal" background, and because of that his 

father never wanted his son to delve into the music business but solely adapt himself 

to school. Musicians did not have a good reputation and were never much respected 

as a person with a regular profession. Luckily, Bosco had the fortitude to combine 

the two worlds, music and work. None of his father’s discouraging behaviour and 

beating, nor the negative remarks by other close relatives, could stop the young 

Bosco and it was a certain stubbornness and determination that helped him to pursue 

his musical career. He continued to play secretely in the beer-gardens, where miners 

met for entertainment, and where some compassionate people, impressed by the 

young lad, gave him some money. It was his uncomparable talent, which lead to his 

popularity. His extraordinary style on guitar, knew no boundaries and was copied by 

many. It made him known worldwide, to the point that several experts came to live 

with him to learn his guitar playing, such as John Low, Elijah Wald and others.  
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 Another "crossroad" and incisive aspect, which influenced Bosco’s life was the 

acceptance by his step-mother, Yvette, who, by supporting him, finally instilled a 

certain pride, self-confidence; and encouraged his music ability. The mining 

environment and political background of Katanga Bosco grew up in, certainly 

formed his music, in thus he adresses many moral issues, concerning the working 

class, the common man of the mining area, and all associated problems, connected to 

that specific quotician life. 

 

 It can be attributed to Bosco’s intellect and business acumen that he became so 

successful in his field of work and earned him the respect as le grand patron. 

Although everyone had assumed that his French fluency was the main factor of his 

success, the author found out that Bosco had to leave school early, due to his father’s 

death. This confirms his above mentioned intellect and the ability to apply himself to 

anything he was set out to do, musically and business-wise. Later on, his family 

situation forced him to work hard as well. With a large family of twelve to support, 

lead to the accumulation of a certain wealth, in order to maintain a proper life-style. 

Bosco’s youngest brother, Stéphane, believes that Bosco, due to his "royal" heritage, 

never wanted to lead a life of poverty. 

        

 It was another "crossroad", a sign of fate that lead to Bosco’s fame, when  

ethnomusicologist, Hugh Tracey, “discovered” him. There were other musicians at 

the time but Hugh Tracey chose Bosco, since he felt that his style was extraordinary. 

As a result, Bosco was invited to South Africa and won the Osborne Award in 1952 

at the African Music Society, with his song, Masanga-njia, which was chosen as the 

best one out of 600 discs, and made it known worldwide. In 1956, composer and 

conductor, Sir William Turner Walton, incorporated the instrumental version of 

Masanga-Njia in his overture for the 70
th
 anniversary of Johannesburg, South Africa. 

No other African song like Masanga-Njia has been analyzed and described in depth 

like it was.  

 

 African-born English musician, John Low, who had spent more than a month 

with Bosco at his home in Lubumbashi, suggested to observe and record Bosco and 

others, and study their music thoroughly with an absolute priority, since their work is 

in great danger of disappearing. He felt it most urgent to study the Katangan style 
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and its music, since, despite outside influences, this particular music remains "an 

over-ridingly African form." The Katangan musicians have influenced other players 

from different countries. Their finger-styles should be told in full and should be 

protected from being lost. Mr. Low felt that hearing and learning about this music 

could be an enriching experience for Africans and non-Africans, although the 

language (s) and the playing of the guitar is rather difficult. To him African finger-

styles were as important as American country blues styles. “The attraction for this 

music was already there, long before Europe and the U.S..” John Low’s concern  for 

this style of playing was serious, since dry guitars were no longer available in 

Katanga and other parts of Africa (Low, 1982: 121-123).  

 

 Looking back at Mr. Low’s advice in 1982 this was probably true. Now these 

players have all died and there are only very few left, like the musicians, Marcel 

Kasongo and Mwamba Masikini, who continue walking about, with their guitar 

attached to a bandolero, to play the same genre. 

        

 During his European sojourn in 1982 with the two cultural anthropologists, 

Gerhard Kubik and Wolfgang Bender, the "young looking" Bosco left a great lasting 

impression, not only in his musical abilities but as a very shy, personable, yet "noble" 

individual, who danced the sinjonjo (Kubik, 1995: 20). 

        

 On a personal note, Bosco was a fortunate man. It was another "crossroad" that 

lead him to his young future wife, whom he waited for until she was old enough to 

marry. He finally married his great love, Stéphanie, and they had ten children 

together. According to many interviewees, Bosco’s children, and his youngest 

brother, Stéphane, Bosco was family-oriented, which resulted into a tightly-knit 

family situation - there was a lot of music in the home -. The family was very blessed 

but then fate struck, when Bosco’s daughter, Yvette, died; then Bosco and his grand-

son lost their lives in the accident, which was another great shock for the family. The 

death of the first-born son, Stéphane, followed in 1992, just a few months after 

Bosco’s tragic automobile accident. Finally Didier, who had continued his father’s 

musical legacy, passed away in June of 2009. 
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 Not only did Bosco leave a great musical legacy worldwide but all people, 

whose "crossroads" connected with Bosco’s throughout their life, remember him as a 

charming, gregarious, talented musician and business man – polite, always with a 

smile on his face, and yet with a certain reservation. As Gerhard Kubik remarked 

after Bosco’s death: "Bosco is irreplaceable. We would have liked to have had him 

with us longer" (Kubik, 1997: 72).  
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Webster‘s Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, 1989 

Portland House, New York, New York., p. 204. 
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VHSs: 

 

VHS Jean Mwenda Bosco at the Iwalewa Haus in Bayreuth, June 2, 1982. 

 

VHS Didier Mwenda and Jacques Masengo at Radio Zenith, Lubumbashi, Congo, 

November, 2006. 

 

 

CDs: 

 

Central African Guitar Song Composers. The Second and Third Generation.Field 

Recordings 1962-2009 by Gerhard Kubik and associates. Vienna Series in 

Ethnomusicology. 

 

Lubumbashi 2005. Musiques du Katanga. Produced by Vladimir Cagnolari and 

others with support of La Halle de L’Étoile and George Forrest International, 

Afrique, SACEM. 

 

Mwenda Jean Bosco. Shaba/Zaire. Abteilung Musikethnologie. Museum fuer 

Voelkerkunde. Museum Collection Berlin (CD 21), Editor: Artur Simon. Staatliche 

Museen zu Berlin. Preußischer Kulturbesitz. 1997.  

 

Mwenda Jean Bosco (1930-1992), Shaba/Zaire 

Gesang und Gitarre/ Songs with Guitar. 

 

1. Bibi mupenzi (3:26) 

2. Kila mutu anapenda kwabo (2:38) 

3. Juu ya makuta tunapata (2:37) 

4. Mtoto mwizi (2:18) 

5. Bombalaka (3:00) 

6. Nitafanya nini mbele ya kuwina (2:34) 

7. Ni furaha (2:04) 

8. Ile wakati ya pension (2:49) 

9. Kuimba ni mawazo (3:32) 
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10. Sokochomale zikita (2:17) 

11. Bundugu (2:43) 

12. Ku mulango (3:24) 

13. Usibaki na kisilani rohoni mwako (3:40) 

14. Mwàámi (3:09) 

15. Namlia ee (2:46) 

16. Kitambala moja (2:30) 

17. Masanga-njia (3:39) 

18. Bibi Sophia (2:40) 

19. Bwana alisema (1:57) 

20. Mama kilio ee (3:53) 

21. Bibi Roza (3:44) 

22. Bibi Thereza (3:57) 

 

 

Dominic Kakolobango. African Acoustic. AC 9405 CD. 1999 Africassette. 

Manfactured in the USA by Africassette, Detroit, Michigan. 

 

International Library of African Music.Compilation CD. How I  discovered Mwenda 

Jean Bosco. BC 136: Broadcast Series. International Library of African Music. 

Rhodes University.Grahamstown 6140, South Africa. 

 

First CD: 

 

Masanga 

Namalia-E 

Mama Kilio-E 

Sokuchomale 

Tambala Moya 

Mama na mwana 

Bonbalak  

Paulina mubaya 

Masanga instrumental 
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International Library of African Music. Compilation CD by Hugh 

Tracey.International Library of African Music. Rhodes University. Grahamstown 

6140, South Africa. 

 

Second CD: 

 

Cheka Mama 

Ee Bibi Ee Bwana 

Singa Tumbo Yawa Nduba 

Kuwowa Pasipo Kumwaza 

Saa Inapita 

Kuvaa Kula Kunwa 

Dingala Town 

Mukwenu Wadima Madima 

Kubudongo  

Kitu Gani Kumulango 

 

CD: Mwenda wa Bayeke. Jean Bosco. African Guitar Legend. The Studio Album. 

MOU 00762. 1994 Songwrights Publishers. 1988 Lee Thorp Entertainment for 

Mountain Records. 

 

1. Pension  (5.08) 

2. Bombalaka  (5.50) 

3. Bayeke  (4.43) 

4. Tamabala Moja  (4.28) 

5. Mbele Ya Kuina  (4.45) 

6. Safari Ya Mupenzi  (4.35) 

7. Kuimba Ni Mawazo  (4.28) 

8. Pole Pole Ya Kuina  (3.13) 

9. Watoto Wawili  (4.11) 

10. Masanga  (3.33) 
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DVDs: 

 

Artistes musicians. Jacques Masengo Katiti. Didier Mwenda. Didier and Jacques, 

playing the guitar and singing, while on a small boat. Sony Optical DVD + R 

120min./4.7.GB. AccuCore. 

 

Soul Power. A Film by Jeffrey Levy-Hinte. Chronicling the Zaire 74. 3-day Music 

Festival, Kinshasa. Made Entirely Using Footage from 1974. Masters of Cinema 

Series. EUREK. EKA 40306. A film by Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, 2008 U.S.A., 93 

minutes, 1.78:1 OAR. 

 

DVD Jean Mwenda Bosco. Live at the IWALEWA Haus, Bayreuth, June 2, 1982. 

 

 

Minicassettes: 

 

1. Interview in French with the musicians, Kadeata, Léonard and Joe Le Bass in the 

garden of Joe Le Bass's home on Avenue, 30 de Juin, Lubumbashi, December 10, 

2007. 

 

2. Interview with N’guza Kazaje, the son of the late Jean N’guza Nawez, a member 

of the band, at his house at Camp Tshinsenda, December 17, 2007. 
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Internet Addresses: 

 

http://www.ambafrance-cd.org/france_rdc/spip.php?artice400 December 23, 2010. 
http://www.boxing-memorabilia.com/aliforman.2htm September 5,  2009. 

http://www.elijahwald.com/boscint.html October 20, 2008. 

http://www.elijahwald.com.bio.html February 9, 2009. 

http://www.elijawald.com/congocds.html February 20, 2009. 

http://ilam.ru.ac.za/page.php?plD=4 March 22, 2008. 

http://www.ilam.ru.ac.za/Ph/php page 1-2  March 22, 2008. 

http://flagspot.net/flags/cd-Ka.html July 7, 2008. 

http://www.fao.org./news/PROFILE/PF9702e.htm June 8, 2008. 

http://www.britannica.com/bps/browse/alpha/I/66#tab=active"home%2Citems" April 15, 2008. 

http://www.britannica,com/EBchecked/topic/350446/Lubumbashi February 23, 2008. 

http://www.Kametrenaissance.com/BasokinLusombe.html  September 15, 2009. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missa_Luba January 14, 2012. 

http://smithsonianglobalsound  June 14, 2008. 

http://www.kitunga.de/index.php?idcatside=138page=38items=1 November 12, 2006. 

http://www.africanmusicforum.com/community/empty3479 April 16, 2009. 

wapedia.mobi/en/Archival-Sound-Recordings  July 31, 2008. 

http://www.afriquechos.ch  August 23, 2010. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga  July 27, 2008. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart1.htm  August 10, 2008. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart3.htm  August 10, 2008. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart4.htm  July 12, 2014. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart5.htm  July 12, 2014. 
http://www.kingmsiri/com/eng/historypart7htm   July 12, 2014. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/historypart11.htm July 12, 2014. 

http://www.kingmsiri.com/eng/cultural.htm   July 12, 2014. 

http://www.kingmisiri/eng/king/king August  10, 2008. 
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Discography 

 

 It is a rather difficult and practically almost impossible task to set up a complete 

discography of Bosco’s music. One suspects that Bosco recorded more than 200 

songs. A complete discography of all of Bosco's music has not been effected by 

anyone so far. The author much wanted to complete this task by gathering an 

accurate discography of Bosco's comprehensive music, which all started in the early 

1950s. David Rycroft's discography ends in 1962. Even though the author contacted 

Bosco's family members and other sources in Lubumbashi, they were not leading to 

anything conclusive. The author assumes there are still many discs, which exist in 

private collections or music archives throughout Africa. Bosco's brother, Stéphane, 

gave her two of Bosco’s tapes, without names or dates. On the first tape (AMPEX, 

Made in U.S.A.) the author found one of Bosco’s song, Pole Pole ya kuwina sasa 

nitafanya. The rest of the tape had other musicians and groups of musicians, who  

cannot be identified. 

 

 To find documents, records and any kind of music in Lubumbashi is connected 

to great difficulties, due to vandalism and destruction during different wars and 

rebellions, etc. 

 

 Andrew Tracey, Hugh Tracey's son, Diane Thram and Liesl Visagie from ILAM 

(International Library of African Music) in Grahamstown, South Africa, were very 

helpful but unfortunately Bosco's music is recorded on Hugh Tracey's original tapes, 

or rather what is left of it. During a tragic fire, a few years ago, a lot of music 

material was destroyed. Mr.Tracey was certainly helpful and gave the author a lot of 

advice. Unfortunately he is retired from the business.  

 

 Many calls and e-mails to Gallotone in South Africa, which probably has the 

most comprehensive compilation, since most of Bosco's discs were recorded there, 

were in vain. Even though people had promised the author to look for Bosco's music, 

nothing happened. Bob Allingham, a contact suggested by Wolfgang Bender, no 

longer works there. The author finally got a hold of Bob Allingham, who wrote her 

that there is no music of Bosco available, and that people she had contacted have 

absolutely no clue, who Bosco really is.  
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 Elijah Wald, an American musician and author, who had interviewed Bosco in 

1990, was very accomodating but has no complete compilation either.  

 

 The author tried contacting the widow, Mrs.William Umbima, in Nairobi, 

Kenya, who supposedly has discs of Bosco. She must have called over 20 times and 

never reached her. A Kenyan student from the Johannes Gutenberg-University of 

Mainz, who had returned to Kenya, also could not get in contact with her. Another 

student, Kerstin Wientzek, who was in Kenya as well, could not reach Mrs.Umbima 

either.  

 

 John Low, author and musician, now Principal Policy and Public Affairs 

Manager - Area Regeneration, York, Great Britain, always very helpful, has no 

complete discography either.  

 

 A Congolese author and musician, Sylvain Konko, who wrote a comprehensive 

book about Congolese music in general, but not specifically about Katangan music, 

also could not help the author.  

 

 The African museum of Tervuren, Belgium, does not have what the author was 

looking for.  

  

 The sound archive of the British Library of London copied some of Bosco’s 

discs on paper. 

 

 Different American universities the author contacted: San Francisco, University 

of California, Los Angeles, Washington, Chicago, Bloomington; all the 

ethnomusicology  departments were very helpful but there was nothing of interest 

that she could find.  

  

 With the help of Dr. Hauke Dorsch, and Mr. Kreiner-Wolf, who works at the 

AMA (African Music Archive) of the Johannes Gutenberg-University of Mainz the 

author spent literally hours, going through each recorded disc, but found absoluteley 

nothing of Bosco. 
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The author further contacted the following people: 

Mr. Dominic Kakolobango, Congolese/Zambian musician, now living in Brussels, 

Belgium 

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Kubik, University of  Vienna, Austria 

Prof. Dr. August Schmidhofer, University of Vienna, Austria  

Prof. Dr. Artur Simon, Berlin 

 

None of the beforementioned were able or in a position to supply the author with 

Bosco’s discs. 

 

 Since David Rycroft has the discography of Bosco’s music from 1952 to 1962, 

the author copied it. The author did have access to some of Bosco’s discs, which 

were given to her by Mr. Kananga Bipo and Kanuto Chenge in Lubumbashi, the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. 
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Document 19: David Rycroft’s discography of Bosco’s discs 
167

 

                                                        
167 Source: Rycroft, 1961: 102. 
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Two original shellac discs, generously given to author by Congolese artist, Mr. 

Kanuto Chenge: 

 

1. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

Mwenda wa Bayeke 

78 rpm, 10” Shellac  

Shekeza Production 

A-Side: Bibi Thereza (Originally published in 1952) 

Matrix - Nr. R 01/ 82 A 

 

B-Side: Masanga - Njia (Originally published in 1952) 

Matrix - Nr. R 01/ 82 B 

 

2. Disc: Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

78 rpm 10” Shellac 

Shekeza Production 

A-Side: Bibi Mupenzi (Originally published in 1955) 

Matrix - Nr. R 02/82 A 

 

Mwenda et son Ensemble 

B-Side: Tuwaheshimu Wazazi (Originally published in 1954) 

Matrix - Nr. R 02/82 B 
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Three original discs, given to author by, Kananga Bipo, from L'Orchestre du 

Park Hotel in Lubumbashi, Congo. 

 

Two  45 rpm 7” Singles; and one shellac disc, 33 rpm, all damaged: 

 

1. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

45 rpm 7” Single 1982 

Shekeza Productions 

A-Side: Masanga – Njia (Originally published in 1982) 

 

B-Side: Bibi Thereza (Originally published in 1982) 

 

2. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

45 rpm 7” Single 1982 

Shekeza Productions 

A-Side: Bibi Mupenzi (Originally published in 1982) 

Mwenda Et Son Ensemble 

 

B-Side: Tuwaheshimu Wazazi (Originally published in 1982) 

 

 

One shellac disc, 33 rpm, broken into 3 pieces: 

 

Mukisema na Bwana (single) 

Produced in South Africa 

 

 

Copies (on paper) of original discs from the archives of the British Library in 

London, England: (could not be transferred to a CD, because of copyright) 
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1. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

45 rpm 7” Single 

Gallotone 

Swahili 

A-Side: Masanga (No publishing Date) 

Under the letter A, upside down: (XYZ. 5967 T) 

GB. 1586 (T) 

On the left side of center: RC 46d /On right side of center: 2m. 37s 

Guitar Solo 

Made in England for Gallo (Africa) Ltd. 

In the middle of the disc: a handwritten name: Wm. Walton 

 

B-Side: Tambala Moya (No publishing date) 

DINGALA town dance song 

Under the letter B, upside down: (XYZ. 7127 T)  

GB. 1586 (T) 

On left side of center: RC 46c /On the right of center: 3m. 5s. 

 

 

2. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

45 rpm 7” Single (No publishing date) 

Gallotone 

Luba/Songe 

 

A-Side: Kwaleza 

Under the letter A, upside down: (ABC. 11610) 

GB.1783 

Gallotone 

Luba/Songe 

 

B-Side: Basanga bonso 

K. ALIDOR (Mwenda Jean Bosco's name is missing) 
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Under the letter B, upside down: (ABC. 11611) 

GB. 1783 

Mwenda Jean Bosco 

 

3. Disc: Mwenda Jean Bosco, aka Mwenda wa Bayeke 

 

45 rpm 7” Single 

Gallotone 

Swahili 

A-Side: Bibi mupenzi 

(Bosco) 

Mwenda Jean Bosco 

Music. Pub. Co. of Africa 

African Music Research Copyright Control 

CO. 80 

Under the letter A, upside down: (ABC. 13466) 

Made in England for Gallo (Africa) Ltd 

 

Gallotone 

Swahili 

 

B-Side: Cheka Mama 

(Bosco) 

Mwenda Jean Bosco  

Music. Pub. Co.  Africa 

African Music Research Copyright Control 

CO. 80 

Under the letter B, upside down: (ABC. 13467) 

 

 

First tape, given to author by, Stéphane Mwenda, in December, 2007:  

 

A rather old AMPEX (U.S.A.) tape; no date, no other information. Dates of 

recordings are unknown. The tape was torn in several places and had to be spliced 
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together by a specialist. It was in such desolate condition and so dirty that the head of 

the taperecorder had to be cleaned repeatedly. Estimated length 1200 feet. 

 

Tape played on Grundig TK 246 Hi-Fi: 

 

1. Song     0000 - 0079 

Accoustic guitar, sound of bongos (soundbox)  

2 Singers 

Language: Kiswahili 

 

2. Song     0079 - 0150 

Accoustic Guitar, 2 Singers 

Language: Kiswahili 

 

3.Song      0150 - 0220 

1 singer with Accoustic Guitar, 2 Singers 

Language: Kiswahili 

 

4.Song      0220 - 0280 (this seems to be Bosco’s voice)   

Mwenda Jean Bosco with Accoustic Guitar 

Song: Pole Pole Ya Kuwina, Sasa Sasa nitafanya 

Language: Kiswahili (Swahili de Lushois) 

 

5. Song     0280 - 0350 

1 Solo singer with Accoustic Guitar (This might be Losta Abelo or Edouard 

Masengo). It is definitely not Bosco  

Language: Kiswahili 

 

6. Song      0350 - 0405 

1 Solo Accoustic Guitar and 2 singers 

Language: Kiswahili 

 

7. Song      0405 - 0460 

1 Solo Accoustic Guitar and 2 Singers 
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Language: Kiswahili 

 

8. Song      0460 - 0510 

1 Solo Guitarist (cannot be identified; it definitely is not Bosco) 

 

9. Song      0510 - 0560 

1 Solo Accoustic Guitar, several singers 

Language: cannot be identified 

 

10. Song     0560 - 0605 

1 Solo Guitarist, someone beating on a sound-box, several singers 

Language: cannot be identified 

 

11. Song     0605 - 0642 

1 Solo Guitar, several Singers 

Language: cannot be identified 

 

 

Second Tape, given to author by, Stéphane Mwenda, in December, 2007:  

  

 This is an old tape by Phillips, (the word, Philips, is barely legible). It is smaller 

in size, no date nor other information is given. There was no available sound carrier 

to listen to the tape. Dr. Hauke Dorsch and Mr. Kreiner-Wolf from the Johannes 

Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany, were kind enough to transfer everything to 

a CD. When listening, the author cannot identify any particular style of music. Dr. 

Dorsch and Mr. Kreiner-Wolf believe that the tape might have been re-recorded, 

since the music sounds very scrambled. 
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Eidesstattliche Erklärung: 

 

 

 

 

Hiermit versichere ich, Rosemarie Jughard, an Eides Statt, dass ich die Arbeit  

 

selbständig und ohne fremde Hilfe verfasst und keine anderen als die  

 

angegebenen Hilfsmittel benutzt habe. Die Stellen der Arbeit, die dem Wortlaut  

 

oder dem Sinn nach anderen Werken entnommen wurden, sind in jedem Fall  

 

unter Angabe der Quelle kenntlich gemacht. Die Arbeit ist noch nicht  

 

veröffentlicht oder in gleicher Form an irgendeiner Stelle als Prüfungsleistung  

 

vorgelegt worden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Klein-Winternheim,  März  2012 


